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How should we divide societal resources and output among ourselves? According to need, contribution, equality, economic efficiency, or deserts? Why? How should we rank these criteria of distributive justice in order of their importance? These are among the biggest unresolved questions of political economy, and they have become even more divisive in the face of globalization.

Global economic integration adds urgency to addressing disagreements over distributive criteria because: there is now a much larger economic pie at stake, economic activity has accelerated and excluded many who have been unable to keep up with the pace, market participation has become more exacting in its requirements, there are enormous rents to be reaped, and there is stiffer competition for global commodities and energy supplies in the wake of emerging economic powerhouses like China and India. Globalization has improved the lives of hundreds of millions who have wallowed in poverty until recently, just as it has impoverished nations and individuals unable to fend for themselves in the face of the market’s unintended consequences. Indeed, debate over what distributive justice requires has become increasingly strident and contentious even as the issues themselves have become even more complex and intractable. There is need for a clear-eyed method in giving people and nations their economic due. Equally important, however, is the task of articulating the conceptual and practical justification for the principle used for such a distribution. The bitter discord over globalization largely reflects philosophical disagreements over the proper criteria to use for distributive justice.

Efficiency and need have by far been the most widely preferred criteria. On the one hand, advocates of unfettered markets tout the pivotal role of economic efficiency in providing the great wealth we have enjoyed in the modern industrial era. On the other hand, critics of laissez-faire capitalism argue for need satisfaction as a way of ameliorating
the market’s perennial failure to provide for the more vulnerable segments of the population. Though nothing in their philosophical justification makes efficiency and need mutually exclusive, these two norms often require diametrically opposed economic policies when it comes to actual implementation. For example, while efficiency generally calls for minimal government intervention in market operations, need satisfaction frequently requires intrusive extra-market initiatives, such as legislation on minimum wage, affirmative action, and consumer protection. Thus, in his classic work *Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff*, Arthur Okun (1975) notes that beyond a certain point, equity-oriented policies become a drag on economic efficiency. Simon Kuznets (1955, 1963) posits his famous inverted U-shaped relationship between equity and growth; inequality worsens in the earlier stages of economic growth and gradually improves over time. Despite the absence of conclusive empirical evidence confirming the Kuznets phenomenon, efficiency and need have nevertheless been viewed by and large as competing criteria of distributive justice.

Need as a benchmark of distributive justice can be justified on the basis of the inherent dignity of the human person. However, we can make an additional case for need as a distributive rule by appealing to its instrumental utility in bringing about market efficiency. The thesis of this study is that far from being rival principles of distributive justice, efficiency and need are, in fact, complementary norms given the special requirements of the emerging knowledge economy. They have become necessary conditions to each other because of the central role of human capital in generating and sustaining long-term efficiency in the digital age. Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have transformed the economic terrain. The principal sources of wealth creation in the past two centuries were natural resources and industrial capital. Today, it is knowledge. Not surprising, the highly skilled and digital-savvy *homo oeconomicus* has taken center stage in contemporary economic life. Future growth and development are dependent on the widespread satisfaction of human needs in the earlier rounds of economic activity. However, a community can maintain need satisfaction as an economic policy only to the degree that it is efficient in the use of its scarce resources in producing its necessities. Indeed, far from being at odds with each other, efficiency and need satisfaction mutually reinforce one another in the information economy.

I use both the properties of the market and the features of the knowledge economy as analytical tools with which to demonstrate this linkage between efficiency and need satisfaction. Any substantive assessment of economic distribution must take into account its
attendant circumstances. At present, this all-important context has at least two major components to it. First, globalization is breathtaking, not so much for the extent to which it is integrating the world economy into a single entity, but for the information age it has intensified. Thus, it is the knowledge economy and its attributes that provide the immediate context to any meaningful discussion of distributive justice in globalization. Second, we must delve deeper beneath the knowledge economy and examine the bedrock on which it stands—the marketplace. The market has intrinsic characteristics that define the limits of what economic exchange (whether in the industrial age or the digital era) can or cannot achieve. The market has particular qualities that shape the terrain within which economic life unfolds. Thus, in this study, I assess what ought to be our yardstick of distributive justice within the twofold context of the properties of the market and the attributes of the knowledge economy.

Chapter 1 examines the substantial overlap between two of the most contentious problems in economic ethics today: (1) the clashing claims of the different norms of economic justice and (2) the opposing schools of thought on whether globalization has been a “common climb to the top” or a “race to the bottom.” At the root of disagreements over the ills or benefits of global economic integration are differences in the philosophical commitments on what ought to be the appropriate criterion of distributive justice. This is reflected in the choice of statistics employed by pro- and antiglobalizers to make their case.

Before assessing the competing rules of distributive justice, I examine the nature of the knowledge economy in the two chapters of part I. The information and communication revolution is different from the industrial revolution because it is the market itself that has been radically transformed and not merely transportation (e.g., steam engine) or production (e.g., electricity, steel, oil), as in the nineteenth century. Thus, chapter 2 explains that microelectronics has made the market more efficient at being efficient. This foreshadows major changes in our economic life, precisely at a time when we are increasingly heavily reliant on the market as it seeps into every facet of society. It is important to anticipate the problems accompanying such “marketization” including the superfluity of data that have to be processed, the disruption of livelihoods and lifestyles, and the ceaseless substantive readjustments on the part of economic agents. Chapter 3 outlines the need for ever-more advanced human capital in view of the exacting features of the knowledge economy, namely: the faster pace of economic life, the much fiercer competition for innovations and networking, and the increasing value of time.
Part II reviews the case for economic efficiency as the appropriate criterion of distributive justice. Chapter 4 contends that efficiency matters, and more so in the information age. ICTs have made the market even better at creating value. Thus, impeding the marketplace from what it does best (allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses) leads to ever larger opportunity losses over time, especially in a highly dynamic setting. Besides, no community can flourish in the long term unless it is judicious in the use of its endowments. Efficiency is essential for a self-sustaining, growing economy; it is an unavoidable constraint that distributive justice must satisfy. Nonetheless, chapter 5 cautions that as important as efficiency is, it is not sufficient because of the distributive dimension of the price mechanism. Efficiency does not arise in a vacuum; it requires wide-ranging socioeconomic preconditions if the market is to work properly and produce its much-acclaimed economic benefits. These foundational institutions often lead to a self-reinforcing dynamic that permanently marginalizes those at the fringes of the economy. The resulting price adjustments from economic exchange can inflict adverse unintended consequences on certain segments of the population, often the very people who are least able to bear these burdens. To make matters worse, the market will not self-correct its harmful outcomes but may, in fact, even aggravate them over time. There is need for extra-market remedial action in order to rectify the limitations of efficiency as the proximate goal of economic operations.

Part III weighs need as a fitting norm of distributive justice. Chapter 6 suggests that it is in the self-interest of communities to ensure that people have access to their essential needs for personal growth and development. Human capital has to be continuously upgraded in an extremely fluid environment such as the information age in which tacit knowledge holds the key to creating value. In other words, need satisfaction is a precondition of long-term efficiency in the knowledge economy. Furthermore, chapter 7 delineates how such a strategy of need satisfaction broadens the base for economic initiative and technological creativity, thereby adding further to the stability and quality of the pool of human capital available to the community.

Part IV considers entitlement as a suitable canon of distributive justice. Chapter 8 describes a feature of the marketplace in which many factor inputs are left unpaid for their real social contribution. These ownership externalities arise because of the public-good nature of the marketplace in which no one with the requisite purchasing power may be excluded from the services it provides. Moreover, just as technologies, currencies, and languages become even more valuable to early
adopters as more people use them, the market also exhibits network externalities as it confers ever-greater benefits on its participants as it expands its geographic reach and scale. Unfortunately, the resulting gains are difficult, if not impossible, to assign to their rightful owners, thereby exacerbating the gap between private and social costs or benefits. By its nature, the market rarely pays factor inputs according to their true social contribution because of its manifold unintended consequences (externalities). Sociohistorical location, chance, and contingencies are often decisive determinants of what people receive from the marketplace. Consequently, employing entitlement as a norm of distributive justice requires extensive corrective work if we are to satisfy its twin conditions of justice in acquisition and justice in transfer.

Chapter 9 concludes this study by claiming that far from clashing with each other, need, equality, efficiency, and entitlement are all interdependent criteria. Need satisfaction has become inseparable from economic efficiency in the knowledge economy. Moreover, there is an intrinsic egalitarianism embedded within a strategy of need satisfaction. By rewarding people according to what they bring to the marketplace, the entitlement principle maintains the incentives essential to the market’s smooth operations; it enhances efficiency as a viable benchmark of justice. Thus, efficiency, need, equality, and entitlement supplement each other in the information age. In assessing the benefits and ills of globalization, we avoid two common errors in economic reasoning (the fallacies of composition and division) through the integrated use of these different standards of distributive justice.

The empirical studies on many of the issues we examine can literally fill volumes. Thus, my use of empirical evidence is necessarily selective and is merely illustrative rather than definitive as I examine the preceding questions. Besides, statistics can often be presented in support of both sides of most economic disagreements. Moreover, one must remember that empirical studies are contingent by nature because their results are dependent on heuristic models, simplifying assumptions, and econometric techniques, not to mention data selection, quality, and measurement.

This study offers a fourfold contribution to the literature besides adding to what we already know about the knowledge economy and globalization. First, it calls for a change in our thinking regarding the practical implementation of distributive justice. While need, equality, efficiency, and entitlement may arguably be described as competing norms during the industrial age, these have become symbiotic components of a necessary comprehensive approach to distributive justice.
in the era of microelectronics. This highlights not only the complexity but also the richness of contemporary political economy.

Second, this book is different from many that have been written on globalization because it employs the nature of the market as a starting point of analysis. This makes for a more balanced approach because we are forced to acknowledge both the gains and losses from cross-border exchange. In paying heed to the inherent limitations of the market, we avoid exaggerating the much-heralded advantages of international trade. In the same manner, by duly acknowledging the exceptional institutional capabilities of the marketplace, we cannot readily dismiss global economic integration as irredeemably harmful. Any objective look at economic globalization must take into account the intrinsic properties of the market. At the same time, this research project has provided an occasion to use empirical evidence from recent economic history in advancing our understanding of both the market and the knowledge economy.

Third, ownership externalities are rarely discussed in economic ethics. Moreover, the case for treating the market as a network externality has yet to be made in the literature. This study has been a good opportunity to examine the economics and ethics of globalization partly through the prism of these two largely unexplored externalities.

Finally, the convergence of efficiency and need satisfaction into inseparable norms in the knowledge economy narrows the gap between free market proponents, who have advocated all along for allocative efficiency, and critics of globalization, who have underscored the plight of those who have been adversely affected by trade. In proposing that sustainable efficiency and human capital development are two sides of the same coin, this study claims that pro- and anti-globalizers are not really too far apart from each other. They are merely stressing different dimensions of the same phenomenon. In appreciating how economic efficiency and need satisfaction are necessary conditions for each other, both sides of the debate have reason to be open and attentive to each other’s arguments.

Why is it urgent to ascertain which criterion of distributive justice has precedence and who is right about globalization? Why is it important to determine which claims of proponents and critics are valid and which are not? Even as globalization is still merely in its nascent stages and much of it has yet to unfold, we have already witnessed both the considerable good and the wide-ranging injuries it can inflict. Understanding the nature and dynamics of global economic integration allows us to take an active role in shaping its processes and outcomes. There is much at stake in being ahead of the curve and in
laying the ground rules that will determine the direction and the tenor of how we are going to evolve and function together as a truly single global economic community. In grappling with difficult questions, such as distributive justice in the knowledge economy, I hope this book has made a modest contribution toward the formation of a postindustrial economic ethos that takes greater personal and collective responsibility for market outcomes and, more importantly, for each other’s well-being.

Many have been kind and generous in the course of this project. Ernest Bartell, Wilfred Dolfsma, Dan Finn, Ted Tsukahara, and Pat Welch provided valuable advice, guidance, encouragement, and suggestions for improvement that I have tried to incorporate while keeping this work to a reasonable length. Any remaining errors are solely my responsibility. I am deeply grateful for their example, beneficence, and friendship. Maran Elancheran and the staff of Newgen Imaging Systems and Elaine McLean helped with copyediting and proofreading. Rebecca Francescatti did the index. It has been such a pleasure to work with Aaron Javsicas, Kate Ankofski, Elizabeth Sabo, and the staff of Palgrave MacMillan, and I truly appreciate their assistance throughout the publication process. My students make the long hours of hard work truly worth it. Indeed, I consider myself to be greatly blessed with such good mentors, peers, friends, and family.

February 11, 2007
Providence, Rhode Island
Proponents and critics of globalization find little common ground for discourse. Even looking for an analytical framework with which to assess the claims and counterclaims of both sides of the debate is a highly contentious task. The two dominant questions of contemporary economic ethics are: (1) should globalization be reined in or even halted and then reversed altogether, and (2) what criterion ought we use for distributive justice? This chapter argues that these two seemingly separate issues overlap. On the one hand, most of the criticisms directed against global economic integration have been about the inequitable distribution of its burdens and benefits. On the other hand, advocates of unfettered market operations laud the enormous gains reaped from allocative efficiency. Thus, the debate on globalization can be framed in terms of the long-standing debate on the right principle to use for distributive justice. In what follows, I briefly sketch the arguments for and against globalization, summarize the contrasting canons of distributive justice, and then present a framework for analyzing these two overlapping issues.

Globalization: A Blessing or a Burden?

For many, globalization has been an economic godsend; for others, it has been an unmitigated bane. The divergent positions on global economic integration can be divided into five schools of thought.¹ In the first school are those who believe that “it is much ado about nothing.”² By traditional measures of trade openness or of financial flows, the
quarter century preceding World War I was as integrated as the global economy today.\textsuperscript{3} Thus, globalization is nothing new; we have already seen it in economic history. Other scholars have criticized this view by pointing to the significant qualitative differences between nineteenth- and twentieth-century globalization, such as contemporary international vertical specialization; the emergence of transnational firms; intense intra-industry trade; the greater number of countries, especially emerging nations, actively participating in the global marketplace; the rise of super-exporters (e.g., East Asia); the sheer volume of trade; the boom in trade in services; and the increasing proportion of trade in ideas rather than in tangible goods.\textsuperscript{4}

The second school hails globalization as “a common climb to the top.” This is the proverbial case of the “rising tide raising all boats.” By its nature, international trade unleashes expansive benefits because of gains from specialization and a division of labor according to nations’ respective comparative advantages. Advocates of globalization point to the disparity in the economic performance of countries that have embraced cross-border exchange in a full-throated manner compared to those that have isolated themselves from the global marketplace. Hundreds of millions have seen their incomes rise and their lives improved. The economic miracles in East Asia are eloquent testimony to the empowering effect of the marketplace. A sample of the exponents of this view include Bhagwati (2004), Irwin (2002), Dollar and Kraay (2001a and b), Friedman (1999), Wolf (2004), and many mainstream (neoclassical) economists.

Scholars from the third school believe that globalization leads to neoclassical convergence. Left on their own, market economies will converge to a common steady state. In other words, as poorer nations tend to grow faster than richer countries, these emerging economies will eventually catch up with their wealthier counterparts. International inequalities will decline on their own. For example, there was an unconditional convergence in the income levels of the major Atlantic economies during nineteenth-century globalization.\textsuperscript{5} The same unconditional convergence is unfolding today between the leading developed nations and newly industrializing countries (NICs).\textsuperscript{6}

The fourth school of thought views globalization as a leading cause of unequal development and increasing international inequality. Nations reap benefits from global exchange only in proportion to their bargaining power, their level of development, and the depth and quality of their institutions and social capital. Moreover, the rules of international trade are said to be skewed against poor nations, as in the case of OECD agricultural subsidies and discriminatory trade
barriers on manufactures, such as apparel and footwear in which poor countries enjoy a comparative advantage. Furthermore, contrary to traditional economics, technological change and innovation may in fact be endogenous, rather than exogenous. If this endogenous growth theory truly works in practice, then we would expect the knowledge economy—a central feature of contemporary globalization—to exhibit increasing, rather than decreasing, returns to scale. This bodes ill for poor nations because they will be left much farther behind by the developed economies that will grow even faster and much wealthier. And indeed, there is abundant empirical evidence indicating an increasing income gap between nations. In fact, the above-mentioned claim of an unconditional convergence applies only to industrialized nations, but not to less developed countries (LDCs). In contrast to the nineteenth-century experience, there is an unconditional divergence between industrialized and emerging nations. Many studies and anecdotal accounts describe the poor’s worsening plight. It is often claimed that wealthier economies gain more from international trade than poor nations. Thus, critics from this fourth school of thought equate twentieth-century globalization with neocolonialism. Neoliberalism and the Washington Consensus are viewed with great suspicion and skepticism.

Finally, there are those who view globalization as a “race to the bottom.” Nations strip themselves of environmental and labor standards in an effort to be competitive in the global marketplace. Thus, many point to the deplorable working conditions in emerging nations eager to attract foreign direct investments (FDIs) and expand their international market share. The power of the marketplace is illustrated well in the steep and continuing decline of American labor unions, especially in manufacturing, and in the increasing loss of national sovereignty, as in the case of the European Union’s (EU) need to reform its social economy to compete better in global trade. Key member states, such as France and Germany, have grappled with the question of whether or not to scale back their generous social welfare and be more market-oriented. There is concern that globalization has shifted the cost of social protection from employers to workers. Even Paul Samuelson, the “father of modern economics,” has expressed reservations about the bedrock neoclassical claim on the beneficial impact of free trade. Such gains from cross-border exchange are not guaranteed; unfettered trade may at times and under certain conditions be more hurtful than beneficial.

There are other descriptions of the divisions in the literature besides these five schools of thought. For example, some propose four
distinct approaches to globalization, namely: neoliberal, developmental, neocolonial, and earthist. Neoliberalism is exemplified by mainstream, neoclassical economics and proponents of the Washington Consensus. The social development approach is comprised of the multilateral development agencies, such as the World Bank, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United States Agency for International Development (USAID), and other similar organizations. Just like neoliberalism, these institutions affirm the value of international trade as a means toward poverty alleviation, but differ from neoliberalism in their broader concerns that include providing health care, education, and other basic needs for the poor. The neocolonial school sees the expansion of markets as a new form of colonial exploitation. The earthist approach calls for protecting the environment and a closer scrutiny of the impact of markets on local communities in the face of rampant globalization.

The antiglobalization movement could also be divided into two groups, namely: the fair trade or back-to-Bretton-Woods school and the localization school. The fair trade approach believes that the market is not intrinsically harmful; it only needs reform. It holds that the rules of international trade are skewed in favor of industrialized countries. As a consequence, emerging nations do not reap much benefit and have in many instances even been harmed by cross-border exchanges. The position of Oxfam International on trade is representative of this outlook. On the other hand, the localization school stresses the importance of local communities and the environmental impact of trade. It is the more radical kind of opposition as it calls for the abolition of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)—organizations that it considers to be at the root of the many ills of globalization. However, these radical critics do not offer any alternatives to replace the essential services provided by these multilateral institutions.

This is not the place to resolve the question of who is right or wrong. Neither am I going to rehash and evaluate the arguments for and against global economic integration. But, we can have a better understanding of this debate by using the various criteria of economic justice as a template with which to evaluate the claims being made for or against globalization. In other words, a large part of the debates over international trade is a carryover from disagreements on the appropriate norms to use for distributive justice in the marketplace. Narrowing the gaps between the contending philosophies on economic
Distributive Justice

Economic ethics can be divided into three major areas of concern, namely: the division of output, the question of commodification, and the ethical basis of economic thought and analysis. The first deals with questions of distributive justice and constitutes the bulk of the literature on economic ethics. The second pertains to the propriety of using market rules in noneconomic matters. For example, should we permit a market for kidneys? Should we allow commercial transactions on human ova or frozen embryos? Are there certain goods or services that should never be bought or sold (blocked exchanges)? The third set of issues grapples with the anthropological premises of economic modeling and their impact in changing actual economic behavior.

This book will focus exclusively on the first topic: What precisely are the appropriate criteria to use in dividing societal resources?

The term “distributive justice” comes from Aristotle who defines it in the fifth book of his *Nicomachean Ethics* as the geometric, proportionate allocation of wealth, honors, or whatever else is divided within the community according to merit. Like cases are treated in like fashion, while unequal cases deserve unequal treatment. Marx proposes the communist distributive principle: “[F]rom each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!” Ryan (1942) lists six canons of distribution: arithmetical equality, proportional needs, effort and sacrifice, comparative productivity, relative scarcity, and human welfare. Rescher (1966) adopts and expands Ryan’s norms and calls them distribution according to equality, need, ability-achievement, effort, productivity, social utility, and supply and demand. Rawls (1971) presents his difference principle, while Nozick (1974) responds with an altogether different approach through entitlements. Miller (1976) believes that the claims of social justice are founded on rights, needs, and deserts. Frolich and Oppenheimer (1992, 1994) and Konow (2003) see needs, efficiency, and deserts as the key principles of justice. Scott et al. (2001) subscribe to equality, equity/merit, efficiency, and need. In his recent history of distributive justice, Fleischaker (2004) reduces the concept to two variants: Aristotle’s distributive justice and Rawls’s justice as fairness. In what follows I will limit myself to a quick review of the main criteria that repeatedly arise in various studies and surveys. This is necessarily a selective
reading of an overwhelmingly vast literature on the nature of distributive justice.24

**Justice as Fairness**

John Rawls’s groundbreaking *Theory of Justice* addresses the problem of how to arrive at a common vision of justice in a pluralistic world where people subscribe to different notions of the good.25 He argues that people who are uncertain as to what their position will be in society and what resources will be available to them will be amenable to the following simple rules. First, every person will be accorded the maximum liberties possible that are consistent with everyone else enjoying the same right. Second, inequalities will be permitted only to the extent that they benefit the least advantaged, and only if these inequalities are attached to societal roles that are open to all. Rawls argues that people will readily agree to these terms because they would certainly want those at the bottom of society to be treated fairly and properly, in case they ended up in such a position. The attractive feature of Rawls’s method is that there is no need to appeal to any substantive moral theory, only to people’s self-interest.

**Entitlement**

Robert Nozick disputes Rawls’s theory of “justice as fairness” and argues against redistribution and the undue interference of government in what is properly private economic terrain.26 For example, take the case of a basketball player who is greatly enriched by people coming in droves to pay to watch him play. Nozick observes that the government’s act of taking away a portion of such earnings (as taxes) and then redistributing the proceeds to other members of the community (presumably the poor) is nothing less than forced labor. Nozick calls for minimal government intervention and asserts that people ought to be able to keep for themselves earnings from their labor and their properties. What is important is that people had legitimately acquired such properties either through a just initial acquisition or through a just transfer from someone who had lawful ownership of the said holdings. As the market operates strictly by the right to private property ownership, it merely divides outcomes according to what people have brought to the marketplace and what they have contributed to the common productive effort. Hence, in judging the fairness of the market’s disposition of societal output, inequality is not a relevant consideration—only the proper enforcement of property rights. In
short, people are entitled to keep what they have earned, regardless of how unequal such an outcome might be.

**Utilitarianism**

Utilitarianism is concerned with consequences rather than with the processes by which justice is attained (consequentialism). Moreover, human welfare is measured by the utility levels of individuals, that is, the degree to which their preferences are satisfied (welfarism). In addition, the good of the entire community is conveniently measured by simply getting the sum of individual utility levels (sum-ranking).27 There are numerous appealing reasons to employing utilitarianism as the preferred criterion of distributive justice. In the first place, people are assumed to know what is in their best interest, and they are given the liberty to pursue whatever ends they may choose for themselves. There is a liberal openness in the way market participants are left free to set and pursue their own goals. Second, utilitarianism dovetails market operations well. In fact, in the textbook model of perfect competition, the unfettered market’s resulting allocative efficiency is the “greatest good for the greatest majority.”28 This greatly simplifies our task because the market automatically brings about distributive justice. If efficiency were the basis for distributive justice, there would have been no need for any other additional procedures or redistributions.

**Need-Based Distribution**

Distribution according to need is a rule that most people would accept as valid and urgent, particularly when we are confronting life-and-death emergencies. Because of the corporeal nature of human beings, people need material goods, such as food, clothing, shelter, and medicine, in order to stay alive, enjoy basic health, grow, develop, and function. Thus, in extreme cases of starvation, most people would say that goods should be allocated according to need. In fact, there is an implicit “right of necessity” in Aquinas’s position that it is no theft at all in using somebody else’s property in dire cases of imminent death or severe destitution.29 Properties may be owned in private, but under exigent circumstances they become common in use.

The difficulty with need as a norm of distribution is the slew of unanswered questions it leaves in its wake: What constitutes a dire emergency? What ought to be included in the basket of legitimate needs that will be supplied? To what extent are these needs to be satisfied? Who has responsibility for meeting such needs? There are many
competing accounts of the content and scope of what constitutes minimum needs, and I will limit myself only to two of the most widely known theories. Rawls suggests a set of primary social goods that are essential for any reasonable conception of a good life. These primary social goods are rights and liberties, opportunities and powers, income and wealth, and the bases of self-respect. These are universal necessities that allow people to pursue whatever goals they may have set for themselves in whatever place or time. Alternatively, we also have Sen’s (1993) and Nussbaum’s (1992) “functionings and capabilities.” Both are highly critical of the use of utility as a measure of human welfare (welfarism). The ability to function in life is a far better measure of human well-being than preference satisfaction.

Egalitarianism

Finally, we have egalitarianism as a possible yardstick of distributive justice. In some sense, there is a foundational egalitarianism undergirding the various approaches to distributive justice. For example, utilitarianism presupposes equality because every person’s preferences count. Rawls sees a fundamental equality in people’s right to possess and enjoy his aforesaid list of four primary social goods. Nozick’s entitlement criterion is about equal rights to self-ownership and to enjoying the fruits of one’s legitimate private properties. Sen’s and Nussbaum’s “capabilities and functionings” approach is ultimately about empowering every person to work toward his or her life goals. Religious traditions’ plea for the satisfaction of basic needs is founded on an equal dignity accorded to every human being. In other words, the divergent measures of distributive justice can arguably be viewed as subsets of egalitarianism because they all aim to equalize something. Their claims are ultimately founded on the equality of a common right or entitlement that every person should have. Hence, far from being a separate school of thought itself, egalitarianism can be viewed as an overarching framework.

Alternatively, egalitarianism can also be regarded merely as a special case of the all-encompassing standards of justice. In his positive multicriterion theory of distributive justice, Konow (2003) considers whether or not egalitarianism should be included as a separate principle of justice at the same level as efficiency, need, and entitlement. He decides not to classify egalitarianism as a separate principle because he views it merely as “a special case of general principles.” In various empirical studies and in his own experimental work, Konow finds that most people favor egalitarianism only in exceptional circumstances,
such as whenever supplies are low and there is not enough to go around. Equal distribution is also viewed to be the fairest or the least controversial alternative in cases in which there is insufficient information on ethically relevant characteristics, such as effort, costs, contribution, or choices. It is also the preferred rule of distributive justice in cases of uncertainty that lead to costly disputes or extensive information searches regarding contributions, rewards, or other relevant variables on which to base compensation. Finally, at a deeper level, most calls for equality are actually appeals for fairness based on an equality of opportunity. But equality of opportunity can be easily subsumed under need satisfaction; both compensate people for factors beyond their control that impede their ability to function effectively just like other members of the community. Given these widespread views on egalitarianism, Konow concludes that equality is not a general principle of justice but is merely a special case of the principal criteria of justice. Thus, he limits his study only to efficiency, need, and entitlement.

Whether viewed as a separate norm of distributive justice or as an overarching framework, or whether treated as a special case or as a general principle of justice, egalitarianism ultimately has to address the question of “equality of what?” There is no consensus on this issue. Various proposals have been advanced, ranging from minimal claims to the broadest and most intrusive requirements, to wit: an equality of basic civil and political rights and liberties (simple egalitarianism), equality of opportunity (welfare egalitarianism), equality of resources to act and pursue ends, equality in material outcomes (socialist egalitarianism), and equality of welfare. These diverse approaches are not mutually exclusive. For example, an equality of welfare can encompass equality in civil and political liberties, opportunity, or material outcomes.

Overlapping Questions

Many of the disagreements over globalization are often a continuation of the long-standing fight over the proper criterion to use for distributive justice. Global economic integration merely provides the immediate occasion and terrain for the latest, most intense round of the debate.

The schools of thought that laud globalization as “a common climb to the top” or as “a neoclassical convergence” base their claims on the market’s much-vaunted ability to allocate scarce resources to their most valued uses. Obviously, for proponents of globalization,
efficiency is the primary, if not exclusive, principle of distributive justice. In contrast, the schools of thought that severely criticize globalization as “a race to the bottom,” as an uneven development, or as neocolonialism are deeply concerned about people who have either been left out of the entire process or who have been adversely affected by an expanding marketplace. For these critics, the principle of need is the key norm of distributive justice. Thus, the literature on the value or disvalue of globalization can be assessed along the lines of the tension between the two main rival measures of distributive justice: need versus efficiency. At a deeper level, many of the disagreements over the benefits or ills of globalization are about the appropriate yardstick to use for distributive justice.35

Measures of inequality inevitably have underlying value judgments.36 The use of statistics to support arguments on the gains or losses from globalization is not value-free but reflects philosophical beliefs. For example, proponents of globalization focus on inequality between individuals and use aggregate measurements of poverty and inequality. Moreover, they prefer relative, rather than absolute, measures of inequality. Using the entire world population as a single unit of analysis, they show a closing gap between the rich and the poor. Indeed, statistics show an unmistakable improvement in both economic and social indicators across entire nations and regions of the world, evidence of the value of globalization as a vehicle of poverty alleviation according to its proponents. The economic gains of the NICs, such as China, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Brazil, and Thailand, are simply too impressive to ignore. In the case of China, the gains are nothing short of breathtaking. The improvement in the lives of hundreds of millions of people is clearly evident not only in the economic sphere, but more importantly, in life expectancy, education, and mass ownership of some of the basic comforts of life (TV, telephones, computers, and consumer electronics). Thus, the “common climb to the top” and the “neoclassical convergence” schools of thought conclude that global economic integration has reduced inequality.

In contrast, those who view globalization as a “race to the bottom” or as an uneven development measure inequality across countries (rather than across people) and are able to show the opposite effect of a steadily worsening gap between rich and poor nations in the post–World War II era.37 Antiglobalizers are concerned with inequality across nations and use disaggregated data on selected vulnerable segments of society that are at greatest risk, disregarding the total gains accumulated by the whole. They use absolute, rather than relative,
measures of inequality. Moreover, many market skeptics are more attentive to personal narratives rather than cold, impersonal statistics. They detail heartrending stories of severe destitution, exploitative sweatshops, ruined ecologies, and ever more powerful monopolies that destroy small- and medium-scale firms and farms.\textsuperscript{38} And indeed, based on the living conditions of at-risk populations, critics can easily show that market exchange has harmed the marginalized—people who are unable to participate in a meaningful manner in the economy. For example, they are keen to call attention to the plight of sub-Saharan Africa and impoverished parts of Latin America. They point to Chinese farmers driven off their land and entire villages displaced by an unrelenting industrialization. Far from reaping benefits from global economic integration, many have, in fact, been affected negatively by trade and capital liberalization.

Pro-globalizers defend the use of aggregate measures because these data provide critical information on the direction of the entire economy and its overall ability to reduce poverty via the trickle-down effect. Antiglobalizers, for their part, are skeptical of aggregate measures because these do not show the differential impact of market shocks on various reference groups, shocks that may cancel each other out in the calculation of averages. Aggregation and the use of group averages tend to hide poorly performing outliers.

Both sides cite and use extensive empirical evidence to support their respective positions. The bibliography, analytical studies, and anecdotal accounts backing both sides of the debate are vast. It seems that we have the proverbial case of whether the glass is half empty or half full.

For example, from 1982 to 2001, the proportion of LDCs’ population subsisting on less than a $1 a day dropped from 40 percent to 21 percent. Furthermore, in absolute terms, there were 1.5 billion people in 1981 living on less than $1 a day compared to 1.1 billion in 2001. These measures indicate a narrowing gap between the rich and the poor and affirm the position of pro-globalizers.\textsuperscript{39} However, antiglobalizers are quick to point out that at the end of the nineteenth century, the gap between the richest and the poorest countries was tenfold. Today, this gap has widened to sixty-fold.\textsuperscript{40}

Both sides are looking at the same phenomenon but are stressing completely different dimensions of the issue. The key difference in the choice of these statistics is the weight accorded to China and India, two nations that have seen major improvements in their citizens’ economic well-being. If we use national entities as the basic unit of analysis, these two countries, accounting for a third of the entire world
population, only count as 2 out of 174 countries. Under this method of accounting, a small country such as Haiti with a population of 8.1 million, for example, carries as much weight as China, with a population that is nearly 160 times bigger (1.275 billion), or India, with a population that is over 120 times larger (1 billion). Not surprisingly, the equal weights assigned to each country, regardless of the size of their population, grossly downplays the immense strides achieved in these two countries, especially China. Thus, proponents of globalization argue that the proper unit of analysis is not individual countries against each other, but people relative to one another.

Take a second illustration of this phenomenon of a “half-full or half-empty glass.” The absolute increase in the number of people living below $2 a day supports the conclusion that globalization has impoverished many. There were 2.45 billion people living under $2 a day in 1981; by 2001, this had risen to 2.736 billion. On the other hand, instead of focusing on the absolute number of disadvantaged people, proponents of globalization point to a decline in the relative proportion of the world population living under $2 a day: It was 66.7 percent in 1981 versus 52.9 percent in 2001. The number of people living under $2 a day did increase in absolute terms from 1981 to 2001, but not as fast relative to the growth in global population. Thus, market advocates assert that globalization has indeed been a boon to poverty alleviation. This is a case in which both sides employ the same statistics but use them differently to arrive at diametrically opposed conclusions.

In sum, disagreements on the selection of measures of inequality reflect even deeper and more substantive differences in their value judgments regarding distributive justice. Advocates of globalization prefer aggregate measures because they believe in the trickle-down effect of allocative efficiency and the substantial value it creates. Thus, for these proponents, the principle of efficiency not only subsumes the principle of entitlement-desert, but it also takes precedence over the principle of equality-need. In contrast, critics of globalization are acutely sensitive to the unmet needs of vulnerable groups. Consequently, from their point of view, the principle of equality-need is more important. Both sides of the debate have their philosophical differences on what constitutes genuine economic welfare and progress.

Which claims are correct? Should we evaluate contemporary globalization according to the principles of efficiency and entitlement or according to the principle of need, or both? Why? These are the questions I aim to examine in this book.
Framework of Analysis

For this study, I employ Konow’s (2003) threefold theory of distributive justice based on efficiency, need, and entitlement-desert.\(^45\) Egalitarianism is not explicitly included as a separate principle because, as we will see in chapter 6, it is already part of need as a criterion of distributive justice, as are Rawls’s primary goods and the difference principle in his conception of justice as fairness. Thus, of the five schools of distributive justice sketched in the preceding section we will evaluate efficiency (utilitarianism), need (Sen, Nussbaum, and Rawls), and entitlement (Nozick). Two issues will be addressed. Are they mutually exclusive? If so, how does one rank them in order of priority?

Meta-approaches

There are three meta-approaches in thinking about social justice, to wit: hegemonic, skeptical, and pluralist.\(^46\) The hegemonic school of thought maintains that “it is in fact possible to ascertain a single substantive standard of social justice that is rationally persuasive.”\(^47\) Those who subscribe to this position believe that their proposed norm for distributive justice is clearly superior to alternatives by any reasonable measure. There is a very specific and objective standard of what constitutes social justice, one that is universally applicable across national borders and across generations. Examples include Marx’s distribution according to need, Rawls’s justice as fairness, and Nozick’s entitlement theory.

The skeptical view is the antithesis of the hegemonic approach. Skeptics do not believe in an objective “social justice” because people protect their self-interest. Those with the stronger bargaining position or whose power prevails in the end get to impose their vision of distributive justice. There is no single “principle” of social justice, only interests to be preserved and promoted. Examples of such a perspective include libertarians like Hayek and utilitarians, who believe that people should be left free to pursue their own ends and exercise sovereignty over their own properties. There is a vast multiplicity of interests and, as a result, a correspondingly wide variety of possible “social justice” outcomes.

The pluralistic position falls between the hegemonic and skeptical schools of thought. Unlike the single, all-embracing rule espoused by hegemonic adherents, the pluralist approach sees social justice as comprising a much broader set of principles in order to deal adequately with the complexities of the economic terrain. There is no single panacea or “silver bullet” that resolves all social justice conflicts.
However, unlike the infinite expansibility and amorphous “social justice” preferred by the skeptics, a pluralist conception limits itself to only a handful of valid principles. For the pluralist, social justice is more than just about tastes and preferences; it is imbued with a truly objective basis. Thus, it is possible to weigh skeptics’ innumerable conceptions of “social justice” relative to each other and whittle them down to a much smaller set of clearly exceptional criteria. Which norm applies depends on the context, such as the end that is pursued. For example, for Aristotle, social justice is founded on what constitutes excellence in the good society. For Miller (1976), rights, need, and deserts take precedence. Other pluralist views of social justice include Walzer’s (1983) “spheres of justice” and Sen’s (1993) and Nussbaum’s (1992) “capabilities and functionings.” Walzer argues for a complex equality in which different realms of social life are governed by their respective rules on what justice requires. For example, while purchasing power is an effective method for allocating scarce goods and services in the economic arena, it would be wrong to employ purchasing power as the yardstick in politics. Money should never be used to buy votes or secure public office. Neither should it determine outcomes in the judicial court system or in education. In other words, equality is complex because various realms of society are shaped by rules of justice that are specific to their particular spheres. Sen’s and Nussbaum’s standard of “capabilities and functionings” is pluralist because it acknowledges that there is no single formula to endowing people with the capacity to act in pursuit of their goals. The requirements for acting effectively are conditioned by culture and time. For example, we would expect a completely different assortment of requisite “capabilities and functionings” between the nineteenth-century’s industrial economy and our own information age. To these pluralist approaches, we can also add Konow’s (2003), Frolich and Oppenheimer’s (1992, 1994), and Scott et al.’s (2001) wide, but clearly limited, set of criteria for social justice, namely: efficiency, need, equality, and deserts.

**Context**

Context occupies a central role in the study of justice, which is about giving people their due. After all, justice’s requisite measurements and its need for precision cannot be satisfied in abstraction but must be set within the particulars of time, place, and history. There has to be a reference group, a clear articulation of the clashing claims, and an understanding of the circumstances of the competing claimants. It is context that provides these. Context also paves the way for a richer
and a more nuanced application of the principles of justice. It is also a necessary condition for the above-mentioned pluralist meta-approach to distributive justice. For example, in his surveys on what people thought about justice, Konow (2003, 1199) finds evidence of a trade-off between needs and efficiency as competing criteria of distributive justice. As the urgency to satisfy basic needs subsides and as economic performance and incentives begin to falter, people switch over to using efficiency as the preferred or the primary basis for allocation. Context is the medium that permits a multi-criterion theory of justice such as Konow’s.

I use context in two important and distinct ways in this study. First, I believe that a significant shortcoming of many commentators on the values or disvalues of globalization is their failure to take the nature of the market into account. The ills or benefits spawned by global economic integration in its wake are largely reflective of the market’s inherent properties. To gain a better appreciation for why globalization has been such a blessing for some and an onerous burden for others, it is important to understand the mechanics and dynamics of the marketplace. Thus, chapters 4 and 5 briefly outline both the allocative and distributive nature of the market’s core mechanism—its array of prices.

Second, I employ a globalizing knowledge economy as the context for evaluating the three primary principles of distributive justice we have identified in this chapter. We will assess the impact of the knowledge economy and market expansion on the relative claims of these three criteria. As a collateral benefit of such an exercise, we also get a glimpse into both the strengths and the limitations of the arguments made for or against globalization.

Using the nature of the market and the globalizing knowledge economy as the context of this study, I will address the question of whether the principles of efficiency, need, and entitlement are mutually exclusive. And if they are, which criterion should apply in contemporary globalization? How do we rank these norms in order of importance?
A distinctive feature of contemporary globalization is the shift in the source of wealth and value creation from natural resources and industrial capital to knowledge. ICTs have been instrumental in causing this transformation. Chapter 2 maintains that the current technological revolution is atypical because it is the market itself and its core process that have been radically transformed. Good information is the lifeblood of the marketplace, and microelectronics provides this information faster and in great abundance. As a consequence, the market has become even better at allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses. In other words, the market has become more efficient at being efficient. Chapter 3 describes how the knowledge economy is exacting in its demands on human capital. Economic life has become even more competitive and dynamic, its pace has accelerated, and it requires even greater acuity on the part of market participants.
Chapter 2
Microelectronics and Market Efficiency

The Difference Technology Makes

Twentieth-century globalization has been described as “much ado about nothing” because by traditional measures of trade and financial openness, the quarter century preceding World War I was just about as, if not more, integrated as our contemporary era. Scholars have disputed this claim, noting that similarities between these two periods of globalization are more apparent than real because of fundamental differences in their trade and production structures. In particular, contemporary production has been subdivided along key components that are then farmed out to specialized export-manufacturing sites around the world especially in the NICs of Asia and Latin America. Moreover, trade in the past two decades has been increasingly a global exchange in ideas (such as financial instruments) rather than in traditional goods and commodities. Closer inspection of these recent shifts in business organization and in the composition of international trade reveals an even more significant contrast—the emergence and impact of ICTs.

The main drivers of twentieth-century economic integration have been capital mobility, technological change, and the shift in government attitudes toward liberalizing their domestic markets. These three factors were similarly responsible for nineteenth-century globalization. However, the key difference lies in the radically transformative impact of technology in contemporary globalization.

A common pattern in economic history is the pivotal role of technological discoveries in precipitating major economic changes. Thus, for example, recall the role of the wheeled plow, the horse collar, and
the three-field system of crop rotation in greatly increasing the productivity of medieval agriculture. Remember the carvel construction technique in shipbuilding that saved wood and led to the development of lighter and larger ships. These technological advances in ship construction were essential for the age of discovery.6

The modern economy is no exception to this pattern in economic history as many scholars believe that the first and second Industrial Revolutions were possible only because of path-breaking technological inventions and innovations, such as the steam engine, steel, and electricity. Technological changes come in varying degrees. Four types have been proposed, to wit: incremental innovations, radical innovations, changes in technology systems, and technological revolutions.7 Incremental innovations are the everyday, run-of-the-mill refinements in the normal course of business operations as workers get better at what they do through “learning by doing.” Radical innovations, on the other hand, are improvements that are deliberately pursued and developed through a specific program of research and development (R&D). These are the more substantive advances that spawn new products, markets, and investments. Nylon, aluminum, plastic, home video cameras, and other consumer electronics are examples that come to mind. Changes in technology systems are a step up from radical innovations in that they are not “localized” but have a system-wide impact affecting several sectors, as in the case of the petrochemical industries. Of interest and relevance to us for this study, however, is the last and the most sweeping of these categories: the techno-economic paradigm shifts that induce permanent and wide-ranging socioeconomic changes.

Freeman and Perez (1988) describe these technological revolutions as “techno-economic” phenomena because of their dual character. In the first place, they are technological in nature because they revolve around significant improvements in how we engineer manufacturing processes and products. These technical achievements are so sweeping as to reduce drastically the cost of production; they precipitate extensive market changes in their wake. Thus, these events are also properly described as economic in nature. It is from these two features that Freeman and Perez coin their term “techno-economic.”

These technological revolutions are occasioned by the availability of a new set of core inputs (for the economy) characterized by three important qualities: a deep and continuing drop in their relative prices, nearly inexhaustible supplies for the foreseeable future, and ubiquity in use and application.8 And because these newfound inexpensive inputs seep into every facet of society and radically transform
the way people live, eat, work, and relate to each other, they have also been described as “all-purpose technologies.” They give rise to clusters of innovations along a wide front: technical, organizational, and managerial. Moreover, these diverse changes mutually reinforce each other to produce even further innovations in a self-sustaining beneficial cycle. Thus, there is a cascading stream of ever-new products, services, and processes. These general-purpose technologies could indeed be aptly described as “inducing a pattern of discontinuity in the material basis of economy, society, and culture.”

These techno-economic paradigm shifts have been used as the basis for a theory of business cycles. Periodic fluctuations in prices and employment in the modern economy can be explained through these bursts of revolutionary and disruptive technical changes. These epochal shifts are believed to come in recurring periods of fifty years in what has come to be known as Kondratieff or long-wave cycles.

There have been five of these modern economic epochs, and we are currently in the fifth. Freeman and Perez (1988, Figure 3.1, 50–57) outline an excellent schematic summary of these long-wave cycles. The first was the “early mechanization Kondratieff” dating from 1770–80 to 1830–40 with the development of a mechanized textile industry built on the ready availability of cheap cotton and pig iron. This was followed by the “steam power and railway Kondratieff” (1830–40 to 1880–90), characterized by the widespread use of steam engines and the emergence of a rail transport system that greatly reduced the inland cost of moving materials, goods, and people. Cheap coal and transportation became the core set of inexpensive inputs that transformed society.

The third long-wave cycle was the “electrical and heavy engineering Kondratieff” from 1880–90 to 1930–40. Steel and electricity formed the core set of cheap and widely available inputs that spawned the heavy industries of the modern economy (e.g., machine tools, heavy chemicals, and electrical machinery). The fourth was the “Fordist mass production Kondratieff” (1930–40 to 1980–90) made possible by cheap energy, oil in particular. This was the epoch of mass transportation and petrochemicals. The current cycle is the “information and communication Kondratieff” (1980–90 onward), distinctive for the wonders of microelectronics.

Each of these long-wave cycles precipitated a “golden age.” Abundant cotton, labor, and coal of the first two Kondratieff cycles gave rise to the “Industrial Revolution.” Low-cost steel (third Kondratieff) inaugurated the “Victorian boom.” Plentiful petroleum (fourth Kondratieff) ushered in “la belle époque.” Inexpensive microelectronics (fifth Kondratieff) heralded the “Keynesian boom.”
Information and Communication Kondratieff

Freeman and Perez (1988) use the long-wave cycles only to account for why the business cycle can be viewed as a process of adjustment to the structural crisis precipitated by technological change. This is unfortunate because they fail to bring out the full significance of the last Kondratieff cycle. I propose that our current information and communication long-wave cycle is qualitatively different from the earlier Kondratieff cycles and deserves to be treated as a separate class by itself. The contemporary economic impact of microelectronics exceeds those of earlier “carrier inputs” in the first four Kondratieff cycles for at least two reasons. First, they fulfill the three features of all-purpose technologies to a supereminent degree, and secondly, they alter the very heart of the market process itself.

Microelectronics as an All-Purpose Technology

All-purpose technologies are characterized by rapidly falling relative costs, unlimited supplies, and ubiquity in use and application. Steam power and electricity, in particular, were the key innovations that animated the first and second Industrial Revolutions respectively. The generation and distribution of energy at will, in desired quantities and wherever needed, radically improved both the manufacturing and transportation sectors with ripple effects throughout the social fabric. Nonetheless, despite the spectacular gains they engendered as the quintessential technological revolutions of their era, they still pale in comparison with ICTs. Microelectronics exceeds all previous carrier inputs in all three areas of price, supplies, and ubiquity.

Compare the rate of decline in the prices of the past and present carrier inputs. Between 1790 and 1850, the cost of steam power fell by a total of only 50 percent over sixty years. The cost of rail transport in the United States declined by 40 percent between 1870 and 1913, a drop in prices of 3 percent per year. The cost of electricity showed an annual decline of 6 percent between 1890 and 1920. In contrast, the real price of computer processing power has dropped by an average of 35 percent per annum in the past thirty years. The average cost of processing information was $75 per million operations in 1960. This dropped to less than $.0001 by 1990 and is expected to decline even further. The fall in the price of ICTs as carrier inputs has been so precipitous and dramatic that it has even been claimed that if the automotive industry’s costs dropped to the same extent over the past twenty years, cars would now cost $5 and give us 250,000 miles per gallon.
It took seventy years (1780–1850) for the price of cotton cloth to fall by 85 percent in Britain. In contrast, the price of semiconductors declined by 85 percent in only three years (1959–62).19 The real price of electricity decreased by 7 percent per year between 1890 and 1920 while the real, quality-adjusted, price of computers dropped by 20 percent per year from 1990 to 2000.20

This wide disparity is also seen in communications. The cost of a phone call decreased by 10 percent per year between 1930 and 2000. The telegraph remained relatively expensive throughout the past 150 years. On the basis of prices from the year 2000, it cost $70 a word in the 1860s and declined to $10 per word in the 1870s. In contrast, within seven years of making the Internet available for commercial use, it cost less than a cent to e-mail a twenty-page document. A transatlantic phone call today costs a few pennies.21

These differential rates are also reflected in the market penetration of these all-purpose technologies. It took more than a century before steam became the dominant source of power in Britain. Electricity supplied 50 percent of the power requirements of U.S. manufacturing only by 1919, ninety years after the discovery of electromagnetic induction.22 In contrast, 50 percent of U.S. residents were using computers just thirty years after the invention of microprocessors and only fifty years after the invention of computers. The market penetration of the Internet is nothing short of breathtaking. It was already in use by 50 percent of the U.S. population only seven years after its commercialization.23 Measured from the time of their invention to adoption by U.S. households, the Internet (1975), the personal computer (1975), and the cell phone (1983) have taken only a tiny fraction of the time that previous technologies—electricity (1873), the telephone (1876), the automobile (1886), the radio (1905), the television (1926), the VCR (1952), and the microwave (1953)—took to gain widespread use.24

The speed of adoption can also be gauged by examining the experience of LDCs. For example, by the outbreak of World War I, only 30 percent of the total rail lines in the world were in emerging nations. In contrast, within seven years of the Internet’s commercial launch, users in LDCs already constituted 10 percent of total Internet subscribers (2000). Moreover, many of these emerging nations showed double-digit growth rates in ICT adoption.25

The cost of previous carrier inputs declined at a much slower rate and over a longer period of time. It is believed, for example, that growth in the use of electricity was stunted on account of the protectionism during the interwar years. In contrast, prices of microelectronics and their
derivative products and services have declined much faster, and as a result, they have had a much deeper impact and market penetration than previous carrier inputs. In addition, ICTs came at a time when governments had been actively opening up their markets to each other.\textsuperscript{26}

Microelectronics is altogether unique as an all-purpose technology because it is reducing cost simultaneously across the entire spectrum of the production infrastructure, from numerically controlled manufacturing, to new forms of faster and cheaper methods of communication\textsuperscript{27} that require less upfront capital investment and maintenance, and to even more inexpensive and efficient transportation systems that facilitate international subcontracting and just-in-time inventory management. Moreover, this radical improvement in processes has transpired across all segments of the economy. In addition, the use of microelectronics has been so pervasive as to give rise to an entirely new array of products, services, and industries. This is especially true for consumer electronics. All these elements of the revolution point to far-reaching changes in socioeconomic life requiring even quicker responses from economic agents both to take advantage of profit opportunities and to avoid losses from a rapidly evolving marketplace. These new demands will be ever more taxing on human capital.

Core Efficiency

Twentieth-century globalization is not merely “much ado about nothing” even in the face of trade and financial statistics that show the nineteenth-century global economy to be far more integrated. Krugman (1995) notes that our contemporary experience is qualitatively different in the manner in which the whole world has become a single integrated workshop with final products being assembled from parts manufactured in different continents. Dicken (2003, 11–12) differentiates the “shallow integration” of nineteenth-century cross-border trade in goods versus the “deep integration” of contemporary globalization in which intermediate goods are heavily traded through networks of transnational firms. Baldwin and Martin (1999) argue that ours is more of a trade in ideas than in traditional goods. These authors are merely describing the symptoms of an even deeper qualitative transformation. It is the improvement in the market’s core process itself that spells the difference between these two economic epochs, and the consequences of such an advance are as wide-ranging as they are profound.

Even more important than the rapid diffusion of ICTs is the manner in which microelectronics has transformed the economic terrain
itself. The real core set of inexpensive inputs for the fifth Kondratieff cycle may not be microelectronics but information. The pivotal role of technologies in improving the flow of information in the economy is not a recent, postindustrial phenomenon. There has been a constant stream of information-related technological innovations that have led to better managerial control of mass production processes and flows, distribution, and consumption since the 1830s. These “control innovations” have included both organizational changes and new equipment. However, these technological changes were mostly a mix of incremental and radical innovations. At best, they were changes in technology systems, but not the kind of revolution that radically shifts the technological foundations of society. It was not until the advent of microelectronics in the 1980s that we truly see a “control innovation” that is extremely cheap, abundant, pervasive, and truly transformative in its impact. In fact, our contemporary information and communication long-wave cycle is at its heart the paradigmatic “control innovation.”

The ready availability of low-cost information alters the market process itself. Recall the centrality of information in the marketplace. Economic agents exchange goods and services in an effort to improve their pretrade welfare. This requires knowledge of what other economic agents have to offer, what goods they want in return, at what terms, and where and when to consummate such exchanges. In other words, a good part of the transaction costs (search, bargaining, and enforcement) of economic exchanges is about securing reliable information.

Rents also illustrate the importance of information in the economy. Market participants with superior or advance information are able to position themselves for profit-making opportunities. Arbitrage is largely about having information at the right place, in a timely manner, and in an exclusive fashion. Arbitrage works only because the information is privileged (asymmetric) and is not widely available to others.

Neoclassical microeconomics is about consumers and businesses allocating their resources to maximize their welfare. It is a dynamic optimizing exercise because these market participants have to adjust their decisions constantly in response to new market opportunities and to how other economic actors behave. Thus, procuring, analyzing, and using information to good effect is the core process of microeconomics. Recall that the other name for microeconomics is price theory. No other social mechanism is as effective as the market price in conveying a continuous stream of information on an
incredibly large volume of goods and services in a timely and cost-effective manner across widely dispersed economic agents. Price is merely the means to an even larger end: getting information across cheaply, quickly, effectively, and continuously. The market is such an important societal institution because there is nothing to date that can replace its singular ability to collate, process, convey, and orchestrate a proper response to economic information as it becomes available. It is only in understanding the role of information in economic life that one can appreciate the profound implications of the fifth Kondratieff cycle, why it is truly a paradigm shift from the four earlier long-wave cycles, and why it deserves to be treated as a class by itself.

In drastically cutting the cost of collecting, storing, and analyzing data, microelectronics is pushing the market and its participants to become even more effective and efficient in the way they use and share information. Thus, it has even been said that “IT [information technology] and the Internet amplify brain power in the same way that the technologies of the industrial revolution amplified muscle power.”

If the marketplace is about allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses, then microelectronics is about making the market even more efficient. Perfect information is a necessary condition for perfectly competitive markets to achieve allocative efficiency. We are closer to approximating such Pareto efficiency to the extent that microelectronics provides us with better and more complete information, ceteris paribus. The carrier inputs of earlier Kondratieff cycles, such as cotton, steam power, steel, and electricity, revolutionized locomotion and production. In contrast, the impact of microelectronics is altogether different because its effects reach into the economy’s core process itself. It is the market itself that is subject to radical change. Its decision-making process reaps the most benefits from the inexpensive carrier input of the fifth long-wave cycle: information. The market economy has become more efficient at being efficient!

The market’s enhanced efficiency is evident in some of the characteristic features of contemporary globalization: more intense competition, an accelerated economic pace, self-sustaining technological and organizational innovations, lower production costs to the point of taming worldwide inflation, and, most of all, a market-driven global economic integration that is wider and deeper than at any time in history. The following sections and the next chapter examine some of the specific causes and consequences of the market’s improved efficiency.
Features of the Knowledge Economy

Superfluity of Data

Mayer-Schönberger et al. (2000) dissect the information and communications revolution into four interlocking technological breakthroughs. The first significant development was the ability to digitize information, that is, to reduce data to a binary code, thereby leading to the following results:

1. Greater access to nontraditional forms of data besides text and numbers, such as drawings, pictures, audio, and video. Data in various formats can now be easily processed or shared. Not only does this expand data sources, but it also makes available different media for disseminating information or for communication.

2. Enormous savings in data storage and duplication.

3. The ability to share and transmit data over long distances via satellite, cable, or wire with the click of a mouse. Distance becomes increasingly irrelevant to data sharing.

4. Substantial cost savings from standardization and economies of scale. Prior to digitization, different means of transmission (such as radio, telephone, telegraph, and television) required their own dedicated systems that were not interchangeable. With the binary code, a single universal transmission network can serve different media, thus, avoiding a costly duplication of equipment. Moreover, this means that data can be switched easily from one medium to another because of the convenience afforded by standardization.

The second technological breakthrough was the discovery and development of silicon chips, that is, integrated circuits to process data. The pace of innovation for these chips has been remarkable with their processing capacity doubling every eighteen months (Moore’s law). This is the immediate cause for the continued precipitous drop in the cost of data processing and storage mentioned earlier.

The third major technological development was the relentless expansion in network bandwidth, that is, the amount of data that can be transmitted over the network. The advance in these capabilities is even more impressive—a tripling of capacity every year (Gilder’s law). This means that every three years, while processing speed increases fourfold, transmission capacity increases by an astounding twenty-sevenfold, nearly seven times that of processing speed.

The fourth technological building block was the simultaneous standardization and decentralization of the information highway. The
Internet is radically decentralized as it is not controlled by any single entity. At the same time, it is also standardized in its electronic infrastructure (TCP/IP). Consequently, it reaps the best of both worlds. On the one hand, its decentralization opens the door to a much broader user base, which in turn offers a much wider pool of innovators who improve the Internet’s architecture and explore its other potential uses. And on the other hand, standardization provides economies of scale for all facets of the information highway, from the hardware and software to the engineering and design of their supporting infrastructure. Decentralization and standardization feed off each other. Cost savings from standardization make the Internet that much more accessible, while the resulting increased usage leads to even greater economies of scale in the next rounds of economic activity.

Together, these four technological breakthroughs (digitization, Moore’s law in data processing speed, Gilder’s law in data transmission capacities, and an information highway that is both decentralized and standardized) have been responsible for the spectacular fall in the cost of information processing—a rate of decline in prices never before seen in any of the carrier inputs of the earlier four Kondratieff cycles. Microelectronics outclasses these earlier carrier inputs by any measure used to define all-purpose technologies in terms of cost, unlimited supplies, or ubiquity. As a consequence, we are now literally flooded with data. As empirical proof of this claim, consider the indispensability of using the Internet in the normal course of the day, our complete dependence on search engines to find our way through the Web, and the emergence and overnight success of MySpace, YouTube, Google, eBay, Yahoo, and other similar dotcoms characterized by a common feature—their ability to manage data and information in a cost-effective, orderly, and useful manner. This is not even to mention the blogosphere.

**Market Widening**

I use the term “market widening” to refer to the extension of the market’s reach both across and within nations. Late-twentieth-century globalization is considerably different from the two earlier periods of global economic integration in terms of the number of countries involved. Nineteenth-century globalization was principally centered on Europe, the New World, and Australia. The three decades after World War II saw an expansion in the scope of global markets, thanks to the different rounds of General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) negotiations. In contrast, contemporary globalization is
characterized by (1) a much larger number of countries engaged in international exchange, (2) the expansion in the volume of global trade, (3) the increasing share of emerging countries in international exchange, and (4) the growing openness of economies to trade (measured in terms of exports plus imports as a percentage of gross domestic product [GDP]).

International trade has been growing much faster than GDP. For the period from 1980 to 1989, global GDP rose at an annual rate of 3.2 percent while merchandise exports grew at 6 percent per year. While global GDP decelerated to an annual growth rate of 2.8 percent for the period from 1990 to 2004, merchandise exports even accelerated slightly to an annual growth rate of 6.36 percent. Combining these two time periods (1980–2004), world output grew at an annual rate of 2.6 percent while merchandise exports rose by 6.89 percent per year. The growth of merchandise exports at nearly three times the rate of GDP only goes to underscore the vibrancy of cross-border exchange. Growth in trade is expected to exceed growth in output by a factor of two or more for the next two decades.

Market widening is also evident in the continued rise in the number of countries that have liberalized their merchandise trade in the last quarter of the twentieth century. More countries have voluntarily integrated themselves into the global marketplace. Between 1985 and 1995 alone, 33 developing countries switched from a statist, inward-looking trade posture to more open, outward-oriented policies. The share of exports from developing countries has been steadily growing over time from 25 percent in 1960 to 29 percent in 1980 to 33 percent in 2004. In 1973, only 12 to 13 percent of developed countries’ imports of manufactures came from emerging nations; by 2003, this had risen threefold to around 40 percent. Trade barriers and tariffs have dropped as part of the Uruguay round of trade negotiations. Moreover, even emerging nations themselves have begun the process of liberalizing their capital markets. Indeed, emerging nations have become increasingly active participants in the global marketplace.

This phenomenon of market widening is also evident in the increasing penetration of trade in local economies. Compare, for example, the traditional measure of trade openness across time (ratio of exports and imports to GDP). For the global economy as a whole, it was 38 percent in 1980 and increased to nearly 50 percent by 2003. For developing nations, it was 47 percent for 1980 and increased to 70 percent in 2003. Emerging nations in Asia began with a ratio of 50 percent in 1980 and rose to a remarkable 77 percent by 2003. The world’s export-to-GDP elasticity rose by nearly a third from
around 1.6 in 1970 to 2.3 by 2004. Not only have more countries been opening themselves to trade, they have also been increasing the volume of their trade with the rest of the world.

Many scholars believe that the global economic integration of the past three decades has also been as a result of the shift in government policies toward greater liberalization. Market widening is reflected in the internal reforms pursued by countries in their respective domestic economies. Isolated communities and heavily subsidized sectors of the local economy have been gradually incorporated into the marketplace. For example, many governments have begun to privatize state-owned enterprises. Protective policies from an earlier, failed era of import substitution have been gradually rescinded. Members of the EU have been grappling and debating among themselves, with much acrimony, on whether or not they should give up their social economy, become more market-oriented, and be more flexible in their labor markets in line with the requirements of global competition. All these reflect the continued move among nations to subscribe further to market rules. It is a development that has been unfolding for quite some time and is described in Yergin and Stanislaw’s (1998) book, Commanding Heights.

Market widening has been a notable cause of contemporary global economic integration. However, there is also a feedback effect in which globalization causes even further market widening. Countries, such as Russia, China, and Vietnam, which have been outside the scope of traditional Western capitalism, have been willing to embrace painful domestic economic reforms and even grant concessions in an effort to gain membership in the WTO. Note, too, the proliferation and acceleration of regional economic integration efforts. After witnessing the tremendous strides achieved by neighboring China, and perhaps fearful of being left too far behind, India followed suit in embracing a more open economy beginning in the early 1990s. This is no small feat as India has long been steeped in a tradition of central planning, economic nationalism, and protectionism. While governments should rightly be given credit for opening their markets, it is very likely that they did not have much choice on the matter. The opportunity cost of not being part of the global marketplace would have simply been too great for these governments to bear. It would have been self-defeating to shut themselves out of international commerce. Thus, government liberalization can be said to be both a cause and effect of contemporary globalization.

This feedback effect (of globalization pushing market widening further) is seen not only at a macroeconomic or governmental level
but even more so at the microeconomic level of the firm. For example, recall the well-documented deindustrialization of developed nations. Survival for many manufacturing operations in the OECD has required their relocation in less expensive overseas sites.

An even better example of a microeconomic-driven market widening is the recent surge in international vertical specialization, a phenomenon in which firms procure their supplies from different parts of the world, even for their core products and activities. To stay competitive, firms have had to slice up their products into ever-finer value-added components for subcontracting to countries that are able to offer these parts at the lowest price. This is particularly true for the automotive, airplane, and electronics manufacturers who have turned the entire world into a single workshop supplying parts for their final products.

This is in sharp contrast to the heyday of vertical integration in the industrialized nations in which firms manufactured their own parts. Ronald Coase’s (1937) “Nature of the Firm” provides a theoretical explanation for why this erstwhile practice once made economic sense. The transaction costs of subcontracting these parts to other firms were so high that it was cheaper for manufacturers to simply supply their own requirements. Thus, until recently, the “Big Three” U.S. automotive firms produced their own engine blocks, transmission boxes, electrical systems, and stamped metal sidings. Today, there is no such thing as an American-made car because components have come from all over the world. The same phenomenon is true for both Airbus and Boeing and for electronic goods such as computers and mobile phones. The range of products subject to international vertical specialization is clear testimony to the pressure that globalization has exerted on economies to open their markets. It is not surprising that the surge in international vertical specialization coincided with the breakthroughs achieved in data digitization, processing, storage, and transmission, thereby reducing the cost of communications, supervision, coordination, and data sharing. The drop in these transaction costs has greatly facilitated overseas subcontracting and has intensified or expanded the scope of market-based activity (e.g., eBay, B2B). Microelectronics is a significant cause of international vertical specialization and market widening.

**Market Deepening**

I use the term “market deepening” to refer to the expansion of economic exchange to include services that were not traded across borders
until the advent of ICTs. The most well-known example, of course, has been business process outsourcing (BPO) that covers routine back-office operations: data entry, paper processing, transcription, digitization, tele-marketing, tech support, and call centers. However, outsourcing has moved up the skills ladder to include software programming, 3-D animation, desktop publishing, accounting and bookkeeping, tax preparation, financial analysis, engineering and architectural design work, and even medical consultation. In addition to these, banking, insurance, investment, and other financial services are now traded heavily across national boundaries. Even the legal profession outsources its more routine work, such as legal research, patent applications, and divorce papers. It is estimated that as many as 12,000 legal jobs have been outsourced, and these are expected to more than double to 29,000 by 2008.

Data on the full extent of such outsourcing has been extremely hard to come by. However, initial estimates point to a robust growth of offshore employment from 2003 to 2008: IT services (89 percent), retail banking (226 percent), packaged software (176 percent), retail (50 percent), and insurance (90 percent). In 2000, global spending on business-processing outsourcing was nearly $100 billion and is projected to rise to as much as $175 billion by 2008. This trend is also reflected in other aggregated statistics. Exports of services as a proportion of world output has been increasing over time. In 1984 it was 3 percent and had risen to 4.9 percent by 2004. The ratio for emerging nations more than doubled, from 2 percent in 1984 to 4.7 percent in 2004.

For the period 1980–2002, the annual growth rate in the global export of services (8.1 percent) has outpaced that of merchandise exports (6.8 percent). The cumulative growth rates in the export of services between 1994 to 2003 for some emerging nations have been impressive: nearly 700 percent for India and more than 200 percent for China, Brazil, and Argentina. Global outsourcing of services is projected to grow at 30 percent per year between 2003 and 2008.

International outsourcing of services has been made possible by the technological innovations of the knowledge economy. Any economic operation that can be conducted through a telephone line or be reduced to a binary code can now be easily traded. And as in the case of market widening, global economic integration also feeds back into pushing market deepening even further. For example, the need to reduce costs in order to keep up with the competition has driven firms to follow suit and outsource services and functions that used to be nontradables and previously supplied from within the companies themselves.
Numerous anecdotes reflect both the power and the promise of globalization in pushing market widening and market deepening even further. International outsourcing is no longer only for the large companies. Even small-scale, first-time entrepreneurs subcontract their manufacturing overseas. Richtel (2005) describes the experience of start-ups in children’s pajamas and in software development. Without low-cost overseas subcontractors, these small U.S.-based businesses could not have gotten off the ground as domestic costs would have been four to ten times more in the case of the children’s pajamas, and three to fifteen times more in the case of software programming. These foreign subcontractors were not difficult to find and contact through the Internet, trade shows, and local firms specializing in searching for overseas expertise.

Note some striking observations from these anecdotes. First, international outsourcing is not merely an option but a necessity for many firms’ viability. Second, international outsourcing is getting to be relatively easier to arrange and even small-scale start-ups, which Richtel calls “micro-outsourcers,” are able to follow this business model. There are thousands of Web sites providing information on various manufacturers and service providers overseas, not to mention trade shows both in the United States and abroad. E-mail, instant messaging, and excellent phone links have allowed local business owners and foreign manufacturers to stay in constant communications throughout the production process.65

Third, even micro-outsourcers are able to slice up their products into ever-finer value-added segments. Take the case of the children’s pajama start-up. As soon as they get the manufacturing squared away, the entrepreneurs intend to “hire a freight management [firm]... to receive the shipments, check the merchandise’s quality, [and] then send it along to customers” (Richtel 2005). This kind of business is aptly called a “virtual” business because the owners have no manufacturing facility, no storefront, and no warehouse. Everything is conducted via electronic communications. Such companies illustrate the new business horizons made possible by both ICTs and global market widening and deepening. International vertical specialization has seeped down all the way to the smallest operations.

Fourth, outsourcing used to be limited to the noncore activities of firms. However, the dividing line between what is core and noncore for businesses is shifting. In the case of the children’s pajama start-up, product design and marketing have become the core. In an earlier age, it would have most likely been the design, manufacturing, warehousing, and marketing of the pajamas. In other words, ICTs and
globalization have made it increasingly possible to whittle down the firm’s core activities to a bare minimum. Even the U.S. automakers are seriously considering entrusting some of their manufacturing and assembly operations to smaller, specialized subcontractors.66 The personal accomplishments of these micro-outsourcers typify the extent to which market widening and deepening have changed socioeconomic life. More important, however, these anecdotes illustrate how globalization is generating change down to the level of the individual economic agent. As a researcher on outsourcing trends notes, outsourcing is occurring at every level from the manufacture of steel, cars, software, and computer chips, to the “little lady who make[s] scarves.”67

In sum, both market widening and deepening are about the increasing “marketization” of society in which more interpersonal, intra-national, and international relations transpire through the marketplace.68 Market rules govern ever-larger realms of socioeconomic life. Work that used to be performed internally within the household, firm, or government is taken over by the marketplace. Examples include growth in the provision of paid child care outside the family, the outsourcing of many noncore activities (such as accounting and payroll), and the privatization of many functions traditionally reserved for government, such as collecting back taxes and running prisons and schools. Of special interest to us in this study are the international exchanges. These have grown over the past twenty-five odd years as a result of a self-feeding process of global economic integration.

Self-reinforcing Market Expansion

There is a self-reinforcing dynamic to market expansion. First, the market has created a need for itself; people are ever more reliant on it in the knowledge economy. Even as the digital age produces a deluge of new information at an accelerating pace, it turns out that it is also the market that is capable of processing such immense amounts of information. Google and other similar multibillion dollar search-engine portals are excellent examples of how the market itself provides a solution for dealing with the superfluity of data it has spawned. Or, note the credit-reporting agencies that collate data on people’s creditworthiness. It is much cheaper for banks, financial institutions, and many other businesses to simply rely on these specialist firms than to have to gather, store, and update such data themselves.69 This is not to mention society’s savings through economies of scale and avoiding a costly duplication of effort. In both of these examples, we, in effect, are dealing with a market for information. Observe the paradox in
this. We are driven to even greater “marketization” as a way of coping with the increased demand for sifting, processing, and using a profusion of information that the market itself had generated in the first place. In other words, there will be an increased reliance on the market for data-information management in the knowledge economy. Thus, recall the earlier point that twentieth-century globalization is different from its earlier variants because it is increasingly about an exchange of ideas than of commodities.\textsuperscript{70}

Second, the augmented demand owing to market widening and deepening brings about economies of scale that translate into a decline in the cost of goods and services. This leads to a further rise in quantity demanded. More important, this drop in prices intensifies competition and the push for ever more advanced technological change and innovation. Moreover, there is also an operative bandwagon effect in that competitors are forced to adopt the latest innovations lest they lose their market share.

Third, market widening and deepening also mean larger potential short-term rents, thereby escalating the search for the next generation of new technologies. The availability of ever-larger profits to be made reveals needs in the economy that remain to be filled and provides entrepreneurs with the necessary incentives. (Take the case of the wildly successful iPods as an example.) Moreover, intense competition, risk, and uncertainty drive private initiative to network with each other. These collaborative exchanges widen and deepen the marketplace even further, turning it into a catalyst and medium for ever more profound change and technological advances. This is discussed further when we get to competitive networking in the next chapter.

Finally, the balanced growth theory of development economics is helpful in illuminating the nature of a self-reinforcing market expansion in contemporary globalization. Mid-twentieth century development economists believed that poor nations could not industrialize because they had small markets for industrial goods.\textsuperscript{71} Industry had difficulty taking root in these countries because of insufficient demand. Thus, some proposed a “big push” development strategy in which investments were to be made across a wide range of industries. Such a broad development effort was expected to result in different sectors of the economy providing markets for each other. This phenomenon is currently unfolding both in China’s domestic economy and in East Asia. A wide variety of industries in these emerging nations are thriving simultaneously; their success is convincing proof of the value of mutually reinforcing demand. Take the Chinese apparel industry, for example. It is said that there is no country that can beat
China when it comes to its vertical supply chain in this industry because it has a large pool of independent button, fabric, thread, and zipper makers bound together in an interlocking web of superefficient exporters. These manufacturers are, in effect, collectively supporting each other by providing complementary demand for their respective outputs. They reap incalculable economies of scale in the process and become even more competitive abroad.

Another example of the mutually reinforcing momentum of market deepening and widening can be seen in the linkage between the real and the financial sectors. A deep and well-developed financial market has been found to be instrumental in the establishment of an ICT sector in the local economy. Because of their risk profile, ICT industries are better suited for equity financing rather than bank or debt financing and, consequently, a functioning capital market is essential for their development. The causation is not merely one-way. In their own turn, the peculiar requirements of ICT firms push capital markets into ever-new frontiers and products (e.g., venture capital). Observe how the marketplace serves as the critical link between the financial sector and ICT industries.

To sum up, there is a self-reinforcing dynamic to market expansion. Market widening and deepening can take a life of their own. The knowledge economy will be ever more reliant on the market.

**Knowledge as the New Source of Value Creation**

There has been a noticeable shift in the source of wealth and value creation. In the industrial epoch, natural resources and investment capital were the primary generators of economic value and wealth. The manufacturing sector was the main seller and buyer in the product and factor markets and pulled along the rest of the economy. Value creation was largely dependent on the transformation of natural resources into finished goods. In contrast, knowledge is the main driver in the information economy. Economic value is predominantly generated through a more intelligent disposition of resources, through new and cost-effective ways of doing things, and through the creation of intellectual property, such as software, pharmaceuticals, and entertainment. In what could be described as the learning or reflexive economy, production is now centered on “knowledge-intensive design process” rather than the more traditional “material production process” of the industrial era. Thus, many describe ours as the “weightless economy,” in which the value of goods comes more from their intangible inputs (such as design and engineering) rather than
the cost of their raw materials. These changes have been driven largely
driven largely from the supply-side given the ready availability of ICT tools and the
improvement in human capital.

There are also demand-side factors behind the shift in the source of
value creation. A rise in people’s wealth and in the value of their time leads to an increase in the demand for services, such as entertainment, finance, and investments.\textsuperscript{76} Furthermore, an aging population with purchasing power will surely push the demand curve outward for new drugs, medical procedures, and technologies that improve or prolong the quality of life. Nonetheless, whether from the demand- or supply-side, or both, microelectronics has been a catalyst in putting knowledge at the heart of value and wealth creation in the postindustrial economy.

Empirical evidence confirms this shift in the source of value and wealth creation. As of the mid-1990s, more than 50 percent of GDP in the leading OECD nations is knowledge-based. Moreover, the share of high-technology goods in OECD manufacturing and exports has more than doubled to 20–25 percent between 1970 and 1993.\textsuperscript{77} The physical weight of U.S. output is approximately the same as a hundred years ago, even as its value has increased twenty-fold. In addition, the value of the stock of U.S. intangible capital, such as R&D and education, exceeded that of physical capital stock as of the 1980s.\textsuperscript{78} The ten most valued firms in the world in the late 1990s held intellectual properties whose value surpassed that of their capital stock.\textsuperscript{79} This trend toward a weightless economy will strengthen even further as more people avail of e-commerce and telecommuting.\textsuperscript{80} The composition of global manufactured exports is another indicator of the central role of knowledge in today’s economy. The 30 most valuable manufactured goods exports comprise 44 percent of total global merchandise exports. Of these 85 percent are complex technologies with the remaining 15 percent taken by simple commodities.\textsuperscript{81}

Computer and data processing is expected to be the fastest growing source of employment between 1998 and 2008, more than doubling during the period. For the period between 1983 and 2003, mathematical and computer scientists increased fourfold, the fastest growing type of occupation.\textsuperscript{82} There has been a continuous decline in the number of production laborers in favor of creative workers.\textsuperscript{83} Between 1980 and 1996, there has been a steady increase in the ranks of managers and professionals as a proportion of the labor force for most of the major developed countries. Moreover, as of 1996, the proportion of these workers was anywhere from 10.6 percent (Italy) to as high as 32.78 percent (Canada).\textsuperscript{84} The well-documented increasing disparity in the earnings of skilled versus unskilled workers
can be attributed to technological bias rather than trade; the more sophisticated the technologies employed, the greater is the demand for technical competence. Moreover, the high returns to education are also indicative of an increasingly knowledge-based economy.

In his book *The End of Work*, Jeremy Rifkin claims that most of the new jobs created are temporary and low-paying, heralding the disappearance of the mid-level jobs. Such “de-skilling” is not borne out by empirical evidence. In fact, for the United States, these mid-level jobs held steady as a proportion of employment (1980 = 34.4 percent; 1998 = 34.6 percent). More than that, contrary to Rifkin’s prediction, high-wage work increased from 28.2 percent in 1980 to 33 percent in 1998. It was low-wage work that saw a decline from 37.4 percent in 1980 to 32.4 percent in 1998. This empirical evidence is confirmed by numerous other studies that indicate an even greater demand for skilled workers in the face of even more “information-rich activities” in the new economy.

Even as it is still in its nascent stage, the knowledge economy’s impact has already been impressive. For example, it cost $60,000 in 1985 to conduct a Ford crash test. In contrast, the same results could be achieved in 2000 through computer simulation at a cost of $100. In 1991, Amoco’s cost for prospecting for oil was $10 per barrel. By 2000, three-dimensional seismic exploration technology reduced such costs to $1 per barrel. In 1970, the cost of transmitting the *Encyclopedia Britannica* from coast to coast in the United States was $187. By 2000, the entire content of the Library of Congress could be transmitted from coast to coast for $40.

The repercussions of the knowledge economy are also evident in productivity growth. Between 1945 and 1973, American labor productivity grew at 2.5 percent per year. This dropped to an annual rate of 1.4 percent between 1973 and 1995 but jumped to nearly 3 percent per year from 1996 to 2000. The high correlation between industry productivity and ICT investments strongly suggests that the effects of microelectronics have begun to be felt across the real economy. The Internet alone is estimated to have been responsible for an annual productivity gain of 0.25 to 0.5 percent. This accounts for 8.3 to 16.6 percent of the productivity gains from 1995 to 2000.

**Ceaseless, Substantive, and Sharper Readjustments**

By its nature, the market is in a constant state of adjustment. It never stands still because of pecuniary externalities. As we will see in chapters 4 and 5, a key feature of the market is its price mechanism,
which serves as a cost-effective vehicle for gathering, processing, and disseminating information in a timely fashion across a wide geographic area. Price adjustments induce changes in people’s decisions, which collectively move the entire economy toward the most efficient use of its scarce resources. This is the allocative dimension of price. Unfortunately, these price movements have collateral effects that reshuffle economic burdens and benefits across market participants. This de facto income redistribution is the unavoidable distributive dimension of price and is the proximate reason for why not everyone necessarily benefits from market exchange. Schumpeter’s (1942, 81–86) famous term “creative destruction” already connotes the mixed blessing that capitalism is to different people. It is a boon to those who benefit from the new value created, but is an encumbrance for those for whom value is destroyed. Even as they are empowered by markets, economic actors must be prepared to deal with its ripple effects, both pleasant and unpleasant. The combined impact of these two dimensions of the price mechanism is succinctly summarized in the following assessment:

Market economies are dynamic systems engaged in a continuous process of structural change. Economic progress is in large part a result of successful adaptation and adjustment to such change. Held et al. (1999, 187) describe it as “continuous structural adaptation.” We can also call it a process of “formative disequilibria” because the much-sought allocative efficiency is attained only through the bothersome process of having to adjust constantly to change.

Contemporary globalization has intensified the perpetual motion that seems to be a feature of the marketplace. Freeman and Perez (1988, 38) note that instability is an expected rite of passage in moving from one Kondratieff cycle to the next. After all, techno-economic paradigms arise in response to the bottlenecks and inadequacies of the preceding carrier inputs. New “all-purpose technologies” precipitate structural crises of adjustment as socioeconomic institutions adapt to the requirements of a fresh set of carrier inputs. Recall, for example, the tectonic changes in industrial organization and social living after the introduction of the steam engine, the electric motor, and, of course, the automobile. Moreover, the resulting capital-deepening phase of such long-wave cycles generally leads to overinvestment, as in the case of the railroad mania that led to a boom and then a bust in Great Britain in the nineteenth century. There were once 5,000 railway companies and 2,000 car manufacturers in the United States in the
early days of these industries. We have witnessed the same “over-shooting” phenomenon in the ICT boom and bust in the United States at the turn of the millennium. The bursting of “irrational exuberance” and its dotcom bubble in 2001 is part of the painful but necessary structural adjustment toward better allocative efficiency, just like all the other Kondratieff cycles. The OECD’s deindustrialization, cross-border turbulence, rapid capital flow, and ICT volatility have been among the factors driving our current period of “formative disequilibria” requiring constant and substantive readjustments. Each of these is briefly examined in what follows.

Deindustrialization

The modern economy’s center of gravity shifts from agriculture to industry to services as a regular part of economic growth. Advanced developed countries are currently undergoing a process of “deindustrialization” as industrial resources (labor, capital, etc.) are increasingly switched toward the further development of services as a sector. Contemporary globalization has exacerbated the ill effects of deindustrialization by speeding up the rate of change. In the normal course of economic growth, the higher productivity in manufacturing relative to services causes an orderly transfer of labor from the former to the latter. Workers can be trimmed back in the industrial sector because of the increase in its productivity; surplus labor is then transferred to services. This is reminiscent of nineteenth-century growth in which gains in agricultural productivity released farm labor and other resources for use in industry. The best-case scenario, of course, is a seamless transition across sectors. Unfortunately, this is highly unlikely even in the best of times. The rate of job destruction in manufacturing is not synchronous with job creation in services, and many are left unemployed or underemployed. Thus, despite its acknowledged long-term gains, Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” is not always a welcome phenomenon even in the most capitalist economies.

Globalization accelerates deindustrialization and, in the process, aggravates the latter’s attendant problems. ICTs have precipitated a much faster pace for economic life, a shorter product life cycle, more intense competition, and, most of all, international vertical specialization. An immediate consequence of these developments is a much faster transfer of manufacturing from developed to emerging economies than would otherwise have been the case. Furthermore, there is the additional problem of an outmigration in the services sector as well because ICTs have made cross-border trade in services possible for the first time (e.g., call centers, engineering design, and
accounting). This spells double trouble for developed countries because the services sector is supposed to create new employment for displaced industrial workers. And yet, it is itself under the same competitive pressure from the global marketplace. Erstwhile nontradables such as services have lost their ability to provide a safe haven by absorbing labor from manufacturing. Not only is the services sector unable to create remunerative jobs fast enough, but it is itself losing jobs to offshore competition. This is a serious dilemma because both economic theory and evidence point to the services sector as the predominant generator of employment and wealth in the advanced stages of economic development. Given the “new” competition in this sector, one that used to be sheltered from cross-border trade, developed nations find themselves having to speed up innovation in services.

Picture a ladder whose lower rungs correspond to natural comparative advantage based on a country’s natural resources. The upper rungs pertain to created comparative advantage in which nations use their social and human capital to fashion ever-new products and services. As countries develop, they move higher and higher up the ladder. And as they do, they leave to the next country behind them the economic activities and goods in which they no longer enjoy comparative advantage. This is the flying-geese pattern of development. Advanced nations graduate onto ever more sophisticated products and, in the process, hand down less complex industries to emerging economies. Thus, the more developed countries are in effect able to “pull up” trailing countries behind them. It is a win-win situation, with the leading nations able to push the technological frontier further and create higher value-added jobs. What is even more important to note, however, is that until recently, developed countries were able to climb up the ladder of created comparative advantage at their own pace. But, not anymore.

In the knowledge economy, there is stiff competition across the entire length of the ladder, in areas of both natural and created comparative advantage at the same time. Countries down at the bottom of the ladder are able to compete even for the upper rungs. Take the case of software programming. These are sophisticated, high-tech services that would have been the next step up to replace manufacturing industries that had been handed down to emerging nations. However, with the advent of ICTs, Bangalore now competes with Silicon Valley for many of these high-tech service jobs. In other words, there are more and more cases in which it is the trailing countries lower on the ladder that are forcing the more developed countries up the ladder. Instead of the leading countries “pulling” along the emerging
nations, we have a “push” phenomenon in which emerging nations are driving the industrialized nations to climb up the ladder much faster.

The principal implication of this change is that developed countries are now no longer able to climb up the ladder of comparative advantage at their own pace. This means that they have less time to shift labor and other resources in an orderly fashion to the new emerging high-tech sectors. In the “pull” phenomenon, they had the leisure of time and forewarning to get themselves ready for the upper rungs of the ladder and to minimize disruption as they hand down industries to the next countries in line. Moreover, tariff barriers had afforded developed countries’ manufacturing industries some protection and time for a well-conducted changeover. In contrast, the services sector of leading nations in contemporary globalization can be put at risk overnight by technical advances in microelectronics. Service jobs can be lost as quickly as they are created. Thus, in the knowledge economy, developed countries have had to move much faster up that ladder whether or not they are in a position to create new areas of comparative advantage for themselves that can generate export revenues and alternative employment. This accelerating flux in the labor market is also reflected in measures of job stability. For example, for the years between 1983 and 1998, there was a drop across all age groups in the median length of time U.S. males worked for the same employer. There was a much quicker labor turnover.

The massive U.S. trade deficits partly stem from the problems spawned by the “push” phenomenon. Techno-economic paradigm shifts take time and substantial investments (e.g., education and skills training) before taking root. The necessary lead time for the technological breakthroughs or substantive innovations that create jobs in the upper rungs of the ladder will only get much longer given the ever-increasing complexity of products and services. To make matters worse, even the jobs that flow from such discoveries will not be secure for long because of an ever-shorter product life cycle that compels developed countries to move higher up the ladder faster. In other words, there has been an accelerated pace in climbing up the ladder of comparative advantage. The process of deindustrialization, as we know it from traditional economic theory and history, is changing. It has picked up speed and is ever more difficult to control, thereby leaving the more developed countries open to even more disruptive shocks in their domestic economies. With greater interdependence from global economic integration, the speed of adjustment is forced upon nations; they no longer set the pace of their own economies.
This is true even for the largest and the most dominant economies, such as the United States, EU, and Japan.

**Cross-border Turbulence**

The infrastructure of the knowledge economy is conducive to transmitting cross-border disturbances. As already mentioned, a distinctive feature of the fifth long-wave cycle is the pervasive impact of ICTs. ICTs have seeped into every facet of society and have radically altered the way people live and relate to each other. The health of different economic sectors has become so intertwined. Take the case of commodities as an illustration. At the height of recent Chinese economic growth, dry-bulk shipping freight rates increased 600 percent in just 18 months, between mid-2002 to its peak in December 2004. This was followed by a weaker Chinese demand for steel, which led to a steep decline in steel prices. From a price of $650–$700 per ton, hot-rolled coil (the industry benchmark) dropped to $480 per ton in two months, a reduction of 26 to 31 percent. With the resulting fall in the demand for iron ore and coking coal, key ingredients in the manufacture of steel, bulk-shipping rates sank 55 percent in less than six months from its peak in December 2004 to June 2005. Observe the magnitude of the swings in prices within short periods of time without any forewarning. Furthermore, note the speed with which economic changes are transmitted across industries—from a weakened demand from end users of steel to an immediate fall in shipping rates.

Coffee was a lucrative crop to the point of being called “black gold.” However, with the entry of Brazil and Vietnam as big coffee producers and with the shift in Western consumer preferences from coffee to pop soda, coffee prices have been extremely volatile and have also hit all-time lows, inflicting great hardship on small coffee farmers. The livelihood of small-scale coffee growers in Africa and Central America has been heavily dependent on the vagaries of the weather in Brazil.

ICTs have strengthened and generated new forward and backward linkages in the global economy, in addition to widening and deepening the market. These intensified ties within the real economy make for a much broader and much faster transmission of cross-border turbulence than would have otherwise been the case in the absence of an ICT-led globalization. More countries are vulnerable to such shocks. Equally important, there will be more such unexpected ripple effects coming from many more parts of the world. Note, for example, how the ten-year per capita income growth rates of emerging nations have become much more volatile since the 1980s.
Let us examine one other example of market integration and its concomitant risk of cross-border turbulence. Indonesia was severely hit by the 1997–98 Asian financial contagion that started in neighboring Thailand. Its GDP contracted by 13 percent in 1998 alone. It was still suffering from the lingering effects of the crisis well into 2002 as seen in its lower consumption (25 percent smaller than the pre-1998 crisis level) and the twofold increase in the number of people below the poverty line than would have otherwise been the case. Various regions of the country have been recovering since then, albeit at different rates. What is surprising to note is that in a study of the lasting impact of this economy-wide crisis at the local level, scholars found a seemingly counterintuitive result. It is commonly believed that the poor are more vulnerable to such macroeconomic shocks. Not in this case. Poorer regions fared much better in the face of the crisis and its aftermath. Because of uneven government policies and Indonesia’s geography, some districts were isolated from the national economy. These were the poorer districts. They were insulated from the cross-border turbulence of 1998 and were not as adversely affected as a result.106 This differential impact across the diverse regions of Indonesia serves to remind us that while market integration brings extensive benefits, it also comes with potential dangers.

Rapid Capital Flow
Capital market liberalization is another significant venue for the rapid transmission of cross-border disequilibria. Even more important, however, is the manner by which these financial linkages magnify such disruptions. In fact, compared to the real economy, the global financial market is an even better illustration of volatility as a constitutive feature of the knowledge economy. For example, goods and commodities have to be transported in the real economy, and there is consequently a physical limit to how much of them can be traded in a single transaction. Even trade in services is circumscribed by the human limitations of service workers. In contrast, there is a near-perfect transportability of financial instruments across borders, courtesy of ICTs, and, as a consequence, there are practically no limits to how much economic value can be traded across borders.

Moreover, financial trading is instantaneous, at the click of a mouse. This makes for a swift transmission of economic ripple effects across the globe. In contrast, there are physical constraints in the real economy. Manufacturing, transporting, warehousing, and selling goods and commodities take time. For example, excess inventories have to accumulate, be detected, and then corrected through the economy’s
regular business cycles. There are no such time lags for financial trading. Furthermore, a disproportionate segment of portfolio and foreign exchange trading is speculative in nature and, consequently, volatile and damaging to the economy. In addition, there is a “herd” or a “cascading” effect that magnifies the initial disturbance. Besides, rumors that underlie some of these shocks can be self-fulfilling as in the case of foreign currency trading.

The 1997–98 Asian financial crisis demonstrates the speed and magnitude of the shocks that ICT-driven capital markets can generate. Moreover, it reminds us of how turmoil in the financial sector spills over into the real economy. The freer trading of capital across borders is universally acknowledged to be a constitutive feature of contemporary globalization. Consequently, we should brace ourselves for disruptive and damaging disequilibria as ICTs push the world into a truly single, integrated capital market. This is an important and unavoidable hallmark of the knowledge economy.

**ICT volatility**

Unlike previous all-purpose technologies, ICTs are more vulnerable to turbulence because of the heavily speculative nature of their financing, their widely dispersed production sites spread across different countries, and the more rapid and steeper drop in their prices. Information technology has been widely considered to be the leading and the most vibrant sector in the global marketplace. There is both an upside and a downside to this. The upside is that ICTs can pull along many other sectors of the global economy. The downside is that these technologies are much more susceptible to market disturbances than ordinary goods and can readily transmit and magnify such shocks to the rest of the international community. The use of ICTs is so pervasive that the sale of semiconductors is extremely sensitive to changes in the state of the world economy. For example, using the standard deviation of monthly growth sales as a measure of volatility, industrial production fluctuates anywhere from 0.5 (for the G-7) to a maximum of 7.0 (Hong Kong SAR [Special Administrative Region], Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore). In contrast, the volatility for the world sales of semiconductors is 14.0, or twice that of the maximum recorded in industrial production. World semiconductor sales and electronic exports growth are many times more variable compared to GDP growth.107

Or, take the case of ICTs’ production through international vertical specialization. Most of the world’s consumer electronics and personal computers are manufactured and assembled in Asia. Electronic
exports constitute nearly 10 percent of the GDP of the region, even going as high as 25 percent for the smaller economies. These products have been subdivided in their value chain in manufacturing and farmed out to different countries in the region. An economic downturn in the West leads to a drop in demand for consumer electronics and computers. This in turn prompts nations assembling these products (primarily China and Taiwan) to curtail their imports of microelectronic parts from their Southeast Asian neighbors. This domino effect is not surprising considering that as much as 50 to 75 percent of the value of these electronic exports are imported intermediate inputs (coming from within the region). Thus, these countries face the risk of serious supply logjams owing to political instability or natural disasters along the entire manufacturing chain. This is particularly true for nations that have failed to diversify and are heavily dependent on such exports. ICT exports as a percentage of GDP range anywhere from 1 percent (Hong Kong SAR) to as much as 20 to 25 percent (Singapore and Malaysia, respectively) of local economies. Given such enormous dependence on ICT production and exports, these countries are heavily exposed to downswings in ICT demand. For example, a 10 percent drop in ICT exports can cause as much as a 1.75 to 2.25 percent decline in GDP growth in Singapore and Malaysia, respectively.

The same volatility applies in the case of ICT financing. As we will see in a later discussion of the role of ICT financing in the development of domestic capital markets, ICT firms are heavily reliant (1) on external, rather than internal, financing, (2) on equity, rather than debt, financing, and (3) on short-term, rather than long-term, debt for whatever loans they may incur. Such a capital structure means that the ICT sector is wide open to macroeconomic disruptions and swings in consumer confidence. It also means that it can easily transmit turbulence to other parts of the economy. Recall the roller coaster ride of the dotcom bubble and crash in the years just prior to and immediately after the turn of the millennium. The great uncertainties and consequent risks surrounding ICTs make the sector particularly dependent on venture capital. Firms that succeed reap unimaginable gains, while the many others that fail lose their investments. The leading edges of the industry literally have a “feast or famine” dynamic, thus making investments in this field truly speculative. All these contribute toward wilder fluctuations in the stock prices of ICT firms. Furthermore, such swings in ICT stock prices are instantly transmitted across borders; ICT stock prices are highly cor-
related across countries.\textsuperscript{111} To make matters worse, as we have seen in the aftermath of the dotcom bubble, tumult in ICT stocks spills over into the rest of the equity markets and into the real economy.

Finally, the knowledge economy is intrinsically more volatile because of its increasing returns to scale (IRS).\textsuperscript{112} This makes for sharper swings in the marketplace. Economic activities characterized by IRS are likely to grow faster than the rest of the economy in an upswing and contract much more severely in a downturn.\textsuperscript{113} On the basis of U.S. industry output data from 1977 to 2001, there is empirical evidence that IRS industries\textsuperscript{114} have indeed been more volatile compared to rest of the economy.\textsuperscript{115}

**Summary**

ICTs have radically transformed the cost and the manner by which data is produced, processed, and used. By greatly improving the speed, volume, and quality with which information is provided to economic agents, microelectronics has made the market even more efficient at allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses. Moreover, they have also been instrumental in expanding the geographic reach of the market and the size and intensity of international trade. These technologies have also occasioned the shift in the source of value and wealth creation from natural resources and industrial capital to knowledge. Indeed, contemporary globalization is distinctive because it is both a cause and effect of the information age. This knowledge economy has been characterized by a superfluity of data and ceaseless substantive adjustments, thereby placing greater demands on market participants. It is to these new demands that we now turn our attention.
Chapter 3
Requisite Agility

We continue to examine various features of the knowledge economy in this chapter. In what follows, we will look at the need for ever more advanced human capital in response to the faster pace of economic exchange, the more severe competition, and the higher value of time in the information age.

Accelerated Pace of Economic Life

The pace of economic life is not merely faster, it is, in fact, accelerating. The rate of innovation itself is speeding up. This is a result of a number of mutually reinforcing causes, namely:

- better information and communications links,
- improved transactions infrastructure,
- shorter-lived rents, and
- shortened product life cycles.

**Better Information and Communications Links**

Timely and correct decisions on the part of market participants are vital to allocative efficiency. This requisite accurate and alert response is largely dependent on access to quality and time-sensitive information. As we have seen earlier, the distinctive input of our unfolding Kondratieff cycle is information. The cost of gathering, storing, processing, analyzing, and disseminating data has dropped steeply, exceeding the decline in the cost of earlier carrier inputs. This speeds up economic life for at least two reasons. First, more and better data are readily available. We are by no means anywhere close to the condition of complete information in the textbook’s perfectly competitive
market, but contemporary market participants are at least far better informed than at any time in the past. Ceteris paribus, more complete and more precise data make for more informed and faster decisions.

Second, besides better and more comprehensive data, market participants also have more powerful computers with which to process, analyze, and turn data into actionable information. Without such distillation and synthesis, data are useless and will be nothing more than incoherent numbers and letters. The widespread availability of inexpensive, yet powerful, tools reduces the turnaround time in transforming data into useful information and then acting on it. Not only can more data be processed, but they can be analyzed from many different angles and scenarios, and at a fraction of the time it would have taken without ICTs.\(^1\) The personal computer and the Internet have enabled economic agents to manage and utilize complex and immense amounts of data within a much shorter period of time, truly an information revolution.

The acceleration of economic life is also due to better communications. The breakneck expansion in bandwidth and the simultaneous standardization and decentralization of the electronic superhighway have connected people to each other like never before. This “death of distance”\(^2\) means easier communications and, therefore, easier coordination and collaboration among economic agents. This greatly reduces both the effort and the time needed to get widely dispersed people to make collective decisions and to follow through on them. Equally important, ICTs facilitate joint efforts in analyzing and integrating data into useful information. This ease in communications has been partly responsible for spawning another distinctive characteristic of our current global economic integration: the slicing up of the value chain in manufacturing (a.k.a. international vertical specialization), a phenomenon we will examine at length in chapter 4. The Internet alone has led to expansive streamlining and efficiency gains for business management, such as simplified paperwork and better supply chain administration.\(^3\) In fact, the digital age has inaugurated a new era of “real-time management” in which information is immediately internalized in corporate decision making. The availability and use of the most up-to-the-minute data reduce lags and lead to an agile responsiveness that includes faster reengineering. Firms become more cohesive, more flexible, and therefore, more competitive.\(^4\)

The acceleration of economic life is evident in the faster response of firms to excessive inventory. ICTs improve inventory management by providing better and timelier information. Firms monitor their widely dispersed supply chains round-the-clock and rapidly adjust
their production in response to shifting market demand. This avoids the buildup of unsold stocks, thereby shortening the resulting corrective downswing (to reduce inventory). This had been called the “bullwhip effect” in which changes in consumer demand snowball into bigger problems up the supply chain because poor information delays critical decisions from being taken. The quicker response facilitated by ICTs leads to a sharper downturn in economic activity and a faster transmission of shocks; however, it also reduces the amplitude and duration of the ensuing business cycle. Empirical evidence shows that better inventory management has led to a reduction in stock levels over time, accompanied by a corresponding drop in output volatility for the major developed nations. Indeed, ICTs have led to less damaging business cycles by facilitating prompt corrective action.

In sum, ICTs have engendered twin, mutually reinforcing, information and communications revolutions; it is a wired global marketplace. This has led to an accelerated economic life because market participants make faster and more informed decisions given their access to better and more complete data. Moreover, they are equipped with ever more powerful tools with which to process information. The resulting quicker turnaround time is also true at a collective level. People are able to decide and act jointly at a more rapid pace because of the ease with which they can communicate with each other. Furthermore, such an ability to exchange data and ideas expeditiously has the collateral effect of speeding up further the analysis and transformation of data into useful, actionable information.

**Improved Transactions Infrastructure**

The quickening momentum of the marketplace is also due to the improvement in the transactions infrastructure afforded by ICTs. Most of the costs incurred in completing economic exchanges are the frictional costs, namely: the time, effort, and money expended in searching for the appropriate trade, bargaining over the best possible terms, and then executing and enforcing the contract. Microelectronics has been instrumental in lowering the costs of consummating transactions, especially for the most expensive and time-consuming phase for most market participants: searching for the right good or service provided by the right trading partner at the right terms, at the right time, and at the right place. Recall the preceding chapter’s anecdote on how even small-scale, “garage-based” businesses procure their supplies from overseas, courtesy of ICTs. These micro-outsourcers have had little trouble transacting with suppliers halfway across the globe.
even better example is eBay and its hugely successful concept of bringing buyers and sellers together. Web-based marketing has made it possible for buyers to track down goods they could not get elsewhere or that would have taken much effort to find. And yet, with the click of a mouse, these buyers are able to locate these goods and even do comparison shopping. And, of course, the reverse is also true with respect to the ease and convenience of identifying potential buyers for just about any good. Indeed, the spectacular growth and success of eBay and the auxiliary industries it has spawned reflect the extent to which the knowledge economy has transformed the transactions infrastructure of the marketplace.

The savings on transaction costs are substantial. For example, a Brookings Institute study on the impact of the Internet enumerates a wide variety of data-intensive industries that have reaped sizable savings on paperwork, time, and effort by shifting to Web-based operations. The processing of healthcare payments costs $10–$15 for a paper-based claim versus $2–$4 for a mix of paper and electronic data filing. It would have cost less than a $1 per claim if everything were done on the Web. For the year 2000 alone, this would have generated a savings of $27 billion just by switching to the Internet. Many other cost reductions can be squeezed out of the healthcare industry, such as the use of electronic medical records. This saves on storage and minimizes errors. Furthermore, Web-based medical records permit speedy access to personal health information from anywhere in the event of an emergency.

The ease and swiftness with which transactions can be consummated via ICTs are illustrated best in financial services. Paying via the traditional check (which has to be physically transported, sorted, and then cleared) is estimated to be at least ten times more expensive than paying via the Web. Personnel and brick-and-mortar costs are minimized with the use of automatic teller machines. This is not to mention the convenience of having round-the-clock access to a “virtual” teller. Investors could avoid brokers and buy an increasing number of financial instruments directly from their providers. Comparison shopping has become much easier for the mortgage lending industry.

The Web has streamlined governmental transactions including the dissemination of information via the Web instead of the phone, the collection of taxes via the Internet, and the electronic filing of many requisite forms and data required by local, state, and federal agencies. The savings and the possibilities of e-government are only beginning to be explored.
Besides the drop in search costs afforded by e-commerce, there are also savings with respect to bargaining. Because of the transparency afforded by the published terms and conditions in Web-buying or selling, and because of the ease with which comparison shopping can be done, market participants need not expend time or effort in haggling. The prevailing price and the terms and conditions are readily available for all to see. Again, the best example of this is the auction-style marketing of eBay.

Besides lowering search and bargaining costs, ICTs have also improved the execution of exchanges. The infrastructure that enables economic agents to access more complete data lends itself to facilitating communication and the completion of exchanges. Note, for example, that the biggest segment of business-to-consumer e-commerce is online consumer travel spending (a third of the total). The bulk of personal travel purchases is expected to move online within a decade. Consumers are increasingly forgoing traditional brick-and-mortar travel agents and completing transactions online with service providers (airlines, hotels, and resorts). This is also true even for the more complex products like financial instruments. Today, even initial public offerings (IPOs) can bypass traditional brokers and go directly to buyers, as in the case of Google. ICTs have cut the middlemen, saving both time and expense.

**Short-Lived Rents**

As already noted, information is the lifeblood of the market. Asymmetries and imperfections in the distribution of information give rise to economic rents. Arbitrageurs reap large gains for themselves because they are privy to data not available to others. ICTs level the playing field while at the same time raising the bar for all market participants by providing public access both to a superfluity of data and the necessary tools to sift through, analyze, and then profit from such information. The market is an extremely fluid environment because people continually adjust their economic decisions based on new information constantly provided by its price mechanism. Economic rents are instantaneously dissipated in the idealized model of perfectly competitive markets with perfect information and perfect mobility (ease of entry and exit). However, in the real world of imperfect and rigid markets, considerable rents can be made, but only if one can beat the competition to it, or only if one can keep the information from becoming public or widely known. ICTs raise the bar for everyone because they reduce, if not eliminate, many of the bottlenecks and
asymmetries in the distribution of information. Such greater transparency leads to a “compression of [firms’] profit margins” and these gains are ultimately passed on to consumers.\textsuperscript{17}

ICTs have improved even the lives of farmers.\textsuperscript{18} ITC, one of the largest Indian corporations, launched and funded the e-Choupal initiative that brought the Internet to the South Asian countryside. Rural farms have been among the biggest beneficiaries of this newfound source of information. Prior to e-Choupal, farmers had to transport their produce to markets without knowing ahead of time what price they would get for them. Middlemen took advantage of this information asymmetry by underpricing these crops. After all, it would have cost more for farmers to transport their harvest back to their village than to simply accept the offer of these unscrupulous buyers. However, with access to the Internet, farmers come to the marketplace better prepared and aware of the prevailing prices. They even check the futures market of the Chicago Board of Trade to get an idea of when they should sell their crops. The Internet has made it much more difficult for middlemen to prey on the farmers.

Microelectronics has leveled the playing field by providing greater transparency. But in so doing, it has also narrowed the window for profit-making opportunities. Time is now of the essence for competitors; the prize goes to the quick and the nimble. There is no substitute to a prompt response to changing market conditions. This need to react swiftly and effectively to new information, the ready availability of e-tools with which to process data, and the narrowing window of opportunity to reap rents all contribute toward an accelerating pace in the knowledge economy.

\textbf{Shortened Product Life Cycle}

The product life cycle is a useful model for understanding nations’ changing patterns of comparative advantage over time. A good or service typically goes through three major phases: a new product phase, growth in its production and usage, and a mature phase. In the nascent stage, firms cultivate a market for their innovations or inventions. As demand increases, economies of scale lead to lower prices and the development of export markets. Other countries improve the product, manufacture it themselves with the use of foreign or local investments, and eventually end up dominating the export markets. This is the mature stage. Now, the original producing nation has to move to the next generation of technological innovations as it relinquishes its previous comparative advantage to the next tier of countries behind it.\textsuperscript{19}
The knowledge economy leads to ever shorter product life cycles for a number of reasons. First, the length of the cycle is primarily dependent on how long it takes competitors to imitate and catch up with the first mover. Today, there is less breathing room and less of a lead time for first movers because one of international trade’s unintended consequences is its transfer of technologies across borders. Moreover, ICTs facilitate a much faster dissemination of engineering specifications and manufacturing processes. Better information and communications infrastructure makes for greater openness, a more expeditious exchange of ideas and information, and easier access to industry practice. Furthermore, more powerful e-tools allow for a quicker dissection of technologies. In addition, better human capital means that competitors can easily whittle away the lead time of first movers. In addition, firms have banded together in R&D networks in response to globalization. Such collaboration translates into even more brainpower, and this, in turn, means a much faster response to first movers. A more organized R&D makes for quicker imitation, or even improvement, of first movers’ products and processes. This contributes to competitive leapfrogging, that is, the phenomenon of having a profusion of new generations of the same product, as in the case of cell phones and personal computers. Indeed, there has been an acceleration in both knowledge creation and knowledge destruction.

Second, the liberalization of capital markets has contributed to a faster diffusion of technological change. Foreign direct investments have long been known to be invaluable vehicles for transferring technologies because the latter are embedded in the capital, plant, personnel, and equipment that usually come as a package with such cross-border capital movements.

Third, in anticipation of the brevity of the product life cycle, firms (and their competitors) are already busy working on the next generation of products. Such multiple, parallel efforts enhance the likelihood of a cluster of technological breakthroughs, some of which may be so superior as to render recent innovations suddenly outdated.

Fourth, given the rapid obsolescence of technologies, especially in microelectronics, firms already plan for a quick depreciation and replacement of such assets, especially ICT hardware. This is another effective channel for diffusing technological change because cutting-edge engineering developments are immediately embodied in the latest capital equipment. The more rapid retirement of equipment eventually becomes standard industry practice as firms seek to maintain their competitive edge relative to each other. As a result, product life cycles are shortened even further.
This shorter product life cycle, especially for ICTs, is evident in the short-lived nature of rents. For example, in the mid-1990s, 70 percent of the computer industry’s revenues came from products less than two years old. Exceptional profits and wages are rare for ICT producers. Lagging or imitator firms have easily caught up with the industry leaders, thereby precipitating a steep decline in the price of microelectronics. ICT producers have been hurt by this sharp deterioration in their terms of trade. In fact, the principal beneficiaries of ICTs have not been their manufacturers but their users on account of the consumer surplus reaped from the unrestrained fall in the price of microelectronics.

Empirical Evidence and Consequences

Empirical evidence confirms an acceleration in the pace of economic life. There has been an unmistakable rise in long-run growth rates. Consider the United States. Its growth rate in GDP per capita was 0.6 percent per year from 1800 to 1840. In contrast, this growth rate had increased to 2.3 percent per year between 1960 and 1999; it is expected to rise even further to 2.5 percent per year in the coming decades. This speedup in the long-run growth rate is believed to be due to the increasing returns to knowledge.

A quickening economic momentum can also be inferred from the geographic concentration of certain industries. Inexpensive ICTs and transportation have dispersed many manufacturing activities worldwide through international vertical specialization. However, some industries, such as textiles and cars, have moved in the opposite direction of greater geographic concentration. This phenomenon is due to the “new” competition in which great premium is attached to rapid product development and short changeover times. Suppliers locate themselves near their major final markets. Thus, many automotive-parts manufacturers serving the United States are found in Canada and Mexico. For textiles, we find concentrations of subcontractors for the U.S. market in Mexico and the Caribbean. The value attached to proximity to final markets is indirect evidence of the increasing pace of economic life.

We can draw a similar inference from the growing volume and value of air freight. Take the case of the United States. Measured in terms of freight-tons miles, cargo transport by air grew at 231 percent between 1980 and 2000, a growth rate that was more than twice as fast as intercity trucks and four times faster than the railways. Or note the growth of expedited mail service. From 1974 to 2004, the
average daily volume of express packages handled by FedEx grew at a cumulative growth rate of 753 percent.\textsuperscript{32} Even the U.S. Postal Service had to offer an express mail service to remain competitive.

The NICs have achieved within a generation what took developed nations nearly a century to accomplish. This telescoping development process is additional evidence of a much faster economic life. Moreover, even as our contemporary ICT-led globalization is merely 25 years old and still has a long way to go, the gains from ICTs are already comparable to those attained from earlier Kondratieff carrier inputs. For example, the benefits for railways in the nineteenth century were around 5–10 percent of U.S. GDP and 10 percent of GDP for England-Wales. Today, the gains from ICTs are believed to be already around 4.1 to 5.6 percent for the United States and 4 to 5.4 percent for Singapore, two of the biggest beneficiaries of ICTs.\textsuperscript{33} The acceleration in the pace of economic life is also reflected in both the astonishing drop in ICT prices (compared to earlier carrier inputs) and the consequent speed and scale of market penetration by the Internet, the personal computer, and the cell phone. As we have seen in chapter 2, these signature technologies of the information age have recorded a much faster rate of adoption than the icons of earlier epochs, such as electricity, the telephone, the automobile, the radio, and the television.\textsuperscript{34}

Besides being notoriously difficult to measure, productivity gains from all-purpose technologies take time before becoming fully evident. For example, it took 40 years for the electric dynamo’s impact on productivity to be fully felt.\textsuperscript{35} The case of microelectronics has been radically different. The Internet became available for universal use only in 1993. Within seven years, however, the Internet had already significantly transformed manufacturing, financial services, health care, higher education, retail services, and the trucking and automotive industries. Its cumulative savings across these sectors alone (70 percent of GDP) already amounted to 1.2 to 2.5 percent of GDP, or an equivalent productivity gain of anywhere from 0.25 to 0.50 percent.\textsuperscript{36}

The frenetic pace of economic life has reached such a point that some people have started to question whether or not it has become detrimental.

“Hyper-acceleration” refers to a situation where all parties would gain from slowing down the rate of learning but where the rules of the game are such that they give incentives to continuously accelerate the rate.\textsuperscript{37}

Extra-market mechanisms are needed to slow down technical change. There are anecdotes of deliberate attempts to slow down change from
the most unlikely sources. Major Japanese automotive firms found that it was self-defeating to compete with each other in such a manner as to reduce the product life cycle of their car models. Huge expenditures were required to develop new models and to iron out kinks in the entire supply and manufacturing chain for every new generation of cars. These firms eventually slowed down change so as not to shorten any further the product life cycle of automobiles. A similar phenomenon, but with a different outcome, applies to computers and other ICT-products. The rate of obsolescence has been so fast that end users delay making their purchases in anticipation of the next generation of microelectronics. This is not merely to save on the cost of new equipment but also to defer the substantial investment of time and effort needed to learn how to use the upgraded hardware and software. Consumers switch only at the last moment in order to avoid having to keep up with every new edition of the software or hardware. Unlike the Japanese auto industry, however, the ICT sector is more competitive and thrives on creative destruction. It would have been unthinkable and uncharacteristic of it to slow down change deliberately. Developments in microelectronics, such as Moore’s law and Gilder’s law described earlier, highlight the impressive speed of contemporary economic life.

It is very likely that the next Kondratieff cycles will be much shorter and their accompanying structural adjustment periods much faster. After all, recall that our current (fifth) long-wave cycle’s extraordinary contribution is the improvement in the core economic process itself in which the market has become even more efficient at being efficient. Furthermore, technological breakthroughs can be expected to be more frequent and more consequential from now on because of the even closer linkage between science and technology, better information and communications infrastructure, collaborative networking in R&D, and the competitive innovation that has characterized the ICT sector.

Finally, the increasing intensity of competition in the marketplace is also indirect evidence of an accelerating pace in economic life. As profit opportunities become short-lived, firms fiercely compete with each other in going after these rents within the brief period of time they are available. Such rivalry and quickening pace have spilled over into the workplace. There is a widespread perception of an increasing intensification and speed of work in contemporary globalization.

**Stiffer Competition and Competitive Innovation**

As a result of the faster rounds of economic activity and the enormous potential rents that can be reaped within a narrowing time-frame,
firms are forced to be even more forward-leaning than ever before. As early as the late nineteenth century, technological change was systematized and no longer left to ad hoc discoveries from chance and contingency. R&D became a formal, and increasingly larger, part of business operations in the twentieth century. Today, the tempo and appetite for discovery and innovation have increased even further with the advent of ICTs. We are in an era of accelerating and fiercer competitive innovation, for a number of reasons, namely: more capable market participants, shorter payback period, greater stress on responsiveness, more frequent requisite adjustments, larger potential short-term profits, outsized returns, government intervention, and mutually reinforcing features of the knowledge economy. Each of these is examined in what follows.

**More Capable Economic Actors**

The enhanced capacity to acquire, process, and use information due to ICTs has made competitors all the more agile and capable and, consequently, all the more threatening to each other. By its nature, competition is ultimately concerned with positional goods because it is about jockeying for relative standing within a group. For example, even as the proverbial pie may be getting bigger with everybody enjoying a bigger slice in absolute terms, there will most likely still be strife over the size of such slices relative to each other.

As already noted, economic actors make faster and better informed decisions because of more complete data, better analytical tools, and easier communication with their colleagues. In other words, ICTs have enabled people to read the signals more accurately, make decisions swiftly, and then act on such findings—a much quicker turnaround time. Market participants bent on staying ahead of, or at least keeping up with, their peers can do no less than this. There is an operative, intense, demonstration effect at work in which keeping up with the competition is paramount.

Economic actors also make much better decisions over time because they learn from their own and others’ mistakes and successes. Tacit knowledge is pivotal in getting a head start on the competition. This is a kind of knowledge that is not transferable and is embodied in the subject. Moreover, tacit knowledge builds on itself; it can improve over time depending on how open the subject is to learning. Thus, in an extremely competitive environment, one would expect economic actors to be assiduous in constantly upgrading their tacit knowledge. Technological and organizational changes and continuous rounds of economic transactions provide a steady stream of
opportunities for improving the quality and the scope of personal or collective tacit knowledge. Not only do market participants have more powerful tools in sifting through relevant data, but they get even better at interpreting and using such information over time. All these make for even tougher competition down the road.

Furthermore, there is urgency in responding swiftly because of the risk of getting too far behind. Gaps that are not immediately addressed may subsequently require more effort to close, if they can be closed at all, because of a rapidly accelerating pace of innovation and change, an autocorrelated\textsuperscript{42} tacit knowledge, and path dependence\textsuperscript{43} in the economy. There is need for a prompt response to new information or disequilibria just to keep up with peers in the industry. Thus, it is not surprising that “nonallocative efficiency” is said to be often more critical for economic growth compared to traditional allocative efficiency.\textsuperscript{44} A large part of this “nonallocative efficiency” (also known as X-efficiency) stems from the competitive pressure bearing down on firms. For example, the sustained increase in productivity despite the dotcom bust at the turn of the millennium is due not merely to ICTs but also to the stiff competition that has driven firms to eke out every possible cost savings.\textsuperscript{45}

Fierce competition is one of the more significant consequences of the Internet Revolution.\textsuperscript{46} There is greater ease of entry for new economic actors because a truly successful start-up, no matter how small, has a better chance of getting its product or service known in the broader national, and even global, marketplace through the Web. There is a better dissemination of market opportunities because of the cheaper and freer flow of electronic information. As a consequence, the playing field among competitors is a little more level because the Internet provides a relatively inexpensive medium compared to traditional print and media advertising outlets.\textsuperscript{47} For example, note the countless thriving small e-businesses that the Internet has spawned in its wake. Better yet, take a look at the small businesses that have flourished on account of eBay.

**Shorter Payback Period**

A second reason for more intense competition is the abbreviated payback period as a result of an ever shorter product life cycle. This compels innovators, patent holders, and first movers to reap as much rent as they can, as quickly as possible, and to prolong their lead or exclusive control by forestalling the competition from catching up. On the other hand, for industries that require huge upfront investments,
rents must be sizable enough to compensate for a much shortened payback period. However, such large rents will invite unwanted attention and further entry into the industry. And because the payback period is all too brief, new entrants will be as assiduous in their own efforts to reap as much of the rents as they can before these are whittled away as the product matures. This dynamic is self-reinforcing because as the competition for the ever diminishing rents heats up, both the payback period and the product life cycle are shortened even further. In other words, an ever shrinking product life cycle makes for even more intense competition, which, in turn, compresses the product life cycle even more.

An excellent example of this dynamic is competitive leapfrogging. This is the phenomenon in which new generations of the same product keep streaming out of the marketplace. Firms churn up ever-new features and uses that are substantial and attractive enough to entice consumers to upgrade to the latest versions of the same genre of product or service. Competitors follow suit. As a result, the fight for the same market niche is intense. Take, for example, the competition for personal computers and consumer electronics, such as mobile phones and other wireless devices. There has been an endless flow of ever more powerful wireless phones (e.g., iPhone) that act as a single platform for a variety of functions, such as taking pictures and video streaming, surfing the Web, receiving e-mail, serving as a personal organizer, watching movies, and even storing and playing music. Recall, too, the profusion of services and plans offered by wireless network providers. The same has been true for music downloading and movie rentals. And, of course, we have the confusing cornucopia of different configurations, memory rams, external attachments, drives, and chips that differentiate personal computers. A common feature in all these cases has been the steep drop in the real cost of these products and services once we correct their nominal prices for technological improvements and other intangible, additional benefits. These quality-adjusted prices reflect the higher value that consumers enjoy per dollar spent, given all the additional capabilities and conveniences furnished by the new generation of the product or service. Even more important to highlight is the short life span of many of these new models due to the need to leapfrog to the next generation of technological breakthroughs.

Second-mover advantages also contribute to tougher competition stemming from a shorter product life cycle. The common belief is that economic agents on the cutting edge of developing and adopting new technologies get the choicest benefits from such innovations. There
may actually be an advantage to being a late adopter. Because of expected additional advances in quality and the drop in the price of technological improvements as the product is further developed, second movers will be able to avail of the same technologies at a fraction of the cost incurred by first movers. For example, the ICTs purchased by U.S. firms in 1993 at a cost of $143 billion were priced at a mere $15 billion by the year 2000, a mere tenth of the original price and after only seven years. Moreover, second movers can avoid the expensive mistakes of early adopters. Thus, whatever advantages accrue to first movers are quickly eroded. This is not even to mention the pressure on first movers to recover their development costs within the brief period of time permitted by an abbreviated product life cycle.

These second-mover advantages can be verified indirectly by looking at recent economic history. During the second era of globalization (1950–80), Japan and the Asian Tigers achieved within a single generation what took the United States and Western Europe nearly a century to attain. China has even bested the record set by Japan and the Asian Tigers by growing at an even faster rate. Indeed, there has been a telescoping of the development process. This means that there will be tougher competition all around especially for those who are ahead of the development process. Using the image of the ladder of created comparative advantage, this means that follower nations will be increasingly pushing, and perhaps even overtaking, leading nations up the ladder.

“New” Competition

A third factor accounting for the more severe economic rivalry in the information age is the change in the nature of competition itself. The object of the “new” competition is the “minimization of product development and product changeover times.” Economic success today means the ability “to innovate rapidly and continuously to develop new products that meet market demands.” Winners in today’s marketplace must exhibit not merely cost effectiveness and technological competence, but more importantly, the capacity for ceaseless innovation.

On the surface, it would appear that this is the same dynamic described in the shorter product life cycles in the preceding section. But, it is not.
phases of development in the life cycle of a given product, rather than the effect of a new product on the comparative advantage enjoyed by developing countries in old (or mature) product varieties.56

The new competition is about timely and effective responsiveness to a rapidly evolving marketplace. Thus, competitiveness no longer means just being able to produce a commodity or a service at the lowest price. Even more important, it is about round-the-clock innovation that improves all facets of a firm’s operations—its products, organization, and processes—with an eye toward developing an agility superior to that of the competition in filling or, better yet, in anticipating the market’s new demands.57

Workers at three knowledge-intensive businesses (environmental engineering, accountancy, and architecture) were surveyed on their perceptions of their respective business environments in the knowledge economy. When asked about the sources of competitive advantage, more than 50 percent of accountants, architects, and environmental engineers surveyed from different-sized firms ranked the following as either critical or important: speed of response, competitive prices, respected name, quality of core service and adaptability to client.58 It is important to highlight the similarity in the factors they flagged as essential for remaining competitive in the knowledge economy.

Competitiveness in the knowledge economy is about being the most responsive to change, the quickest to adapt, and the fastest at product development. The goal is to be ahead of the curve, to enjoy first-mover advantages, despite the ability of second movers to subsequently whittle down these initial gains. Unfortunately, this is yet again another self-feeding phenomenon because all competitors will be forward-leaning and will be bent on reaping first-mover rents. Everybody else will be accelerating their efforts in order to beat others in an ever-ratcheting race to be the first to reach the market. As a consequence, the bar will be continually raised for all market participants.

Furthermore, competition in the knowledge economy does not always follow the product life cycle or the flying-geese pattern to development.59 In fact, nations at the bottom of the ladder are able to leapfrog the queue and end up being at the head of the line competing with the bigger, more advanced economies. India is an excellent example. With the advent of international vertical specialization even in the field of R&D, India has gained entry into the tightly knit networks of research centers initiated by transnational firms and largely based in the major industrialized nations. India conducts a
wide variety of cutting-edge research ranging from improving basic consumer goods, to computer hardware and software design, avionics, microelectronics, and biomedical products. According to the flying-geese pattern of international trade and the product life cycle model, these are activities that are supposed to come much later in India’s development path. However, ICTs have made it lucrative for advanced nations to collaborate with India’s small but growing cadre of highly skilled scientists and engineers. The rise of Bangalore as a major hub of IT-related industries is an example of such leapfrogging.

Or, consider the quick rise of China in overshadowing even its neighboring Asian Tigers and Japan in certain activities, such as research in mobile phone technology. Not even the cutting edge of R&D has been spared the phenomenon of outsourcing in which scientists and engineers in emerging nations are subcontracted by first world multinationals to do first-rate research. Indeed, “[o]utsourcing is climbing [the] skills ladder.” All these underscore how this new competition, based on the creative invention and commercialization of new products and processes, is progressively rendering the traditional models of comparative advantage obsolete. With human capital, rather than industrial capital or natural resources, as the new basis for creating value in the knowledge economy, the playing field for comparative advantage is a little more level compared to what it used to be. This makes for even more intense competition.

Consumers are more time-conscious and, consequently, expect expeditious service. For example, note the growth of fast foods and take-out counters, precut vegetables, precooked meals, online grocery shopping, and many other convenience services. Business itself has also become even more time-conscious in an effort to trim costs and respond rapidly to consumer needs. Improvements both in business organization and in ICTs have made coordination and communication much easier. Together with the continued decline in transport costs and more reliable service, ICT advances have made it possible to reduce inventories to a minimum level and to rely on “just-in-time inventory management.” This is true across the board, from car manufacturers that have trimmed their stocks of automotive parts to a bare minimum, to retail chains that have drastically reduced their inventories. Manufacturers have adopted “post-Fordist” production methods that stress flexibility, responsiveness, quality, and lean cost structures. The savings from post-Fordist production techniques and from new methods in merchandising are substantial, especially for high-value intermediate and final goods (e.g., computer chips and cars). Capital no longer needs to be set aside or borrowed to keep
stocks of expensive intermediate or final goods sitting in storage. Moreover, warehousing costs are also minimized.

The practice of just-in-time inventory control is a consequence of the more intense competition occasioned by globalization, for a variety of reasons. It is a direct outcome of the pressure on manufacturers and retailers to cut costs. Moreover, just-in-time inventory is a good example of creatively using ICTs and transportation technologies to get an edge on the competition. In addition, observe that the costs and risks of inventory management, which used to be borne by manufacturers (for intermediate goods) and retailers (for final goods), have in effect been transferred to their respective suppliers. Today, suppliers have assumed responsibility for ensuring that their goods get to their customers on time. It is now the suppliers who have to bear the costs and risks of occasional supply disruptions. The stakes are particularly high when we speak of manufacturing high-value and complex goods, such as cars, airplanes, and consumer electronics, in which the right parts have to be on hand at the right time, in the right place, and in the right sequence for assembly, lest entire production lines and plants stand idle. To make such organizational change work, timeliness and reliability have become even more important qualities in distinguishing competing suppliers from each other. On occasion, expensive air freight has to be used for heavy or bulky goods in order to get supplies to manufacturers or retailers on time. The ability of manufacturers and retailers to shift such costs and risks upstream to their suppliers is evidence of the intense competition among the latter; it is a buyer’s market. Moreover, the foresight and intricate planning required by such tight scheduling are indicative of the higher level of human capital required by the knowledge economy.

Suppliers have responded to this tougher competition with their own organizational changes. In particular, they are moving their operations closer to their customers in order to get better feedback and to monitor, firsthand, developments and changes in the marketplace. Proximity to customers is especially important in industries that are extremely time-sensitive, such as fashion apparel, or in economic sectors that are heavily reliant on just-in-time inventory, such as automotive manufacturing. This need to be close to final markets reflects both the faster pace and fiercer market rivalry in the knowledge economy.

The more intense competition inaugurated by ICTs is also evident in the manner in which businesses are compelled to keep investing in new technologies even as most of the benefits from such expenditures are reaped by their customers and not by the firms themselves.
Why then will firms invest and make increasing use of the Internet if they cannot permanently enjoy the extra profits? Very simply, because they will have no other choice. If they do not stay at the cutting edge, then someone else will. Andrew Grove of Intel could not have put it any better than in his famous book title *Only the Paranoid Survive*.\(^69\)

ICTs ensure that businesses keep investing in such technologies. The savings from ICT adoption is then passed on from businesses to consumers by a buyer’s market. The “new competition” is characterized by competitive leapfrogging, competitive organizational innovations, competitive strategic alliances, and competitive R&D. Competitive innovation has taken a life of its own in the knowledge economy.

### More Frequent Adjustments

The greater flux in the marketplace is a fourth factor behind the stiffer competition in the information age. The economy tends toward allocative efficiency through marginal adjustments in the decisions of market participants, precipitated by changes in the relative prices of the goods and services they buy or sell. As we will see in chapters 4 and 5, these price changes have a twofold allocative and distributive dimension. Moreover, they spawn both beneficial and adverse unintended consequences (pecuniary externalities) across the entire economy. These never-ending readjustments in the marketplace and their sporadic shocks give rise both to new risks and to fresh profit opportunities. People reap rents or incur unexpected losses from these ceaseless price shifts depending on their human capital and sociohistorical location, in addition to the chance and contingency intrinsic to economic life. Thus, the relative standing of firms constantly changes in extremely competitive industries.

These disruptions and readjustments require appropriate responses from market participants, especially from those in highly contested sectors. In fact, some people even welcome these pecuniary externalities and their attendant shifts as occasions for changing the status quo and perhaps even gaining an edge on the competition. We expect to experience even greater flux as a result of market widening and deepening. The global economy is not only moving much faster, but it will also encounter even more bumps along the way. In other words, competition will be even more severe as market participants scramble to respond appropriately to unexpected market demands and pecuniary externalities. And, as each of these episodes is potentially redistributive by reshuffling burdens and benefits within the industry, each must be taken seriously. Economic actors respond as best as they can to
ever-shifting market conditions with the goal of improving their position relative to their peers.

An indirect measure of the intensity of competition in the wake of the knowledge economy is the fragility of relative standing within industries, even for the biggest firms. In the past, industry leaders easily maintained their market standing at an impressive rate: 90 percent in the 1950s and 85 percent in the 1960s. In contrast, only 20 percent of market leaders in 1985 still held that position by 1995. A third of the Fortune 500 companies in 1980 were eventually absorbed in mergers and takeovers by 1990 and an additional 40 percent were gone by 1995. Not even the biggest and the strongest firms are immune to the discipline of the marketplace.

Unrelenting competition in the knowledge economy has led to a spate of mergers and acquisitions in a wide variety of sectors, such as banking, household appliances, computer hardware and peripherals, computer software, and entertainment. Many of these mergers and acquisitions were driven by rapidly changing conditions in the global marketplace. Every economic disruption is either an opportunity for gain or a threat of reduced revenues and lost market share.

Another indicator of the cutthroat competition inaugurated by global economic integration is the swings in corporate profit margins. Global inflation has been minimal since the early 1990s partly because firms have been unable to pass on to consumers increases in the price of their essential inputs, such as labor and energy. Businesses have been compelled to simply absorb these cost increases out of fear of losing their market share.

**Larger Potential Profits**

The size of potential profits is a fifth factor behind the more severe competition in the knowledge economy. As the marketplace expands in scale and in depth, the potential gains are correspondingly much greater. For example, corporate profits as a proportion of national income in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and the 13 euro-zone nations are at an historical high at 15.5 percent in 2006 compared to 11 percent in 2001. For the United States, it was 8.5 percent in 2001 rising to 12.3 percent in 2005.

Competition is most pronounced in markets with a huge purchasing power either through the size of the population (e.g., China) or through high income or wealth (e.g., United States, Japan, and EU), or both (possibly China in twenty years?). The United States, for example, has for many years been the biggest recipient of foreign direct
investments. Or, note the rush of investors into China, eager to set up a presence in anticipation of the rise in the purchasing power of its huge domestic market (e.g., automotive manufacturers). Problems, such as a murky and still evolving legal infrastructure to protect and enforce property rights, are considered minor compared to the future profits in such a large and lucrative market. The same phenomenon can be said of the U.S. market. Manufacturers have no choice but to accede to Wal-Mart’s “suggested” price because of the huge volume it commands and its long list of suppliers eager to fill its merchandising requirements. Both the Chinese and the U.S. markets are paradigms of what global economic integration is all about. The larger the purchasing power in a particular market, the more it will be contested terrain.

There are also larger potential gains because of the nature of knowledge-based activities. Traditional industries exhibit diminishing returns; unit costs go up as output expands because of limitations in fixed inputs (e.g., managerial talent). However, ICT-related industries may be subject to increasing, rather than decreasing, returns because their upfront, fixed investments (e.g., R&D and product development) are high, but their variable costs are minimal. Moreover, there is the phenomenon of network externalities in which the value of the product increases as more people use it. The most well-known example, of course, is software. Duplicating the software after the first copy is practically costless compared to the expense of writing and developing the computer program. Furthermore, more people would be enticed to use the software if it becomes the industry standard that everyone else uses. Thus, expanding sales may not lead to an increase in unit costs at all. There are huge rents that can be reaped, with the possibility of even gaining monopoly power for the particular product. Microsoft, eBay, Google, and Apple are simply some of the many examples that can be cited.

The liberalization of capital markets since the 1980s is another indicator of the larger potential gains inaugurated by the digital age. Investors freely roam the globe competing with each other for the highest returns both from portfolio and foreign direct investments. Finally, the larger potential rents made possible by global economic integration is also evident in the change in the scope of firms’ R&D. Research that used to be only for local use is now being scaled up and targeted at the global marketplace.

**Outsized Returns**

A sixth factor behind the increase in competition in the knowledge economy may have to do with the manner in which top performers
are compensated. In the face of a shorter product life cycle and more intense competition, gains are increasingly subjected to the same “winner-take-all” phenomenon observed in sports and entertainment. The pace is hectic in an economy of creative destruction because the first to commercialize technological innovations is believed to be the one that generally gets the credit and the rewards, despite some of the second-mover advantages we examined earlier. Others who may have arrived at the same technological discoveries independently neither get credit nor reap the rents. Second place is not good enough, as in sports and entertainment. The first-place holder is rewarded handsomely and disproportionately relative to second placers. This gap in rewards and credit leads to even more acute competition for the next generation of innovations. Again, the success of Microsoft’s operating system, eBay’s virtual auction market, Google’s search engine, and Apple’s iPod come to mind. Other success stories that have created overnight multimillionaires include YouTube, MySpace, and Infosys.

**Government Aid**

Governments have played a role both in speeding up change and in escalating competition. Their most notable contribution to globalization to date has been their liberalization of goods and capital markets. However, despite their seeming greater openness to trade, some governments have, in fact, directly or indirectly intervened in the marketplace to give their domestic companies an edge in international competition. For example, national innovation policies have subsidized domestic firms in mastering new technologies with an eye toward building an insuperable lead over foreign competitors and locking in their global market share. Other forms of assistance include exchange rate undervaluation, formal or covert protective trade barriers such as antidumping tariffs, and licit or illicit aid to selected “winning industries” deemed to be the most promising incubators of the next technological breakthroughs. The Japanese and European subsidies to develop high-definition television (HDTV) are examples of the latter. “National champions” are groomed and supported in strategic sectors. All these provoke countermoves on the part of other governments who are compelled to protect the interests of their own domestic companies. This eventually leads to occasional trade wars and even more intense rivalry in the global marketplace. The disputes before the WTO on a broad range of products, from cotton, lumber, and bananas, to airplanes...
and steel, are indicative of how government interventions have
turned the global marketplace into a heavily contested domain.

**Mutually Reinforcing Synergy**

Various attributes of the knowledge economy mutually reinforce each
other to stoke competition even further. This is particularly true in the
case of three of its properties, to wit: the need for more frequent and
substantive adjustments, an accelerating pace in economic exchange,
and intensified economic rivalry. A constantly shifting economic ter-
rain can shake up the relative standing of competitors within an indus-
try, depending on the nature of the disturbances and firms’ reaction to
them. They provide opportunities for gains when firms take advantage
of the missteps and the slow or inadequate response of their competi-
tors. Thus, firms are compelled to be alert to industry trends, to be
vigilant with their competitors’ progress, and to weigh their own
adjustment accordingly.\(^8^3\) The accelerating pace of economic life fuels
competition even further by raising the tempo of these moves and
counter moves. Such sharp competition, in turn, increases the vulner-
ability of these firms and the industry as a whole to even more exoge-
nous shocks, even as the speed of economic decisions and readjustments
increases. Thus, the pace of economic life, sudden market shifts, and
intense rivalry feed off each other.

The mutually reinforcing dynamic of all the aforesaid factors
responsible for an intensifying competition in the information age is
best described by the *Economist* in its editorial on the occasion of the
ten th anniversary of eBay.

The commercial opportunities presented by an expanding global web
 seem almost limitless. But the pace of change is rapid, and so is the feroc-
 ity of competition. To succeed, firms need agility, an open mind and the
 ability to reinvent themselves repeatedly. Most of all, they need to listen
carefully to their customers, paying close attention to what they do and
don’t want.

*Such qualities . . . are not a luxury, but necessary for mere survival . . . .*

The Internet is not only growing, but changing rapidly—which, in turn,
changes the rules of the game for any business relying on it.\(^8^4\)

Indeed, e-business is a paradigm of how ICTs and globalization have
jointly transformed the traditional marketplace into a fiercely compet-
tive, unforgiving, and slippery terrain with an insatiable appetite for
pushing the technological envelope.
Competitive Networking

Types of Knowledge

New fields of competition have emerged with the advent of the learning economy. But first, we must make some distinctions regarding knowledge. There is a difference between data, information, and knowledge. Data are the observations and measurements recorded in numbers, words, sounds, or images. Information is the end result of organizing these data together in a digestible, coherent, and usable format. Knowledge is the outcome of analyzing and synthesizing disparate information with the goal of drawing inferences, forecasting, and making sense of divergent events. Knowledge affords a descriptive account and understanding of why natural and social phenomena are the way they are. It is the productive use of information.

There are two types of knowledge: explicit (codified knowledge) and implicit (tacit knowledge). These two types of knowledge are different in terms of their codifiability, acquisition, and potential for aggregation. First, codifiable knowledge is that which can be completely preserved in written format; it can be fully documented. Because of the four technological breakthroughs in microelectronics described in chapter 2, this kind of knowledge can be readily reduced to a binary code and be easily stored, replicated, and transmitted in whatever media desired. Hence, codifiable knowledge can be fully separated from its subject (i.e., owner, author, source); it is altogether transferable (e.g., through textbooks and operating manuals). In fact, it is distinctive because of the ease with which it can be shared and communicated. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, pertains to all other kinds of learning that cannot be fully documented as they are internal to the person. It “cannot be communicated, understood, or used without the ‘knowing subject’.” Examples include the competence in skills and technical proficiency that come with experience. This is the kind of knowledge that is not articulated but is manifested only through action.

Second, with respect to acquisition, codified knowledge lends itself to complete appropriation via book learning. After all, it can be altogether abstracted, documented, and then transmitted separate from a “knowing subject.” It can even be embedded in capital equipment, as in numerically controlled machine tools and custom-made integrated electronic circuits. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, can only be acquired through actual experience or through extensive interaction with the author or source of such knowledge. And even then, it cannot be fully
transferred, even for the closest master-apprentice relationships, because it is a knowledge that is not completely alienable as it is inseparable and indistinguishable from its subject. It can be shared, but not in its totality. It cannot be gained simply by purchasing new equipment that embodies the latest technological innovations. Tacit knowledge is unavoidably conditioned by experience and can only be attained hands-on in a process of “learning by doing.”89 Hence, tacit knowledge has even been called “context-dependent knowledge,” “sticky information,” “experience-based and socially embedded knowledge,” and “craft knowledge.”90 The transfer and diffusion of tacit knowledge is both expensive and time-intensive.

Third, with respect to aggregation, codified knowledge can be easily collected and even concentrated at a single site. The extent to which it can be amassed in one location is circumscribed only by the current limits of technology (e.g., chip memory and speed, available bandwidth). Moreover, there are no restrictions to replicating such concentrations of data at different sites simultaneously because the use of codified data is nonrival in consumption. In contrast, tacit knowledge cannot be easily aggregated at a single site because such knowledge is firm- or person-specific. The only way to accomplish such a concentration is to gather “talent” physically at a single location. This also means that, unlike codified knowledge, it cannot be replicated in its exact form at multiple sites concurrently. Thus, tacit knowledge is described to be distributive in nature, that is, it does not lend itself to easy aggregation.91

Another helpful, complementary set of distinctions for knowledge is know-what, know-why, know-how, and know-who.92 Know-what refers to facts (e.g., cookbook, almanac), know-why pertains to the principles behind observed phenomena (e.g., scientific knowledge), know-how encompasses skills in doing things, and know-who is about personal contacts and connections. Know-what and know-why are codifiable; know-how and know-who are context- and experience-dependent. Know-how is intuitive, rather than explicit, and deals with competencies that are learned only through effort and practice over time. Playing a musical instrument, swimming, driving, skiing, skating, and riding a bicycle are examples of practical skills and aptitudes that cannot be communicated or transferred to another subject. Know-who is about social skills or the ability to effect collaborative ventures with others; it is sometimes called the firm’s or person’s “networking capital.” It is knowledge of “who knows what and who knows how to do what.”93 Both know-how and know-who are gained through hands-on interactive learning.94
Indispensable Networking

As knowledge now holds the key to value creation, one would expect competition for the social and human resources essential to knowledge creation. This gives rise to what I would call competitive networking, for a number of reasons.

First, even as the price of information has gone down due to ICTs, the requirements of the marketplace for information have gone up. Economic decision making in the information age demands even more and better data be made available in a timely fashion. A more interdependent world generates more consequential ripple effects to which economic agents must react with even greater preparation, agility, and adaptability. Consequently, economic actors have banded together in networks both in production and in research. Such collaborations are much more cost-efficient in searching, sharing, and using information. Thus, as we will see in the next chapter, international vertical specialization is a shift away from the centralized, hierarchical, Fordist organization to a more decentralized model with economic agents interacting directly with each other. The need for a prompt and accurate sifting, analysis, and utilization of a burgeoning amount of data makes collaborative work unavoidable.

Second, for all the possibilities and opportunities inaugurated by the knowledge economy, globalization is, nonetheless, still fraught with considerable risks. For example, take the case of semiconductors. Their manufacturing process is said to be so complex that it requires over a hundred different steps that are still not well understood. Unexpected market events can easily render obsolete expensive equipment and technologies that had been painstakingly developed from years of costly R&D. In such an unpredictable setting, strategic partnerships with other firms are rational ways of spreading risks. This applies just as well in nonmanufacuring concerns, as in the scramble for strategic alliances we have seen in the past five years among software, telecommunications, entertainment, and Internet-based firms.

A third reason for competitive networking is the pivotal role of tacit knowledge in all facets of market participation, from developing and commercializing technological innovations, to appropriating rents. Technological change and production processes are ever more dependent on a composite knowledge base. They are increasingly complex and require a multidisciplinary approach. Highly specialized expertise is necessary for many of the cutting-edge business ventures. As implicit (tacit) knowledge is person-, firm-, and context-specific, there is no substitute to relying on experts.
work jointly with people whose talents and experience are needed for particular projects. Thus, there is a race among firms to line up cooperative ventures with others in particularly promising industries or market niches before competitors can get to them. Firms pool their respective experts in networks for specific projects. As a result, the “know-who” component of tacit knowledge takes on greater importance, especially in an increasingly “networked” society.

In a 1999 survey of Canadian firms on why they pursue collaborative work with other firms, the top two reasons given were (1) “accessing R&D” and (2) “prototype development.” Among biotechnology firms, the top three reasons given in descending order of importance were (1) “R&D/Access to Specialized Inputs,” (2) “Access Knowledge/Skills/Critical Expertise,” and (3) “Prototype Development/Production/Manufacturing.” These responses and their order of importance were similar across firms regardless of size.

Such competitive networking is also evident in science and technology. There has been an increase in shared research, joint ventures, consultancy, licensing agreements, data sharing, and other informal exchanges. This is especially true when it comes to ICTs and biotechnology. Individuals and firms reap rents either by accumulating specialized, proprietary knowledge or by accessing networks that own them. In a Canadian survey of innovative manufacturing firms, industries with the highest rates of collaborative work with others were: pharmaceuticals (61 percent), semiconductor/electronic equipment (57 percent), computer equipment (53 percent), and aerospace (51 percent). The average across all industries was 33 percent. Clothing manufacturers had the lowest rate (16 percent).

The days of “self-contained and self-sufficient” R&D are over, and firms are constantly searching for new ventures and networking partnerships, especially as fresh opportunities are opened up by ICTs. By one count, there has been a 100 to as much as a 300 percent increase in the annual number of new international strategic research partnerships from 1980 to 2000. From 212 partnerships in 1980, the number of new international strategic research partnerships has grown to around 400 to 800 per year.

Note, for example, how Boeing and Airbus have been forced to reach out across the globe to solicit the participation of different stakeholders in designing and manufacturing their next generation of planes. There are sizable savings in development costs and time, not to mention economies of scale in production. These arrangements have been called “corporate strategic alliances” in which large corporations collaborate on high-tech projects and products, even while
competing against each other in many other arenas.\textsuperscript{108} This is true even for small- and medium-scale firms that have increasingly found it necessary for their survival to form ties with companies in countries with lower manufacturing costs.\textsuperscript{109} These smaller players engage in technical collaboration to the same degree as their larger counterparts.\textsuperscript{110} In the aforesaid Canadian survey, two-thirds of the data set were small firms (50 employees or less) [411 out of 638]. The average number of collaborative arrangements for small firms was 2.7 compared to 3.4 for midsized firms (51–150 workers) and 2.9 for large firms (over 150 workers).\textsuperscript{111}

Fourth, there is also the bandwagon effect animating competitive networking. We have already seen that responsiveness and agility are important qualities for market participants in the face of the digital age’s accelerated speed and frequent shifts. In pooling their resources and expertise, firms collectively stand a better chance of coming out ahead in such a fluid environment. This being the case, other competitors will also be driven to seek their own business alliances and networks. Firms can no longer go solo even if they wanted to because their competitors are tapping into strategic alliances. There is no choice but to follow suit in order to level the playing field. In fact, some have gone so far as to break old and longtime alliances in favor of new strategic partnerships, even with their erstwhile competitors. Recent examples include the collaboration of Microsoft and RealNetworks, and Apple’s surprising termination of its relationship with its long-standing chip supplier, IBM, in favor of a former competitor, Intel.\textsuperscript{112} Collaborating with competitors seems to be counter-intuitive and, therefore, appears to be the exception rather than the rule. However, it turns out that such arrangements are more common than is generally believed. In a 1999 survey of innovative Canadian manufacturing firms, as much as a third of the firms surveyed (34 to 36 percent) were collaborating with their competitors!\textsuperscript{113} Indeed, severe competitive pressure gives rise to the most unlikely tie-ups. There are many more examples of such competitive networking.\textsuperscript{114}

Fifth, competitive networking has arisen because outsourcing is now an essential venue for the transfer of technology. Prior to contemporary globalization, import substitution was a channel for acquiring technology. We now know that this protectionist, inward-looking strategy to development causes more harm than good and is not appropriate for the knowledge economy. Today, offshore outsourcing has replaced import substitution as a vehicle for technology transfers.\textsuperscript{115} Unfortunately, there is an operative zero-sum phenomenon in most cases of international outsourcing because such jobs are
subject to rival consumption and there are only a limited number of them to go around, at least in the short term. We would therefore expect a scramble among firms and nations to become part of the more lucrative supplier networks.

Finally, networking is also partly due to the self-feeding dynamic of hypercompetition. The greatly expanded revenue base from market widening and deepening more than compensates for the huge upfront fixed investments in ICTs, organizational changes, R&D, and other technologically related expenditures. Because of this augmented customer demand, these large front-end overhead investments are no longer a deterrent from entry by newcomers. This leads to even greater competition, especially for the most promising industries. Moreover, there has been a downward pressure on prices as a result of ICTs, their accompanying organizational changes, and the freer flow of goods and services across borders. This squeezes firms’ profit margins even further and makes the fight for market share all the more important. This requires much leaner cost structures that can only come about through even more profound technological and organizational innovations. These, in turn, precipitate another cycle of competitive changes leading to even further drops in prices, thereby completing the cycle. The global textile, automotive, microelectronics, services, and distribution sectors illustrate this self-feeding dynamic. For example, the U.S. domestic automotive industry has become so competitive that the “Big Three” American automakers have been pushing their parts suppliers for further cost cutting measures using Chinese prices as a benchmark for comparison. The target prices have been set so low as to compel these parts suppliers to go overseas themselves and outsource.

In sum, global economic integration has led to a more collaborative approach in ensuring a continued supply of technological innovations. This need for competitive networking is a constitutive element of contemporary globalization and has been described in various ways: as “alliance,” “relational,” “collective,” or “collaborative and associational” capitalism. Firms, no matter how big or dominant, have been compelled to join networks or to get together with their peers given the increasing complexity of the science-technology nexus, the tremendous expense of failure, the need to share scarce and highly specialized personnel with unique skills, and the speed with which such innovations and inventions have to be commercialized in order to beat competing, parallel efforts. Whether it is in processing data better or in sharing risks, the response of firms has been one of organizational change (such as networking) with the goal of “intensifying internal
information and knowledge exchange.” Procuring the right information and expertise quickly has not only been vital to surviving in a highly dynamic economic environment, it has also been the means to get ahead of the competition.

**Increasing Value of Time**

At a much deeper level, the new competition described earlier is ultimately about the increasing value of time. Time has always been important in economic theory and practice, but timeliness takes on even greater significance in the globalized knowledge economy. In regards to both the consumer and the firm, time and place utility pertain to having what we want or need at the right time and at the right place. Time and its economic dimensions have received much attention in the wake of Becker’s (1965) and Lancaster’s (1966) groundbreaking household production model (described in chapter 5). This analytical framework explicitly incorporates time as a key variable in traditional consumer theory. An insight that emerged from this household model is that economic development raises the value of time. As the economic freedom of market participants expands, so does the opportunity cost of using such liberty and, by extension, time. Hence, observe the greater demand for labor- and time-saving tools, products, and services as per capita incomes rise.

This appreciation in the value of time will accelerate even further as a direct and indirect result of contemporary globalization. First, as already mentioned, a central feature of our current economy is the shift in the source of value creation to knowledge. Tacit knowledge is the essential factor input in a learning economy. However, the acquisition of tacit knowledge is extremely time-intensive because it is founded on “learning by doing.” Moreover, it entails a roundabout process of investing in human capital formation. No amount of spending on tangible assets can substitute for tacit knowledge because it is embodied in the human subject. Thus, the knowledge economy is exacting in its demands on personal time.

Second, the process of discovery, invention, and innovation is itself a lengthy, all-consuming undertaking. Despite the possibility of networking and collaboration with others in breaking down complex problems into manageable parts, there is nonetheless still no substitute for personal time as a critical input in developing and implementing technical change. The more central the role of technical change and innovation, the greater will be the demands on personal and collective time. Both the formation and application of human and social capital are extremely time-intensive.
Third, key characteristics of the knowledge economy impose additional demands on the use of time. The faster pace of economic life, the more intense competition, the greater frequency and abruptness of change, and the deeper and wider impact of pecuniary externalities all require constant attentiveness and effort on the part of market participants, thereby increasing the value of time. The knowledge economy has led to an even faster and more substantial expansion of the opportunity set of economic actors than would have otherwise been the case as part of the normal process of development. The downside to this, of course, is that it also leads to an increase in the opportunity cost of time. This makes human capital formation and use all the more important.

**Higher Requisite Human Capital**

Relative to the industrial era, the human capital requirements for effective market participation in the knowledge economy is much more stringent and will continue to get even more so, for a variety of reasons. First, the superfluity of data requires numeracy in addition to literacy. The deluge of data provided by ICTs encumbers market participants with a heavier threefold task of sifting, analyzing, and then using relevant data. This entails having to go through an extensive amount of materials, separating helpful from trivial data, discerning their importance and urgency for decision making, turning them into coherent information, and then producing knowledge.

And, as if this were not enough of a challenge, one must remember that this entire exercise will have to be done repeatedly in a prompt and competent fashion in view of the constant stream of new information, the accelerated pace of economic life, the shorter time-frame for decision making, and the stiffer competition inaugurated by globalization. Some argue that the distinguishing feature of the digital economy is not the volume of data available, but the revolutionary improvement in our ability to manipulate the resulting information. If so, this changes the nature of competition to one of making sense of information and acting on it before anybody else. Competitors have access to the same kind of data, and it is the nimble and competent market participants, who are able to turn data quickly into usable information and act upon it, who will profit handsomely from the enormous rewards of the knowledge economy. Economic agency has turned into a race against competitors in transforming data into actionable information for the purpose of reaping rents. This requires a well-developed and well-trained human capital. This is reflected in the
progressively rising level of skills and education required for employment in the leading developed nations, such as the United States, Germany, and the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{125}

Second, the aforesaid dynamic (coping with a superfluity of data) becomes a self-reinforcing cycle in the subsequent rounds of economic activity as even more market participants become adept at using codifiable knowledge and as more decisions are based on it.\textsuperscript{126} In other words, there will be an increased reliance on codifiable knowledge. As the price of data acquisition, storage, processing, transmission, and application drops precipitously, economic operations will demand even more and better information. After all, the market not only dispenses information via its price mechanism, but it also uses immense amounts of information so that its participants can make appropriate and timely adjustments in their economic decisions. Consequently, even the dynamics of market operations make information increasingly more significant as a source of wealth creation compared to earlier periods in economic history. The R&D undergirding the financial markets and their many new products (e.g., derivatives and hedge funds) is an excellent illustration of this increased demand for information management. Of course, this comes with a corresponding need for advanced human capital. Not surprisingly, Wall Street has been hiring Ph.D.s in physics or mathematics for their research departments.

However, even more important than codifiable knowledge is tacit knowledge. Codifiable knowledge is useless if it cannot be employed to good effect. In fact, it even turns into an obstacle if it unnecessarily uses up scarce time and resources. It is tacit knowledge that sifts through codifiable knowledge and recognizes what is relevant and what is not.\textsuperscript{127} It is tacit knowledge that assigns an order of importance in going through the superfluity of data coming out of a wired, globalized economy. It is tacit knowledge that makes the necessary connections between various fragments of information and the profit opportunities they present. And most important, it is tacit knowledge that provides the know-how and the know-who in marshaling the necessary resources to act upon such information and to reap gains for oneself, or at least to protect one’s interests from economic disturbances.

It is paradoxical that even as the price of information has dropped sharply and even as microelectronics has greatly expanded our capacity to deal with information, contemporary market participants are confronted with more, not less, demanding requirements in the ICT-driven economy. This is because of the increased complexity of the knowledge base and the much faster speed with which such
knowledge has to be internalized. Tacit knowledge is getting to be even more vital. Far from reducing the role of tacit knowledge because of the greater ease and the lower cost of codifying data, ICTs have ended up expanding both the scope and the role of implicit knowledge even further.

A third reason for requiring more advanced human capital comes from the constant need to adjust in the knowledge economy given its greater dynamism. By its nature, creative destruction brings everyone, even the innovators themselves, into unknown terrain. No one can foresee the full extent and significance of the ripple effects of technological discoveries. Recall, for example, how the carrier inputs of earlier long-wave cycles had been fraught with chance and contingency. Furthermore, given the more intense interdependence of economic agents and in light of extensive market widening and deepening, shocks can emanate from anywhere at anytime in the global marketplace, and each of these disequilibria brings its own share of exigencies. Recall how the 1997–98 Asian financial contagion started with a banking and financial crisis in Thailand and ended up hurting the entire region, including some of the stronger economies like South Korea and Malaysia. As a consequence of being “wired” to each other, local communities are more vulnerable to events halfway across the globe. This is not even to mention the quicker transmission of these ripple effects because of linkages through markets and international vertical specialization. In addition, the faster pace of economic life means a constantly shifting terrain requiring constant readjustments. Moreover, an ever shortening product life cycle leads to faster creative destruction, leaving its own trail of disruptions. All these highlight the central role of education and human capital in building market participants’ capacity to deal with disequilibria.

Fourth, there is an operative “cumulative circular causation” in which developing human capital in earlier rounds of economic activity pushes the minimum requisite human capital even further in the later rounds. Firms are compelled to hire personnel with superior human capital in response to the demands of the knowledge economy. However, these highly qualified personnel will, in turn, most likely push for even greater change and technological innovation. This speeds up the rate of transformation even further, requiring an even quicker adjustment from everybody else. Moreover, ever more sophisticated technologies require ever more creative organizational changes and networking. In both cases, the resulting faster pace of technological innovation and the increasing demands of the workplace call for a well-honed capacity for learning, initiative, flexibility, and tacit
knowledge that only well-developed human capital can provide. But this is only half the story as there is a domino effect.

In order to keep up with their competitors, businesses are obliged to follow suit in upgrading their own stock of human capital. As knowledge is now the critical factor behind value creation, getting ahead of rivals means having a better pool of human capital than the competition. There is a cascading effect in which competing firms set ever higher expectations in hiring their personnel. Thus, it is not surprising to see a widening wage gap between “the best and the rest” as businesses lavish their top performers with sizable merit pay increases.132 Earlier we saw that the “new” competition is no longer merely about low-cost production, but is currently about speed in product development and changeover times. This requires better human capital. Thus, there is a “cumulative circular causation” in which a rising entry cost to participating in the knowledge economy calls for a constant improvement in human capital, which in turn raises the entry cost even further for subsequent periods. The firms’ collective response to the new exacting demands of the knowledge economy ends up raising the bar even higher. There is an ever-ratcheting standard for human capital formation. Competition often takes a life of its own.

Fifth, market activity is by its nature a repeating “game” of endless rounds of economic exchange. Such an endless iteration raises the challenge for tacit knowledge in two ways: Successive rounds of economic activity will keep raising the standards, and the ability to learn and adapt swiftly becomes an even more critical element of tacit knowledge. This need for speed and flexibility in learning new areas means that economic agents must simultaneously specialize even as they accumulate breadth of knowledge.

[I]n a wide set of activities what constitutes success is not so much having access to a stock of specialized knowledge. The key to success is, rather, rapid learning and forgetting (when old ways of doing things get in the way of learning new ways). Narrowly defined skills may actually even hamper rather than support economic success.133

The capacity for lateral thinking cannot be overemphasized, especially in a rapidly evolving economic environment. Moreover, there is always the risk of skills being rendered obsolete overnight. Nonetheless, some degree of specialization is still important if one is to be good at performing tasks that are themselves becoming ever more complex. This is especially true not only for the more technically demanding segments of the marketplace, but for all activities that are highly
competitive. Excellence requires some depth in one’s field. New scientific knowledge is a public good, but it will be of limited use to economic agents or firms if they do not have the necessary competence to understand it to the point of adapting it for their own use. This observation applies not only to the natural sciences but to all the other fields of scientific knowledge, including the social and management sciences.

Thus, in general, the most successful market participants in the knowledge economy are those with the necessary human capital that enables them to specialize even while having breadth of knowledge, in other words, a Renaissance person. Both specialization and lateral thinking require a sharply trained capacity to learn quickly and well even under different and difficult circumstances. Thus, a more accurate description of our current globalization is not the “knowledge-based” economy but the “learning” economy. It could also be aptly called a reflexive economy because it changes and develops as it internalizes fresh information. Rapid changes in processes and new products leave producers (and for that matter, any economic agent) “perpetually high on a shifting learning curve.” Market participants in the knowledge economy must have the capability and staying power to climb this steep and ever-changing learning curve.

Sixth, specialization and ever-finer divisions of labor push minimum requirements ever higher. Path dependence in knowledge creation means that a constantly improving technical competence is needed to maintain and build on existing technologies that are increasingly complicated. Climbing further up the ladder of created comparative advantage requires ever-greater depth and breadth in human capital. Furthermore, ever more powerful information-processing tools keep raising the benchmark of performance for everyone.

In sum, many of the features of an information-driven globalization call for more advanced human capital formation. The empirical evidence presented in chapter 2 attests to this shift. Transforming a deluge of data into actionable information and knowledge requires skill and experience. Market widening and deepening demand an even greater breadth of outlook as there are more factors to consider in economic decision making. Value creation is dependent on a robust tacit knowledge. The accelerating pace of economic life needs a matching agility and responsiveness. More frequent shifts in the economic terrain invite a greater capacity for mobility. Stiffer competition leads to ever improving inventiveness and resourcefulness. Closer collaboration between science and technology calls for ever more sophisticated competencies. Thus, it is not surprising that most scholars
agree that knowledge has become the basis for value and wealth creation in contemporary globalization.

In all this, note that there is an operative “cumulative circular causation” because as human capital rises up to the occasion and provides the necessary tacit knowledge to meet all these new requirements, it produces fresh tacit knowledge in the process. This augmented and even more advanced tacit knowledge raises the standards and expectations for the next rounds of economic activity. Hence, the knowledge economy becomes even more demanding of its market participants, and the envelope of human capital formation is pushed outwards constantly and at an accelerating pace.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Now to conclude these two chapters on the knowledge economy. Contemporary globalization has been impressive in the rapid expansion of the international exchange of goods and services, cross-border financial flows, and the penetration of trade in domestic economies. Even more consequential than market deepening and widening, however, is the shift of the primary source of value creation from natural resources and industrial capital to knowledge. This fifth Kondratieff cycle is different from the four earlier long-wave cycles because the key carrier input is information. Thus, besides inducing extensive changes in society just like the earlier carrier inputs, information (better, inexpensive, and plentiful) has also greatly improved the market’s core process itself. ICTs have made the market more efficient at being efficient in allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses. After all, information is the lifeblood of the marketplace.

It has been said that Kondratieff cycles are properly called techno-economic paradigms because technological change gives rise to low-cost carrier inputs that end up radically altering the economic terrain.\(^{139}\) I submit that in our contemporary Kondratieff cycle, the term “techno-economic” is even more appropriate because of the manner by which microelectronics has profoundly upgraded the efficiency of the marketplace. And, as we will find in the next chapter, this is not a one-time transformation in efficiency, but a self-perpetuating dynamic that constantly expands the limits of the market’s efficiency.
Chapter 4 claims that efficiency matters, and it matters even more in the digital age. Moreover, the market is an essential vehicle for attaining such economic efficiency. Thus, critics of globalization ought to be cautious in being dismissive of the market as they may be inflicting more harm than good on the very people whose welfare they are supposed to be championing. Chapter 5 examines the literature and empirical evidence on the central role of institutions and social norms in market economies. Efficiency does not arise in a vacuum. It requires wide-ranging socioeconomic preconditions if the market is to work properly and produce its much-touted economic benefits. Besides, efficiency cannot be the sole economic goal of nations because the distribution of its gains is often so skewed as to make unfettered market operations unsustainable in the long term and ultimately self-destructive. It is a paradox that seemingly unconstrained market operations are in fact undergirded by extra-market interventions and much unseen preparatory work. They require an extensive web of social and human capital patiently and deliberately accumulated over time. The knowledge economy highlights both the importance and the limitations of economic efficiency as a criterion of distributive justice.
Chapter 4
Efficiency Matters Even More in the Information Age: Considering the Allocative Dimension of Price

It is rare for many neoclassical economists to come close to a consensus. The superior ability of market exchange to promote economic welfare compared to autarky is one such unusual point of near agreement. The claim that more open economies perform much better than closed economies over the long haul is supported by both theory and evidence. At the dawn of the discipline of economics, there was already an appreciation for the value of specialization, division of labor, and exchange in Adam Smith’s *Wealth of Nations*.¹ For his part, David Ricardo (1817) formulated the theory of comparative advantage in which nations benefit themselves and their trading partners by producing that which they do best and then buying all their other needs from nations that can supply these at a much lower price. The Atlantic economies of the nineteenth century thrived and converged in their economic performance during that first era of global economic integration as they permitted the free flow of goods, capital, and migrants across their borders.² Moreover, the stark contrast in the anemic growth of nations during the interwar years, when markets were closed to each other, compared to the post–World War II period of more open markets also attests to the value of international trade. Note, too, the numerous regional and bilateral trade agreements negotiated and ratified during this period (e.g., European Common Market, NAFTA, MERCOSUR, ASEAN, APEC). These international commitments would not have been sought to begin with if nations did not see any value at all to cross-border trade.³ And, of course, we are now well aware that the import-substitution strategy to
development was a mistake. The export-promotion strategy of Japan and the Asian Tigers has proven to be the better path to development compared to the inward-looking policies pursued by Latin America and other Asian nations that languished from the 1950s to the 1980s. The literature in development economics has long accepted the tenet that cross-border trade is an important venue for self-sustaining growth, especially for small and developing countries.4

Indeed, market exchange has been instrumental in improving the lives of people who would have otherwise wallowed in destitution. International trade has given opportunities for economic advancement and upward social mobility to many millions more, indeed even entire nations and regions of the world. Dollar and Kraay (2001b) underscore the glaring difference in the impressive economic performance of the NICs compared to the lackluster growth, if growth at all, of nations that have kept their markets closed. Bhagwati (2004, 51–67) points to the overwhelming empirical evidence on the role of globalization in reducing poverty in the developing world and in narrowing global inequality. While recognizing the difficulty of quantitatively measuring the benefits of trade and even after acknowledging that cross-border exchange is not a guaranteed cure for developing countries’ ills, Irwin (2002, 67–69) nonetheless concludes that nations give up not merely a few percentage points in their growth rate by foregoing international trade, but they risk impoverishing entire generations of their own citizens. Wolf (2004, xvii) argues that there is, as yet, no rival to the market as the “most powerful institution for raising living standards” and that the problem today is not too much globalization but too little.

The common thread in the arguments of this sampling of advocates of globalization is that fully functioning markets can greatly improve economic well-being, and in a self-sustaining manner, to boot:5 Economic efficiency matters. This chapter maintains that economic efficiency and markets, by extension, matter even more in the information age because of a self-feeding dynamic between market operations and technological-organizational innovations in producing even greater subsequent efficiencies.

In what follows, different types of efficiency are examined. I follow this up with a brief outline of the institutional and dynamic preconditions of the knowledge economy based on the preceding chapters’ findings. I then make the case for why the market is an effective societal vehicle for meeting these requirements. The chapter concludes by presenting international vertical specialization as an excellent illustration of how (1) ICTs greatly improve market efficiency even while
markets, in their own turn, facilitate further ICT technological
advances. International vertical specialization is an organizational
innovation made possible only because of ICTs and markets.
International vertical specialization, ICTs, and markets mutually
strengthen each other.

Efficiency
Different kinds of efficiency have been proposed in the literature.
Dosi et al. (1990, 240, 248–54) and Kuttner (1997, 24–27) propose
three types: microeconomic/Ricardian, Schumpeterian, and Keynesian.
Microeconomic/Ricardian efficiency is the textbook allocative effi-
ciency in which the right goods in the right quantities and the right
quality are produced with the right methods and the right inputs in
the most cost-effective manner, and then brought to the right markets
at the right time. There are no unsold inventories and all markets
clear. Consumer preferences are satisfied within people’s budget con-
straints and societal resources. This is the much-heralded power of
unrestrained markets to put scarce resources to their most valued uses.

Schumpeterian efficiency is the ability to keep pushing the technol-
gegical frontier as far as possible given the current state of knowledge.
These technological leaps fuel the famous “perennial gale of creative
destruction” that Schumpeter (1942, 84) describes as the defining fea-
ture of the capitalist economy. Keynesian efficiency pertains to a proper
rate of growth in demand that ensures full employment of the key fac-
tor inputs in the economy. In graphical terms, Keynesian efficiency is
concerned with being on the production possibilities frontier,
Schumpeterian efficiency is about constantly shifting the production
possibilities outward as far as possible, and microeconomic efficiency is
about being on the highest possible indifference curve.6

Shipman (1999, 32) proposes a different taxonomy. He lists five
types of efficiency. The first is “static efficiency” that is comprised of
productive efficiency (least-cost production) and allocative efficiency
(putting resources to their best use). The second type of efficiency is
that which fully employs resources. The third is “dynamic efficiency”
in which an optimum and sustainable growth is attained within the
limits of a nation’s natural resources. The fourth is the efficiency that
comes from the cross-border exchange of goods, services, and factors
of production between nations. Finally, there is the efficiency in which
income inequality is no greater than that which is necessary to bring
about the preceding four types of efficiency.7
There is a substantial overlap between the above-mentioned lists, and for this study, I propose that we can reduce these to three kinds of efficiency. First, we have the microeconomic/allocative efficiency in which scarce resources are employed to their most valued uses given people’s preferences and the finitude of available resources. However, unlike Dosi et al. (1990) and Kuttner (1997), I will not call this “Ricardian efficiency” because David Ricardo is better associated with the gains that flow from international trade given his classic work on the theory of comparative advantage. Moreover, unlike these authors, I will subsume Keynesian efficiency, that is, the full employment of resources, under allocative/microeconomic efficiency. After all, resources are put to their most valued uses only if they are fully employed to begin with; unemployment and underemployment are indicative of an economy operating below its full potential given its available resources. Furthermore, productive (engineering) efficiency is a necessary condition of allocative efficiency.

Second, I propose a Ricardian/Smithian efficiency that comes from nations specializing in their respective comparative advantages. As any introductory text in microeconomics shows, sizable gains are produced when nations trade with each other. They buy some goods and services at a much cheaper price overseas than if they were to produce these themselves, while at the same time specializing in the production of other goods and services that they then sell at a much higher price abroad. Compared to their autarkic position, nations reap mutual benefits when they produce according to their comparative advantage given their technologies or factor endowments. This type of efficiency is properly called “Ricardian” because of David Ricardo’s (1817 [1929]) seminal contribution to the notion of comparative advantage. It is also aptly called “Smithian” because of Adam Smith’s (1776 [1937]) insight into the gains that arise from a division of labor and specialization.

The third kind of efficiency we will be using for this study is Schumpeterian efficiency. This is equivalent to the aforesaid optimal and sustainable growth given a nation’s resources. One can truly call this “dynamic efficiency” because it involves the continued outward shift of a nation’s production possibilities frontier in the face of technological change and innovation.

Note some common features in these three distinct efficiencies. In the first place, they all ultimately deal with the effective and sustainable use of scarce resources. This means that efficiency must, at a minimum, employ the least-cost means to reaching predetermined goals and lay the groundwork for self-sustaining growth. To put it in
another way, economic efficiency, no matter how it is defined, is in the final analysis about attaining the highest level of economic well-being possible over the long term given the limited resources available.

Second, these three efficiencies are not mutually exclusive and should, in fact, converge in the ideal case of perfectly competitive markets. Let us take globalization as an illustration. Free trade across nations induces Ricardian/Smithian efficiency. As nations liberalize their domestic markets and as they move toward their comparative advantage, they put their resources toward their most valued uses (allocative/microeconomic efficiency). The resulting specialization and competition engender technological change and innovation (Schumpeterian efficiency). Thus, in the ideal market, these three efficiencies mutually reinforce each other and converge into a single harmonious dynamic.

Finally, a common characteristic of these efficiencies is the central role played by the market. For example, Shipman (1999, 32) lists his five efficiencies in the context of his discourse on the “advantages of markets as a social organising principle.” Kuttner (1997, 24–27) explains his three efficiencies within his exposition on the “virtues and limits of markets.” Dosi et al. (1990, 240, 248–54) consider efficiency in the course of their treatment of technological change in the wake of international trade. Indeed, the market can be viewed as the milieu or the overarching framework within which economic efficiency is achieved. In fact, one can make this claim even stronger by noting that the market is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for economic efficiency. It is the only social institution, to date, that can best approximate the ideal economic state described by the above-mentioned efficiencies. If economics is indeed about putting scarce resources to their most valued uses, then the market is an incomparable social institution that generates such a disposition. The market and economic efficiency are inextricably linked to each other. The market is the means to attaining efficiency, even as efficiency, in its own turn, is an end for which the market exists. We examine this linkage in greater depth in the next section.

**Institutional and Dynamic Requirements of the Knowledge Economy**

**Institutional Preconditions**

As we will see in chapter 5, the market neither arises nor operates in a vacuum. There are structural preconditions to the smooth functioning
of the market. Having seen some of the salient features of the knowledge economy in the preceding chapters, we can infer some of its requisite institutional foundations.\textsuperscript{13}

First, because of the major breakthroughs in ICTs, the knowledge economy must provide market participants with the infrastructure with which to access, organize, and use the resulting deluge of data in ever-new ways that create value. After all, the market is not merely a producer of information, but it is also the major user of information, and immense amounts of it. Second, ripple effects are expected to be even more frequent, unpredictable, and disruptive in a more interconnected global economy. The resulting greater uncertainty requires even greater vigilance. The knowledge economy must provide the means by which economic agents are able to respond and adapt to these constant changes. Moreover, it must also furnish even better methods of risk management.

Third, globalization has made economic activity even more complex and has highlighted the even greater importance of collaborative work. Thus, the knowledge economy must give rise to institutions that facilitate networking among economic actors. Fourth, the increasing transformation of the international community into a single economic unit characterized by a global division of labor requires even greater goods and factor mobility. Specialization entails nations moving toward their comparative advantage and then simply procuring their other needs from the international marketplace. This greater cross-border movement of finished and intermediate goods and factors of production will require mechanisms that facilitate and enhance such mobility.

**Dynamic Prerequisites**

The aforesaid institutional prerequisites are critical for maintaining market operations. In contrast, the dynamic requirements of the knowledge economy are the essential preconditions for keeping the economy forward-looking. These are the necessary building blocks of Schumpeterian efficiency.

First, as we have seen in chapter 2, ICTs have been a proximate cause of global economic integration. Given the central role and importance of technology in the knowledge economy, there is need to encourage and support economic agents who are willing and able to undertake the risks attendant to technological change. Moreover, just as a bicycle has to keep moving forward to avoid tipping over, an economy has to keep moving up the ladder of created comparative
advantage, if only to keep up with peers or with follower nations that are quickly moving upwards.

Second, since tacit knowledge is now the source of value creation in the digital age, it is all the more important for the economy to provide market participants with hands-on learning opportunities that build their know-how and know-who. Third, given the accelerated pace of economic life, there is need for the economy to develop two qualities in market participants, to wit: (1) timely responsiveness and (2) flexibility and adaptability to change. The knowledge economy should be one that breeds a disposition to change and openness to discovery. It must also develop economic agents’ personal and collective capabilities to deal with pecuniary externalities.

Fourth, the knowledge economy has been aptly called the “learning” economy since adjustment to ceaseless change is a characteristic requirement of our contemporary era. There is a self-feeding interaction between change and learning. Learning is a function of change. However, learning, by itself, also provokes even further changes down the road. A knowledge economy must strengthen this nexus between change and learning. Moreover, it must also systematize and institutionalize the means by which human and social capital are continuously developed through such an interactive process.

Fifth, the knowledge economy needs to build the capacity for discovery and provide an appropriate climate for creativity.

[T]he “economic problem” is fundamentally different from that depicted in contemporary orthodox theory. The latter views choice sets as known and given. The economic problem is to pick the best possible production and distribution, given that set of alternatives. The function of competition is to get—or help to get—the signals and incentives right. In evolutionary theory, choice sets are not given and the consequences of any choice are unknown. Although some choices may be clearly worse than others, there is no choice that is clearly best ex ante. Indeed, it has even been suggested that the market process is ultimately about discovery and creation.

The aforesaid institutional and dynamic preconditions of the knowledge economy do not work independently of each other. In fact, these are interlocking requirements. For example, more frequent and disruptive market shifts require even better goods and factor mobility, an enhanced capacity to deal with risk and uncertainty, and improved information and price signals. Moreover, there is need for even more daring, more responsive, and better informed private
initiatives. Individual autonomy and liberty take on even greater importance, especially in an economic environment in which the acquisition of tacit knowledge has become extremely important. In other words, the institutional and dynamic preconditions of the knowledge economy produce a synergy of prerequisites that are much greater and more stringent than the sum of their individual requirements. And it turns out that the market is able to match these exacting conditions with an impressive synergy of its own.

**Efficiency-Market Nexus**

The unique qualities of the market, especially in contemporary globalization, neatly dovetail the aforesaid institutional and dynamic requirements of the knowledge economy. The market is an ideal, in fact *the only*, social institution to date that is effective in bringing about economic efficiency. Here, I will limit myself to only some of the more significant properties of the market relevant for my thesis:

1. its potential for internalizing information and for discovery,
2. its capacity for fostering private initiative,
3. its ceaseless competitive pressure,
4. its management of risk and uncertainty,
5. its networking web,
6. its sensitivity and responsiveness to change.

**Market Operations as Discovery**

The economic problem entails deciding what to produce, in what quantities, when, how, and for whom. Moreover, recall from the preceding discussion of efficiency that these questions must be resolved both in a timely fashion and in a manner that fully employs available scarce resources in an optimal fashion. Thus, Hayek (1944) is emphatic that economics is largely an informational problem because economic agents are constantly pressed to make informed decisions. It turns out that the economic problem is, in fact, a nested, twofold allocative exercise in which the need to put scarce resources to their most valued uses is preceded by the need to distribute information properly to their intended users. In other words, information makes the economy work.

The informational needs of this twin allocative task are truly staggering. In the first place, data about goods, services, factors of production, technologies, household preferences, and business decisions in both the...
product and input markets must be generated, collated, and then digested. Second, this wide diversity of requisite data is compounded by a constantly shifting economic terrain. In other words, data have a very short half-life and must be continuously updated. Third, economic agents have very different informational requirements depending on their role, activity, and location in the marketplace. Correct and well-timed decision making is entirely dependent on sorting through a tremendous volume of data and then getting the relevant information to the right people at the right time in an expeditious and cost-effective manner.

This is a formidable and demanding informational environment, and the market is “uniquely capable” of meeting these requirements.18 In the first place, the market is an efficient information processor because it internalizes huge quantities of data and condenses them into a simple and easily understandable form: price. Thus, the market price saves people time and effort by synthesizing for them the economic impact of disparate factors. Take the case of the global market for sugar. This industry has been buffeted by a wide variety of events, such as the impressive technological and productivity advances of Brazil in sugar production, oversupply, French export subsidies, and U.S. quotas. The implications of these developments are conveniently summarized in the resulting weak price of this commodity. Sugar beet growers in the developed world and inefficient sugar cane growers in emerging nations do not need to go into an extensive analysis of their industry to know what is going on. All they have to do is to look at the chronic low price of sugar to get the message that it is time for them to shift to another crop. Of course, this has not happened in the United States and the EU because of government coddling that insulates their sugar beet and sugar cane growers from the discipline of international prices.

Second, shifts in economic conditions are immediately internalized by the market through price changes. The upward or downward movement of prices and their trends are signals for economic actors to modify their decisions and to plan accordingly. Thus, observe the speed with which current events, even noneconomic news, are reflected in the volatility of prices in the stock, commodity (especially crude oil), and foreign exchange markets.

Third, viewed as an input or as a commodity itself, price is nonrival in consumption and can be easily disseminated, especially in the digital age. It can be read and used by as many people as are interested and have access to it. The unparalleled strength of the marketplace lies not merely in its swiftness in processing information but also in its expansive geographic reach. The market is the venue by which widely dispersed
economic agents communicate and exchange relevant information indirectly via prices. ICTs have made this feature of the market even more potent.

Finally, price reveals relative value and, therefore, the opportunity cost of people’s choices. Not all events or commodities are readily commensurable relative to each other. Price serves as a convenient tool for economic actors by providing a common measure with which to weigh competing choices.

In sum, the market is more than a match for the daunting informational requirements of the economic problem of determining what to produce, how, when, how much, and for whom. The marketplace is a cost-effective vehicle for synthesizing voluminous amounts of data and then disseminating the appropriate information to the right economic actors, even over a widely dispersed geographic area. And it accomplishes this swiftly and within an ever-shifting economic terrain. Thus, the market process has been described as one of using information for discovery.

The Market as an Incubator of Private Initiative

A basic difference between the economy of precarious subsistence in the feudal era and the economy of flowing abundance in the modern period is the separation of the economic and political realms in the latter. Recall the restrictive nature of the feudal economy in which peasants and artisans were bound respectively by the rules of the manor and by the guilds. The medieval guilds curbed or regulated product innovations and improvements in sales practices to prevent undue competition within the craft. In contrast, note the technological vibrancy of the Industrial Revolution. Despite the efforts of the Luddites, the English parliament refused to halt or slow down the move toward mechanization. Indeed, in separating the economic and political spheres from each other, the modern economy has served well as an incubator of private initiative. This is, in fact, the hallmark of the capitalist market, the single most critical factor behind Schumpeter’s (1942, 81–86) “creative destruction.” There are a number of reasons why thriving individual autonomy has been both a foundation and a consequence of the market economy.

First, the market has a “thin” notion of the good. In other words, besides its goal of allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses, it does not require any philosophical commitments from market participants. A wide diversity of ends can be pursued in the marketplace.
Second, the market affords people wide personal freedoms. Market participants are free to set their own objectives, to choose a variety of means to reach their goals, and to transact with whomever they wish. They have the liberty to decide the extent to which they participate in the marketplace. As I argue in part III, the market is a public good and cannot exclude anyone with the necessary purchasing power from availing of its services. There is full freedom of entry or exit from particular transactions whenever or however people choose to do so. Thus, some go so far as to argue that a normative case can be made in favor of the market on the basis of the autonomy and liberty it affords individuals.24

Third, such expansive personal freedoms have unleashed the creativity and energy of economic actors. In making economic decisions on their own, people can explore and be more daring in taking risks. They have a better sense of responsibility for their own economic well-being. Market participants have the possibility of improving their lot and moving upward in the social order. Both socioeconomic and geographical mobility afford people ease of entry or exit in whatever economic activity or sector they choose. Thus, it should not come as a surprise that the wealthiest and most productive countries are the ones with the most enlivened private sectors. These economies are imbued with dynamism and energy. In economic history, observe how the modern era of technological change and innovation coincided with the emergence of a relatively freer market economy in the nineteenth century. In our own time, note the positive correlation between the freedom index (a measure of the freedom accorded to private initiative) and material well-being.

Fourth, the market rewards initiative. Entrepreneurship can pay off in terms of considerable rents. In giving economic agents their due according to their contribution, the market encourages even further private initiative in the succeeding rounds of economic activity because people have both the incentive and the means to apply themselves in effort and striving. Thus, private initiative ensures vigorous competition. There is no room for complacency in an economy with an unfettered private sector because profits can be easily whittled away by the ease of entry and exit from markets. Economic agents are compelled to work assiduously just to keep up with their peers or to prevent their competitors from catching up. As a result, there is a built-in mechanism and momentum to be forward-looking. Market participants are always on the prowl for the least-cost method of accomplishing ends. A free private sector is foundational for the market’s capacity for disciplined economic behavior. Recall our earlier example on the anemic economic performance of countries that had pursued
the import-substitution strategy to development (such as Latin America and India from the 1950s to the 1980s) compared to those that had embraced an export-promotion strategy to development (such as the Asian Tigers). The import-substitution strategy to development curtailed private initiative with excessive government restrictions in an effort to protect selected sectors. In contrast, the export-promotion strategy to development encouraged private initiative to compete in the global marketplace, thereby creating a pool of lean and seasoned entrepreneurs.

Fifth, the market is an incubator of private initiative because of its lightning ability to internalize information in decision making owing to its decentralized structure. There is no single person or government agency that sets price levels. In a truly functioning market, allocative decisions on the proper disposition of scarce resources to their most valued uses are not left in the hands of just a few people but are the result of the collective impact of a multitude of private choices spread throughout the entire market. Market participants are price-takers at the personal level, but they are ultimately price-makers in their aggregated effect in the economy. The market is impressive in its ability to digest information because it leaves it up to individual market participants to read and interpret price signals on their own and to make the necessary adjustments to their respective economic behavior. Furthermore, economic actors observe each other’s market reaction and respond accordingly. Moreover, people reveal their needs and preferences through their economic choices. Indeed, the market is an excellent example of both a decentralized decision-making and information-disseminating mechanism. It is individual economic autonomy that enables the market to discharge this twin function.

Three consequences of the market as an incubator of private initiative must be highlighted. First, the market plays a pivotal role in economic development. Economic development is a process of self-sustaining growth. Advances achieved within the economy cannot be imposed exogenously, from the outside. If it were so, such growth is not genuine development. Schumpeter (1955, 63) states it well when he limits the definition of economic development only to “such changes in economic life as are not forced upon it from without but arise by its own initiative, from within” (emphasis added). In other words, self-sustaining growth is possible only to the extent that the economy has the capacity to continually rejuvenate and re-create itself. The market develops such a requisite capacity for endogenous change because it is itself animated by vibrant private initiatives.

Second, in fostering private initiative, the market, in effect, also nurtures diversity. This is a necessary condition for the market’s
much-vaunted “creative destruction.” Recall the earlier observation that contrary to the neoclassical school’s view of economic agency as an exercise in finding the optimum solution to a known set of alternatives, the economy is, in fact, more in line with the evolutionary school of economic thought. In this latter view, the economy is in a continual state of evolution, characterized by unknown sets of choices that are discovered in an iterative process of trial and error. The vigor of the search and the probability of discovery are dependent on the diversity of effort, which in its own turn is determined by the state of private initiative within the market.

Finally, in strengthening private initiative, the market, in effect, also fosters redundancy. This is important for risk management. Private initiative may, on the surface, appear to be wasteful of resources given the duplication of effort. However, this seeming waste is more apparent than real. There are long-term benefits from competition that are instrumental for innovation and technological change. For example, consumers have reaped astonishing gains from ICTs in the past twenty-five years given the parallel private initiatives to develop ever more advanced chips and consumer electronics. Or, recall the 5,000 railway firms and the 2,000 car manufacturers in the nascent stages of these industries in the United States. The market eventually corrects itself by pruning down such “duplication” to the bare minimum that can be sustained and is necessary for competition (within the limits, of course, of antitrust legislation). A similar phenomenon is currently at work in the U.S. airline and global auto industries. Besides the disciplining effect of competition, a duplication of effort imbues the economy with the pliability to respond rapidly to sudden change. Redundancy in a thriving private sector makes for a flexible economy in the face of severe shocks and disequilibria.

There is a requirement for variety in capabilities, behavioural rules, and allocative processes which allow for greater adaptability to uncertainty and change. . . . To put it in another way, one of the greatest strengths that capitalism has shown is its capability of continuously producing redundant resources, of exploring an “excessive” number of technological/organisational “genotypes.”

Numerous examples illustrate the resilience of the market economy: the overnight conversion of the U.S. and U.K. peacetime civilian economies into wartime manufacturing powerhouses during World War II, West Germany’s absorption of a failed East German economy during its reunification, the quick recovery and minimal disruption to the global oil
markets in the wake of the 1990 Kuwait invasion, the strong rebound of Kobe after its devastating earthquake in 1995, the ability of the U.S. transportation system to continue moving goods and people around the nation on 9–11 and the following days, and the minimal impact on U.S. GDP of devastating natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina in the Gulf Coast (2005) and Hurricane Andrews in Florida (1992). Indeed, the redundancy that emerges from the disparate, spontaneous initiative of autonomous economic actors provides a valuable hedge against the chance and contingencies of life. It cushions the disruptiveness of both man-made and natural disasters. It makes for a supple system.

In sum, the ascendancy of markets observed in the past thirty years is in large part due to governments’ newfound appreciation for their most valuable and often untapped resource—the ingenuity and initiative that come with an unimpeded private sector. The market not only respects private initiative, but it also rewards it, nurtures it, and provides it with the breaks and the opportunities that allow it to be tested, to make mistakes, to learn, and then to grow and develop. Even as the market is lauded as an efficient information processor, the market is even more remarkable as an incubator of private initiative. It is, after all, ultimately powered by personal striving and effort.

**Market Competition**

The market weeds out weak and inefficient players and allows the proverbial cream to rise to the top. This feature of the market is an indispensable mechanism by which efficiency is attained. The market can indeed be generous in rewarding correct decisions (e.g., Google, Microsoft, eBay) and be harsh in punishing mistakes or subpar performance (e.g., the failed Time-Warner and AOL merger). In so doing, the market sends out the necessary signals and incentives that change people’s economic decisions and behavior. Technological dynamism is a function of market pressure. Industries that are characterized by extremely competitive environments tend to be the most innovative.

**Management of Risk and Uncertainty**

Technological change is said to be fraught with at least five kinds of uncertainties, to wit:

1. The yet to be discovered properties of new technologies. Lasers and electricity are excellent examples. They were outcomes of pure scientific research and were not innovations meant to replace an
existing or failing technology. Consequently, it took decades for the manifold uses of electricity to be slowly discovered. The same phenomenon is happening to lasers today as we see a gradual expansion in their use.

2. Improvements in complementary technologies or inventions that may enhance the subsequent impact or utility of innovations.

Once again, lasers can be cited as an example. It was not until the advent of optic fibers that the full benefits of using lasers for telephone communications were reaped. Similarly, recall that the idea of computers is not recent. Computers were already used as early as World War II to calculate the trajectory of artillery shells. However, it was the invention of the microchip and the miniaturization it permitted that turned the computer into an all-purpose technology.

3. The possibility that innovations and inventions may actually be harbingers of a completely new technological system instead of merely replacing small parts of existing systems.

Railroads in the 1830s and 1840s are an example. They were meant to serve merely as feeders for the canal system, but later came to overshadow the canals altogether. Using the taxonomy we have seen earlier, we can describe the railroad as more than just an incremental innovation or radical invention; it turned out to be a techno-economic paradigm shift. It is only with the benefit of hindsight that one gets to appreciate the full impact of a particular invention.

4. Unanticipated solutions to problems that the innovation or invention was not originally designed to address.

The most famous example of this, of course, is the steam engine. It was invented to pump water out of flooding mines due to the increasing depth of mining operations in the eighteenth century. It turned out to be the invention that revolutionized both land and sea transportation (railroads and steamships, respectively).

5. The uncertainty of whether or not new technologies are economically feasible.

The Concorde is an illustration. It was a technological marvel but was not cost-effective as a means of transportation. Hence, it ultimately failed as a commercial venture.

The market is an ideal mechanism for dealing with these uncertainties for a number of reasons. First, technological development and change are generally extremely expensive endeavors that often fail. The networking
that the market facilitates is an effective way of spreading risk. Moreover, market widening and deepening mitigate the risk of huge upfront, fixed-cost investments by providing a much larger potential customer base from which to recover these expenditures within a shorter payback period.

Second, the market provides essential forward and backward linkages that facilitate diffusion, further improvement by end users or competitors, discovery of fresh applications, and the creation of synergies by combining new and existing technologies. Take the case of microelectronics. The different components of ICTs mutually reinforced each other and eventually gave rise to the next generation of technological innovations.

The microprocessor made possible the microcomputer; advances in telecommunications . . . enabled microcomputers to function in networks, thus increasing their power and flexibility. Applications of these technologies to electronics manufacturing enhanced the potential for new design and fabrication technologies in semiconductor production. New software was stimulated by the fast-growing microcomputer market, that, in turn, exploded on the basis of new applications and user-friendly technologies.

In all this, it was the market that facilitated the combined use of these different components of ICTs. End users gave innovators and inventors feedback through the market on the kinds of capabilities that truly added value to the product. Take a look at the consumer-driven development of ever more powerful and convenient features in wireless devices and laptop computers that combine functions from different equipment into a single unit. The market is a potent tool not only for discovering profitable ways of interfacing technologies, but it is also extremely effective at nurturing demand-driven innovations.

Third, as we have seen earlier, the market consists of a diverse cacophony of private initiatives. This wide variety of approaches and efforts to problem-solving is clearly superior since more options are explored and tried simultaneously, making technological breakthroughs more likely. It is a distinctive strength of the marketplace.

Finally, the market is a ready-made laboratory for test-runs of technological change and innovation. Because it is an efficient information processor, the market is effective at reducing exogenous and endogenous uncertainties. It provides quick, clear, and reliable feedback from end users on what changes and innovations work and what do not.
[A] further considerable virtue of the marketplace is that it also provides strong incentives to terminate, quickly and unsentimentally, directions of research whose once-rosy prospects have been unexpectedly dimmed by new data, by some change in the economic environment, or by a restructuring of social or political parties.46

Indeed, recall that the price system of the marketplace is an expeditious and cost-effective manner of gathering and conveying information. One advantage of this laboratory is that no one can be excluded from it. Innovators can keep on fine-tuning their alterations by going back to end users for feedback for as many times and for as long as it takes to perfect the changes. Thus, the market is an ideal testing ground for inventions and innovations because it provides free access, is always up-to-date with the most recent developments, and is swift in rendering judgment. Test marketing can minimize some of the uncertainties listed above as it reveals technological complementarities, unforeseen uses, and significant properties of inventions or innovations. The history of technological development in the modern era is eloquent proof of this market strength in fostering technological revolutions.47 The development of the Web and its growing manifold uses are prime examples.

The Market as a Networking Hub

It has been suggested that “chaos theory” is descriptive of the joint work between the biological sciences and the ICT sector in pushing the scientific frontiers. Proponents of this theory see the “emergence of self-organizing structures that create complexity out of simplicity and superior order out of chaos.”48 I submit that this is an apt description of the market as well. The market can be likened to a highly integrated, organized chaos.

The history of technology shows that an invention or innovation is not an isolated event.49 It is an endogenous phenomenon built up in a cumulative fashion over time and is dependent on previous rounds of investment, production, and economic exchange.50 It does not arise in a vacuum.

[Technology] reflects a given state of knowledge, a particular institutional and industrial environment, a certain availability of skills . . . an economic mentality to make such application cost-efficient, and a network of producers and users . . . learning by using and by doing . . . [an] interactivity of systems of technological innovation and their dependence on certain “milieux” of exchange of ideas, problems, and solutions . . .51
The market provides just such a milieu with all the necessary ingredients for continued innovation, and more.

The market turns out to be a very responsive mechanism in dealing with complexity. It fosters change because of its promise of substantial gains and the fear generated by its unforgiving logic of “survival of the fittest.” It is excellent at searching, finding, and completing mutually advantageous exchanges. It enjoys an unparalleled ability in matching widely dispersed economic agents with like interests. Equally important, the market is a dynamic setting in which new ideas are hatched, tried, refined, or combined with existing knowledge given its fluidity and the multiplicity and redundancy of its private initiatives.

Volume and diversity of use and applications are essential for vibrant technological development. Volume and diversity of use and applications are essential for vibrant technological development.52 The market satisfies both of these conditions. In addition, empirical evidence suggests that the market is particularly good at diffusing the benefits of technological change and R&D across borders through international trade.53 Foreign direct investments are another venue by which the market disperses these technological spillover effects.54

The market is an excellent vehicle for technological diffusion because of its “demonstration effect.” The general types of innovations are technical, service, financial, managerial-organizational, marketing-distribution, and institutional. Only the first one (i.e., technical) is patentable.55 The intellectual-property features of the four other types of innovations are nonpatentable because they are unenforceable. Market participants can readily observe others’ improvements and simply imitate them. For example, one cannot patent or prevent others from emulating one’s innovative management practices, such as off-shore outsourcing or a just-in-time inventory system. The market provides an excellent terrain for a constantly unfolding demonstration effect in which industry best practices can be readily observed and copied. Because of its open and interactive nature, the market is a fertile ground for learning from others’ triumphs or travails.

**The Market as a Catalyst and Medium for Change**

As we have repeatedly seen, the market, by its nature, is dynamic. It is in a ceaseless state of flux as economic actors constantly improve the disposition of their resources in reaction to changes and to their peers’ or competitors’ responses to new information as it becomes available. This incessant process of adjustment is further intensified by the faster and larger flow of information and by the accelerating pace of economic life described in the preceding chapters. This presents both
dangers (because of shocks and adverse pecuniary externalities) and opportunities (because of potential rents to be reaped).

The textbook model of markets in equilibrium is more of an aberration than a norm. In reality, markets never quite reach their equilibria; they are more accurately described as equilibria-in-the-making, or equilibria-in-progress as many have claimed. In economics, an equilibrium is a condition in which economic actors are satisfied with the status quo; they have no cause or incentive to change their decisions. This is an idealized description of economic life, just like the model of perfectly competitive markets. Disequilibria and change are the constant parameters of the market economy; they also imbue the market with some of its strengths and weaknesses.

Contrary to common beliefs, any advantage of contemporary mixed economies as compared to centrally planned ones, reflects the fact that the former do not achieve an equilibrium of the Arrow-Debreu kind, but are highly imperfect and always characterized by allocative inefficiencies and technological slacks.56

These slacks and inefficiencies become the occasion for the market’s process of constant adjustment. After all, recall that the market is both a producer and a user of considerable amounts of data and information. Because economic agents fine-tune their decisions and behavior in response to new information, the market never stands still. This market attribute is extremely important for attaining its much-vaunted economic efficiency for a number of reasons.

First, the open-ended nature of market operations provides the means for responding swiftly in an extremely dynamic knowledge economy. This permits quick correction or reaction, either to avail of profit opportunities or to minimize damage. Moreover, the fluidity of the market allows for ongoing marginal alterations, as needed, and prevents distortions from becoming so severe as to require major corrective action later. The value of the market as a mechanism for steady incremental modifications is best illustrated in the case of foreign currency exchange rates. Countries that insist on overvaluing their currencies end up paying an enormous cost when they are ultimately forced to devalue their foreign exchange rates. In contrast, nations that adopt a flexible exchange rate policy allow markets to make the necessary corrections gradually and as early as possible, thereby avoiding any further distortions within the economy. Necessary adjustments can be accomplished easily and in an orderly fashion. Equally important, their attendant costs can be absorbed in small increments.
Second, the market is a catalyst for change because of its fluidity. The information furnished by an unimpeded price mechanism is fresh and up-to-date. This permits a corresponding up-to-date decision making on the part of economic agents. Third, a fluid market has the advantage of a quick learning cycle. Innovations and inventions can be refined rapidly given the instant feedback provided by the marketplace.

Finally, the market is central to the development, diffusion, and then maturity of the Kondratieff carrier inputs. Recall Freeman and Perez’s (1988) description of how techno-economic paradigms evolve. Earlier carrier inputs are eventually unable to meet the changing needs of the marketplace and cause bottlenecks that induce a search for new, alternative technologies. It is the market that provides the signals on the kind of innovations and inventions needed through the structural crises that it provokes. In the end, this leads to the next techno-economic paradigm and a new Kondratieff cycle. The market is the milieu that facilitates the transition from one long-wave cycle to the next. This changeover is seamlessly achieved through the market’s price mechanism. Prices constantly adjust economic actors’ behavior and decisions, and these collectively shape the form and uses of the next carrier input. We have seen this in the Industrial Revolution and we are witness to it again in the case of ICTs.

To sum up, the proper operation of the knowledge economy requires the satisfaction of manifold institutional and dynamic preconditions. The market is more than a match for these requirements. It is an information-processing institution; it nurtures the requisite private initiative; its unforgiving competitive environment fosters disciplined economic behavior; it is effective at managing risk; it facilitates networking and collaborative work; and it is a catalyst and medium for change. There is a mutually supporting dynamic between the knowledge economy and the market. ICTs have irreversibly transformed the market to be even more efficient at being efficient. In their own turn, ICTs are ever more dependent on the market for their continued development. This mutual dependence is best illustrated in the set of market-generated technological and organizational innovations that jointly make up what is now known as international vertical specialization, a hallmark of the knowledge economy. It is to this that we now turn our attention.

**International Vertical Specialization**

Technological or organizational improvements do not arise by themselves but are, in fact, a function of their immediate milieu.
Technology is a socially and institutionally embedded process. The ways in which technologies are used—even their very creation—are conditioned by their social and their economic context. In the contemporary world this means primarily the values and motivations of capitalist business enterprises, operating within an intensely competitive system. Choices and uses of technologies are influenced by the drive for profit, capital accumulation and investment, increased market share . . .

Put in more succinct terms, change and innovation (whether technological or organizational) respond to price signals. This price sensitivity is at the heart of the efficiency-market nexus.

Technological and organizational innovations are price-sensitive; they are engendered by and mediated through the marketplace. But the causation also runs in the opposite direction. Organizational and technological innovations, in their own turn, also transform the marketplace. In other words, there is a feedback cycle with the market and technological-organizational innovations mutually shaping and improving each other. This is the dynamic that generates capitalism’s self-sustaining gales of creative destruction. International vertical specialization, a constitutive feature of contemporary globalization, is an excellent illustration of the role of the market in satisfying the requirements of the knowledge economy. In fact, this organizational change can be aptly described as both a cause and effect of late-twentieth-century global economic integration.

**Nature and Types of Networks**

Networks are important and ubiquitous in economic life. Note their various forms:

1. Supplier networks: These are clusters of providers of intermediate inputs or merchandise. An example is the current network of East Asian ICT component manufacturers supplying parts for the consumer electronics that China is assembling and exporting to the West. Wal-Mart, Home Depot, Target, and all the other major retailers are dependent on similar supplier networks.

2. Producer networks: These are firms pooling together their production facilities and resources (financial and human) in order to expand their respective geographical coverage and product lines. Examples of this are the alliances and the code sharing that airlines have formed to avoid the duplication of equipment and to provide seamless connections between international and domestic flights.
3. Customer networks: This involves cementing forward linkages with end users, distributors, and customers. This is standard practice for many firms even before the age of ICTs. Beverage firms like Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola have had long-standing marketing arrangements with restaurants and retail outlets for exclusive use of their products or for preferential supermarket shelving of their drinks in exchange for price breaks and equipment.

4. Standard coalitions: This is the phenomenon of getting as many firms as possible to use a particular proprietary product with an eye toward making it the industry standard. Microsoft’s operating system for the personal computer is an example of the importance of such a lock-in. Microsoft Windows continues to dominate the field despite the availability of free alternative operating software such as Linux.60

5. Technology cooperation networks: These are the collaborations in R&D and product development and design. The international partnerships lined up by Boeing and Airbus for the design and manufacture of their most recent models, the 787 and the A380 respectively, are examples of such technological cooperative ventures.

Two common threads run through this variety of networks. First, these networks are mutable, with independent entities constantly searching for collaborative work with other firms that share similar ends.61 This leads to joint ventures in areas in which autonomous economic units have a coincidence of interests, even while remaining competitors in other areas.62 Thus, the network enterprise has the best of both worlds because it can belong to any number of alliances and be even heavily dependent on them, while maintaining its independence in many other areas at the same time. One could aptly describe such networks as cooperative endeavors of convenience and expediency.

Second, ICTs and the market are pivotal in undergirding or enhancing these networks. ICTs provide the technological means to overcome the physical constraint of geographic separation. Moreover, they have also reduced erstwhile indivisibilities within firms. Given the speed and the safety with which data can easily be transmitted with the click of a mouse, R&D, product design and engineering, data entry and management, and many other functions that used to be centralized in the home office can now be broken up into separate components and farmed out to different parts of the world. Human capital-intensive functions can be differentiated from low-skill labor processes as in the case of the textile, apparel, and consumer electronics industries.63 This has been described as the slicing up of the
value chain into ever-thinner and ever-more specialized segments in order to squeeze more cost savings out of the firm. The market, in its own turn, provides the “highway” for the resulting long-distance interaction made possible by ICTs. Both ICTs and the market provide the two key attributes of networks.

The performance of a given network will then depend on two fundamental attributes of the network: its connectedness, that is its structural ability to facilitate noise-free communication between its components; its consistency, that is the extent to which there is [a] sharing of interests between the network’s goals and the goals of its components.

Both connectedness and consistency are supplied respectively by ICTs and the market. The market provides consistency through its unceasing service of matching economic entities with a coincidence of goals and needs.

From Manufacturing to Information Processing

The nature of the firm has changed in a highly dynamic business environment of continuous innovations, falling prices, accelerated pace, and complex products and services. Prior to the technological breakthroughs in ICTs in the 1980s, a “Fordist vertical integration” was the appropriate business model. In his classic article “The Nature of the Firm,” Ronald Coase (1937) observes that it made rational economic sense for firms to integrate their operations vertically given the high transaction (searching, bargaining, and enforcing contracts) and coordination costs of farming out their requirements to outside subcontractors through the market. It would have been a very tedious and expensive process to monitor the manifold transactions they would have had to negotiate and complete through the marketplace. It was much cheaper for firms to consolidate their operations and supply their needs from in-house facilities. For example, in the early days of the automotive industry, General Motors and Ford manufactured most of the critical components of their vehicles.

Such Fordist vertical integration no longer makes business sense in the current economic climate. What is needed is the exact opposite—horizontal integration (international vertical specialization). This entails extensive subcontracting and networking with other firms, even for its core competencies. Furthermore, trends indicate a further rapid pace in offshore outsourcing and trade in parts and components. The IMF (2002, 129) lists three proximate causes behind this
phenomenon, namely: the improvement in services links, market liberalization, and product standardization. To this, I add a fourth factor: hypercompetition. I examine each of these in what follows.

First, a vastly improved global transportation and communications network due to ICTs has provided a "virtual link" to far-flung sites. Distance has increasingly become irrelevant or less important in most firms’ sourcing or location decisions because of the technological breakthroughs in microelectronics.70 Indeed, this is yet another example of how technological changes induce complementary organizational changes.71 Recall, for example, how the telegraph expanded the scope of the marketplace. The electric motor permitted smaller-scale production enterprises, led to greater flexibility in the layout of plants, and transformed the machine tool industry. The steam engine altered the industrial base and the transportation network of the nineteenth century in a dramatic fashion.72 And, of course, electricity and the automobile left their indelible mark as they shaped twentieth-century society in the way people lived, worked, and interacted with each other. These organizational innovations precipitated by technological changes spawned productivity gains that rippled throughout the economy. For example, gains from the adoption of electricity ultimately came from the organizational changes it engendered, accounting for as much as 70 percent of electricity’s contribution to U.S. economic growth for the period 1919–29.73 We see the same dynamic at work in our contemporary Kondratieff cycle. Today, technological changes due to microelectronics have given rise to the “networked society,” the signal organizational innovation of the digital era.74

Organizational changes have been instrumental in reaping the full benefits of ICTs. Numerous empirical studies show that the computerization of business functions without accompanying organizational changes may in fact hurt, rather than boost, productivity. Firms with a decentralized organizational structure garnered a higher productivity as a result of ICTs.75 Moreover, the full gains from ICTs come, not from controlling work processes, but from creating innovative organizational structures that make firms even more responsive to change and learning. A critical benefit of ICTs is that they “provide options for designing work and business processes.”76 This flexibility is important especially in a knowledge economy characterized by so much flux and unexpected events requiring a swift response. The combination of ICTs and their attendant changes in business processes and structures has led to increased productivity, cost reduction, and improved product quality.77
A second cause of international vertical specialization is governments’ liberalization of their respective domestic economies. This greater openness has facilitated the cross-border exchange of components, intermediate goods, and final products. Trade barriers and restrictions would have made international vertical specialization very difficult, if possible at all, given the substantial additional costs involved in having to deal with bureaucratic red tape and tariffs.

Third, the microchip and other technological changes have led to the standardization of parts for a wide variety of products, from simple computer electronics to even the most complex products like cars and airplanes. For example, despite their fierce rivalry, Boeing and Airbus use the same suppliers for some of their key components.78 Such standardization has resulted in huge economies of scale. It makes more sense for firms to subcontract with specialist manufacturers who produce these parts at volume prices instead of fabricating them in-house. Outsourcing these parts is no longer merely an option; it is an imperative of business survival.

To these three main drivers of international vertical specialization enumerated by the IMF, I add a fourth factor—the hypercompetition inaugurated by globalization. Recall from the preceding chapter’s section on Competitive Networking that current market conditions have compelled firms to collaborate with each other in order to respond faster in a highly dynamic environment, minimize losses from ever riskier ventures, access highly specialized skills, match their competitors’ networking, and secure technology transfers.

**Transforming the Firm**

These remote and proximate factors (improvement in service links, market liberalization, product standardization, and hypercompetition) account for the unfolding metamorphosis of the global economy into a single integrated workshop in which parts are made in a variety of continents for eventual shipment and assembly in designated sites. Nyholm et al. (2001, 256–67) describe the mechanics of this shift in business organization at the microeconomic level. In the pre-ICT era when transaction, transportation, and coordination costs were high, firms supplied their own requirements through a division of labor along functional lines (e.g., marketing, engineering, etc.) and with multiple manufacturing facilities at different locations. There were clear lines of decision making characterized by a top-down approach to management. Such a hierarchical organizational structure made sense in view of expensive coordination costs; it was essential to minimize the
number of communication nodes. The process of innovation was sequential and predictable. Innovations within the firm followed a traditional linear trajectory: from the R&D crew that developed the technology, to the manufacturing engineers, to the marketing experts, and then to the sales staff.

In contrast, contemporary globalization requires a model of networking in which people pool together their knowledge and expertise. Instead of a hierarchy, the firm is organized in flexible work teams that freely interact with each other without any formal channels of communication or protocols. The difference is most clearly evident in the manner in which innovation is pursued in the knowledge economy. Instead of the aforementioned linear and sequential approach to innovation, all departments are immediately involved in the design of the product. R&D personnel, brand managers, sales staff, and production engineers are brought on board early in the project. Innovation is understood to be nonlinear, interactive, and intensive in the use and sharing of each other’s tacit knowledge. Moreover, speed in product changeover is of the essence in the “new competition” as we have seen in the preceding chapter.79 “Flexible specialization” is an essential strength in which producers respond quickly to market opportunities as they arise.80 For example, in reaction to the end of the textile and apparel quotas on January 1, 2005, major retailers and Chinese subcontractors consolidated their operations to lower costs and speed up the supply chain. As part of this shake-up, fashion designers, trend spotters, fabric suppliers, button manufacturers, and anyone else who has a critical role in the design, manufacture, and sale of apparel are brought to one place, close to the factory floor. Such reorganization (the “supply-chain city”) has avoided a duplication of effort and personnel and has greatly reduced the time it takes to launch new designs.81

Observe the subtle, but significant, change that has occurred in the nature of the twenty-first century firm. In the industrial economy, the focus of business was to produce goods or services and then to get them to the consumer in the most cost-effective manner. In contrast, firms in the knowledge economy aim at handling and using information creatively and expeditiously. Business in the knowledge economy is no longer concerned merely or primarily with manufacturing, but with managing information.

The factors determining a firm’s competitiveness have changed over time. Today it is not necessarily the cost of traditional inputs that determine whether a firm is competitive or not, but its organizational
competence, its ability to understand and adopt new knowledge, to read market signals, and to adjust to customer needs.\textsuperscript{82}

The bottleneck is no longer the cost of computation but the capacity to innovate and use available information nimbly and profitably.\textsuperscript{83} Thus, the key constraint is human capital, and collaborative work with others is one way of getting around this limitation.

The digital age has inaugurated a new basic unit of economic organization—the network of firms working together on overlapping goals.\textsuperscript{84} What binds these networks together is their mutual need for each other’s proprietary abilities and resources for advantage and gain. The importance of networks rises in direct proportion to the complexity and centrality of information management in the economy.\textsuperscript{85}

If twenty-first-century business is, indeed, more about the administration of information than manufacturing, it makes sense for the firm not to operate its own production facilities but to subcontract with specialists who can produce each segment of the value chain reliably and competitively. Outsourcing allows for a much quicker response compared to having to worry about the overhead expenditures (plants, equipment, and personnel) that come with relying on one’s own manufacturing facilities. Thus, the model of networking, supplier networks in particular, makes sense for major retail chains and brand names. Unpredictable changes in fashion and tastes require responsiveness and agility.

There is a similar phenomenon regarding consumer electronics and computers. Take the case of the major PC laptop brands. As of 2004, Dell, Apple, Gateway, and Acer were outsourcing 100 percent of their laptops. Other major companies were not too far behind with their outsourcing ratios, such as HP (95 percent), NEC (60 percent), and Sony (50 percent). The comparative advantage of these firms is no longer in manufacturing but in product development and marketing. As we have seen from earlier anecdotes, the same dynamic is true even for the garage or mom-and-pop start-ups that run “virtual” businesses and simply rely on overseas subcontractors and local warehousing and transportation specialists to handle all the facets of their operations except for design and sales.\textsuperscript{86}

To appreciate the full extent of the transformation of the contemporary firm, one only has to look at the changes in the automotive industry, which has long been the paradigm of what manufacturing is all about. In fact, the fourth long-wave cycle is called the “Fordist mass production Kondratieff.”\textsuperscript{87} We have come a long way since then. Today, not only have the automotive makers
embraced international vertical specialization, but they are even seriously considering transferring to smaller contract manufacturers the responsibility for making the entire car. This would permit the major car makers to concentrate only on design, engineering, and marketing.\textsuperscript{88}

**Impact**

It is best to conclude this section by illustrating the potency and the self-reinforcing dynamic of these networks.\textsuperscript{89} Take the case of the supplier networks undergirding the ICT sector and their stunning impact in reshaping East Asia. Between 1990 and 1999, IT goods as a percentage of regional exports for Asia\textsuperscript{90} increased from around 16 to nearly 25 percent. Japan showed a comparable gain from around 13 to 20 percent. These figures are in sharp contrast to Europe’s that hovered around 5 percent during this period and that of the United States and Canada, which had a modest increase from 8 to 10 percent.\textsuperscript{91} The importance of ICTs for Asia is reflected in the impressive share of net exports of electronics as a proportion of GDP for the individual countries of Asia.\textsuperscript{92}

What is noteworthy about the ICT industry is its high degree of international vertical specialization. It is estimated that anywhere from 50 to 75 percent of Asia’s ICT production and exports are from imported intermediate goods, coming from within the region itself. In other words, intra-industry trade in the East Asian ICT sector is intense.\textsuperscript{93} In the period from 1996 to 2000, intra-industry trade accounted for 75 percent of the growth in the total trade of East Asia. This is at least twice that of the other developing regions.\textsuperscript{94} In fact, it has even been suggested that the label “made in China” is inaccurate for many products because China has increasingly been used merely as a final assembly point with parts coming from all over the world.\textsuperscript{95}

International vertical specialization is not pursued as an end in itself. In fact, there are enormous upfront overhead investments that must be incurred to facilitate coordination and communications in a “fragmented” production structure. Moreover, additional inventories-in-transit, longer lead times, and transportation costs are incurred to get parts and components from one overseas site to another. That vertical specialization is nevertheless still pursued despite these hurdles and added costs is testimony to the sizable cost savings that it generates in slicing up the value chain into ever-finer segments. It is
also reflective of the economies of scale brought about by market deepening and widening.

It is estimated that in the early 1990s, around 30 percent of global trade in manufactures involved some kind of production sharing arrangement. Note that this phenomenon is not limited only to high-technology goods such as the transport and machinery sectors. Production sharing was also found to be prevalent in labor-intensive manufactures such as textiles and clothing, leather goods, and footwear.\textsuperscript{96}

What difference has international vertical specialization made for efficiency? First, the continued precipitous drop in prices for microelectronics and information processing described in chapter 2 is partly due to the fierce rivalry between these ICT supplier networks. The resulting competitive innovation and competitive networking lead to ever more radical product-quality improvements.

Second, ICT-producing nations have acquired even more hands-on experience in trading in the global marketplace; they have augmented their already considerable tacit knowledge as seasoned international traders. This intangible trade-enhancing impact of international vertical specialization is noteworthy because empirical studies point to the importance of trade as an engine of growth\textsuperscript{97} and as a vehicle for technological transfers and diffusion.\textsuperscript{98} In other words, trade occasions large and expansive spillover effects in the domestic economies.\textsuperscript{99}

Finally, the unrestrained drop in the price of microelectronics and information processing has been responsible for the ubiquity and the pervasive impact of ICTs since the 1980s. Despite the difficulty of measuring the productivity gains from ICTs at this early stage, studies already indicate that there are appreciable benefits reaped by ICT end users.\textsuperscript{100} Gains have already been comparable to those of earlier carrier inputs at much later stages of their cycles. It is very likely that these early payoffs are merely a small part of much larger forthcoming returns. Further advances in ICTs will have substantial externalities on market processes, such as international vertical specialization. These resulting organizational changes and innovations, in their own turn, will make ICT producers leaner, nimbler, more responsive, more intensely competitive, and more creative. In other words, the efficiency spawned by international vertical specialization is self-reinforcing and ripples through not only the ICT sector but the rest of society as well. The biggest winners, thus far, have been the end users, courtesy of the efficiency-market nexus undergirding international vertical specialization.
Summary and Conclusions

The efficient use of a nation’s scarce resources matters because (1) it maximizes the collective welfare and (2) it is a necessary condition for the long-term viability of the community. Economic history provides abundant empirical evidence to support this claim. The glaring contrast between the Soviet-style economies and Western-style capitalism was in large part due to the productive efficiency of the latter. The breathtaking economic performance of China in the past twenty-five years, unparalleled in modern history, can be attributed to the more market-oriented, efficiency-enhancing policies it adopted from 1979 onwards. The same can be said of India and Vietnam since they similarly embraced market reforms. The move by many other nations toward a more market-friendly political economy in the last half of the twentieth century reflects an appreciation for the central importance of economic efficiency.\textsuperscript{101} There is a stark difference between nations that reaped the full benefits of liberalization (e.g., the NICs such as the Asian Tigers) compared to the failed states in sub-Saharan Africa. The latter have even regressed in the past thirty years due largely to their inability to use their natural and human resources productively. Economic efficiency matters, not only in the textbook model of the perfectly competitive market, but in practice as well. History and empirical evidence suggest that nations ignore economic efficiency to their own detriment. The judicious and productive use of scarce resources, especially in the face of rival consumption and finite means, is a pragmatic goal that reasonable people would want to achieve.

The market creates value whenever it combines information in ever-new creative ways or whenever it brings people together to collaborate in networks, thus pushing the technological frontier even further. Globalization promotes both of these, and there are significant opportunity losses to curtailing the smooth functioning of the market. As we have repeatedly seen in the last few chapters, ICTs have made markets even more efficient at creating value. ICTs have led to more, better, and timely information. ICTs have made powerful data-handling tools readily available and affordable. This has greatly enhanced economic agents’ access to and use of information (e.g., the Internet), leading to improved and quicker decision making and adjustment. By extension, this also makes the market an even better information-processing institution. We have also seen how ICTs have been responsible for incorporating even the most isolated communities into the global marketplace, for increasing the volume of trade, for creating new forms of market exchange (e.g., eBay, B2B), for
organizational innovations such as international vertical specialization, for easier collaborative and strategic networking, for an accelerated economic pace, and for even greater market access and opportunities for small- and medium-scale enterprises and farms. All these changes have led to greater productivity, leaner and more creative firms, decentralization, an empowered private sector, faster growth, and a telescoped development process. Indeed, the fifth Kondratieff cycle is different from all the earlier technological revolutions because it is the core process of the market itself that has been transformed, thanks to our current long-wave cycle’s carrier input: cheap information.

But this is not the end of the process; it is only half of the entire story. For, the market, in its own turn, feeds back and strengthens the infrastructure and the mechanisms that ensure technological dynamism. The market has been described, aptly, as the milieu for innovations. As we have seen, the market is an excellent vehicle for discovery and information processing, for nurturing and unleashing private initiative, for weeding out poor outcomes and rewarding performance, for facilitating change, for managing risk, for accumulating tacit knowledge via “learning by doing,” for pairing complementary technological and organizational innovations, and for bringing together economic agents with like interests and matching needs—all the critical ingredients for even more profound techno-economic paradigms in the next rounds of economic activity. And, the market does all this in a swift, seamless, and cost-effective manner. International vertical specialization is an excellent illustration of the synergy between technology and the marketplace; better economic efficiency has been the product of such a synergy.

The knowledge economy is characterized by a self-reinforcing dynamic. ICTs strengthen the market further as a “milieu of innovations.” Microelectronics strikes at the heart of the market process itself and has made it even better and faster at producing the next generation of ICTs or like technologies. It has been a “market-led speed up of innovation.” After all, technological and organizational innovations are price-sensitive. Indeed, the knowledge economy can truly be said to have a self-feeding momentum, that is, self-sustaining gales of “creative destruction.” Efficiency and the attendant institution that brings it about, that is the market, matter even more in the digital age.
Chapter 5

Preconditions and Limitations of Efficiency: Considering the Distributive Dimension of Price

The price mechanism has an allocative dimension because it induces economic agents to put their scarce resources to their most valued uses. This lays the groundwork for sustainable long-term growth and, thus, economic efficiency is unavoidable as a criterion of distributive justice and as a proximate end of market operations. However, efficiency can be neither the only nor necessarily the primary goal of economic life. After all, the price mechanism also has a distributive dimension. The same price movements that lead to the most efficient disposition of resources have the collateral effect of redistributing burdens and benefits within the economy.

For example, the gentrification (urban renewal) of rundown sections of a city is a boon to local merchants, property owners, and the city as a whole. It enhances property values, brings new business to the area, and expands the tax base of the city. However, all these may come at the expense of the more vulnerable property tenants such as the elderly and the retired who may be living on fixed incomes. The rise in property values from gentrification is generally accompanied by a corresponding rise in property and residential rental rates. Longtime residents may be forced to seek affordable housing elsewhere. In other words, the allocative function of price is only one side of the coin. It is always accompanied by redistributive ripple effects. There are always winners and losers in price adjustments; there are always both beneficial and adverse pecuniary externalities.
This chapter calls for extra-market interventions in rectifying the harmful distributive ramifications of market operations. It makes this case by arguing that each economic actor faces a different, indeed unique, set of “full” prices in participating in the marketplace. Moreover, it is the poor who often face the steepest entry cost to market participation, a disadvantage that only worsens over time because of the phenomena of bounded rationality and path dependence. The market is unable to correct its deleterious outcomes on its own and requires assistance from without. I discuss each of these in the sections that follow.

The Market as an Effective Price Discriminator

The price mechanism is the core process that makes the market what it is. In the textbook model of the perfectly competitive market, economic welfare (measured in terms of preference satisfaction) is maximized by allocating goods and factors of production according to their respective price ratios. Prices are essential to market operations because they provide the information that guides economic actors in the allotment of their resources. It is the common denominator that permits the exchange of what would have otherwise been incommensurable goods and services; we know how many apples to exchange for shoes because of their relative prices. Unfortunately, the marketplace can sometimes be regressive in the manner by which it sets these prices. This phenomenon has already been examined at length elsewhere, but I would like to extend the discussion further in this chapter by showing how these regressive instances may in fact be self-reinforcing, especially in the knowledge economy.

First, let us quickly review the nature of the market as an effective price discriminator. Becker (1965) and Lancaster (1966) have offered an alternative approach to consumer theory by incorporating time in the traditional model. Each economic actor is no longer viewed merely as a consuming agent, but as a “micro-firm” producing commodities using goods, services, and time as inputs. In the traditional model of consumer theory, the maximization exercise facing *homo oeconomicus* is as follows:

Maximize: \( U = f(y) \)

subject to:

\[ \text{Income} = \text{Price} \times \text{Inputs of goods/services} \]
where:

\[ U = \text{utility} \]
\[ y = \text{goods and services (such as food, clothing, books, etc.)} \]

Becker (1965) and Lancaster (1966) recast this model as:

Maximize \( Q = f(y, t) \)

subject to:

Full income = Expenses
\( \text{Wage} \times 24 \text{ hours} = (\text{Price} \times \text{Inputs}) + (\text{Wage} \times \text{Time input}) \)

where:

\( Q = \text{Beckerian-Lancasterian commodities (such as nutrition, learning, rest, fellowship, etc.)} \)
\( y = \text{goods and services (such as food, clothing, books, etc.)} \)
\( t = \text{time expended in producing Beckerian-Lancasterian commodities} \)

Consumers do not consume goods and services (e.g., food, books, theater tickets) for their own sake, but for the qualities and characteristics that they provide (e.g., nutrition, learning, recreation). The latter are what we call Beckerian-Lancasterian commodities, and it is these that are maximized, not the goods and services consumed as per traditional consumer theory.

The inclusion of time in the model and the reformulation of the exercise from one of mere consumption to one of production-consumption have the collateral benefit of explicitly recognizing the pivotal role of human capital. Thus, we can rewrite the household production model as:

Maximize \( Q = K f(y, t) \)

where:

\( K = \text{human capital (reflected in skills, talents, aptitudes, etc.)} \)
\( y = \text{goods and services (such as food, clothing, books, etc.)} \)
\( t = \text{time expended in producing Beckerian-Lancasterian commodities} \)

Let us now examine in what manner the market is an effective price discriminator on the basis of these Beckerian-Lancasterian household production functions.
First, each of these “household production functions” is unique because it is person- or household-specific. After all, human capital is embodied in economic actors who/that are different from each other. Personal and collective capabilities are critical because they determine how efficiently and effectively economic agents allocate, use, and benefit from purchased goods and services. This is not even to mention the critical role of human capital in seeking, interpreting, and using information in the marketplace. The higher the human capital (K), the more efficient is the household production function and the less inputs of time, goods, and services it requires.\(^3\) For example, the empirical literature shows that more educated mothers tend to have healthier children even after correcting for the effects of their higher incomes.\(^4\)

Second, sociohistorical location also matters. The social position of people determines the market prices they have to pay, the obstacles they face, and the degree to which they are subjected to volatility and disequilibria. For example, farmers face greater risks and uncertainties compared with industrial manufacturers by the nature of their trade and their social status. Both social location and personal/collective capabilities shape the ease or difficulty with which market participants are able to access social goods. Both also influence the market’s valuation of these economic agents’ endowments and, by extension, their purchasing power. The more advanced their human capital and the better their sociohistorical location, the higher is their wage rate.\(^5\)

Third, the “full” price that people pay for the commodities they produce-consume is comprised of both the market price of the inputs (goods/services consumed) and the time that it takes to complete the task. The more inefficient or ineffective the human capital, the higher will be the “full” price paid in terms of the person’s time and effort.\(^6\) And, as people have widely divergent human capital, these “full” prices will also be unique across different economic agents. This has important ramifications in any discussion of distributive justice because the poor often end up paying a much higher “full” price for certain commodities. They are not likely to have the requisite skills and education. For example, with the advent of the knowledge economy, gaining computer competency would be much easier for the well-educated compared with those who have had minimal schooling or job training. In fact, high-level computer skills may even be out of the latter’s reach. Thus, not only does the marketplace assign economic agents different “full” prices, it may even be regressive by charging
those with minimal human capital (most likely the poor) a much steeper entry cost to market participation than it does those who are computer literate.

Fourth, Becker and Lancaster’s household production model can be extended to collective economic agency at any level of aggregation. Hence, we can easily employ the model, as I do in what follows, as a national production function, in which case K stands for the country’s social and collective human capital.

Fifth, this all-important human or social capital is endogenous as it is a function of previous periods’ consumption of these Beckerian-Lancasterian commodities. In other words, the past is important because human or social capital formation is path dependent in its development and growth. The adverse impact of the market as an effective price discriminator is aggravated by this path dependence.

In sum, there is a price to participating in and availing of the benefits of the marketplace. These prices differ across economic agents depending on their human capital and their sociohistorical location within the community. Moreover, these prices can often be regressive wherein the poor pay much more in terms of time, effort, and money compared to the wealthy and the middle class.

Path Dependence

Economic changes generally occur in increments; marginal adjustments are typical in economic life. To this we can add that the economy is autocorrelated, which is to say that it builds on itself and works with what it has to begin with. The market is characterized by path dependence in which later outcomes are partly a function of what had transpired in the earlier rounds of economic exchange. This is not to say that the market is incapable of accommodating revolutionary changes or of moving in a new or opposite direction. The five long-wave cycles we have had since the advent of the industrial age are proof of the adaptability of the market to new conditions. All I am claiming is that future economic outcomes are influenced by, indeed even a product of, previous and current economic transactions. In other words, just like a moving train or ship, the market has a momentum deriving from operations in the preceding periods. This inertia will build on itself unless altered by a major force or transformed gradually by changes at the margin, as is the case in regular market operations. Thus, even for the Kondratieff cycles we have had, the later techno-economic revolutions were the result of the accomplishments,
inadequacies, and bottlenecks of the preceding carrier inputs. There are at least three proximate causes for this path dependence that should be examined: the institutional preconditions of the marketplace, bounded rationality, and the market as a network externality.

### Institutional Preconditions

The market often operates so smoothly that we take its services for granted; we have come to expect it as a normal part of community life. Indeed, we would be lost without it. But its ubiquity and impact have not always been this way. In fact, it took centuries to slowly develop and perfect the various institutions that underpin the modern marketplace: property rights and their attendant legal infrastructure, contract law, limited-liability corporations, double-entry bookkeeping, insurance, banking, capital markets, letters of credit, and risk-diffusing financial instruments. This is not an exhaustive list, and there are surely many other business practices and institutions that make economic exchange not only possible but also cost-effective and enforceable. Institutions have been defined as the formal and informal constraints that shape the content and the quality of interactions within a nation. Examples include organizational entities, established procedures, and regulatory structures. The requisite institutional preconditions for the smooth functioning of the market have also been described as those that establish “an incentive structure that reduces uncertainty and promotes efficiency” and those that foster “better policy choices.” The IMF cites examples such as central bank independence, balanced budget amendments, properly designed and executed international trade agreements, and regulations that give rise to appropriate labor, product, and financial markets. Concrete measures to gauge the presence and quality of such institutions include the degree of transparency, political rights, the extent and enforceability of laws protecting private property rights, and public sector efficiency.

This immediate, enabling, environment is itself enveloped within an even larger, overarching moral and cultural framework. Despite all the institutional checks and balances, not all possible contingencies of economic exchange can be anticipated. These gray areas, and there are many of them, must ultimately be covered by trust, moral norms, and personal honesty. Take the simple case of accepting checks, of prepayment for later deliveries, of buying or selling on eBay, or of employees whose work output and performance are impossible to supervise. There must be a minimum level of trustworthiness on the
part of economic agents if the market is to work at all. Otherwise, the transaction costs (e.g., monitoring and enforcement) would be prohibitive.

In the final analysis, market participants have to accept each other’s word at face value. Culture influences economic performance. Moral norms are a necessary condition for economic efficiency and viability, and they are integral to the social capital that shapes market outcomes and processes. Nations facing the same market conditions and opportunities end up with widely divergent results because of differences in the quality of their respective institutions. The market may appear to be a simple straightforward operation, requiring minimal maintenance and supervision on the surface, but in reality it is shored up by an intricate web of legal, epistemological, ontological, organizational, corporate, and financial foundations that took time to build, refine, and maintain. And because economic life is, by its nature, dynamic, especially with the advent of the knowledge economy, these substructures are constantly evolving. In other words, the marketplace neither arises nor operates in a void; it has institutional preconditions. Not surprisingly, economic processes and outcomes are materially affected by the quality of these underlying foundations. The market can accomplish only as much as its overarching framework permits. The presence and quality of these institutional preconditions take on even greater importance in the information age because of capital mobility. After all, investments flow to nations whose institutions create a friendly and stable environment.

**Bounded Rationality**

Herbert Simon (1976) doubts that the process of maximization according to neoclassical consumer theory is an accurate description of how economic agents behave in practice. Market participants face so many choices that it would simply tax human computational capacities to have to weigh available alternatives for every decision they make. Besides, economic actors would have very little time left for anything else if they had to do all these calculations for every choice. Such instrumental rationality is simply impractical and unworkable. Thus, Simon proposes that economic agents employ procedural or bounded rationality in which choices are made on the basis of rules of thumb. People do not maximize; rather, they “satisfice,” that is, they settle on choices that may not necessarily be the optimum or the maximum but are nonetheless satisfactory enough. Thus, economic agents are spared the tedious task of having to spend most of their time in an interminable computational exercise.
These rules of thumb and preset procedures are gradually accumulated as custom, law, and usage. People are rational and learn from their mistakes. They observe what works and what does not under different circumstances and adjust their behavior and subsequent decisions accordingly. Market participants learn not only from their own mistakes but also from others’ as well. In other words, the convenience provided by bounded rationality is built up over a long period and is based on time-tested formal and informal conventions that are continually refined. In fact, such custom, law, and usage are part of the market’s foundational institutions described in the preceding section. Thus, the past unavoidably influences current economic affairs. Where people are and where they have been matter both for the opportunities open to them and for how they make their choices. There is a path dependence even in the manner people arrive at their decisions.

If markets truly operate according to bounded rationality, this means historical experience (path dependence) takes on even greater significance. This is so because the regressive nature of past disadvantageous rules or outcomes can take a life of its own and perpetrate the same cycle in subsequent rounds of economic activity. Moreover, later market outcomes reinforce this bounded rationality further. This is a vicious cycle that can be broken only through extra-market remedies that reshape and recast some of the norms and established practices embedded within the market’s formal and informal conventions.

**The Market as a Network Externality**

Chapter 8 examines the phenomenon of the market as a network externality in greater depth. For now, it is sufficient to note that the market becomes even more valuable to its participants as more people partake of it. Such a market expansion benefits all its participants by providing an even wider menu of choices and trading possibilities. An excellent example of this phenomenon is eBay. People use this “virtual” market because of its critical mass of buyers and sellers. The larger this critical mass, the better it is as a venue for locating and completing mutually beneficial exchanges. A similar dynamic works for malls. The more numerous their stores and restaurants, the more enticing they are for the choices they offer. Note that the attraction of Wal-Mart and other giant retailers is not just their low prices but also the wide variety of items they stock.

An expanding marketplace also facilitates a further division of labor with beneficial economies of scale and an even more cost-effective
production of goods and services. A wider market, better specialization, economies of scale, and lower costs all lay the groundwork for more technological and organizational innovations. These innovations, for their part, expand and improve the market even further, thereby completing a self-reinforcing cycle as we have seen in the last chapter. We also saw how technological and organizational changes are not isolated events but are shaped by their economic environment. Moreover, they are autocorrelated, that is, they build on existing techniques in ever-new and creative ways. In all these cases, observe how the market’s vitality is a function of its past. There is a path dependence in the manner by which the market grows and by which it generates the gales of “creative destruction” that imbue it with such vitality.

**Why Should Path Dependence Matter for Distributive Justice?**

The market’s institutional preconditions, its bounded rationality, and its dynamic as a network externality are chiefly responsible for economic life’s path dependence. But why should path dependence matter? Why should we be concerned about it as we evaluate efficiency as a criterion of distributive justice? The economy’s path dependence matters for distributive justice because it makes it that much more important to address the market’s adverse effects, and to do so promptly, especially in the information age.

As we have seen in chapter 4, the market is particularly good at creating value if it is allowed to operate with economic efficiency as its proximate goal. However, we have to be cautious because the allocative function of price has unavoidable, unpleasant distributive ramifications. As discussed before, these are often regressive because it is the poor and those who are unable to fend for themselves who eventually bear the brunt of these adverse pecuniary externalities. A strength of the market, especially with the knowledge economy, is the real possibility of geographic, social, and even virtual mobility that it permits. This is a major improvement from the organic, hierarchical structure of the premodern era in which people were often locked into their social status and occupations based on birth. However, this modern mobility may, in fact, be more apparent than real for many who find themselves unable to keep up with the rising entry cost to meaningful market participation. Path dependence means that people’s sociohistorical location shapes (1) the scope and quality of their opportunities and (2) their personal and social means to pursue these possibilities for
advancement. Path dependence becomes even more important in the
digital age, which requires ever more advanced human capital, better
tacit knowledge (know-who and know-how), and greater agility and
responsiveness in the face of an ever faster economic pace marked by
unexpected turbulence. The information economy provides bountiful
economic rents, but only for those who can navigate its dangerous
shoals with speed and finesse.

The entry cost to meaningful and successful market participation
has been rising, and at an accelerated pace, as a consequence of the
exacting demands of the knowledge economy described in chapter 3.
In other words, the bar for what constitutes adequate social and
human capital keeps getting higher and higher. Path dependence
means that it will be difficult for those who are trailing to keep up with
the rest of the economy. The gap will widen even more as those who
are endowed with the necessary human and social capital reap much
and develop their capital even further, while those who have little to
begin with find it difficult, if not impossible, just to keep their heads
above water. We run the risk of giving rise to a permanent underclass.
A market that is left on its own to pursue efficiency as a proximate goal
will not correct this situation because it is not designed to do so.
Recall that an unfettered market gives full vent to the allocative func-
tion of price and is not concerned with its distributive consequences.

The Coase (1960) theorem20 succinctly illustrates why the market’s
pecuniary externalities are left unaddressed in neoclassical economics,
unlike technological externalities. In the Coase theorem, “the initial
allocation of legal entitlements does not matter from an efficiency per-
spective so long as they can be freely exchanged.”21 To this observa-
tion we can add that the final allocation is not considered either; it is
irrelevant to the theorem. This is a glaring weakness of the Coase the-
orem as it disregards the distribution of the costs and benefits of the
parties’ bargaining. Symmetry in cost and benefits between the parties
involved is not of interest to the Coase theorem.22 In other words, the
incidence of the burdens of such a transaction does not count at all;
the overriding goal is to achieve Pareto efficiency.

Thus, extra-market action is needed to correct adverse distributive
outcomes. More important for our study, path dependence means
that efficiency cannot be a sufficient condition for distributive justice.
Even as efficiency is indispensable, it cannot be the only goal of eco-
nomic life because the market is not self-correcting when it comes to
its problematic outcomes. By its nature, the market is marked by dis-
tributive flaws because its path dependence may prevent sociohistori-
cally disadvantaged economic agents from upgrading their human or
social capital to the levels required by a very fluid and demanding knowledge economy. In fact, path dependence may worsen past deprivations and even turn them into insurmountable hurdles for the hapless market participants left behind. Obviously, this exclusion of segments of the population damages long-term allocative efficiency in the knowledge economy because it is depriving itself of vital human capital, the principal source of wealth creation.

**Empirical Evidence**

The empirical evidence on the negative impact of path dependence on market outcomes is vast. Hence, I will present only a sampling of empirical studies to illustrate the adverse ripple effects of market operations in cases in which poor human capital, a disadvantageous socio-historical location, and a self-reinforcing path dependence all mutually reinforce each other to exclude populations at risk in the knowledge economy.

Modern market exchange and international trade, in particular, have led to more vibrant and much faster growth. Critics of globalization would be hardpressed to deny the improved standards of living seen in rising incomes, wealth, and social indicators, such as longer life expectancies, higher literacy, and better health care. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the other side of the coin: There are those who have been hurt by global economic integration. Longitudinal and cross-country studies provide empirical evidence of how path dependence can indeed produce a permanent underclass.

**Poverty Traps and Cross-National Comparison**

Path dependence in market outcomes is evident regardless of how poverty is measured. Take the case of “income mobility” between 1980 and 2002, a period that coincides with our contemporary globalization. Within a sample of 138 countries for which data for purchasing power parity (PPP)–adjusted gross national income (GNI) are available, there is a mixed record of upward income mobility for some and stagnation and even regression for others. China is the miracle story. With a GNI per capita of less than $710, it constituted 93 percent of the bottom decile (10 percent) of the world’s per capita income in 1980. By 2002, China jumped three income categories to be in the $2890–$10,000 per capita income range. However, this is only one side of the coin. During the same period, twenty-six countries, mostly from Africa and many with negative growth rates, lost ground
and retrogressed into the bottom income decile. With the exception of China, all the countries in the bottom decile in 1980 were still stuck in the same decile in 2002. In fact, all of them with the exception of Mozambique were below the global economic growth rate. Even more alarming is the observation that 16 percent (nearly one out of every six!) of those who were in the second ($711–$1100) or third ($1101–$2890) income ranges in 1980 fell to the lowest income category (less than $710) by 2002.

This income-class immobility is confirmed by other statistics that also find an increasing polarization. There has been widening inequality both within and across countries, especially in this third era of globalization. In breaking down global income by deciles, we find a consistent pattern in the annual growth rates for two time periods (1960–78 and 1978–2000). The bottom income deciles were not growing as fast the top deciles. For the period 1960–78, the top income decile was growing at twice the annual growth rate of the bottom decile. It was worse for 1978–2000. The bottom group declined by 0.1 percent per year during this period versus an annual 1.9 percent growth rate for the top decile.

From 1960 to 2000, the per capita income of developed countries grew while that of developing nations stagnated. Moreover, compare the increase of GDP per capita in absolute terms: For the wealthiest group of countries, income rose from $16,000 to $43,600 while the lowest income group saw an increase from $102 to $280. The gap in absolute terms widened even further. In addition, there were few countries in the intermediate range ($6,000 to $16,000); most nations had per capita incomes less than $6,000. Even the reduction by 400 million people worldwide of those living under $1 a day between 1981 and 2001 has to be tempered by the deepening poverty in sub-Saharan Africa where the number of people living below $1 a day increased nearly a 100 percent from 160 million in 1981 to 313 million by 2001. In addition, the international goal of cutting the $1-a-day poverty rate of 1990 in half will most likely occur only in East and South Asia. Indeed, these numbers highlight the uneven strides achieved in poverty alleviation in different parts of the world.

To further underscore the persistence of poverty, note the importance of economic growth in accounting for global income distribution. Annual real GDP growth for East Asia and the Pacific increased from 5.5 percent (1960–80) to 8.5 percent (1980–2000). In contrast, sub-Saharan Africa’s growth rate was cut in half from 4.4 percent (1960–80) to 2.2 percent (1980–2000). Even as sub-Saharan Africa’s annual growth rate is forecast to increase to 3.3 percent for
the next two decades (2008–30), it is still expected that most of the
poor in the world by 2030 will be in sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover,
even as other regions catch up with the per capita income of highly
developed nations in the next twenty years, sub-Saharan Africa will
remain stagnant. East Asia and the Pacific’s per capita income was
around 18 percent of wealthy nations’ GDP per capita in 2000. This
is expected to double to around 35 percent by 2030. In contrast, sub-
Saharan Africa’s per capita income has been around 5 percent of
developed nations’ per capita income and is expected to stay at the
same level. In other words, even with an annual growth rate of
3.3 percent for the next generation, sub-Saharan Africa will not make
any headway in closing the income gap; it is merely running furiously
in place just to keep up with the marketplace.\textsuperscript{38}

The prognosis for sub-Saharan Africa is even bleaker if tacit knowl-
edge (and therefore, learning by doing) is indeed the key to wealth cre-
ation in the digital age as the previous chapters suggest. Compare, for
example, the performance of different emerging nations over time with
respect to merchandise exports. As a share of total global merchandise
exports, developing nations in Latin America held a fairly steady share
from 5.5 percent in 1970 and 1980 to 5 percent in 2004. The Asian
“miracle” is evident in their share of global merchandise exports that
was 9 percent in 1970, increased to 18 percent by 1980, and then to
26 percent by 2004, nearly a threefold increase. In contrast, sub-Saharan
Africa began with slightly over 2 percent in 1970, declined to 1.5 percent
by 1980, and was eventually reduced further to 1 percent by 2004.\textsuperscript{39}
These trends suggest that sub-Saharan Africa cannot compete in the
tough but rewarding international trade in manufactures. This shuts out
sub-Saharan Africa from the most dynamic niches of the global market-
place and prevents it from using the market as a stepping stone to self-
help, self-improvement, and development. It is caught in a poverty trap,
a vicious cycle in which its lack of market participation leaves it unable to
acquire the necessary know-how and experience to compete effectively
in the subsequent rounds of economic activity, thereby isolating it even
further from the marketplace. The region’s poverty is not the result of its
global market participation but rather a result of the lack of it.

It is ironic that a fourth world has emerged during the period of the
fastest growth rates ever recorded in economic history.\textsuperscript{40} In terms of
real GDP per capita, share of total world exports, share of total LDC
exports, and food production per capita, sub-Saharan Africa has
regressed over time. If there is one issue that both pro- and antiglob-
alizers can agree on, it is on the sad and distressing plight of sub-
Saharan Africa. The region is an illustration of a poverty trap.
Two observations immediately come to mind from these statistics. First, the poor are in a precarious state in the highly dynamic and unrelenting environment of contemporary globalization. They run the risk not merely of stagnation but of precipitous decline. Second, they are not doomed to be trapped in such poverty, as China demonstrates. Public policy, social capital, and institutions are vital, and they are critical not only in riding the waves of market turbulence but even in profiting from the opportunities they bring along.

Households and the Intergenerational Transmission of Poverty

Microeconomic data are extremely helpful in shedding light on the mechanisms by which poverty and inequality are transmitted from one generation to the next. There is ample empirical evidence showing that children inherit many of the socioeconomic characteristics of their parents. For example, parental schooling accounts for anywhere from 2 to 20 percent of the variance in the schooling of the next generation. Parents’ earnings or wages explain anywhere from 1 to as much as 35 percent of variations in current earnings or wages. The same can be said for other variables in which parental characteristics account for much of the variations in current family income (2 to 42 percent), family wealth (7 to 58 percent), and family consumption (35 to 59 percent). What is striking about these results is the extent of the intergenerational spillover effects. And yet, a study on Brazil shows even stronger links than these figures suggest.

On the basis of the 1996 Brazilian household survey, parental schooling, father’s occupation, race, and region of birth are significant predictors of current earnings and inequality. These four variables shape people’s socioeconomic opportunities and they are significant factors behind inequalities in current earnings and even schooling. For example, these family background variables account for 8 to 10 percent of the Gini coefficient for individual earnings and as much as 12 percent of the Gini coefficient for household income per capita. Parents’ schooling accounts for anywhere from 35 to 47 percent of the variation in the next generation’s schooling. This is more than twice that observed in the above-mentioned literature survey in other countries (2 to 20 percent for schooling). For earnings, it is 25 to 30 percent for Brazil (cf. 1 to 35 percent in other countries) and for family income per capita, it is 32 to 44 percent (cf. 2 to 42 percent). Brazil has a reputation for being one of the most persistently unequal economies in the world. These findings of an unusually strong intergenerational
transmission of inequality provide one possible explanation for such a record.44

Not even a mature, wealthy economy like the United States is exempt from such poverty or inequality traps. The plight of African Americans as a group is well documented. They have much higher rates of poverty, incarceration, morbidity, and mortality. In his book *The Hidden Cost of Being African American: How Wealth Perpetuates Inequality*, Thomas Shapiro (2004) argues that African Americans are at a disadvantage because they do not inherit as much “transformative assets” as whites do. The racial gap for wealth (tenfold) is much greater than the gap for income. This exacerbates racial inequality because inherited wealth has a multiplier effect: Their white recipients enjoy economic and social opportunities beyond what their own education or accomplishment would have provided. And since wealth tends to replicate itself, the marketplace will maintain and even widen this racial divide further for subsequent generations.

Inequality has indeed been on the rise even for a middle-class economy such as the United States. Take the case of household net worth. From 1995 to 2004, the top quintile (20 percent) expanded its share of total household net worth from 63.5 to 69.3 percent at the expense of all the other income quintiles. The lowest income quintile had the largest percentage drop (40 percent), being reduced from 4.2 percent in 1995 to only 2.5 percent by 2004.45 The same pattern is found when it comes to household income distribution. In 1979, households in the top 1 percent of income distribution received 8 percent of total after-tax income.46 By 2004, their share had nearly doubled to 14 percent. Households in the top income quintile had 42 percent in 1979 and increased their share to 50 percent by 2004. In contrast, households in the bottom income quintile saw their share of 7 percent in 1979 decline to 5 percent in 2004. Note how the top 1 percent of households enjoyed the largest increase during the period. This same dynamic applies to the increase in real wages between 1979 and 2006. The ninetieth percentile of the wage distribution enjoyed a gain of 34 percent versus those in the fiftieth percentile at 11.5 percent and those at the bottom decile at 4 percent. In 1979, the ninetieth percentile earned 3.7 times as much as those in the bottom decile; by 2006, this gap had increased to 4.7 times.47 In all these cases, observe that the poor are getting left farther behind by whatever measure we use: wage shares, household income, or household net worth. This is yet another illustration of some of the more regressive consequences of market operations in which the poor make the least headway and are consequently trapped in their destitution.48
Sociohistorical Location and Regressive Pricing

The persistence of poverty across generations should not come as a surprise considering that sociohistorical location determines the “entry costs” that people have to pay to participate successfully in the marketplace. In its World Development Report 2006, the World Bank examined the relationship between equity and development. Note its principal conclusion after a literature review of recent empirical studies: The life outcomes (health, education, socioeconomic status) of people are a function of their race, their parents’ income and education, their rural or urban location, and their gender.

The case of child health is an excellent example. Infant mortality rates (IMR) vary widely among emerging nations. There is a fivefold difference between the lowest (Columbia at 25 infant deaths per 1,000 live births) and the highest (Mali, Niger, and Mozambique at more than 125 infant deaths per 1,000 live births). A common pattern across all these countries, however, is the importance of mother’s education. In nearly all cases, a secondary education or higher for mothers dramatically reduces their IMRs manyfold compared to those without an education. This difference is particularly noticeable in countries with the highest IMRs. For example, on average, the infant’s risk of dying is more than halved in the case of more educated mothers (IMR of 50). In Bolivia, more educated mothers reduced their IMRs by two-thirds compared to their peers with little or no schooling. The case of El Salvador is even more pronounced with more educated mothers cutting IMRs nearly fourfold compared to their uneducated counterparts. All this should not come as a surprise. In addition to their higher incomes, more educated mothers have healthier children because they have better allocative and social networking skills and are in a much better position to access and benefit from public health programs.

A similar pattern emerges when it comes to childhood immunization, severe stunting, and education. There is a wide variation among developing nations when it comes to their immunization rates. However, a common phenomenon across nearly all of these countries is how wealthier families’ immunization rates are many times higher compared to the poorest households. Wealth is a key determinant of inequalities in access to immunization. In the case of severe stunting, there is again a consistent pattern across nearly all these countries: The likelihood of severe stunting among children born in rural areas is clearly many times that of urban children. Place of birth matters when it comes to subsequent growth. Children from the richest income
quintile are multiple times more likely to reach upper secondary and tertiary education compared to those from the lowest income quintile: Indonesia (4x), Colombia (2x), Thailand (2x), and Zambia (6x).52

Sociohistorical location and family circumstances also determine the price people pay, in terms of time and money, for some of the most basic services. For example, studies repeatedly find that the poor pay more for water. In Niger, households in the lowest income quintile pay three times more than those in the top income quintile. This is not even to mention the difference in the quality of water available to these different groups: tap water for the wealthy and water trucked in by tankers for the poor. In many emerging nations, the poorest do not benefit as much as other income classes from improperly designed and poorly executed government subsidies for water and electricity; the well-to-do gain more from many of these programs. In Africa, while most urban residents are within an hour’s travel time to a health center, only half of their rural households have similar access. And, of course, we have the well-known problem of regressive pricing when it comes to credit markets as the Grameen Bank has brought to the world’s attention. The poor, farmers, and rural folks pay much higher interest rates, if they can even get credit at all. For example, in India, in the rural areas of the states of Kerala and Tamil Nadu, people in the two lowest asset groups pay interest rates that are anywhere from twice to even four times that of the top asset group. Not even the poor in wealthy countries such as the United States are exempt from this phenomenon. The poor, the elderly, and minorities often pay much more for their insurance, mortgage, and credit card loans, assuming they are even able to access these resources.53 Despite the great strides that have been achieved in addressing inequality of opportunities, socioeconomic class (i.e., income, education, wealth, and occupation) is still a major determinant of life outcomes (including health) and social mobility in the United States. Class still matters.54

Two concerns arise from all these findings. First, most people would find it troubling that “morally irrelevant” factors, such as the aforesaid family and social circumstances, predetermine people’s chances of success.55 It would seem that personal choice, effort, and striving ought to play a much bigger, if not decisive, role in a world of just deserts and fairness. Second, and perhaps even more troubling, is the regressive dynamic of these “morally irrelevant” factors: The poor, the helpless, and those who are most at risk are precisely the ones who are stuck with the most disadvantageous conditions and market prices. Both of these concerns warrant extra-market redress. The market, if left on its own, will not correct these flaws in its operations because it is not configured to do so.56
Kuznets’s hypothesis of an initial worsening inequality at the start of economic growth with a subsequent improvement in the later stages of development, if accurate, points to path dependence in market operations. The proverbial rising tide does not raise all boats, only those that are ready for it. This is particularly true if there is an absolute, and not merely relative, decline in the standing of those left behind, as in the preceding examples we have seen on chronic generational poverty.

Besides the United States, numerous empirical studies have found worsening income inequality for many other nations. For example, household budget surveys from 88 countries from 1988 to 1993 show that there may indeed be an operative Kuznets phenomenon. Market openness initially worsens income distribution before improving it. Moreover, the impact of trade and foreign direct investments are largely determined by countries’ initial income levels. If accurate, these findings substantiate the importance of short-term adjustment assistance and a better integration of the poor into the market economy. This is particularly true for countries with very low initial income levels, such as sub-Saharan Africa, whose poor are the least likely to benefit from market openness.

The preceding findings are also consistent with another study that distinguishes three types of labor: no education, basic schooling, and highly skilled. When a country opens its domestic market, income inequality worsens because those without any education are left farther behind. However, as a country’s economic welfare improves, more people receive basic schooling, and it is then that the earnings gap starts to close. This model provides an explanation for the Kuznets inverted-U phenomenon. It also highlights the link between human capital formation and path dependence in market operations.

The initial rise in poverty or inequality would have been a bit more palatable if it could be shown that it is merely temporary as a necessary rite of passage through the Kuznets inverted U-shaped pattern of growth and inequality. Unfortunately, the expected subsequent amelioration of inequality may remain an unfulfilled hope for many. Data from the 1970s to the 1980s do find an inverted U-shaped pattern, but an odd-shaped one in which inequality worsens drastically in the early stages of growth and gradually improves, but ever so slightly and over a very long period of time. The turn-around may be too far into the future as to be beyond the lifetime of many of the poor.
Many scholars question the existence of the Kuznets curve to begin with. Some empirical studies suggest that growth is distribution-neutral, that is, it does not alter the country’s income-distribution profile. Despite the short-term cost of adjustment that most critics of globalization stress, the poor ultimately gain from the stream of long-term benefits from market liberalization. What is important is to provide bridging assistance to the poor during the painful period of adjustment and to ensure that the marginalized are truly able to partake of the marketplace. It is only through such participation that they will be able to reap the gains from economic growth as a result of international trade.

The literature is filled with conflicting evidence for and against the Kuznets hypothesis. Nonetheless, regardless of whether or not this inverted U-shaped phenomenon exists, extra-market assistance will be required. If the hypothesis is true in which inequality worsens at first, only to decrease later during self-sustaining economic growth, then international trade can be used as a vehicle for poverty alleviation for as long as the disadvantaged are provided short-term assistance and are integrated into market operations. If the hypothesis is invalidated, on the other hand, there is nevertheless still a case for such extra-market correctives given the importance of human capital formation, especially for those who are lagging, as will be argued in the next two chapters.

Social Capital

Neoclassical trade theory itself notes that even as the pie grows bigger and even if everybody got a much larger slice of the pie in absolute terms, there will still be losers in relative terms. In other words, there will always be a reshuffling in the relative shares of income as a result of trade. Furthermore, we have also seen that not everyone benefits in absolute terms, as in the case of displaced manufacturing workers in deindustrializing nations. As this chapter has argued, the incidence of these burdens and benefits is heavily dependent on the social and human capital economic agents bring with them to the marketplace. In the case of nations, the depth and strength of its institutions are vital when it comes to reaping benefits or minimizing harms from trade.

The striking difference in the economic performance of globalizers versus nonglobalizers accentuates even more the importance of institutional preconditions, such as a stable political economy with transparency, accountability, and economic freedom. Social development is an excellent predictor of subsequent economic growth. Numerous
empirical studies have arrived at the same conclusion: There is a well-established and strong correlation between the quality of nations’ institutions and their economic performance measured in terms of growth rate and volatility. The causation has not been definitively established; whether it is institutions that lead to good economic performance or vice versa is not known. It is likely that there is a mutually reinforcing dynamic between these two factors.

For example, nations may enhance and develop even further the regulatory framework undergirding their real and financial markets as they develop. There are practical reasons to agree with such a feedback effect. After all, most institutions are expensive to establish and maintain and can only be financed as nations grow. In addition, staffing these requires both personal and collective tacit knowledge that are slowly built up over time in a process of learning by doing. Moreover, as we have seen in the earlier section on bounded rationality, formal and informal rules of thumb evolve and are strengthened over time by both market processes and outcomes. Thus, the greater likelihood that economic performance feeds back into institutional development is in line with this study’s hypothesis on the central role of path dependence in locking nations into either a virtuous or a vicious cycle.

The importance of institutional preconditions is also substantiated in the case of financial liberalization. Unlike trade in goods and services, the free movement of capital across borders has been a mixed blessing. Industrialized countries with deep and stable financial structures have benefited extensively from capital liberalization. In contrast, developing countries have shown either minimal gains or even losses because such cross-border capital movements have brought along greater volatility and financial contagions. The weak financial infrastructure of poor countries has rendered them particularly vulnerable to the vagaries of financial markets. Institutional preconditions are critical; nations that have the necessary financial infrastructure in place gain even more, whereas those that do not end up having even less at the end of the day. The interaction of institutional preconditions and path dependence is clearly operative in financial markets. Thus, the description of capital market liberalization as one of “uneven rewards and risks” is truly apt.

In theory, international trade is a possible venue for closing the wage gap across countries. Recall, for example, the factor price equalization theorem of the Hecksher-Ohlin model of international trade. Trading partners whose relative factor endowments are not radically different from each other should eventually see their relative factor
prices equalize over time. After all, trading in goods can be a substitute for factor mobility. In practice, however, the wage gap between countries is a function of their respective institutions and policies. Thus, it has even been suggested that the key to reducing the huge chasm in wages between industrialized and emerging countries is for the latter to implement much-needed institutional reforms and investments in education, infrastructure, technology, and governance. Wage inequalities between nations are subject to the same dynamic experienced within countries. The path dependence intrinsic to market operations may create a vicious or a benevolent cycle depending on economic agents’ human or social capital. Nations with the right policies in place and with a functioning economic infrastructure will see their workers improve their lot faster, and those without these requisite institutional preconditions will find their citizens left farther behind.

Finally, social capital is indispensable for technological change. The bulk of global R&D is conducted in the triad comprised of the United States, the EU, and Japan. The same pattern is evident in the distribution of R&D strategic alliances, more than 95 percent of which are between developed countries. Or, consider the ICT-using and ICT-producing nations. The biggest producers and users have been the industrialized countries and the NICs of East Asia. If knowledge is indeed the source of value creation in the learning economy and if tacit knowledge is founded on learning by doing, then one would expect lagging nations to be left even farther behind in the coming years as leading nations internalize the full benefits of an ICT-driven globalization. Jeffrey Sachs (2000) warns that it is no longer ideology that divides the world but the wide disparity in access to technology. Indeed, institutional preconditions and sociohistorical location are potent determinants of successful market participation.

Summary and Conclusions

Both macroeconomic and microeconomic data confirm a path dependence in market operations and outcomes. Sociohistorical location, social and human capital, and institutions determine the socioeconomic opportunities open to economic agents. This means that left on its own, the market will provide even more to those who are advantaged at the expense of those who have little to begin with. This accounts for the intergenerational transmission of poverty both at the household and national levels.

To conclude part II, recall from chapter 4 that efficiency matters, and it matters even more in the knowledge economy. By its nature,
the market creates value by putting scarce resources to their most valued uses through the allocative function of price. This feature of the market takes on greater importance in the information age because the resulting efficiency from market operations feeds back into precipitating even more profound technological and organizational innovations that, in turn, reshape and upgrade the market to even greater levels of efficiency. Thus, not only has the pace of economic life accelerated, but the knowledge economy itself has laid the groundwork for self-sustaining “gales of creative destruction.” Thus, contrary to the claims of the more radical antiglobalizers, market operations do make a world of difference. Efficiency as a criterion of distributive justice cannot be readily dismissed. To do so would be simply self-defeating and would unconscionably condemn untold numbers of people today and in the future to destitution.

Nonetheless, this chapter has argued that efficiency cannot be the sole criterion of distributive justice. By its nature, the market can create an underclass because of its self-reinforcing path dependence and the pivotal role of people’s sociohistorical location in shaping the quality and outcomes of their market participation. The globalizing knowledge economy makes these twin properties of the market even more potent in view of the digital age’s various consequences outlined previously, such as the accelerating pace of economic life, stiffer competition, and the higher entry costs to partaking of the marketplace. Thus, it is all the more essential to understand fully the distributive dimension of the price mechanism.

Efficiency requires an array of institutional and dynamic preconditions that the market cannot fully provide on its own. In particular, the price adjustments that are critical for moving scarce resources to their most valued uses also produce collateral distributive effects that are often harmful. These deleterious pecuniary externalities are compounded by path dependence, especially in the formation of human and social capital. Market participants who lag behind in a rapidly moving and highly fluid knowledge economy will be left farther behind and find it that much more difficult to keep up over time. There is an autocorrelated dynamic in globalization in which economic agents who are endowed with excellent human or social capital will find themselves gaining even more, whereas those who have deficient human or social capital will find that what little they have is increasingly inadequate or irrelevant for meaningful participation in the knowledge economy.

Thus, contrary to the claims of pro-globalizers, there is need for extra-market, preparatory and remedial work. The neoliberal call for
market liberalization is not a panacea nor can it be applied as a one-size-fits-all solution to global poverty. Nations must be discriminating and disciplined in liberalizing their domestic economies because there are prerequisites and institutions that must be in place if the market is to produce its much-acclaimed benefits. There is need for an intelligent sequencing and calibration of market reforms. Otherwise, an uncritical application of theoretical models may only cause more harm than good, as have been suggested in the IMF’s mistakes during the Asian financial meltdown of 1997–98.\textsuperscript{73} And, even after liberalization, there will still be need for extra-market vigilance to prevent the emergence of a permanent underclass of economic actors who are unable to keep up with the ever-ratcheting standards of human capital required by the knowledge economy.
Part III
Need as a Criterion of Distributive Justice

The preceding two chapters concluded that (1) economic efficiency matters, especially in the knowledge economy, (2) but it requires extensive institutional groundwork. A balance must be struck between unfettered market operations and the requisite “fine-tuning” that ensures its smooth performance. Such supplemental extra-market interventions must be judicious and strategic, lest the market be impeded from producing its manifold benefits. The next two chapters suggest that the satisfaction of human needs for growth and development is one such judicious and strategic intervention. Chapter 6 argues that need satisfaction is a necessary condition for long-term efficiency because of the foundational role of human capital development in the knowledge economy. Need satisfaction and economic efficiency converge into a pair of complementary criteria of distributive justice in contemporary globalization. In chapter 7 we will find that need satisfaction has the collateral benefit of strengthening the market’s technological creativity and stability even further.
Chapter 6

Need Satisfaction as a Necessary Condition of Efficiency

Introduction

In a review of the scholarship on economic justice written for the Journal of Economic Literature, Konow (2003) identifies the three criteria of distributive justice considered by many to be the most important, namely: need, efficiency, and entitlement. Unfortunately, his positive theory of distributive justice does not go so far as to provide a rank ordering of these three norms. Most survey respondents concluded that the relative importance of these standards depended on context. Using the features of the knowledge economy described in part I as context, I submit that it is possible to provide a rank ordering of these three measures of distributive justice. For the following two chapters, I compare the principles of need and efficiency. Entitlement is examined in the last part of this study (part IV).

I claim that the knowledge economy narrows the seemingly unbridgeable divide between the economic requirements of efficiency and equity. Since human capital is at the heart of a “learning” economy, long-term efficiency is dependent on how well the community develops its human resources in the earlier rounds of economic activity. Distribution in the earlier periods of market operations determines the degree to which efficiency is attained and sustained down the road.

Need Satisfaction

As we have seen in chapter 5, even as price adjustments put scarce resources to their best use, they also reallocate burdens and benefits among market participants (the distributive dimension of price). In
other words, the distributive function of price is an unintended, collateral effect of the allocative role of price. Such de facto redistributions result in the inequalities we see in the economy; they also determine the degree to which people are able to procure the goods or services needed to develop their human capital (need satisfaction in distributive justice). Severe inequalities and the inability to satisfy basic needs often go together, and they are both a reflection of the deficient state with which the distributive dimension of price is managed. All three (pronounced inequalities, unmet needs, and unmitigated distributive ramifications of the price mechanism) adversely affect human capital formation. Thus, the criterion of need in distributive justice, the distributive dimension of price, human capital formation, and income or wealth inequalities (a.k.a. equity) are four distinct but inseparable issues. They have predictable spillover effects on one another and can in certain contexts be used interchangeably.

There are at least two important issues that must be resolved before we can even think of adopting need as a criterion of distributive justice in practice. First, we have to justify why the norm of need satisfaction takes precedence over the other standards of distributive justice. This is the question that the next two chapters address. Second, what is the content of the basket of needs that have to be satisfied, who makes that determination, and on what basis? Answering this second set of questions requires another study in itself. As I had mentioned in the preface, my goal in this work is simply to provide an instrumental justification for need satisfaction as a norm of distributive justice based on its role in bringing about allocative efficiency. Thus, by extension, I am likewise limiting the basket of needs to be satisfied only to those goods and services that are instrumental in developing human capital in the digital age. I do not claim that this is the definitive basket of needs to be satisfied; it is only a suggested preliminary set of requirements that are essential for bringing about economic efficiency.

So, what should be the content of the minimum basket of needs to be satisfied? Most people would agree that this should include the commonly acknowledged necessities of food, clothing, shelter, and medical care. After all, these are the basic requirements of physical survival. In addition to these, it would seem reasonable to include the goods and services that are essential for human capital development—the key requirement of the knowledge economy (part I).

Unfortunately, the notion of human capital is so general and abstract and requires further specification if it is even to be useful at all for practical application. Thus, it is perhaps best to use tacit knowledge
(discussed in chapter 3) as a more concrete delineation of human capital in an effort to identify its particular requirements. I would be the first to say that this is still unsatisfactory because tacit knowledge is not identical to human capital. It does not fully exhaust everything that can be said of human capital; it is merely a subset of human capital. Nonetheless, in the absence of a better alternative, tacit knowledge is a good first approximation, a proxy, that allows us to spell out concretely some of the prerequisites of human capital formation.

However, even the notion of tacit knowledge itself is still so broad and will encompass the full range of human needs as to make any talk of a minimum basket of needs meaningless. After all, the life skills afforded by social interaction, culture, friendship, and love are all essential for the tacit knowledge required for human flourishing in community. Thus, in what follows, I limit the use of “tacit knowledge” only to that which is required by economic life, a “market tacit knowledge” so to speak. Empirical studies indicate that, at the very least, this economic tacit knowledge (and human capital by extension) is dependent on formal schooling, work experience, vocational-skills training, and continuing education. These are among the things that must be included in the minimum basket of needs to be satisfied.

**Nature of Efficiency**

As we have seen in chapter 4, there are three types of economic efficiency, namely: microeconomic, Ricardian/Smithian, and Schumpeterian. These three types of efficiency are not mutually exclusive. In fact, in the ideal economy, they are coincident. Under actual market conditions, however, there are often trade-offs between these efficiencies. For example, the push for full employment in the short run may require heavy government intervention that distorts the economy’s microeconomic efficiency. Moreover, governments also often provide assistance to “national industrial champions” or “winning industries” that are groomed to be catalysts for change or engines of growth that pull along the rest of the economy. In such cases, microeconomic efficiency is sacrificed in the short term in an effort to gain a Schumpeterian edge on the competition. Note the long-running feud between Airbus and Boeing over each other’s hidden or overt government largesse. In this chapter, I attempt to make the case for how and why a strategy of need satisfaction in the knowledge economy leads to long-term allocative efficiency and results in the convergence of all three kinds of efficiency, even under less than perfect conditions.
The empirical evidence on the market’s ability to create value is strong and robust (chapter 4). The strides achieved in the last two decades alone have been impressive both in terms of the reduction of the number of people living under $1 a day and the “telescoping” of the development path. Japan and the Asian Tigers achieved in a generation what took the major developed countries nearly a full century to attain. These newly industrialized economies accomplished this feat by embracing globalization in a full-throated manner. China has even accelerated such a process of catch-up and has broken the remarkable records set by its East Asian neighbors. Of course, this praise for the market is not meant to disregard its ill effects examined in chapter 5. On the whole, however, despite its numerous shortcomings, the market economy has been the most effective vehicle for improving human material well-being in a self-sustaining fashion. Travel, leisure time, education, and apparel that were once luxuries available only to the nobility and aristocrats have become accessible for mass consumption, courtesy of the Industrial Revolution. The market economy is largely responsible for sustaining the largest population base ever, and at a much higher per capita income than at any time in history.

Viewed in the entirety of both its achievements and failures, the record of the market economy speaks for itself. It has been pivotal in improving people’s material welfare. This leads me to my first conclusion in comparing need versus efficiency in their relative importance as distributive criteria: We cannot ignore efficiency as a goal of economic life. It is self-defeating to hamper the market from doing what it does best in using price signals to allocate scarce resources to their most valued uses. This is a lesson gleaned from twentieth-century economic history. Thus, economic efficiency is both (1) an unavoidable reference point and (2) the necessary starting point when talking of distributive justice. There is no way around economic efficiency if we want long-term viability and self-sustaining economic growth. Put in even more stark terms, there is little point in talking of how to divide the economic pie if we cannot even produce an economic pie to begin with that is big enough to sustain a growing population.

Equity versus Efficiency

The tension between equity and efficiency in economic scholarship is well known. For example, in his classic lecture on the trade-off between equality and efficiency, Okun (1975) calls for caution in designing and implementing redistributive measures as these often spawn distortions and disincentives that adversely affect efficiency.
Recall, too, the disputed inverted U-shaped Kuznets (1955, 1963) curve that shows an initial increase in inequality as a consequence of economic growth. And, of course, we have the counterexample of Taiwan that demonstrates the essential role of equity in attaining efficiency.5

Let us examine neoclassical economic theory’s positive description of how the economy works. We have already seen that price has both an allocative and distributive dimension. Relative prices are at the heart of the first-order conditions and the three equimarginal conditions that bring the economy to the most efficient use of its scarce resources.6 The distributive ramifications of these first-order and equimarginal conditions are not of interest to mainstream economic theory. After all, this is an optimizing exercise in maximizing consumer utility and firms’ profits. It is merely intent on achieving the most consumer and producer surplus possible in the disposition of resources, and it does not evaluate the division of these gains among market participants. Consequently, in the neoclassical economic theory’s descriptive account of how economic agents behave, efficiency overshadows equity as a concern. In maximizing utility or profits in their individual behavior, economic agents in effect collectively, if unintentionally, pursue efficiency as the overriding goal of their shared economic life. Distribution is simply not part of the optimizing exercise of traditional theory.7

It is best to cite a second illustration of how efficiency and distribution are separate matters in neoclassical economic theory. Take the case of the Hecksher-Ohlin theory of trade in which differences in nations’ relative endowments are believed to be the proximate cause of cross-border exchange. Countries that have plentiful labor end up exporting products that are relatively more labor-intensive, in exchange for more capital-intensive goods from nations that are rich in capital. In other words, nations export commodities that are intensive in using their most abundant factors. Thus, international trade is not necessarily a zero-sum game but a win-win proposition for all trading partners because they are able to fully employ their resources and enjoy the highest income possible. All trading partners end up with a much higher consumption possibilities frontier (the budget line) than would have been the case under autarky; they enjoy a consumption bundle at a much higher indifference curve. Every trading partner’s welfare improves and allocative efficiency is successfully achieved.

Unfortunately, this is only half the story, albeit the more important half from the point of view of free trade proponents. Unlike the much older Ricardian model of comparative advantage, the Hecksher-Ohlin
theory has the advantage of being able to track the impact of trade on income distribution. One of its axioms is the famous Stolper-Samuelson theorem in which trade leads to an increase in the returns of the abundant inputs at the relative expense of the scarce factors of production. In other words, there will be relative winners and losers within the trading countries themselves even if the overall welfare of each trading nation improves.

Two observations can be gleaned from the preceding accounts of welfare theory and the Hecksher-Ohlin theory of trade. First, efficiency and its distributive ramifications are separate issues for mainstream economic theory. Second, there is little attention devoted to the question of whether these redistributive spillover effects facilitate or obstruct the attainment of allocative efficiency in production and exchange. From a basic neoclassical point of view, the allocative and distributive dimensions of price are separate matters.

Beyond economic theory, we find evident tensions between efficiency and equity in actual practice. For example, take the case of petroleum resources, or any other essential commodity for that matter. As emerging nations industrialize, their increased demand for energy translates into a corresponding rise in the price of crude oil. This is as it should be if we are to be efficient because the resulting prohibitive price of petroleum products signals the increasing scarcity of oil. This, in turn, triggers a natural corrective mechanism by encouraging further oil-field exploration and development, better conservation, improved engineering efficiencies, and a more intense search for substitutes. The rise in petroleum prices compels the economy to be sparing in its use of increasingly scarce oil. Unfortunately, more expensive energy becomes an adverse pecuniary externality for poor, non-oil-producing nations. These countries would have to dip deeper into their meager foreign exchange reserves to pay for their more costly energy imports. Many of these nations would have to make the unpalatable choice of either aggravating their fiscal deficits through subsidies or passing on the cost increases to their already impoverished citizenry. A rise in oil prices is a de facto transfer of real resources out of these destitute nations.

Another example of such a tension between efficiency and equity is the dilemma of offshore outsourcing and, for that matter, market liberalization. Long-term efficiency requires more open markets and, by extension, outsourcing. However, we are well aware of the problems such liberalization causes for equity, especially for the displaced workers who do not have the requisite skills for the high-technology jobs replacing those that have been lost.
I argue that in the digital age, the allocative and distributive functions of price converge and must, therefore, be evaluated together. In fact, I will make the even stronger statement that in a knowledge economy, long-term efficiency has become increasingly a function of the distributive dimension of price in the short run. In other words, need satisfaction in the earlier periods of economic activity is a necessary condition for allocative efficiency in its later rounds. I propose a variety of reasons for such a claim. This chapter examines four arguments that present need satisfaction as a rational economic response to both the opportunities and the dangers posed by contemporary globalization. Chapter 7 lays out a second set of three claims that highlight need satisfaction as a precondition of an effective and stable market economy. The reasons presented in these two chapters are all instrumental in nature because they are founded on the utility of a strategy of need satisfaction in attaining long-term efficiency in the knowledge economy. They all make a case for why need satisfaction is a necessary condition not only for allocative efficiency but also for Schumpeterian and Keynesian efficiency in the digital age. For the rest of this book, I use “efficiency” to refer to the confluence of the microeconomic-allocative, Ricardian/Smithian, and Schumpeterian efficiencies I had presented in chapter 2.

In what follows, I present four reasons why need satisfaction should be the starting point for building economic efficiency, to wit:

1. Need satisfaction is essential for human capital formation, the wellspring of value creation in the knowledge economy.
2. Need satisfaction safeguards against permanent marginalization in the wake of severe adverse pecuniary externalities.
3. Need satisfaction enhances factor mobility.
4. Need satisfaction is an ex-ante, preemptive measure that is much cheaper than ex-post corrective action.

Need Satisfaction and Human Capital Formation

Need satisfaction is necessary for efficiency because human capital is the source of value creation. The central importance of (market) tacit knowledge in the learning economy necessarily underscores the pivotal role of its mirror image: human capital. After all, it is human capital that actualizes tacit knowledge. A learning economy that is heavily dependent on tacit knowledge ultimately points to the need for human capital development. And, the latter is possible only if market participants have access to the requisite material means for
their sustenance and growth. As already noted, information is power, but only if economic agents know how to use it in a timely and appropriate manner. Tacit knowledge is obviously essential for this task, and beyond it, a well-developed human capital. Implicit knowledge is agent-specific. What the subject brings with him or her determines the scope and depth of the resulting tacit knowledge. For this reason, a strategy of need satisfaction that builds up human capital is a constitutive pillar of economic efficiency in the knowledge economy.9

There are two problems in making the case for need satisfaction and human capital development. First, it is impossible to list completely what constitutes need satisfaction and human capital formation. Thus, as I had already mentioned at the start of this chapter, I will limit myself only to the tacit knowledge needed in economic life in order to make the scope of this study manageable. The second problem has to do with our inability to actually observe and measure tacit knowledge and human capital. The literature gets around this problem by using proxies for them, such as their requisite inputs like formal schooling, work experience, vocational-skills training, and continuing education. Furthermore, in order to gauge the efficacy of tacit knowledge or human capital in the marketplace, many scholars have simply used their economic returns (e.g., earnings) as an indication of their impact on economic efficiency.

**Schooling**

Given the twofold difficulty of defining and then measuring human capital, studies have long used returns to education as a convenient shorthand for human capital and its impact on the economy. This is understandable considering that schooling has been one of its more important inputs. This is likely to be even more so in the knowledge economy.

An entire subfield has emerged within the discipline that specializes in the economics of education. Economists have been interested not only in the returns to education, but they have also been keen to study the various channels by which education builds up human capital and the economy. And it is quite an extensive and impressive network.10

Education raises individual productivity and, consequently, workers’ earnings. It leads to better nonwage compensation (i.e., fringe benefits).11 In raising people’s incomes, schooling also permits them to spend more time in leisure besides providing a wider choice of such activities.12 Education affords individuals with the basic skills for even faster and better learning down the road. It is self-reinforcing in that
it develops the personal means for even more advanced subsequent human capital formation. Furthermore, it enhances the quality of nonmarket household activities, such as do-it-yourself projects, intra-family relationships, and child rearing. The benefits of schooling also spill over into the person’s health and that of his or her family through better health knowledge and the improved ability to seek out medical information or benefit from public assistance programs. Education affects fertility by changing people’s preferences for family size and by making them more effective at family planning.

Besides its useful effects, schooling is valued in itself because of the intrinsic joy of learning. Moreover, it enhances people’s tastes and opens new horizons that permit an even better appreciation for music, art, and culture. In addition, education provides both the information and the ability to seek out the necessary knowledge to make informed choices. Thus, the better educated are supposed to be more efficient in the use of data and their time in arriving at consumption, career, and marriage choices, at least in theory. Schooling has also been found to lead to greater social cohesion, less crime, more vibrant technological change, diminished income inequality, higher savings, and more generous charitable giving. Indeed, education is a fundamental building block of civilization and an orderly community. This is a not an exhaustive listing as it includes only those channels of education that have been subjected to empirical testing. There are surely more venues by which education redounds to personal and communal well-being.

All these mechanisms give rise to what we can aptly call the private and social benefits of education that accrue respectively to individuals (households) and the community. The social benefits are notoriously difficult to study because they are hard to pinpoint and quantify, and they have extensive, unseen ripple effects including some that spill over across generations. Consequently, the overwhelming majority of studies have concentrated on the most immediate and well-known contribution of education, which also turns out to be the easiest to measure and the one with the most readily available data, namely: the private returns to investment in schooling as reflected in earnings or wage rates.

Based on a recent survey of the literature, the global average private return for an additional year of schooling is believed to be around 10 percent. In absolute terms, world average private returns to investment in education are: 26.6 percent for primary school, 17 percent for high school, and 19 percent for higher education. The private returns for low-income countries are 25.6 percent (primary), 12.2 percent (secondary) and 12.4 percent (higher education). An additional year of schooling for these countries provides a return of 10.9 percent.
These high private returns from education are best appreciated in light of another empirical finding. As we have seen in the preceding chapter, the household head’s education, gender, and sector of employment are good predictors of whether or not a family is destitute. Using household surveys from different countries, the World Bank estimates that an additional year of primary schooling has a sizable positive marginal effect on the family’s private returns to such primary education, in addition to substantially lowering its probability of falling in the lowest income decile. In other words, the poverty reducing impact of primary education is strongest in those areas where there is a high private return to investing in such an education.\textsuperscript{16} High private returns to primary schooling and poverty reduction are positively correlated.

Some further notes. To appreciate the size of these returns to education, recall that the long-term returns in the U.S. stock market is around 8 percent. Furthermore, observe that all these are merely private returns. Social returns are even much higher than these, if they can only be properly identified and measured. We are reaping far more benefits than scholars are able to track and measure. In other words, education is about one of the best investment opportunities there is, even in the high-income countries.

\textit{On-the-Job Training}

Forming (market) tacit knowledge calls for roundabout investments that involve intelligent planning and lengthy lead times. The process is path dependent and cumulative since it is a process of “learning by doing.” Thus, one would expect that those provided with meaningful opportunities for participation in the economy would tend to do well. This is confirmed in a study that examines the returns to work experience and training in Burkina Faso, Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, Mexico, Pakistan, Slovenia, Thailand, and Uganda.\textsuperscript{17} For twenty-year-old workers, an additional year of formal or on-the-job training leads to a 6 percent increase in their earnings versus a 3 percent rise for their forty-year-old counterparts. These age-differentiated returns should not come as a surprise because younger generations have more productive years ahead of them with which to use their experience compared to the older cohorts.\textsuperscript{18}

Moreover, the importance of job experience for tacit knowledge is also confirmed by the study’s finding that workers’ peak earnings are on the average 2.5 times that of their initial pay. This means that work experience does improve workers’ skills and productivity over time. Furthermore, there is evidence that shows that early labor-market
experience shapes workers’ subsequent opportunities in terms of pay and type of employment. In other words, on-the-job training and work experience matter for human capital development and later economic success. And the earlier these are provided in their careers, the better it is both for the workers and their communities in terms of higher output and productivity. “Learning by doing” does make a difference for tacit knowledge.

**Wage Differential**

The impact of human capital formation is also evident in the wage gaps both within and across countries. Skilled workers are paid many times more than their unskilled peers. For example, note the ratio of skilled to unskilled wages in 2001: East Asia and the Pacific (over 3.5), Europe and Central Asia (close to 2), Latin America and the Caribbean (over 2); South Asia (4.5), and sub-Saharan Africa (5).\(^{19}\) Workers’ earnings became more unequal in many countries from the late 1970s to the mid 1990s. Observe the percentage change in the gap between the top and bottom earners during this period: U.S. (nearly 30 percent), UK (over 25 percent), New Zealand and Italy (around 15 percent).\(^{20}\) Wage disparities in the last two decades have been particularly sharp in the United States. In 1979, the weekly median earnings of workers with at least a college education were 38 percent more than those with only a high school degree. By 2006, the gap had widened to 75 percent. In 1979, the median weekly earnings of high school graduates were 19 percent more than those who had never gone to high school. By 2006, this had widened to 42 percent.\(^{21}\)

Economists have offered two competing factors behind such inequality, namely, trade and technology. Cheap imports have been the usual suspects for worsening inequality because of their devastating impact on the wages and demand for unskilled or low-skilled workers. Trade with developing countries has been shown to reduce the demand for low-skilled work by anywhere from 2 to 5 percent of the unskilled labor force in the last two decades.\(^{22}\) Trade is also believed to have made the demand for labor more elastic, thereby compelling workers to bear more of the cost of labor standards and protection that used to be borne by employers.\(^{23}\) Others attribute anywhere from 10 to 30 percent of industrialized countries’ labor-market woes to developing country exports.\(^{24}\) Data from the U.S. durable goods industries show that trade is a major cause of the decline observed in the real wages of low-skilled workers and the sharp rise in wage inequality in the 1980s.\(^{25}\)
In contrast to the reduction in East Asian inequality, trade worsened disparities in the Latin American countries. This divergent experience is attributed both to the skill-biased nature of technological change and to the stiff competition from the entry of low-wage nations into the global marketplace as a result of globalization. Furthermore, it is believed that there is a correlation between trade and the size of government because increased social spending, income transfers in particular, has been necessary to cushion the adjustment costs and to make it easier for governments to sell market liberalization to their citizens.

Other scholars believe that trade has had a minimal impact on inequality and that the primary cause of the widening income gap has been the technological advances that are part of this fifth Kondratieff cycle. As new technologies are introduced, the productivity and, consequently, the earnings and the demand for more skilled workers increase. Unskilled workers are left out and see their wages stagnate. Many studies show that the most significant source of inequality is not global market exchange, but the disparities in skills. Equality has deteriorated in the last two decades because of the higher earnings of skilled workers compared to the stagnant wages of the unskilled. This finding is consistent with what we have seen all along regarding the central importance of human capital in value creation in the knowledge economy.

Regardless of whether worsening inequality is due to trade or to new technologies, both point to the same conclusion: Human capital formation is vital. Unskilled workers find themselves at a disadvantage in a globalized economy because they do not have the necessary human capital to work with the new technologies or to retrain for the more advanced technology jobs in the face of cheap imports. Moreover, because of their sociohistorical location or age, these disadvantaged workers may not have the means or the opportunity to improve their human capital. Thus, they find themselves in a poverty trap.

Need Satisfaction and Coping with Disruptive Pecuniary Externalities

Pecuniary Externalities

A strategy of need satisfaction is both a direct and an indirect safeguard against adverse pecuniary externalities. Globalization is essentially a process of greater “marketization” in which ever more spheres of social life are governed by market rules. However, as we have repeatedly seen in the preceding chapters, relying on the market has
its downside. It renders economic agents more vulnerable to unintended consequences (externalities).

Pecuniary externalities are intrinsic to market operations, and some of them can cause particularly burdensome ripple effects. Workers who have lost their livelihood overnight due to cheaper imports, offshore outsourcing, downsizing, or the transfer of manufacturing plants overseas are well aware of the havoc that international trade can wreak on personal lives. Market deepening and widening, ever stiffening competition, and the accelerating pace of economic life all compound this vexing problem of unpleasant spillover effects within the marketplace. These adverse pecuniary externalities come with ever increasing frequency, often occur so suddenly as to preclude time to prepare for a transition, and can be severe in altering lifestyles and livelihoods. This is particularly true for developing countries.

In tracking the ten-year per capita income growth rates between 1970 and 2005, the World Bank finds that emerging nations have historically been subjected to so much more volatility compared to the developed world. To make matters worse, these sudden and dramatic economic shifts are expected to be the principal cause of the rise in within-country income inequality in the next twenty-five years. Countries that are expected to become even more unequal are those whose demographic shifts are aggravated by economic volatility. Countries that are expected to be more equal are those that are somehow able to use these economic swings to mitigate inequality due to demographic growth.

The poor and the vulnerable often take a long time to recover from adverse pecuniary externalities, if at all, and often only at a high price. Take the case of financial shocks. Compare the fiscal cost (as a percentage of GDP) of banking crises in the past twenty-five years across different countries: USA (3.2 percent), Argentina (55.1 percent), Chile (41.2 percent), Brazil (13.2 percent), Ecuador (13 percent), Mexico (19.3 percent), Venezuela (22 percent), Korea (26.5 percent), and Indonesia (50 percent). Unlike developed nations, emerging countries do not have the necessary financial institutions and infrastructure to cushion them from the forbidding environment of international financial markets. Moreover, they have less financial reserves to tide them over.

A similar phenomenon is at work at the microeconomic level. In his book _The Working Poor: Invisible in America_, David Shipler (2004) describes the plight of those who have the work ethic and who put in long hours but are nevertheless still stuck in dead-end jobs that do not provide upward mobility or a compensation that allows for savings.
These are the “working poor” who are shadowed by poverty, constantly living on a precarious knife-edge balance between destitute homelessness and just scraping enough to keep fed and warm. Events, such as a car breaking down or a family illness, are enough to knock them off this precarious perch. These are people who are barely able to keep up in the marketplace, and they are the ones most vulnerable to the adverse pecuniary externalities that we are all familiar with: unpredictable jumps in the price of gasoline and home heating oil, unrestrained increases in health insurance premiums, and unaffordable housing. The poor are more exposed to these unintended economic ripple effects because they have minimal financial resources to lean on and, as we have seen in chapter 5, they face much higher entry costs to market participation.

The hyper-dynamism of change in the knowledge economy may be outpacing our ability to adapt to and digest its pecuniary externalities. There is the danger of having an increasing number of people who are unable to adjust and adapt fast enough to keep up with the new demands of a rapidly evolving “learning” economy. The risk of getting left behind by the ever-ratcheting requirements of the knowledge economy, coupled with its unpredictable, frequent, and often disequilibrating changes, looms ever larger. This is a second reason why need satisfaction is a constitutive element of long-term economic efficiency in the information age. If tacit knowledge is indeed the key to creating value and sustaining the postindustrial economy, then need satisfaction is a safety net that prevents market participants from being marginalized by adverse pecuniary externalities and left permanently unable to participate in economic life in a meaningful and productive manner. It is in the self-interest of the knowledge economy to husband its human resources in the face of such economic stress, first by preparing human capital to deal with such disequilibria and second, by providing bridging assistance.

**A Robust Human Capital to Deal with Disequilibria**

One puzzle in the study of the economics of education has been its fairly steady returns despite the tremendous increase in average schooling over the years. Indeed, if we were to treat education as an input in production, by the law of diminishing returns, we should have witnessed a major decline in rates of return to schooling.

Consider the following summary statistics from a recent survey of updated studies on returns to education. Despite their highly educated populations, note that the private rate of return to an additional
year of schooling in high-income countries is 7.4 percent. This is not too far off from the world average of 9.7 percent or the 10.9 percent from the low-income countries or the 10.7 percent enjoyed by middle-income countries. During the past twelve years, average returns to schooling declined by only 0.6 percentage points. The overall rate of return to education in the United States is 10 percent. In other words, the private returns to education have remained high and fairly stable despite the substantial increase in schooling worldwide.

Three possible explanations have been proposed for this phenomenon. First, growth may be occurring in those industries with a very high demand for skilled workers, as is likely to be the case in our digital age. We examine this further in the next section when we account for the increasing earnings gap between highly skilled and unskilled workers. Second, there may be an improvement in the quality of schooling, in which case educated workers become even more productive. Third, technological change may be so dynamic and challenging as to open new opportunities to those who are skilled and educated. It is this third possibility that I would like to develop further for the remainder of this section.

Education is said to be valuable because it expands workers’ capacity to process, understand, and then put information to good use. In fact, “education is especially important to those functions requiring adaptation to change.” U.S. agriculture is a good case in point. More educated farmers tend to be on the cutting edge of adopting farm innovations because they are better than their less educated counterparts at gathering, understanding, and applying new information. Thus, relative to their less educated peers, these farmers could minimize the risks that come with any change, especially in a sector that is as traditional as agriculture. In fact, it is a rational economic response on the part of less educated farmers to simply let their more educated neighbors take the lead and work out the kinks of new farming techniques. They could then later simply imitate the success of the early adopters without having to pay the cost of mistakes. The upshot to all this is that returns to education will be higher the greater is the dynamism of the technology involved. Put in another way, education is even more important in a highly fluid or turbulent economic environment.

In a test of the preceding findings, another study, also using U.S. agricultural data, arrives at the same conclusion that education is valuable because it develops workers’ capacity to deal with change. The impact of education can be disaggregated into a “worker effect” (i.e., the direct increase in productivity) and an “allocative effect” (i.e., the
value that comes with better choices in the disposition of resources). It has been found that college education enhances the latter, that is, the ability to make better allocative choices. No similar effect is observed for those who only have a high school degree.\(^{59}\)

In a study using U.S. census and manufacturing data, capital is found to be more complementary with skilled or better educated labor than with unskilled or unschooled labor.\(^{40}\) This empirical result supports the aforesaid claim that a rapidly shifting technological frontier is associated with high returns to schooling (and skills).

In an article that he appropriately entitles “The Value of the Ability to Deal with Disequilibria,” Nobel laureate T. W. Schultz (1975) provides even more empirical examples to support the claim that education is invaluable because economic agents are faced with the constant need to reallocate their resources in response to changing opportunities. Schultz laments that traditional economic theory does not pay attention to how efficiently people adapt to changing economic circumstances. For example, once disrupted out of equilibrium, *homo oeconomicus* is assumed to adjust instantaneously to the new equilibrium. In practice, it takes time and there are real costs incurred in reaching the new equilibrium. In this connection, he lists five different human abilities, namely: to learn, to do useful work, to play, to create, and to deal with economic disequilibria.\(^{41}\)

Schultz concludes that more educated and more experienced economic actors are better positioned not only to cope with change but to even profit from it. He backs this up by citing empirical studies across a broad range of economic activities. In household production, more educated mothers have been found to make quicker and more effective changes within family life in response to new opportunities, as in the case of family planning. More educated migrants tend to be more successful and daring than their less educated peers. College graduates respond quicker and better to changing labor-market conditions than high school graduates. And then, there is agriculture. Educated farmers are more open to new techniques and products such as chemical fertilizers. Second-generation (and better schooled) migrant farming families in the U.S. and Brazil tend to do much better than their first-generation parents. A common thread through all these examples is that better education and more experience enhance economic actors’ skills and confidence not only in coping with changes but in turning them into opportunities.

Observe that Schultz highlights the value not merely of education but also of experience. This is important for our study because what
he refers to as “experience” corresponds to what has been said all along about tacit knowledge. In fact, I would go even further and claim that all these insights and conclusions about education can be generalized and applied to human capital as well. After all, it is standard practice in economic scholarship to use schooling as a proxy for human capital.

Thus, while the studies we have just reviewed make a convincing case for the value of schooling in the marketplace, even more important for my thesis is the manner by which these works highlight the critical role of need satisfaction (e.g., education and work experience) in preparing economic agents to better cope with and perhaps even take advantage of the constantly shifting and exacting demands of the knowledge economy. The main point of the preceding literature examined is summarized well in the observation that “education is more productive the more volatile the state of technology.”42 And what can be more dramatic and volatile than the information and communications revolution of our contemporary Kondratieff cycle.

**Bridging Assistance**

Besides preparing economic agents to cope with pecuniary externalities, extra-market assistance is also necessary in mitigating their adverse effects. Left unattended, these can severely damage the market’s own foundations: human and social capital. It makes rational economic sense to ensure that need as a criterion of distributive justice includes the necessary provisions for market participants to recover from the unavoidable chance and contingencies of market operations. This permits economic agents to continue contributing their share to maintaining the common economic life. The goal of this temporary, bridging aid is to get valuable human resources back on stream in the economy as quickly as possible after they have been set back by negative pecuniary externalities. After all, the collective tacit knowledge is dependent on the caliber of its constituent individual human capital from which it takes shape. The larger and the better the quality of such a pool, the greater is the communal synergy produced because knowledge creation is both autocorrelated and interdependent. People build not only on their own knowledge and experience, but also on others’ shared knowledge and experience. Consequently, market participants have cause both to come to each other’s assistance and to strengthen each other’s human capital in dealing with the chance and contingencies of economic life.
Enhancing Factor Mobility

The need to move from one economic sector to another is a common example by which people are personally affected by pecuniary externalities. And it can be an unpleasant, even traumatic, experience.

A strategy of need satisfaction improves market efficiency by enhancing factor mobility. The perfectly competitive market’s proficiency in allocating resources to their most valued uses is partly due to its ability to respond swiftly to changing economic conditions and to shift the disposition of its resources accordingly. Hence, the assumption of perfect mobility (with its consequent ease of entry and exit and a frictionless economy) is critical for this heuristic model. Ceteris paribus, real markets come closer to attaining the allocative efficiency of the idealized model of perfect competition to the extent that they approximate the latter’s perfect factor mobility. I make two claims in this section. First, by their nature, actual markets do not provide propitious conditions for smooth factor mobility. In fact, for the vast majority of economic agents, their lengthening job tenure often leads to ever increasing frictional costs in moving from one sector to another. Seniority at work can turn out to be a liability. Second, the knowledge economy compounds this inherent difficulty by imposing new demands on factor mobility.

Intrinsic Hurdles to Factor Mobility

Introductory classes in microeconomics demonstrate the benefits of trade by comparing the autarky welfare of a nation with its post-trade production and consumption bundles. Key to this process is the ability to change the nation’s production mix and move its equilibrium to another part of its production possibilities frontier in which it enjoys comparative advantage. Of course, these are costless and painless alterations easily accomplished on the blackboard. In reality, moving on the production possibilities frontier takes time and entails substantial costs. Moreover, at the end of the day, it is entirely possible for the nation not to even reach the optimum point of comparative advantage. At any rate, I bring this up in an effort to underscore the importance of being able to move factors of production around if we are to achieve allocative efficiency. Both in theory and in practice, the market is a highly dynamic institution and it thrives precisely because it is adept at responding to changes in a prompt and cost-effective manner. The price mechanism provides it with the unique capacity to orchestrate simultaneous changes in the decisions of disparate economic actors.
spread across wide geographic regions. The ability to respond to evolving needs by shifting the disposition of scarce resources rapidly is a constitutive feature of a fully functioning market.

It is paradoxical, however, that in actual markets, such agility becomes increasingly difficult over time. First, change is generally traumatic for most people. There is a psychic cost to change. Second, there are also the costs of job retraining and relocation. Third, the model for perfectly competitive markets assumes homogeneity in factors and goods. In reality, labor inputs are not homogenous. Besides variations in the quality of skills and work ethic, workers also differ with respect to age. If change entails psychic pain, such costs would most likely increase proportionately with age, perhaps even exponentially. And depending on the schooling or the skills of displaced workers, even the cost of job retraining and relocation may rise with age.\(^4\) To make matters worse, it is the older industries that are most vulnerable to requisite change. Thus, we have numerous anecdotes of people who, after twenty to thirty years of working for an aging industry, suddenly find themselves having to look for another job, retrain in their middle age, and compete in a labor market with new entrants half their age.\(^5\) And indeed, displaced manufacturing workers generally do not get the new, high-tech jobs created. These tend to go to younger labor-market entrants, who also turn out to be more educated.\(^6\)

Markets, by their nature, require flexibility in moving factor inputs to their most valued uses. However, human labor as a factor of production does not readily lend itself to such transfers. There are significant frictional costs to moving labor about, and such costs only increase further with age, thereby making it that much more difficult to bring about the necessary redisposition of resources.

**Factor Mobility in the Knowledge Economy**

Globalization ratchets up the demand for factor mobility in the marketplace. First, as already seen in chapter 2, the downside to greater economic interdependence is that market participants are faced with constant and ever more substantive adjustments in an extremely fluid environment. Furthermore, the knowledge economy moves at an accelerated pace that requires a correspondingly faster reaction time with not much room or forewarning to prepare for a smooth transition.

Second, globalization has greatly enlarged the pool and the quality of potential competitors, thereby raising the standards for everybody else. In a wired world, geography is no longer a barrier to trade. Besides the availability of cheaper imports and the transfer of manufacturing
facilities abroad to lower-cost sites, the digital age has also introduced its own new set of challenges: stiffer competition even in the services sector. White-collar workers have joined their manufacturing counterparts in having to face the real threat of job losses posed by trade liberalization. Cross-border migration is still an important mechanism for a more efficient allocation of resources, albeit on a much more modest scale compared to the nineteenth century. However, ICTs have, to a certain extent, provided a substitute for actual physical migration. In particular, note the phenomenon of offshore outsourcing. While this has been a boon for the overseas recipients of these jobs, it has also raised the bar for domestic workers in sectors that used to be nontradable, until the advent of microelectronics. These service workers have now been compelled to upgrade their skills. Globalization has led to even more stringent requirements for factor mobility. As seen in chapters 2 and 3, there is need for workers in developed countries to move faster and ever higher up the ladder of created comparative advantage.

**Need Satisfaction as a Necessary Condition of Factor Mobility**

The two aforementioned features of the market pull human labor in opposite directions. While human nature, on the one hand, makes it progressively costly and emotionally stressful to move workers as they age, an extremely dynamic knowledge economy, on the other hand, is increasingly exacting with its frequent, speedy, and hugely disruptive reallocations of labor across sectors. In other words, there is an increasing gap between what the market requires and what human labor is able to provide.

This predicament presents another instrumental justification for need satisfaction as a necessary condition for economic efficiency. Factor mobility in the knowledge economy is heavily determined by people’s flexibility and their ability to adapt. Moreover, mobility is no longer merely geographic but increasingly “virtual” and functional in a digital world. It is the ability to move laterally across tasks. “Virtual” and functional mobility are about building the capacity for new endeavors. This requires an aptitude for learning and adaptation that only human capital formation can provide.

In making his case on the central importance of human capital in dealing with disequilibria, Schultz (1975) enumerates numerous empirical studies using data from the 1950s and 1960s on the interaction between schooling and mobility. Data on domestic migration
show that more educated workers took better advantage of changes in labor-market opportunities. Within the agricultural sector, wealthier households were more successful in switching to nonfarm occupations. Since wealthier families tend to be better educated, it is believed that this illustrates the value of schooling in both initiating and successfully adapting to change. Numerous other studies of domestic migration confirm a pattern of how more educated migrants and families are much better at recognizing and then taking advantage of opportunities elsewhere.

The same phenomenon still applies today. Low-skilled workers are said to be the most vulnerable to shocks from international trade because they are the least mobile. The costs of adjustments and disruptions due to trade are minimized to the degree “that labor and capital markets are highly flexible.” Returns to education are much higher (9.9 percent) in countries with greater economic freedoms and mobility compared to more restrictive countries (6.4 percent).

Market flexibility does not merely involve the absence of rigidities and distortions but also includes factor mobility, especially for labor. Specialized knowledge is no longer good enough in an environment that requires timely responsiveness. Even more important is the ability to learn rapidly and to forget “old ways of doing things.” Human capital is at the heart of the highly mobile economic agents required by the learning economy. In paying attention to need satisfaction, we are laying the foundation for efficiency by ensuring the availability of quality human resources that can meet the stringent requirement of the knowledge economy for frequent, prompt, and substantive moves across jobs. Need satisfaction is a necessary condition for factor mobility, especially in a “learning” economy.

**Need Satisfaction and Preemptive Action**

Need satisfaction is a prudent ex-ante measure against more expensive ex-post correction. It is best for the knowledge economy to be ahead of the curve in heading off damage to its human resources, and this often requires extra-market intervention. For example, as we have seen previously, family and social circumstances heavily determine people’s life chances. This has been found to be true as well in the case of the child’s intellectual growth. In Ecuador, the cognitive development of three-year-old children from the poorest and the wealthiest income quartiles varied by around 4 percentage points. By age 5, this gap in cognitive development had widened tenfold to around 40 percentage points. The same dynamic is found in examining the role of
maternal education. At three years of age, there was a difference of around 10 percentage points in the cognitive development of children of mothers with 12 or more years of education versus those with 0–5 years of schooling. By age 5, this gap had grown fourfold to nearly 40 percentage points.\textsuperscript{54}

These figures highlight what we have repeatedly seen in the preceding chapter—that parental education and family wealth (income) largely shape the opportunities open to the next generation. However, there is even greater reason to be alarmed at this particular example and others like it. First, as the authors of these studies observe, inequalities in opportunities are determined early in the life of the next generation. Second, cognitive development is a basic building block of subsequent human capital formation. Without properly nurturing their intellectual capacities at such a crucial age, children from the poorest families and of uneducated mothers would fail to live up to their full potential as adults and would in all likelihood be condemned to low levels of human capital. In the Ecuadorian study, the increasing gap between the different groups of children was not so much from the meteoric rise in the abilities of those from privileged families.\textsuperscript{55} Rather, the widening inequality was largely due to the precipitous drop in the capabilities of the disadvantaged children.\textsuperscript{56} In other words, less educated mothers and poorer households were unable to provide for the intellectual development of their children. This is a potent channel by which poverty and limited opportunities are passed on from one generation to the next. The children are set up for failure and destitution in their own lifetime.

A third observation is that left on its own, this process will unfold unimpeded. Even in a digital age in which it is in the self-interest of the community to develop the human capital that serves as the well-spring of its wealth, the market will not correct this problem on its own because of its inherent limitations.\textsuperscript{57}

Ex-ante planning and preemptive action are often much cheaper than ex-post correction and damage control. This is particularly true when speaking of human capital. Take the case of child labor and child malnutrition.\textsuperscript{58} In foregoing an education because of the need to supplement a meager household income, children are condemned to a lifetime of illiteracy and poverty. Malnutrition at an early age often results in irreversible physical and mental disabilities. In both of these cases, the subsequent drain on society and the resulting opportunity losses are immense in view of the foregone human capital that will not be available in future rounds of economic activity. These opportunity losses will be sizable in a knowledge economy characterized by
increasing returns, a quicker tempo of economic life, and a path
dependence in which those who have more will have even more in
later rounds. Moreover, it is much better for people to be productive
than to be dependent on the rest of the community for their needs.

Both preceding cases are instances of market failures, missing mar-
kets in particular. Had there been a market that allowed these impov-
erished families to borrow from their children’s future earnings, it
would have been possible to provide the education and the nutrition
today that would have actualized such future streams of income. Given
the new possibilities for human capital formation inaugurated by the
digital age, borrowing from future income not only makes sense but is,
in fact, a good investment that would easily pay for itself many times
over because of the increased productivity and the enhanced value of
human capital afforded by the knowledge economy.59

Child labor and child malnutrition are merely two cases that clearly
underscore the superiority and cost savings of ex-ante planning and
action compared to ex-post correction and damage control in contem-
porary globalization. The same argument can be made with regard to
fighting tropical diseases, such as malaria and river blindness. In addi-
tion to the intrinsic value of good health, there is the commonsensical,
instrumental justification in preventing tropical diseases: It avoids large
economic losses from the ensuing debility, morbidity, and mortality.

It has been observed that the conventional response to social exclu-
sion has been ex post in which governments provide social safety nets,
such as unemployment insurance and other forms of transfers.
However, such an approach will become increasingly difficult in the
years ahead because of the greater numbers of people requiring assis-
tance, the stiffening resistance of taxpayers to further fiscal imposi-
tions, and the chronic, rather than temporary, nature of the problem
of social exclusion. Sizable income transfers will be untenable given
the stricter monetary and fiscal regimes required by globalization.60
The push for a more market-oriented EU away from its traditional
social economy reflects these competitive pressures.61 There is much
sense in the following observation:

Social and distributional policies need to focus more strongly on the dis-
tribution and redistribution of learning capabilities. It becomes increas-
ingly costly and difficult to redistribute welfare, ex-post, in a society with
an uneven distribution of competence.62

It is imperative to ensure a more even distribution of competence in
the digital age. In the first place, as we have seen in chapter 5, there is
a self-reinforcing path dependence by the nature of market operations. Such a dynamic is strengthened even further in the learning economy because of the autocorrelated nature of tacit knowledge and the roundabout manner by which it is accumulated. Those who have poor human capital to begin with will find it increasingly difficult to catch up with the fast-rising cost of participating meaningfully in the marketplace; they will find themselves rapidly isolated. Relative inequality will most likely deteriorate.

Second, as we have seen in chapter 2, market deepening and widening in the postindustrial economy have produced sizable potential gains and much faster rounds of economic exchange. This means that the opportunity losses from having human resources relegated to the fringes will be much more substantial compared to what we have seen in the industrial economy. Furthermore, these foregone future gains represent resources that could have been used in ex-ante action to develop human capital to begin with. Ex-ante intervention pays for itself by avoiding ex-post opportunity losses, in addition to the direct cost of ameliorative measures such as welfare transfers. It is much better to ensure people’s continued participation in economic life, according to their skills and potential contribution, instead of pursuing posterior remedial measures.

The cost of such preemptive action to protect human capital can be substantial. Take the case of the conditional cash transfer (CCT) programs in Mexico, Brazil, Jamaica, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Colombia. This is an imaginative approach to breaking the intergenerational transmission of poverty by intervening early and effectively in the lives of at-risk children. Traditional approaches until recently were “supply-side” in nature because governments simply concentrated on the public provision of essential services. CCT programs, on the other hand, come with a “demand-side” strategy by using monetary incentives to induce household demand for essential services for their children. For example, families receive cash grants for keeping their children in school or for bringing their children to health clinics for regular checkups.

As expected, these are hugely expensive programs. Mexico’s Oportunidades program covered 300,000 families when it started in 1997. By 2004, it had expanded to more than 4 million families (20 percent of the population) and cost $1.8 billion for that year alone. However, CCT programs are extremely effective just as they are expensive. For example, Oportunidades is credited with increasing enrollment at the secondary level by 7.2 to 9.3 percent for girls and 3.5 to 5.8 percent for boys. It is believed to have reduced the likelihood of
child labor for boys aged 12–13 years by 15 to 20 percent. Children less than five years old showed a 12 percent decline in morbidity. Growth monitoring visits to clinics increased by 30 to 60 percent. It is believed that the program had also reduced the incidence of stunting for children less than three years of age. Nutrition for families covered by the program improved with a 14 percent increase in average consumption level, an 11 percent gain in food expenditures, a 7.8 percent rise in median caloric intake, and a greater consumption of fruits, vegetables, and animal products. To top it all, the administrative cost of running the program is only 9 percent of its total budget. Comparable gains have been recorded in other CCT programs in the region.

The benefits of CCT schemes and similar programs are grossly understated because intervening early in the lives of at-risk children and youths has significant long-term effects, many of which may be difficult to pinpoint and measure. For example, Jamaican children who received psychosocial stimulation as toddlers (one–five years old) were more likely to be still in school by age thirteen to eighteen compared to those who did not receive such early assistance. The same phenomenon is true for children whose parents received some training in parenting skills. Or, recall the earlier case of on-the-job training for recent school graduates. Their returns (6 percent) from an additional year of work experience are twice that of older age groups because they can parlay skills acquired early on for much better jobs for the rest of their productive years. Furthermore, there are often unexpected positive spillover effects in many of these programs, as in the case of providing school uniforms in the Bungoma and Butere-Mumias districts in Kenya. This led to a decline not only in the dropout rates but also resulted in much later childbearing. In fact, providing school uniforms turned out to be much more effective than the program that was specifically targeted at delaying childbearing among female teenagers. All these cases merely highlight the point that the true impact of many of these child and youth programs is often unseen or unmeasured in their lingering or unintended effects.

The returns from such types of intervention are significant. For example, the World Bank projects that subsidizing secondary education in Kenya as a way of recouping and rebuilding the lost human capital from the AIDS epidemic provides returns that are anywhere from 2 to 3.5 times the cost of the program. The intervention pays for itself over the long haul. Of course, the problem is providing the upfront investment. In this case, the subsidy required amounts to 0.9 percent of GDP and doubles to 1.8 percent by 2020. This example captures the nub of the problem: Ex-ante corrective action is often
extremely expensive and requires a political will with a long-term horizon and the courage to can make hard choices.\textsuperscript{70}

**Summary and Conclusions**

There is abundant empirical and theoretical work underlying the claim that education and human capital, by extension, play a central role in economic development and human well-being. The importance of schooling stands out even more during times of disequilibria and turbulence. It is most productive precisely in moments of great dynamism, change, and volatility. This should not come as a surprise because an education provides essential life, social, and coping skills. Education provides the basic tools for further self-improvement, such as, securing tacit knowledge. This, in turn, makes economic agents even better at allocating resources, networking with others, and initiating change. What we have learned about education can be generalized for need satisfaction as a strategy of political economy.

It is in the self-interest of the knowledge economy to ensure that human needs are satisfied. After all, human capital formation has become the chief source of wealth and value creation. Furthermore, a strategy of need satisfaction prevents valuable human resources from being permanently excluded from meaningful and productive participation in the economy on account of the market’s unavoidable adverse pecuniary externalities. Besides, need satisfaction is a sensible policy because it is cheaper ex ante to nurture human capital than to have to correct its deficiencies ex post. Meeting the needs of human capital formation is a necessary condition for sustainable, long-term economic efficiency, especially in the knowledge economy.
Chapter 7

Broader Base for Market Initiative, Creativity, and Stability

A signal accomplishment of the industrial age was its revolution of mass consumption. Goods and services that until then were affordable only for the nobility and the wealthy became common items of consumption for ordinary people, thanks in large part to the massive drop in the cost of producing them. In our digital age, we have the possibility of an era of mass technological creativity. A strategy of need satisfaction ensures a stable source of such economic vitality.

The preceding chapter examined the direct effects of a strategy of need satisfaction in bolstering long-term allocative efficiency. This chapter presents some of its more roundabout, indirect contributions to economic efficiency. In particular, I argue that need satisfaction has the collateral benefit of strengthening the market even further as a vehicle for widespread socioeconomic participation. Not only is the market good at creating value, it is also remarkable in providing people with both the chance and the means to better their lives.

Despite its numerous flaws discussed in chapter 5 in which many are marginalized, we must, nonetheless, never lose sight of the market’s accomplishments through history. Contrast, for example, the extensive opportunities of modern economic agents with those of their feudal counterparts. The modern market economy has lavished people with a wide range of economic freedoms that would have been unimaginable in earlier times. And, to the extent that such economic liberties spill over into and spawn freedom in other spheres of society, such as the political realm, the market can be said to be empowering for many. By any measure—GDP per capita, human development index, physical quality of life index, various UN social indicators—there has been a steady improvement in the overall material well-being.
of most populations when viewed longitudinally across time.1 People from all classes, races, and backgrounds have enjoyed upward socio-economic mobility and have seen their lives improved in those instances when the market worked properly. Technological change has undoubtedly been the proximate cause of the major advances inaugurated by the Industrial Revolution, but it has been the market economy that has fostered and unleashed the full potential of such technical breakthroughs. Despite all the evident ills of the market, we also have to be honest in acknowledging its immense capacity to improve material welfare.

The knowledge economy and a strategy of need satisfaction reinforce the above-mentioned market strengths. I present the following three arguments to support this claim:

1. The market is unique in its capacity for nurturing private initiative. A strategy of need satisfaction develops this feature of the market even further by improving the human capital undergirding the private sector.
2. A “learning” economy can aggravate relative inequality because of the autocorrelated nature of knowledge creation. A strategy of need satisfaction minimizes such relative inequalities and provides the means for even reversing such a widening gap.
3. By shifting the source of wealth and value creation from industrial capital and natural resources to knowledge, the learning economy reduces the scope for rival consumption. This makes a strategy of need satisfaction relatively more sustainable and less contentious compared to other means of reducing relative inequality.

Each of these three mechanisms is discussed in the following sections.

Broader Technological Creativity

Opportunities

Contemporary globalization has given rise to the network society in which people are drawn to each other in ever expanding but tightening webs of communications. Thus, there are even claims on the “death of distance.”2 A different point of view, however, suggests that the emergence of this network society reflects an even more profound phenomenon—the democratization of technological change and use.3 I agree. Just examine the impact of technology in the everyday lives of ordinary people, even of the most impoverished nations. For example,
sub-Saharan Africa and other LDCs have leapfrogged the more expensive, traditional, electromechanical switching telecommunication systems in favor of wireless ICTs. There are accounts too of Indian farmers who have been empowered by ICTs. In informing themselves about prices through the Internet, these farmers are no longer at the mercy of middlemen who used to profit from the rural population’s ignorance of larger market conditions beyond the village. Indeed, mass technological use holds enormous possibilities that have yet to be fully exploited as part of the knowledge economy.

Slow Down and Sheltered Industries

Various proposals have been advanced on how to foster the knowledge economy, including a deliberate slow down of change and a national innovation policy. First, the pace of change in the digital age can be so rapid to the point where such “hyper-acceleration” becomes self-defeating. For example, the rate of obsolescence can be so fast as to discourage people from adopting new technologies until absolutely necessary. It is often better to simply wait for the next generation of technological changes instead of investing time and effort in mastering current software or technologies that will soon be replaced anyway. Companies find it difficult to recoup the cost of their investments. Recall the earlier case of Japanese automakers voluntarily slowing down changes in car models in an effort to ensure that technological advances are digested in a cost- and time-effective manner. Of course, an additional benefit to slowing down change deliberately is that it buys time for lagging nations to catch up.

A second proposal is the establishment of “sheltered industries” as part of a national innovation policy. One should not exaggerate talk of mass technological change and use. A look at the empirical evidence provides a quick reality check. For example, the use of ICTs is still limited in the underdeveloped world. Moreover, R&D is still heavily concentrated in the triad comprised of the United States, the EU, and Japan. This should not come as a surprise considering the special requirements of R&D. Schumpeter (1942) argues that monopoly power provides firms with the necessary resources to take risks in pushing the envelope of technological change. It is these firms that provide capitalism with its capacity for “creative destruction.”

Many scholars and policymakers agree with Schumpeter’s position on the utility of some monopoly power for technological change. Recall, for example, that a long-standing rationale for copyrights and patents is to provide inventors with exclusive control over a limited
period of time to permit them to recoup their development costs and reward them with rents for their risk-taking. Change is not only risky, it is also expensive. Moreover, firms must also have the means to pay for some of the adjustment expenses as a result of technological innovation, such as the disruption in operations and the replacement of equipment suddenly rendered obsolete. Some monopoly power is needed to accumulate the profits that are used to fund the next generation of revolutionary inventions. This ensures a constant supply of techno-economic paradigm shifts in the pipeline, with more Kondratieff cycles lined up down the road when the current round of innovations eventually lose their vigor and force.

Schumpeter’s insight has been learned well by governments. To this day, even in the face of widespread economic liberalization, governments sidestep the marketplace and provide support for “national industrial champions” or industries that show promise in taking the next great technological leap. A goal of these market interventions is to facilitate Schumpeterian efficiency. Some believe that such an active government role is not merely an option, but a necessity in the learning economy.

An Alternative, More Radical, Proposal

The aforesaid proposals to slow down change intentionally or to create “sheltered sectors” are reminiscent of the restrictions of the medieval guilds and the Luddites of the Industrial Revolution. They are antithetical to the market liberalization that is at the heart of globalization. Such protectionism often ends up creating pockets of vested interests and stifling much-needed technological change. Furthermore, a strategy of purposely slowing down technological innovation may entail significant opportunity losses, especially for future generations. I suggest a different approach: a genuine and even more aggressive expansion of the primary source of technological change.

The knowledge economy has heralded a twofold revolution: a revolution of expectations and a revolution of technological creativity. The revolution of expectations is already well on its way because of satellite television and radio, the Internet, and twenty-four-hour news coverage. One only has to look at recent events in world affairs to appreciate both the greater transparency that ICTs have precipitated and the speed with which news and information travel. People have access to a wide variety of news sources, and national governments have been increasingly clipped of their ability to restrict or to shape the information their citizenry gets, except of course for the most
totalitarian regimes. Easy access to different media and better knowledge of how the rest of the world lives have raised expectations, especially among the poor. The digital age has led to rising expectations, a phenomenon whose full consequences have yet to unfold.

The second revolution (mass technological creativity) is still nascent. The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had their share of industrial titans like Andrew Carnegie and Henry Ford who had the daring, vision, and entrepreneurship to pull together labor, money, machines, and materials to produce essential goods at prices ordinary people can afford. The knowledge economy also has its own icons: men and women who have labored in garages and tiny labs to produce the likes of Microsoft, Intel, Hewett-Packard, Dell, eBay, Google, and Yahoo. The list could go on and continues to lengthen. What is remarkable about this era is that Silicon Valley and Bangalore are most likely not the high points but only the precursors of a revolution of mass technological creativity. Besides the big-name technological firms, note, for example, the proliferation of many tech start-ups whose failure and turnover rates reflect the vibrancy of private initiative.

The key factor that allowed us to move from being a feudal economy of precarious subsistence to our current industrial and postindustrial economies of mass consumption and accelerating growth was the separation of the economic sphere from political control. In transferring allocative mechanisms from the fiat of governments and sovereigns to the price mechanism of the market, the creativity and energy of ordinary economic agents were let loose. The modern economy blossomed under the lead of the private sector once it was liberated from feudal political restraint and given full vent. We see the same phenomenon unfolding in the transitional economies; we witness exactly the same process at work in the newly industrialized economies; and we see it repeating itself again in China, India, and Vietnam today. The market economy and private initiative are a perfect match for each other; they have a proven track record of the synergies they can spawn.

Thus, unlike the aforementioned practices of slowing down change or of sheltering selected industries, I propose that the main thrust of a national innovation policy ought to be nurturing the very foundation of technological creativity: human capital formation. This holds the key to ensuring the quality and continued vitality of the knowledge economy. Furthermore, such an approach dovetails the market’s characteristic strength of providing people with the chance and the means to improve their lives. We get a glimpse of the value of a broadened technological base in the role that the pool of well-educated workers, engineers, and professionals have played so far in China and India.
The same dynamic was at work when Great Britain benefited from the availability of mechanically savvy people who provided much-needed skills for the Industrial Revolution.\textsuperscript{15} And, again, it was true for Germany when its supply of scientists helped forge the second, more scientific, Industrial Revolution. Despite its much-touted strengths, the contribution of ICTs has yet to appear in a major way in our measures of productivity.\textsuperscript{16} Nonetheless, it is clear that a better educated workforce is a necessary condition if ICTs are to result in better economic performance.\textsuperscript{17}

Human capital formation across the entire community is a much more potent national innovation policy. In going beyond “sheltered” firms, national industrial champions, or winning industries, nations can build their innovation policies on the people themselves and their private initiative. This is a much more forward-leaning response to the accelerating pace of the knowledge economy than is creating protected sectors or slowing down change.\textsuperscript{18} Human capital development has inherent worth on its own; it is an inalienable right to be educated. Besides this intrinsic justification, however, the information age can make a strong case for universal education on utilitarian grounds.

In summary, the market, a strategy of need satisfaction, and the knowledge economy mutually reinforce each other to produce a synergy. On the one hand, a strategy of need satisfaction enhances the market by strengthening private initiative through an improvement of its fundamental building block: human capital. On the other hand, the knowledge economy opens up new and significant opportunities for personal enterprise through the wider access to advanced technologies made possible by ICTs. Schumpeter’s (1942) toleration of some monopoly power for the sake of fresh technological initiatives is intended to assist firms to finance their R&D and undertake risks. The varied proposals for “sheltered industries,” for slowing down change, and for a coherent national innovation policy are targeted at shoring up both social and firm-specific capital.\textsuperscript{19} I suggest going beyond these proposals and going all the way down to the individual market participant. In particular, building human capital at the level of every economic agent provides the most secure and stable foundation for a national innovation policy.\textsuperscript{20} It is also likely to be the most rewarding. Only in forming a pool of qualitatively superior human capital, individual by individual, can we ensure continued “gales of creative destruction” into the future. A genuine “democratization” of technology lies not merely in the widespread use of ICTs or in the intensity of networking across society.\textsuperscript{21} Rather, a true and effective mass technological creativity in a knowledge economy lies with providing
every economic agent with an authentic opportunity to develop and then use his or her human capital. The phenomenon of globalization has just begun and still has a long way to go. Both its beneficial and adverse effects have yet to be fully felt. Thus, there is urgency to human capital formation.

**Need Satisfaction and Relative Inequality**

Why should relative inequality matter as long as people’s basic needs are met? Should we not focus exclusively on absolute measures of poverty rather than on relative standing as well? I submit that severe relative inequalities are detrimental to economic efficiency. If this claim is correct, then, one could also conclude that a strategy of need satisfaction contributes indirectly to attaining efficiency by keeping relative inequalities within reasonable limits.

There are a variety of reasons why severe relative inequalities impede economic efficiency. First, as we have seen in chapter 5, there is an entry cost to market participation. These requirements to market participation are not static but change over time as new standards are set. For example, in contrast to their counterparts a generation ago, office secretaries today are expected to be well-versed, at a minimum, with various word-processing, spread-sheet, and presentation software programs. The same is true for many other professions in view of the heavy use of ICTs. Or take, for example, the need for further graduate or professional degrees for the current generation of college students as a condition for continued employment or advancement. MBAs, law degrees, master’s degrees, and even Ph.D.s were not common in earlier times, but are increasingly the norm rather than the exception today. In other words, there has been a continued rise in the required level of education, skills, and training for successful market participation. This is confirmed by numerous empirical studies that point to an increasing gap in the wages and opportunities of skilled or degree-holding workers versus unskilled or nondegree workers.

The same phenomenon is true at a macroeconomic level in the economic relations of nations. The minimum standards for success in selling in the global marketplace are much more demanding today than they were just a decade ago. Normal industry expectations today include high quality products at a low price with superior packaging and assured delivery times to replenish just-in-time inventories. And, the standards for what constitutes high quality, low prices, superior packaging, and timely deliveries are constantly revised upwards as the technological frontier for what is possible to achieve is pushed even
further by leaders in the field. A strength of the market economy is the discipline and the drive for further excellence it instills through competition. The best industry practices today are imitated by everybody else, thereby making them standard norms for the next rounds of competition.\textsuperscript{24} Anecdotal stories of never-ending improvements in manufacturing processes among Chinese firms scrambling for export market shares illustrate the ever tougher standards of cutthroat competition.\textsuperscript{25} As a result, leaders in the field are compelled to improve much further and faster in order to distinguish themselves from the pack, thereby pushing the envelope and expectations even more. Of course, those left behind are forced to follow suit or at least adopt these innovations, lest they find themselves completely shut out of export markets.

It is the leaders of the field that break new ground and set ever higher industry standards; in effect, the leading edges of the market constantly raise the bar for successful market participation by the nature and logic of competition. Firms that lag too far behind will find it that much more difficult to keep up with these rising industry expectations that eventually become the minimum required. In other words, widening or extreme relative inequalities in capabilities among market participants would most likely mean that those who are trailing badly will find it increasingly difficult to participate in the market in any meaningful way. Take the case of sub-Saharan Africa or the nonglobalizers of the past two decades. Without major assistance from the rest of the world and without a massive infusion of technical help, it is highly unlikely that these nations will be able to meet the ever rising standards of the global export markets for manufactures or services. Not even developed countries are exempt from such market discipline. The constant pressure on U.S. and EU manufacturers, service providers, and farmers from competitors overseas is an excellent illustration of the ever-changing prerequisites to participation in the marketplace, even for the wealthiest nations.

In sum, relative inequalities should matter because the severity of the gap in endowments and capabilities determines the degree to which weaker actors are able to keep up with the ever rising entry costs to successful market participation. The leaders of the pack keep on ratcheting standards upwards and, in effect, raise the expectations for everybody else. Those who are too far behind may not be able to catch up, much less thrive in these new exacting requirements, and simply drop out.\textsuperscript{26} This is a phenomenon that is true at all levels of market competition: global, national, industrial, corporate, and personal.
A second reason for why relative inequality ought to matter has to do with the importance of bargaining power in market exchange. The perfectly competitive market assumes ease of entry and exit thereby precluding monopoly control. It is a level playing field for all market participants in which everyone is a price-taker. In practice, however, many economic actors often exercise varying degrees of influence and are, consequently, able to shape market outcomes in their own favor. Such market power is a result of disparities in economic agents’ relative bargaining strengths, which, in turn, are heavily determined by their endowments and capabilities. In other words, wide relative inequalities in what economic actors bring to the marketplace become the occasion for monopoly power, which is widely acknowledged to be ultimately detrimental to long-term allocative efficiency. This dynamic is true at all levels of market competition down to the individual economic agent. A wide relative inequality in the resources or powers that truly matter is simply too tempting not to be used to one’s own advantage. Such wide disparities in bargaining power are believed to be the proximate cause of economic coercion in which weaker parties are compelled to make choices they would normally not take under ordinary market conditions. For this reason, even the most capitalist of nations have instituted antitrust legislation to safeguard against undue market concentration. Such antitrust measures are a de facto cap on the extent to which relative inequalities in corporate market power will be permitted.

Third, relative inequality matters because of the insidious consequences of the demonstration effect of consumption. There is consensus in economic scholarship on the importance of mutual trust as an essential precondition of market operations. There must be a sense of fairness if the market is to function at all and if economic exchange is to be viable into the long term. However, such trust and sense of fairness are eroded by extreme inequalities. This should not come as a surprise as fairness and trust presuppose mutual advantage in market exchange. Unfortunately, this poses significant challenges for our current global economic integration. ICTs are the heart of our current Kondratieff cycle, and the “death of distance” they have precipitated has made interpersonal interaction and the exchange of information so much easier. The poor of the world are now ever more aware of how the wealthy live and consume luxuries. This has brought about a “revolution of rising expectations” that is escalating faster than the global marketplace’s ability to satisfy these new claims.

For individuals in poor nations, this situation occasions a perception of increasing inequality, even if their standards of living are rising in
absolute terms. It has been argued that despite improvements in the absolute consumption levels of citizens in lower-income countries, they will nonetheless end up frustrated and disappointed at not being able to emulate the lifestyles they witness in other parts of the world.\textsuperscript{31} Traditional consumption theory is inadequate because it assumes that preferences are fixed; it fails to account for people’s changing preferences in accordance with the demonstration effect of others’ consumption and way of life.\textsuperscript{32} This has been described as adaptive preference formation.\textsuperscript{33} Relative equality matters to the extent that trust and a sense of fairness—critical preconditions to smooth market operations—are eroded by wide disparities across economic agents. Relative equality is important if a perception of mutual advantage among market participants is an essential foundation for continued economic exchange and, by extension, economic efficiency. Socioeconomic harmony and stability will be difficult to maintain for as long as people feel aggrieved.\textsuperscript{34}

Empirical studies find a positive correlation between the quality of nations’ institutions and their economic performance. The IMF suggests promoting “social cohesion and stability” partly by “guarding against extremes of poverty, reducing civil conflict, and muting the adverse consequences of economic dislocation and change.”\textsuperscript{35} Relative equality matters because it is indirectly foundational for economic performance by contributing to the maintenance of harmony and collaboration without which no nation can truly develop.

A fourth reason why relative inequality ought to be kept within reasonable limits has to do with the ripple effects of market participants’ economic decisions. This point is best explained with examples. Take the sudden jump in tortilla prices of around 40 percent within a short span of three months in early 2007 in Mexico. Many analysts attribute this to the increase in demand for corn from its northern neighbor, the United States, to make ethanol fuel.\textsuperscript{36} While hardly causing a ripple in the huge U.S. economy, this rise in demand for ethanol and corn inflicted real costs especially on the poor in the much smaller Mexican economy. Or, take the case of the end of the Multifiber Agreement’s quota system as of January 1, 2005. China’s overwhelming efficiency in textile and apparel manufacturing has put in peril such industries in many poor developing countries that are heavily dependent on these exports (e.g., Bangladesh). And, of course, we have the well-known and well-debated case of European, Japanese, and U.S. agricultural subsidies to protect a small segment of their respective populations at the expense of inflicting widespread economic hardship on the rural populations of developing nations.\textsuperscript{37}

In all these cases, observe how economic events set off by dominant nations and relatively inconsequential to them often spill over into poor
developing nations as adverse, even life-and-death, pecuniary externalities. Given wide relative inequalities in national endowments and capabilities, minor decisions in leading economies can cause major economic disruptions or crises in lagging market economies, often the ones that are least able to deal with such disequilibria to begin with. The larger the gap, the more vulnerable are the weaker market participants to the harmful unintended consequences generated by the more dominant economic actors.

Finally, numerous empirical studies show that severe inequalities retard economic development. Moreover, the poverty-alleviating impact of growth is diminished by high levels of initial inequality. (This should not be surprising in view of the path dependence we examined in chapter 5.) Those at the bottom of the income distribution are productive and efficient in the use of what little they have and contribute much to the economic life of the larger community, if only they are given the necessary economic means and assets to do so. The success of microcredit provides ample evidence of this. Furthermore, economic inequalities sustain disparities in political power and vice versa. They are two sides of the same coin. The result of this synergy is predictable: deeply entrenched institutions that are geared for accumulating even more power and protecting vested interests rather than promoting the nation’s welfare. This is a recipe for a poverty trap, as we indeed see in many stagnating countries of sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

If these reasons on why relative inequality ought to be kept within limits are valid, then a strategy of need satisfaction is an essential remedy. Need satisfaction ensures that no one is left too far behind and that human and social capital are constantly upgraded in line with the rising entry costs to market participation. Need satisfaction, as we have seen in chapter 6, also provides the necessary resources to recover from particularly damaging adverse pecuniary externalities. A singular focus on allocative efficiency cannot accomplish these goals as it is only concerned with the optimum disposition of scarce resources to their most valued uses.

Nonrivalrous Solution

Broadening the sources of technological creativity via human capital formation is more promising for the knowledge economy than slowing down change or protecting certain sectors. It is admittedly an ambitious and far more expensive response, but the greater outlay of
effort, resources, and time in focusing on the individual is warranted because, far from being a threat or a problem, contemporary globalization presents unique opportunities. As already mentioned, in the industrial economy, natural resources and industrial capital were the key sources of wealth and value creation. Unfortunately, as these resources are finite, subject to rival consumption, and highly concentrated, their rents have been restricted to a fairly small number of market participants. The postindustrial economy heralds new possibilities because the source of wealth creation has shifted to knowledge and, of course, to the underlying human capital in which it is embodied. While it is also relatively unequally divided across the global population, knowledge enjoys clear advantages over natural resources and industrial capital as a source of value creation. Knowledge and human capital are not subject to rival consumption; only the resources that are used for gaining knowledge and developing human capital are subject to such kind of competition. People can benefit from knowledge and develop their human capital without precluding others from doing the same.

Compared to tangible material resources, knowledge is relatively easier to diffuse; it is not as finite. Knowledge may even be subject to increasing, rather than diminishing, returns as it is shared. Put in another way, there are enormous spillover effects for knowledge and human capital formation. Furthermore, individual economic actors have relatively better control over how they acquire knowledge and to what extent they develop their own human capital compared with the ownership of natural resources or industrial capital that are realistically well out of reach for the vast majority of people. Knowledge acquisition and human capital formation are more open to personal striving and effort, and their complementary inputs, such as formal schooling or technical training, are more accessible to the common person than industrial capital. Moreover, failures in governance, lack of support, or the incompetence of the leadership at the international, national, local, or even family level do not automatically preclude the individual from excelling on his or her own initiative.

Indeed, the shift in the principal source of value creation to knowledge and human capital in the postindustrial economy enhances the market’s ability to engender widespread socioeconomic participation. It is much easier and less controversial to develop human capital and knowledge than it is to redistribute industrial capital and natural resources. A reallocation of future streams of income is less contentious compared with reshuffling existing wealth or current earnings. The emergence of Bangalore as a hub for high-tech work in less than a
decade speaks eloquently of this dynamic. The added advantage to such a strategy of building human capital is that it pays for itself. In theory, it becomes self-sustaining after the first generation of beneficiaries.

In its *World Development Report 2006: Equity and Development*, the World Bank notes that equity is a precondition for long-term development. After all, our emerging knowledge economy is heavily reliant on the quality and distribution of available human capital.

**Summary and Conclusions**

To conclude part III, recall that Konow’s (2003) descriptive study of the theories of distributive justice reveals three principal criteria: efficiency, need, and entitlement. Unfortunately, he did not rank order these three competing standards. These two chapters examined need in relation to efficiency.

Most people would agree that in life-and-death situations, need trumps the two other criteria. The preservation of human life and the requirements of basic health take precedence over other claims. Most people embrace an intrinsic justification to need as a criterion of distributive justice on the basis of human life and dignity. This is a proposition many would readily accept. What is more controversial, however, is the extent to which need trumps the other two criteria in non-life-threatening situations, if at all. Beyond emergencies, should societal resources be distributed according to need, efficiency, or entitlement?

These two chapters have presented an instrumental justification for need as a norm of distributive justice. Over and above its intrinsic value (e.g., preserving human life and basic health), need satisfaction is useful as it facilitates the attainment of long-term efficiency in the knowledge economy. Need satisfaction has functional value for a variety of reasons: it builds the human capital that is critical for tacit knowledge; it provides safeguards against the negative pecuniary externalities of globalization; it enhances efficiency by improving factor mobility in a learning economy; it preempts more costly ex-post ameliorative action; it strengthens the market’s praiseworthy quality of nurturing and unleashing private initiative and technological creativity; it keeps severe relative inequalities at bay; it provides a less rivalrous means to a more equitable redistribution of resources. These beneficial effects of need satisfaction mutually reinforce each other.

This instrumental justification to need satisfaction is founded on the observation that knowledge has become the wellspring of value creation in the learning economy. Thus, the vitality of future growth in the digital age is dependent on the quality of human capital, which
in turn requires need satisfaction in the earlier periods of economic activity. One could call this strategy the pursuit of “instrumental” equity because need satisfaction in the earlier rounds of economic life is useful for attaining efficiency in later periods.\textsuperscript{42} It could also be considered a roundabout investment. The broad-based growth of the East Asian economy is an example of how nations become much more stable, dynamic, and competitive if their economic infrastructure is undergirded by a well-honed social and human capital. “Growth with equity” is a proven winning strategy.\textsuperscript{43}

There are at least four implications to such an instrumental (in contrast to intrinsic) justification of need satisfaction. First, there is a confluence of the distributive and the allocative dimensions of price in the knowledge economy. After all, human capital formation (and need satisfaction, by extension) holds the key to reaching long-term efficiency in the knowledge economy. This means that we should no longer view need and efficiency as competing norms of distributive justice because they have become necessary conditions for each other. On the one hand, human capital formation lays the groundwork for subsequent economic efficiency. On the other hand, efficiency ensures that there will be sufficient resources to pay for and sustain a strategy of need satisfaction. Recall that a policy of need satisfaction requires substantial amounts of societal inputs, and a continued supply of such resources is possible only if the market keeps providing the necessary incentives for private initiative to produce and innovate. Thus, economic efficiency is a necessary condition for long-term human capital formation. Need satisfaction and efficiency, while distinct from each other, have become inseparable. One can make this statement even stronger by claiming that need satisfaction and efficiency meld into a complementary pair of distributive criteria in the digital age. We cannot have one without the other. Discourse should no longer be about “equity versus efficiency” but “equity and efficiency.”

Second, the convergence of equity and efficiency in the information economy narrows the gap between critics and advocates of globalization. Skeptics point to the plight of those who have been marginalized by the market; they have championed need satisfaction as the primary criterion of distributive justice.\textsuperscript{44} Unfortunately, they have focused exclusively on the urgent need to redistribute societal resources without paying heed to how these are to be produced in the first place. As a result, their proposed measures often end up causing more harm than good by destroying the incentives that are critical for ensuring the continued production and supply of vital goods and services. The shortages of the egalitarian political economies of the former
Soviet Union and pre-1979 China provide empirical proof of how an uncritical, unbalanced egalitarianism is ultimately counterproductive. On the other hand, laissez-faire proponents acclaim the market’s ability to produce value and wealth without considering its adverse distributive ramifications.45

The knowledge economy narrows the gap between these two camps because future output is now even more dependent on equity in the distribution of resources in the earlier periods of economic life. In the learning economy, the requirements of equity and efficiency converge because both revolve around the central importance of human capital. The major changes in the market’s core efficiency occasioned by ICTs (described in chapter 2) require corresponding alterations in the pursuit of allocative efficiency that make it more sensitive to how human needs are satisfied in the course of market operations. In effect, in the digital age, the market’s allocative efficiency requires an inclusive efficiency. This is a welcome development that should narrow the divide between proponents and critics of globalization.

Third, most discourse on need as a criterion of distributive justice limit it only to the necessities of human survival, such as food, clothing, shelter, and medical care. My instrumental justification requires a much broader reach. Bringing about efficiency in the knowledge economy has many more requirements than simply assuring physical survival and basic health. Thus, one would expect a much larger basket of goods and services to be included as part of need satisfaction. Specifying the precise content of such a basket of needs is beyond the scope of this project. Moreover, it is an exercise that cannot be done separately from the actual context in which it is to be implemented. Nonetheless, we can say that it must, at a minimum, include the goods and services that are critical for human capital formation and a meaningful participation in the marketplace. Education, job-skills training, and work experience immediately come to mind.

Finally, on its own, an unfettered marketplace will not necessarily develop the human capital that is so essential for allocative efficiency in the knowledge economy because of market failures. For example, we have the case of missing markets in chapter 6 in which impoverished families are unable to borrow from their children’s future streams of income in order to invest in the education and better health that will bring about such future income. Or, we may have a collective-action problem in which individuals with the wherewithal do not have the incentive to advance the “intellectual commons” of the community. Their appropriable private benefits are far less than the social benefits of such an improvement. Or, people may simply have a short
time horizon and not invest in themselves or in their children. In all these, a case can be made for a strategy of need satisfaction. Such action need not necessarily be shouldered exclusively by the state but may also come from private voluntary (nonprofit) organizations or the new breed of social entrepreneurs. Of course, it could also take the form of economic rights.
Part IV

Entitlement as a Criterion
of Distributive Justice

Part IV considers entitlement as a suitable principle of distributive justice. Chapter 8 describes ownership externalities in the marketplace in which many factor inputs are left unpaid for their real social contribution. These ownership externalities are inescapable by the nature of the market as a public good in which anyone with the requisite purchasing power can avail of its services. Furthermore, the market acts like a network externality as it confers ever-greater benefits on its participants as it expands its geographic reach and scale, just as technologies, currencies, and languages become even more valuable to early adopters as more people use them. Unfortunately, the resulting gains are difficult, if not impossible, to assign to their rightful owners, thereby exacerbating the gap between private and social costs or benefits. Thus, by its nature, the market rarely pays factor inputs according to their true social contribution because of its manifold unintended consequences (externalities). This means that market outcomes and processes do not meet Nozick’s two conditions of justice in acquisition and justice in transfer. Extra-market correctives are needed if we are to satisfy these twin provisos and employ entitlement as a norm of distributive justice.
Chapter 8
Ownership Externalities and the Market as a Public Good

Nozick’s Entitlement Theory

Distribution according to entitlement is the third criterion examined by Konow (2003). The best exponent of this approach is Robert Nozick (1974, 150–53) who argues that justice in both the acquisition and transfer of properties entitles their proprietors to receive whatever is their due from ownership of such holdings. Societal output ought to be divided according to what people bring to the marketplace and what they contribute.

Nozick’s position finds resonance in neoclassical economic analysis. For example, consider an economy with two factors of production, labor and capital. How should output be divided between these two inputs and on what basis? In the marginal productivity theory of factor payments, inputs are paid according to the value of their marginal product. Thus, the wage of a worker is determined by the marginal product of labor multiplied by the market price of the output produced. Likewise, capital is paid at a rate equal to its marginal product multiplied by the market price of the output. There is great appeal in such a distributive criterion because factors are paid only according to what they produce and contribute to the economy. Most people find this intuitively fair. Even more important, however, this method of factor payment simplifies the problem of rank ordering the three criteria of distributive justice we are weighing because in a perfectly competitive economy with no externalities or market failures, paying factors of production according to their marginal productivity is a necessary condition of allocative efficiency. Thus, the criterion of entitlement is subsumed under that of efficiency.
The criticisms of both Nozick’s entitlement theory of justice and the marginal productivity theory of factor payments are extensive, and we do not have the space to examine them in this chapter. Instead, I will demonstrate that by using Nozick’s own two preconditions of justice, entitlement as a norm and the marginal productivity theory of factor payments cannot be applied without extensive corrective work. Justice in acquisition and justice in the transfer of private properties are violated because market participants do not pay much of the social costs that are incurred in market operations, just as they are probably unpaid for many of their unseen or unmeasured social contributions. There is a gap between the private and the social costs or benefits of participating in the marketplace. Unless these social costs (benefits) are paid, entitlement as a measure of distributive justice fails because some people are getting more than their due, at the expense of others who bear more than their share of the cost of sustaining market operations. Extra-market remedies ensure that people shoulder the true social cost of the benefits they reap from the marketplace. It is only after we have rectified such a market failure that we can truly say that people get what is rightfully theirs. Recall that the marginal productivity theory of factor payments works only in the absence of externalities.

Ownership Externalities

In his example of apple orchards and apiaries, Meade (1952) provides an excellent exposition on two types of ownership externalities. Beekeepers reap benefits from nearby apple orchards as their bees feed on the nectar of apple blossoms and produce honey in the process. Thus, an increase in the apple harvest produces a collateral increment in honey production without the beekeepers having to do anything. Orchard owners, however, are unable to share in the extra revenues from beekeepers’ augmented honey production because they (the apple growers) are unable to exclude the bees of nonpaying apiaries from their orchards. Hence, the social benefit of the apple orchards exceeds the private gains of their owners. It would have been optimum for the entire community to increase apple production given the latter’s positive externality. Likewise, the private cost of beekeeping is less than its true social cost because this sector does not have to internalize part of the cost of running apple orchards. Beekeepers are, in effect, getting a free ride at the expense of the apple growers. Put in another way, there is an underproduction of apple blossoms and an overproduction of honey compared to what is called for under allocative efficiency in which private costs and benefits truly reflect social
costs and benefits. Beekeepers get to keep the windfall from the additional honey while not having to expend anything for the upkeep of the apple orchards. Meade calls this a case of unpaid factors.

In a second example, “the creation of atmosphere,” Meade presents the case of timber growers and wheat farmers. Trees affect atmospheric conditions positively by inducing more rainfall. This is a boon for wheat growers. Thus, the planting of more trees provides beneficial spillover effects for the wheat farms. Farmers do not have to pay the timber industry for such gains. As a result, just as in the case of the beekeepers and the apple growers, there is an overproduction of wheat and an underproduction of timber because the true social costs and benefits are not included in the private cost-and-benefit calculations of farmers and timber growers.

Meade’s “creation of atmosphere” is similar to Marshall’s external economies in which individual firms benefit from the “general development of the industry.” For example, industry growth may lead to a decline in the cost of inputs, a better exchange of ideas through trade journals and professional associations, an increase in the number and quality of ancillary firms providing auxiliary services to the entire industry, a larger pool of workers with industry-specific skills, and an improvement in the physical infrastructure, such as roads, railways, power generation, and port facilities. These are all offshoots of an advancing industry that provide real benefits to individual firms at no cost to the latter. These are external economies, improvements in the general conditions of the industry enjoyed by the firms.

The main difference between Meade’s two examples is that in the case of the “unpaid factors,” there is only a fixed amount of beneficial spillover effects (apple nectar) to go around. Thus, an increase in the number of beekeepers leads to a decline in the gains enjoyed by every apiary in the area. In other words, the benefits are subject to rival consumption. In contrast, the increase in rainfall precipitated by the grove of trees is enjoyed equally by all the farmers. The propitious atmosphere created is not subject to rival consumption.

More important, however, are the similarities between the two cases presented by Meade. Bator (1958, 364) refers to the case of unpaid apple nectar as an ownership externality in which “[n]onappropriation, divorce of scarcity from effective ownership, is the binding consideration” (emphasis original). It is fundamentally a problem of enforcement because there is simply no feasible technical means of excluding bees from apiaries that do not pay the orchards or of distinguishing which bees are from which apiaries. The limitation here is the inability to keep a proper accounting of the spillover effects.
Hence, Bator calls it an “ownership externality.” To my mind, Meade’s second case of the “creation of atmosphere” is also a similar instance of unpaid factors because timber growers are not compensated by farmers for the latter’s increased wheat output. Both examples are rightly cases of unpaid factors and ownership externalities. The key point in Meade’s and Marshall’s discussions is that there is a market failure because of the market’s inability to internalize the true social benefit or cost and, as a result, the economy is not at its optimum product mix. I will use Marshall’s, Meade’s, and Bator’s insights to make my case for the rest of the chapter.

By its nature, the market is fraught with ownership externalities stemming from the market both (1) as a network externality and (2) as a public good. Each of these is akin to Meade’s “creation of atmosphere” or to Marshall’s external economies whose benefits are appropriated by market participants without having to pay the factors responsible for such gains. Each is a case of manifold unpaid factors.

**Network Externality**

**Increasing Returns**

The term “network externality” is most often associated with technology adoption. Take the case of the placement of the letters and characters on the keyboard, conveniently referred to as “QWERTY,” after the first few letters of the second top row. It has long been known that there are superior alternative ways of rearranging the keyboard that would have provided greater efficiency, speed, and accuracy in typing. However, typewriter and computer manufacturers have not dared to change QWERTY because they would have shut themselves out of the market. People are willing to put up with QWERTY because of the tremendous time and effort it would take to be proficient with a totally new keyboard. Equally important is the ubiquity of QWERTY keyboards; people want the convenience and assurance that they will always have access to the same keyboard wherever they go and whenever they need one. The outlay in terms of time and resources in retraining people and then replacing every keyboard is simply too prohibitive and may even outweigh the gains in speed and efficiency from such a new keyboard configuration. In other words, network externality is the phenomenon in which a particular technology or convention becomes the standard simply by virtue of its widespread use and adoption. As a result, there is the case of a lock-in, a path dependence in which
new entrants to the market are forced to adopt the same convention or technology, thereby strengthening that technology and convention even further as the standard for everybody else.

Another example of a network externality is the use of the U.S. dollar by most nations for their international economic transactions and for holding their international reserves. Even with the availability of other currencies like the euro and the yen that are also strong and stable, most participants in the global marketplace, even those at odds with the United States on its foreign policy, are compelled to buy or sell their goods and services in U.S. dollars because everybody else does. Both convenience and necessity demand that they follow suit. As a currency gains universal acceptance, more and more people are encouraged or driven to use it because of the ready liquidity and safety it affords; one will always and easily find people who are willing to accept it. Whether they like it or not, nations are forced to adopt the currency because it has become the de facto medium of international exchange. And, note that it is convention, rather than a formal global treaty, that made the U.S. dollar the primary international currency of exchange among nations.

A third example of a network externality is the use of English as the de facto language of the Internet and global media. By the sheer weight of its broad usage, many countries now require their schools to teach English as a second language. Learning English has become a matter of necessity, perhaps even of survival, in the knowledge economy. If one wants to communicate with others overseas or have ready access to materials on the Internet, English is extremely helpful, if not essential. There is every incentive to learn and speak the language as more people use it; the gains from learning English rise as more people adopt it. Again, note that there is no international treaty that has designated English as the language of the Internet. It emerged spontaneously as the medium of communications by virtue of its pervasive use.

In sum, whether in the use of technologies, currencies, or languages, a network externality describes the phenomenon in which a particular convention or practice gets “locked in” through mass appeal and becomes the standard. Moreover, early adopters benefit as more people subsequently follow suit in embracing the same convention or practice for it widens their circle of exchange and communication. There are mutual and increasing returns to having more people adopt the same standard. According to Metcalfe’s Law, the value of a network grows in direct proportion to the square of the number of users.
Nature of the Market

The market, by its nature, is a network externality. Take the case of the
Dutch markets at the end of the feudal era of isolated communities
and animal husbandry. Commercial activity was limited prior to the
modern economy; people produced primarily for their own consump-
tion. Such self-sufficiency was partly forced on them because of a rudimen-
tary transportation and communications infrastructure. Moreover,
it was also a problem of how to bring together buyers and sellers.
Recall that market exchange is fundamentally an information prob-
lem, that is, knowing who wants to buy or sell what, at what price and
quality, in what quantities, where, and when. It is a task of matching
people with coincident needs and wants. The Dutch took advantage
of their central geographic location and organized market fairs in
which people looking to buy or sell their goods and wares could get
together. This solved the information problem because people knew
where and when to go to sell or procure goods. And, of course, these
markets took on even greater importance as more people came to use
them, which, in turn, became an incentive for many others to come to
these fairs during the next rounds of economic activity. In other
words, the Dutch markets took on a life of their own in which large-
scale use bred even more subsequent acceptance and adoption. There
is a self-feeding mechanism at work here.

The recent success of eBay can be attributed to a similar dynamic of
a network externality. The success of eBay is a result of its filling a gen-
ue need. It solves the information problem of getting buyers and
sellers together. The larger the pool of eBay’s buyers and sellers, the
better is the overall selection of goods and services available. Anec-
dotal accounts attest to this. Most people are happy with eBay
because they are able to locate supplies of particular goods or services
they could not find elsewhere. In addition, these economic agents
benefit from the ease and convenience provided by eBay. They reap
huge savings in time and effort. There are gains from time and place
utility as a result of eBay’s service. Furthermore, there are the intangi-
ble gains of getting new ideas from the demonstration effect of seeing
what others do or place on the market. The more people use eBay to
buy or sell merchandise, the more people are encouraged to use the
website because of the greater probability of finding a matching buyer
or seller.

Both the Dutch market fairs and eBay provide excellent illustrations
of how and why it is that the market is a network externality. In being
part of a large and ever growing pool of buyers and sellers, market
participants reap substantial benefits, to wit: access to a greater variety of goods and services, contact with a wider circle of potential buyers or sellers, comparison shopping that alerts one to the best price and the best quality available, and great ease in consummating mutually beneficial and timely exchanges. In getting buyers and sellers together in one place, whether physically or virtually, a market saves people time and effort, even while giving them the best possible deal available by precluding monopoly power. These advantages are similar to the theoretical benefits afforded by a perfectly competitive market in which there is ease of entry and exit, resulting in the ready availability of a large pool of people with whom one can transact.

Of course, too many choices can become a burden. Just as instrumental rationality can overwhelm the computational capabilities of \textit{homo oeconomicus},\textsuperscript{10} a superfluity of choices can put market participants in the same well-known dilemma as Buridan’s ass. Moreover, there is also the risk of market congestion beyond a certain point of expansion. These are legitimate concerns. However, ICTs mitigate these potential problems because of the powerful tools they provide in assisting people sift through immense amounts of data with minimal effort. Google, eBay, and the search-engine industry are very good examples of how microelectronics has kept the transaction costs (searching, bargaining, enforcement, etc.) low despite the deluge of choices occasioned by market widening and deepening. ICTs have pushed back that point of diminishing returns when further market expansion would be more of a hindrance.

In sum, the market, by its nature, has properties of a network externality; it becomes even more valuable as an institution and more effective in its service the more it is shared and used; it has a self-augmenting dynamic in that a growing market size attracts even more participants, thereby expanding its scope even further in the next rounds of economic exchange.

\textbf{Gains from Trade}

The property of the market as a network externality is also illustrated in the well-known theoretical gains from trade. Basic international trade theory lists at least four benefits from cross-border exchange, namely: the venting of surplus, consumption gains, production gains, and dynamic gains. First, trade augments the demand for goods and services produced within a nation. In the case in which there is insufficient local demand to fully employ a nation’s resources, trade is beneficial since idle domestic factor inputs are put to use in supplying
overseas markets. This is a gain from trade that was discussed as early as Adam Smith’s *Wealth of Nations*. One could, thus, aptly call trade a “vent for surplus.”\textsuperscript{11} If the overseas demand is sizable, trade may even bring the economy to full employment.\textsuperscript{12}

A second gain from trade comes from an increase in the consumption opportunity set of economic actors. With international trade, they are able to buy imports at a much cheaper price than would have been the case had these goods been produced domestically. At the same time, their exports are sold at a relatively higher price abroad than would have been the case had they been sold only in the home market. In both instances, there is an increase in the real incomes of consumers. Trade changes the relative price of goods within the domestic economy to that prevailing in the international market, and the cost of people’s basket of goods and services consumed is changed accordingly. There is an increase in real incomes because consumers now have access to cheaper goods and services compared to their pre-trade position. This revaluation is called a consumption gain.\textsuperscript{13} Observe, too, that the nation enjoys a consumption basket different from its production bundle. Moreover, unlike autarky in which consumption is limited to what it can produce given the state of its technology and resources, the nation is able to consume beyond its production possibilities frontier as a result of trade.

A third benefit from trade is the production gain that stems from the nation changing its product mix and moving toward its comparative advantage.\textsuperscript{14} This leads to an increase in real incomes because the nation can shift its resources away from the manufacture of goods (that can be imported cheaply) to the production of goods that it can sell abroad at a higher price.

A fourth source of gain comes from the outward shift of the production possibilities frontier in the next rounds of economic exchange. This gain results from the expected technological changes and innovations that flow from the nation’s specialization in what it does best (its comparative advantage), from possible economies of scale, and from its access to overseas technology through trade links. These benefits can also be called Schumpeterian gains to underscore the role of trade in nurturing the “gales of creative destruction” that are distinctive of the capitalist economy.

Achieving these four types of gains require, at a minimum, collaboration between nations willing to trade with each other. Consumers and producers in these trading nations enjoy the aforesaid benefits both in the short run and in the long term. The key question that should then be asked is how these gains ought to be distributed
among market participants. Who should appropriate the additional consumer and producer surplus in moving from autarky to international trade? Should we simply allow exporters and consumers to keep these for themselves? And, if so, why?

The four gains from trade discussed above would not have come about without the efforts of previous economic agents responsible for setting up the necessary infrastructure for successful cross-border exchange. Participating in the global marketplace is a straightforward exercise only when taught in a classroom setting. In actual practice and as we have seen in chapter 5, there are many preconditions that must be satisfied for the market to function smoothly. This preparatory work requires the expenditure of real resources over a long period of time. Moreover, perfect mobility is an assumption that is true only in the textbook model of a perfectly competitive market. In practice, we incur frictional and transaction costs in moving goods and factor inputs across the economy. These economic changes inflict costs on certain segments of the population who find their welfare relatively (or even absolutely) diminished as a result of the shift from autarkic to international prices. Thus, gains from trade also come at the expense of people who have to bear the cost of the ensuing relative price adjustments.

These two groups of market participants (those who did the spade work to make trade possible and those who bear the adverse pecuniary externalities of trade) can be aptly described as having been directly or indirectly responsible for what Meade calls the “creation of atmosphere” or Marshall’s external economies that paved the way for others’ gains, especially exporters and consumers. Thus, we have to examine seriously whether or not these beneficiaries rightly deserve to appropriate the entire windfall for themselves. These gains from trade would not have been possible in the first place without the efforts of the economic agents who had been responsible for the necessary “creation of atmosphere” conducive to international trade. These correspond to Meade’s “unpaid factors” because in actual markets there is no practical way to keep tabs on who is contributing what to the creation of the necessary infrastructure for cross-border exchange. Moreover, actual markets are not designed to enforce the Hicks-Kaldor compensation scheme in which winners indemnify losers. Thus, when it comes to distributive justice in international trade, Nozick’s notion of justice based on entitlement from property ownership cannot be applied without first ensuring that these unseen and “unpaid factors” responsible for making trade possible are remunerated according to their contribution. We would be violating Nozick’s
two preconditions of justice in acquisition and transfer if we did not attend to these ownership externalities.

A final note before we leave this section. This discussion on gains from trade is standard in any course in international trade. However, this analytical framework is not limited to depicting the state of nations. In fact, it could even be used to describe the economic position of individual market participants. Just like entire nations, individual economic actors also have their personal production possibilities frontier; they have endowments that may be unemployed or under-employed; and they can generate additional consumer-producer surplus for themselves by trading with others. Becker’s (1965) and Lancaster’s (1966) household production model (described in chapter 5) is particularly apt for this framework. Thus, this section’s exposition on the gains from international trade can be generalized as the gains from any market exchange, be it domestic or international, large-scale or small-scale.

The Market as a Public Good

A quick way of understanding and appreciating the nature of the market as a public good is to describe market operations as part of the collective tacit knowledge. The market does not arise spontaneously on its own nor does it emerge out of a vacuum. There is a communal “entrepreneurial” effort that spans several generations responsible for making the market what it is today. It is an integral part of a community’s social capital; it is part of the “economic commons” inherited from generations past. As seen in chapter 5, market participants use bounded, rather than instrumental, rationality in their daily economic decisions. Recall that instrumental rationality entails a maximization exercise using available information to calculate the optimum means to reach given ends. This is an unrealistic and tedious process, beyond the computational capacities of *homo oeconomicus*. Thus, Simon (1976) proposes that economic agents do not run a maximization exercise for every decision they make, but simply follow rules of thumb whose outcomes will rarely be optimal. These conventions define what is permissible and what is not within the marketplace. They save time and communicate what market participants may or may not expect of each other. In other words, people “satisfice” rather than maximize. This is bounded rationality. The formal and informal rules constituting bounded rationality are built up over time from custom, law, and usage. These are refined and strengthened further as people subscribe to them in the self-reinforcing dynamic of both path
dependence and network externalities. Thus, market operations produce and accumulate a considerable wealth of collective tacit knowledge over time in a communal process of learning by doing. Such collective knowledge is the outcome of a very costly process of mistakes made and lessons learned and remembered.

This collective tacit knowledge is also aptly called “embedded knowledge.” After all, just like tacit knowledge for individuals, collective tacit knowledge also deals with intangibles. It is not codifiable in its entirety and, therefore, is not completely transferable. And, just as personal tacit knowledge is embodied in and inseparable from the individual, collective tacit knowledge is also embodied in a society’s institutions, in its culture, in its informal rules of thumb, and in its customs, law, and usage.

Embedded knowledge is the collective form of tacit knowledge residing in organizational routines and shared norms. It is . . . based on shared beliefs and understanding within an organization which makes effective communication possible. It is rooted in an organization’s “communities of practice,” . . . [denoting] the socially constructed and interactive nature of learning. Embedded knowledge is relation-specific, contextual and dispersed. It is organic and dynamic: an emergent form of knowledge capable of supporting complex patterns of interaction in the absence of written rules.17

Since tacit knowledge is not codifiable and can only be acquired through a process of learning by doing, economic agents wanting to access it have to be part of the collective that embodies such communal tacit knowledge. The only way to use and benefit from the community’s store of intangible economic know-how is to be part of the marketplace.

The market cannot charge a nominal user’s fee for access to this accumulated wealth of collective tacit knowledge. It cannot exclude people from the “economic commons” painstakingly built up over time. For example, anyone coming off the street to purchase a cup of coffee is in effect availing of and benefiting from the infrastructure that makes it possible to complete such a simple transaction that enables one to enjoy, with minimal effort and at a modest cost, coffee beans grown halfway across the world. There was no need to meet and bargain with an entire range of people, from the small-scale farmers who planted and harvested the beans; to the middlemen who consolidated the coffee beans from remote and widely dispersed farms; to the processors who roasted the beans; to the wholesalers who repackaged,
warehoused, transported, and distributed the coffee beans for commercial use; and finally, to the local store that ground the coffee beans and brewed them. Consumers simply walk to the local coffee shop, enjoy a cup of freshly brewed coffee, and, most importantly, are spared from having to perform all the aforesaid tasks by themselves, thanks to the market and its division of labor. Indeed, behind such a simple economic exchange as buying a cup of coffee is hidden a multitude of antecedent transactions with attendant legal, commercial, and financial paperwork.

The market takes care of all these requisite protocols and enables consumers to satisfy their preferences with ease and convenience. We often take the market’s services for granted and have come to expect them as a normal part of everyday living because the marketplace has been so successful in providing them unobtrusively and seamlessly, so much so that the entire process is practically invisible to all but the most avid student of economics. And, to top it all, the marketplace produces and widely dispenses the enormous gains reaped from the division of labor and the economies of scale it facilitates. For example, despite the long aforesaid chain of transactions to produce a freshly brewed cup of coffee, even the ordinary person off the street can purchase it at minimal cost.

Or, take Nozick’s (1974, 160–74) argument against unwarranted interference in market exchanges. If people are willing to pay to watch Wilt Chamberlain play basketball, and in the process make him a very wealthy person, Nozick contends that it would be wrong for society to take part of Chamberlain’s earnings and redistribute it to the poor. To do so would be no different than forced labor in which those who are capable and productive in the community are, in effect, compelled to work on behalf of others. I dispute Nozick’s claim on the basis of ownership externalities. No matter how private the transactions between Wilt Chamberlain and his fans may appear, it is nonetheless still the market’s existing infrastructure and established conventions, not to mention a stable social order, that facilitate the consummation of such economic exchanges. Thus, taxing Wilt Chamberlain’s earnings can be viewed as a “user’s fee” to cover the costs incurred in meeting the preconditions that make private economic transactions possible to begin with, including the maintenance of a stable political economy.

The market’s utility goes beyond its most widely recognized function of allocating scarce resources to their most valued uses. It plays many other roles: as a route to full employment; as an engine of growth; as an information processor; as a necessary complement to
alternative forms of transactions. To appreciate the significance of the market, let us examine the counterfactual. Without the market, consumers and producers are left on their own to look for buyers and sellers of the goods and services they need, through a barter that requires a coincidence of needs. The hungry cobbler has to look for that unshod farmer willing and needing to exchange food for a pair of shoes. The market spares people the inconvenience and limitations of a pure barter economy; and it does not charge a user’s fee for the service. It is akin to eBay not charging any commissions at all for its services. This is the nature of the market as a public good. No one who has purchasing power or a valued asset can be barred from availing of the market’s services. No one can be charged a nominal fee before being able to buy or sell. There is ease of entry and exit in the marketplace. Market participants do not have to pay for the consumer surplus, producer surplus, and dynamic gains that flow from market operations. For example, firms in industrialized countries are able to borrow at much better terms from international financial markets than their counterparts in emerging nations whose political economies are unstable, at best. Not having to pay an extra risk premium is a boon to firms in stable countries, a benefit that comes with the market as a public good. Economic agents do not have to pay for the gains they enjoy from network externalities and capitalism’s “gales of creative destruction.” They do not have to pay in order to access the wisdom and convenience afforded by rules of thumb patiently accumulated and honed over time. They do not have to pay whenever they learn better ways of conducting or organizing their economic affairs through the demonstration effect of others’ best practices gleaned from the marketplace. Most of all, market participants do not have to pay for the information derived from market price adjustments that enable them to make better and timely decisions and perhaps even reap rents in the process.

Like any public good, the market does not get paid for the utility it provides unless there are extra-market mechanisms put in place. The irony here is that even the market itself requires extra-market redress in order to raise the revenues to cover the cost of maintaining the requisite institutions that make it (the market) work smoothly.

Windfall Rents, Unpaid Factors, and Uncompensated Burdens

If the market does not get paid for the valuable services it provides, then who pays for the cost of sustaining the formal and informal institutions
and the preconditions that permit the market to operate? The state uses tax revenues to maintain the necessary legal infrastructure of the marketplace (e.g., rule of law, property rights, mechanisms for enforcement, and courts). The increasing returns from the market as a network externality and the four gains from trade are public ownership externalities. Nonetheless, both the marketplace and these four gains are undergirded by microeconomic foundations that are fraught with private ownership externalities. I have already briefly alluded to two such private ownership externalities, but I would like to highlight them further.

First are the people who are adversely affected by pecuniary externalities. The adjustment in economic agents’ decisions in response to price signals is a necessary cost incurred in sustaining market operations. This is paid for by the people who have to bear the market’s adverse unintended consequences but are left unrecompensed according to the Hicks-Kaldor compensation criterion. Recall, for example, the displaced manufacturing workers who have to retrain or move to another geographic location. These are unshared market burdens.

Second, we also have all those responsible for setting up the dynamic and institutional preconditions of the marketplace described in chapter 4. Because of the public-good nature of the market, these economic actors are in all likelihood inadequately remunerated, if at all, for all their contributions to making the market work the way it does. These are the people from earlier rounds of economic exchange responsible for handing down the custom, law, and usage that now form the bounded rationality and the informal rules of thumb running the marketplace. Another more recent example of such unpaid or insufficiently paid factors are the individuals responsible for coming up with the idea and then setting up the basic infrastructure and technologies for the Internet as we know it today.

In both cases, it is impossible to keep track of the social value of people’s contributions. Market operations are permeated with ownership externalities. There are manifold unpaid factors and uncompensated market burdens, and since the economy constitutes a single whole of interrelated parts, there will be other factors that are correspondingly remunerated more than their actual social contribution.

So, who should pay for the costs of the market’s adverse pecuniary externalities and who should appropriate the rents from its network externalities? In leaving the market to allocate these gains and costs by itself, we are in effect letting these economic benefits and burdens be held or borne privately, based on chance and contingency, sociohistorical location, or personal contribution and striving, or all of these.
Consumers enjoy an increase in their real incomes because of cheaper imports. Exporters benefit from the better prices they secure from the international marketplace. Besides being in their sociohistorical location at the time when the nation opened its borders to international trade, these consumers and exporters did not do anything to merit the entirety of the resulting additional consumer or producer surplus. It was the change in relative prices that brought them such windfall. These are appropriable rents that they will reap for themselves in the absence of extra-market intervention—rents that could and should have partially gone to pay the factors that had been instrumental in setting up and maintaining the necessary infrastructure undergirding the nation’s successful participation in the global marketplace. Part of these rents must first be redistributed to the unpaid factors before we are able to claim that market outcomes are just because they remunerate factors of production according to their actual contribution.

Unfortunately, such precise measures and distributions are easier said than done, for at least three reasons. First, even if we wanted to pay factors of production according to their contribution as per the marginal productivity theory of factor payments, we still have to correct the ownership externalities that leave some inputs under- or uncompensated for their contribution. But rectifying ownership externalities is the major problem to begin with. By their nature, these externalities arise precisely because of the technical difficulties of accounting for who contributes what. In Meade’s example of the beekeepers and the apple growers, it is impossible for apple growers to distinguish which bees are from which apiaries. In addition, we have the even more difficult problem of compelling beekeepers to pay up because there is no practical way of excluding the bees of nonpaying apiaries from drawing nectar from the apple blossoms or, for that matter, of shutting out all bees from the orchards altogether. Similarly in the case of the market, ownership externalities entail a dual problem of measurement and enforcement. These unmeasured or unmeasurable ownership externalities are likely to be considerable because of the properties of the market as a public good and as a network externality.

Second, the difficulty of our problem is compounded because the market operates in an extremely fluid environment. As it is, we are already faced with numerous measurement problems associated with evaluating static costs and benefits. Identifying and filtering out these gains and losses in a dynamic setting makes the task all the more arduous, if not impossible. The economy is not a laboratory that lends itself to controlled and repeated experiments while we figure out its mechanics. Moreover, proper remuneration requires being able to
match costs or benefits to economic actors who are constantly on the move within the marketplace, not a simple exercise. In addition, the marketplace generates a steady stream of new data, thereby requiring a constant recalculation of market participants’ gains and losses. Furthermore, there is also need to keep track of the market’s manifold unintended consequences (externalities). On top of all these, how do we remunerate earlier generations for all their contributions still producing positive externalities today? Indeed, accurate accounting is extremely difficult in a setting of constant economic change.

Even if we were able to get around ownership externalities and measurement problems, we still have to contend with a third technological impediment: the proper disposition of surplus in an economy of diminishing returns. In a world of constant returns to scale, paying factors according to their marginal productivity fully exhausts the product, as per Euler’s theorem, and people get their due. Unfortunately, the economy is in fact not characterized by constant returns to scale. The market as a network externality is a phenomenon of increasing returns. In addition, technological change may, in fact, be endogenous rather than exogenous. This means that the knowledge economy is also characterized by increasing returns. This would be consistent with the earlier discussion on the autocorrelated nature of tacit knowledge. If knowledge truly builds on itself, then we would indeed have a situation in which those who have, will have even more, while those who have little, will end up having less or nothing at all. Nevertheless, even if we were to make allowances for increasing returns in a knowledge-based economy, it is very likely that such increasing returns are limited to pockets within an entire economy, and that the economy as a whole exhibits diminishing returns. Such an assumption of an operative diminishing returns is not entirely unreasonable because even knowledge creation itself requires complementary inputs that are finite in supply. Moreover, not all economic agents will be able to keep up with the exacting demands of a knowledge economy; many will in fact fall by the wayside. Thus, even in the most optimistic scenario, the phenomenon of increasing returns will be limited to segments of a much larger economy that will still be governed, on the whole, by diminishing returns. In a world of diminishing returns, paying factors of production according to their marginal productivity (and by extension, Nozick’s entitlement as a criterion of distributive justice) will leave some leftover output still to be distributed. The problem then becomes how to disburse this surplus among the factors of production and on what basis? Who gets to keep the residuals?
Toward a Solution

Nozick’s entitlement as a principle of distributive justice cannot be implemented for as long as we are unable to measure or at least reasonably approximate the productivity and contributions of various factor inputs in the economy. We run the risk of falling into the same problem that Simon (1976) observed in his critique of instrumental rationality. The computational requirements may simply be beyond human abilities. Moreover, the community will be left with little time for anything else. A less precise, but more practical, alternative solution is needed.

We have to address the two aforementioned problems of unearned rents and uncompensated burdens, whose solutions happily coincide. On the one hand, we have a public-good problem in which the market is unable to levy a user’s fee to sustain the institutions responsible for facilitating exchange among economic agents. This causes a problem of the commons in that no one ends up paying for the maintenance of the marketplace. People get more than they should and there is an unpaid social mortgage. Like other public goods, the ideal solution is to charge a user’s fee proportional to the gains reaped by market participants (cf. price discrimination). Most people would likely argue for “pay for what you get.” On the other hand, we also have the problem of uncompensated private losses due to adverse pecuniary externalities (e.g., displaced workers, lower pay for unskilled workers). This flaw is often left unaddressed because it is hidden and often does not have the urgency of highly visible, immediate, dire consequences (e.g., pollution). Moreover, these burdens are often imposed on those who are least influential or unable to assert their claims. Such a situation goes against most people’s sense of fairness; few would want chance and contingency to be the final arbiters of outcomes in their lives. The ideal solution here is a Hicks-Kaldor compensation scheme in which winners reimburse losers. Thus, we have a two-edged problem of an unpaid social mortgage and uncompensated market burdens. The gains from the market as a network externality are public goods even while the attendant costs of operating the market are often privately borne. This is a dilemma familiar to most students of international trade: The gains reaped are widespread and enjoyed by many, while the adjustment costs are imposed only on a few.

A possible solution to both problems is a tax-subsidy strategy. Since we are unable to keep tabs on market participants’ real marginal social contribution relative to the private gains they actually reap, a progressive
income-wealth tax would at least reduce the unpaid social mortgage. It seems reasonable to assume that wealth and income are good proxies for gauging the extent to which economic agents benefit from the market’s services. A negative progressive income-wealth tax is then able to address part of the corollary problem of uncompensated market burdens. Such a scheme is, in effect, an attempt to implement the Hicks-Kaldor compensation scheme in which winners share their gains with losers.

The aforesaid solution is nonetheless still flawed and will require a significant amount of practical fine-tuning based on further empirical work. There are many remaining concerns that require attention. First, if we were to rank order economic agents from the wealthiest to the poorest, a progressive income-wealth tax-subsidy strategy will most likely produce ambiguities for people in the middle segment of such a ranking. The gains reaped or the costs borne as a result of market operations are fairly clear for the two opposite ends of the spectrum—the very rich and the poor. However, the middle segment will produce severe measurement problems because these are the people who simultaneously benefit and suffer from the market’s pecuniary externalities. After all, market participation occurs across time, place, and different sectors of the economy, and outcomes of market transactions will vary accordingly. Ascertaining the balance of gains versus losses in an unambiguous manner will be difficult. Take the case of innovators. It has been observed that innovators get a “free ride” in having to pay only a fraction of the total cost to society’s having paved the way for such innovations. At the same, however, these innovators are not able to appropriate the full gains from their own innovations (due to the same market failures and externalities). At the end of the day, do they get more or less than their actual social contribution? Do their unearned private gains from drawing from the intellectual commons merely cancel out their uncompensated contributions to the same intellectual commons? One cannot be sure unless we are able to make the requisite measurements, which, unfortunately, is what gives rise to our quandary of ownership externalities to begin with.

Second, as we have seen, people cannot be excluded from availing of a public good. Moreover, it can be enjoyed simultaneously by many; it is nonrival in consumption. Despite these two features, people draw widely different benefits from public goods. Nature lovers benefit more from public parks, the poor reap larger gains from a public transport system, and disciplined students profit more than their indolent peers from the public provision of education. The market as a public good is no different. As we have seen in chapter 5, economic agents draw varying degrees of benefits from the marketplace depending on
their human capital and sociohistorical location. In fact, in certain cases, the market can even be regressive in the distribution of its benefits and burdens across market participants. Policymakers must take this into account as they design a tax-subsidy scheme to rectify ownership externalities.

Third, in talking of an unpaid social mortgage or of unearned economic rents, one must be very careful not to ignore the importance and the role of individual effort and striving. The distribution of the market’s output is not a simple matter of pure chance, contingency, or sociohistorical location, nor is it purely a matter of distribution according to contribution; it is a combination of both. And, that is what makes the task much more difficult. In addition to their sociohistorical location, economic agents reap benefits from the marketplace based on their work ethic, their past investments in their human capital, and their virtue. These are positive contributions to the market’s stability and strength and must be rewarded accordingly. But providing such proper recom pense is difficult to accomplish. For example, take the well-known dilemma in dispensing aid in higher education. A family that has been frugal in saving earnestly for the college education of its children may not be eligible for grants, or may get less aid compared to a family with very little savings because of an indulgent and indolent lifestyle. We still face a severe information problem even as we try to solve the market’s ownership externalities with a second-best strategy of progressive income-wealth taxes and subsidies. Effort, virtue, initiative, and risk-taking are some of the intangible private contributions to making the market what it is, and these are not subject to easy measurement. Nonetheless, they must still be rewarded accordingly.

Finally, a negative income tax must have sufficient safeguards to prevent the problem of free-ridership and dependency. This proposed solution may end up causing an even bigger disincentive predicament if we are not careful in striking a delicate balance as we design an ameliorative program for ownership externalities. Personal responsibility matters enormously.

Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has examined two properties of the market—its network and ownership externalities. First, the marketplace delivers substantial collective gains to its participants because of its property as a network externality. Second, the market, by its nature, is fraught with many ownership externalities that leave factors inaccurately or incompletely
paid, if at all, for their actual social contribution to the common productive effort. Contemporary globalization’s market widening and deepening magnify the impact of both of these features of the marketplace. In the absence of extra-market remedial measures, there is an intrinsic unpaid social mortgage to market operations. This means that many of the beneficiaries of market exchange are appropriating more than their share of the collective gains at the expense of other market participants, especially those adversely affected by pecuniary externalities. The distribution of these gains is based neither on the marginal productivity theory of factor payments nor on Nozick’s entitlement approach as a norm of distributive justice. The disposition of these rents is most likely determined by a combination of market participants’ efforts and sociohistorical location, in addition to chance and contingency. The most successful economic agents are getting a “freebie” from not having to pay the full cost of setting up and maintaining the market from which they have derived so much. There is need to correct for ownership externalities by making marginal social costs and benefits equal to marginal private costs and benefits. Not only is this fair by Nozick’s entitlement criterion, but it is also a necessary condition of allocative efficiency.\textsuperscript{31}

Equating marginal social and private costs (benefits) is not a simple, straightforward exercise of taxing winners and subsidizing losers. Ownership externalities do not lend themselves to such an approach because these arise precisely because of the difficulty of keeping track of who benefits from what and by how much. In being unable to measure precisely who owes what to which unpaid factors, it is necessary to come up with an alternative solution that at least narrows the gap between social and private costs (benefits). Using the proceeds from a progressive income-wealth tax to fund the strategy of need satisfaction described in chapters 6 and 7 is a possible second-best solution. In this proposal, (1) we are able to retrieve some of the unearned rents, and (2) these are then used to lay the groundwork for efficiency in the next rounds of economic activity.\textsuperscript{32}
Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusions: Distributive Justice in the Knowledge Economy

The liveliest debates and the most contentious disputes in political economy revolve around the question of how we ought to divide societal output. What is the appropriate criterion to use for distributive justice? Is it efficiency, need, contribution, entitlement, equality, effort, or ability? Globalization has only compounded the complexity of these unresolved questions. Discourse on globalization and distributive justice can be particularly frustrating because of two extremes. On the one hand we have a highly abstract and formalistic body of literature that is too far removed from what people actually experience in the marketplace. This type of scholarship suffers such a disconnect from reality on the ground that it is often either irrelevant or useless for policy or ethical guidance. On the other hand we have literature that makes sweeping pronouncements on globalization based on selected anecdotal evidence without the benefit of a sustained critical examination of the larger picture of its outcomes and processes. Personal narratives are important, but they cannot fully replace hard evidence and objective analysis. This approach generally fails to take into account the nature of both the market and the knowledge economy seriously.

I have tried to avoid both pitfalls by using the intrinsic properties of the market and the knowledge economy as the larger overarching framework within which to examine distributive justice in contemporary globalization. Thus, in this book, we have examined the market as an effective vehicle for discovery and information processing, as an effective price discriminator, as fraught with both beneficial and adverse unintended consequences and ownership externalities, as dependent on
institutional preconditions and bounded rationality, as path-dependent and autocorrelated in its dynamics, and as a network externality. The preceding chapters have used these characteristic features of the market to shed light on the questions of whether need, efficiency, or entitlement ought to be the basis for distributive justice and whether globalization has been a blessing or a curse. This has been a descriptive, analytic, and normative study.

**Distributive Justice**

There is no consensus on the appropriate principle to use for distributive justice, much less a rank ordering of the different approaches proposed. However, the most widely used and accepted criteria in analytical or comparative works are egalitarianism, need, efficiency, and entitlement. We have already examined three of these—efficiency, need, and entitlement—in parts II, III, and IV respectively. It now remains for us to deal briefly with egalitarianism as a possible norm of distributive justice in the knowledge economy.

**Embedded Egalitarianism**

In part III, I argued that a strategy of need satisfaction is a necessary condition for long-term economic efficiency in the knowledge economy. Moreover, we also saw that a key unanswered issue with such a strategy is the specification of the precise content of the basket of needs to be satisfied. While acknowledging this to be a highly contextual exercise, we are nonetheless able to outline a priori some of the most essential human needs. In particular, in order to form the requisite human capital for a knowledge economy, the basket of needs must, at a minimum, include basic civil and political rights-liberties and the opportunity and resources needed to participate in socioeconomic life. After all, the all-important tacit knowledge (know-how and know-who) in the learning economy can only be gained and accumulated through a process of “learning by doing.” Thus, the strategy of need satisfaction proposed in part III, in effect, also includes simple egalitarianism (equality of basic civil and political rights-liberties) and welfare egalitarianism (equality of opportunity). I would not go so far as to claim the need for a socialist egalitarianism because a mandated equality of outcomes is counterproductive, indeed impossible to attain, when dealing with human knowledge as the basis for wealth and value creation. Human capital is person-specific and to force an artificial, arbitrary parity in its outcomes for the sake of an egalitarian
ideal is to level down human creativity to the lowest common denominator. This is self-defeating. In other words, the need-satisfaction strategy I propose is one that incorporates egalitarianism, albeit one that is not as intrusive as its radical or socialist variant.

**Complementary Criteria**

Far from being in competition with each other, the commonly accepted principal criteria of distributive justice are, in fact, necessary complements, especially in the knowledge economy. In particular, need satisfaction and efficiency are indispensable conditions for each other. As tacit knowledge is the key factor in the learning economy, long-term efficiency is ultimately determined by the quality of the available pool of human capital. A strategy of need satisfaction (and its aforesaid implicit egalitarianism) is a proactive approach to ensuring that the community’s most valuable resource—human capital—is truly put to optimum use, thereby laying the groundwork for sustained economic growth in the knowledge economy.

In its own turn, long-term economic efficiency is a necessary condition for a strategy of need satisfaction. Recall the basic-needs approach to development pursued in the late 1970s and the 1980s. In a turnaround in its thinking, the World Bank shifted to a policy of directly alleviating poverty through the provision of basic needs as it was taking a long time for the benefits of large-scale infrastructure lending (building roads, bridges, ports, etc.) to trickle down to the poor, if at all. Unfortunately, this was an approach to economic development that could not be sustained for long. Without directly and quickly increasing production, a basic-needs strategy ends up as a redistribution program—a reapportionment in the slices of the proverbial economic pie. Economic growth is a necessary condition if the provision of basic needs is to be sustained into the long term. Only a growing economic pie can supply the necessary surplus for a nation to continue investing in its “human capital.” In other words, it is long-term economic efficiency that guarantees the viability of need satisfaction as a norm of distributive justice.

As need satisfaction and long-term efficiency are necessary conditions for each other, especially in the knowledge economy, these two standards of distributive justice converge into a complementary pair. Recall, too, that within a strategy of need satisfaction is an embedded egalitarianism. Thus, we have all three approaches to distributive justice (need, efficiency, and equality) intersecting and mutually reinforcing each other. What about Nozick’s entitlement? Where does it fit in? Does it even have a role to play?
As we have seen in the preceding chapter, Nozick’s entitlement as a principle of distributive justice requires extensive extra-market adjustments and revaluations if it is to satisfy its own conditions of justice in acquisition and justice in transfers. Extensive ownership externalities, by the nature of the market, leave many factors of production unpaid or underpaid for their genuine social contribution, just as other factors get more than their share based on their actual productivity. Thus, there is need to close the gap between private and social costs (benefits), to whatever extent possible, before we can pursue a distributive justice based on Nozick’s entitlement. Unfortunately, this extra-market adjustment is neither a simple nor an easy exercise. After all, ownership externalities arise precisely because of their inherent measurement and enforcement difficulties. The most that can be accomplished are second-best tax-subsidy schemes that bring private and social costs (benefits) closer to each other. Nonetheless, one must not forget that these are very blunt instruments that may even spawn further distortions and collateral problems of their own. These are matters that require extensive empirical work. Should we then simply drop entitlement as a yardstick of distributive justice in the knowledge economy given the enormous additional and complex work required? We cannot.

Human capital formation (and need satisfaction by extension) is a necessary condition of long-term efficiency, but it is not a sufficient condition. The preservation of economic incentives is another necessary condition if allocative efficiency is to be attained at all. Any market-based activity, including the knowledge economy, is founded on private initiative. Schumpeter’s much-needed “creative destruction” is dependent on the entrepreneurial vitality of economic agents in the marketplace. Market participants must have incentives to apply themselves in technological innovation, production, and exchange. They must be able to appropriate and keep for themselves both the economic rents and the pertinent returns that accrue to these activities. Entitlement, as a norm of distributive justice, preserves and provides just such incentives. It ensures that economic agents will be able to reap and keep for themselves the fruits of their labor and their properties. The preceding chapter was about making sure that we keep a more accurate accounting of these gains across market participants so that prices truly provide the right incentives that ultimately bring the economy to its optimum efficiency, to whatever extent possible. Having a well-developed human capital is not sufficient to bring us to long-term allocative efficiency in the learning economy because people must also have the necessary pecuniary inducements to make the right economic decisions and to act on these. In other words, without
entitlement as a criterion of distributive justice in the knowledge economy, we may end up with a pool of well-developed human capital that is either idle or underutilized. Thus, just like need satisfaction, entitlement is also a necessary condition for long-term economic efficiency.

The vast literature on distributive justice generally presents egalitarianism, efficiency, need, and entitlement as four clashing visions of how we ought to divide scarce societal resources. This book has argued that far from being mutually exclusive, these four criteria of distributive justice are, in fact, complementary. Simple and welfare egalitarianism are embedded within a strategy of need satisfaction. Economic efficiency and need satisfaction, while distinct from each other, are inseparable in the knowledge economy given the pivotal role of human capital for economic growth. For its part, entitlement as a criterion preserves and transmits economic incentives that are critical in moving the economy toward allocative efficiency. The putative rivalry between these four principles of distributive justice is more apparent than real, at least in the knowledge economy. They address different facets of the economy: need satisfaction and egalitarianism deal with human capital, economic efficiency with long-term viability, and entitlement with pecuniary inducements. These four norms mutually reinforce each other and furnish us with a much richer and broader set of conceptual tools with which to weigh the inevitable competing claims that arise in the marketplace. To date, the literature has focused heavily on the trade-offs between these criteria. Note, for example, the classic equity-efficiency tension in economic literature, such as Okun’s (1975) famous lecture and Kuznet’s (1955; 1963) inverted-U-curve hypothesis. Our emerging knowledge economy presents us with an opportunity to examine their interdependence instead. Fei et al. (1979) and Fields (1995) illustrate just such an approach.

This complementarity should be viewed as an integrated theory rather than a mere composite of various norms lumped together into a single whole. This phenomenon is described by Konow as he describes his own positive theory of distributive justice.

[T]he general framework . . . is an integrated theory, but not a composite theory: justice is more than the sum of its parts. . . . [E]ach category captures an element that is important to crafting a positive theory of justice but that no single family or theory within a family suffices to this end. Instead, fairness views are best explained by an integrated approach that acknowledges the influence of three principles of justice [need, efficiency, and entitlement] whereby the weight of each is determined by the context.²
We have been using the nature of the market and the knowledge economy as the context for weighing these standards of distributive justice relative to each other. The integrated, rather than mere composite, nature of my fourfold proposal is based on the self-reinforcing synergy of efficiency, need-egalitarianism, and entitlement in the knowledge economy.

**Typology**

*Pluralist Rather than Hegemonic or Skeptical*

Recall from chapter 1 that there are three competing meta-approaches to thinking about social justice, namely: hegemonic, skeptical, and pluralist. The hegemonic school of thought asserts that there is a single, objective, substantive standard for what constitutes social justice that is universally applicable across cultures and across generations (e.g., Marx’s distribution according to need and Rawls’s difference principle). Skeptics take the opposite argument and claim that there is no such thing as an objective standard because what passes as “social justice” is, in fact, the outcome of a bargaining process in which people promote their own preferences (e.g., utilitarianism). Thus, there is an infinite set of possible rules of “social justice” corresponding to the myriad interests that people have. Pluralists, on the other hand, occupy the middle ground and stick to a small set of criteria. Unlike the hegemonic approach, the pluralist school does not settle for a single, cure-all, standard that can deal effectively and fairly with all the issues that pertain to dividing up scarce societal resources. The socio-economic terrain is simply too complex to be handled by a solitary rule. However, unlike the amorphous “social justice” of skeptics, the pluralistic stance limits the number of criteria to a handful of clearly superior and well-argued standards.

This book’s fourfold approach to distributive justice in the knowledge economy clearly falls in the camp of pluralists. Unlike the hegemonic school, I do not believe that there is a single substantive standard that can deal with all the conflicting claims in the marketplace. In fact, need (with its embedded egalitarianism), efficiency, and entitlement serve particular dimensions of the knowledge economy that the other criteria are unable to address. And, unlike the skeptical outlook, I believe that there is an objective basis for what constitutes social justice. Thus, this study’s proposed distributive justice for the knowledge economy is neither hegemonic nor skeptical in its approach to social justice; it is pluralist.
Context Dependent, Not Context Specific

In concluding his positive theory that examines people’s views of justice, Konow (2003, 1235) observes that the “most significant challenge” to evaluating theories of justice is arguably the assessment of how the incorporation of context affects the interpretation, rank ordering, and application of disparate principles of justice. This entire book has been about the evaluation of three criteria of distributive justice (need, efficiency, and entitlement) in the context of (1) the nature of markets and (2) an ICT-driven, globalizing knowledge economy. Moreover, my conclusion that these distinct standards of distributive justice turn out to be complementary in our contemporary digital age dovetails Konow’s findings that most people subscribe to a multidimensional notion of distributive justice, the precise mix of which largely depends on the particular context in which these rules are to be applied.

Given the central importance of context in assessing theories of justice and their respective claims, we need to ask: Are the skeptics right after all in contending that there is no such thing as an objective social justice but only an array of competing private interests? Konow’s (2003, 1231–32, 1215) distinction between “context dependent” and “context specific” is helpful in dispelling the mistaken view that justice is a purely subjective exercise. He argues that justice is a context-dependent rather than a context-specific phenomenon because its principles do not change with context, only their application. At the very least, context sheds light on the reference group, the content and strength of the competing claims to be resolved, the sociohistorical location of claimants, and the nature of the good(s) at risk. In other words, it is context that provides a clear and precise articulation of the resulting trade-offs that any application of justice occasions. Context does not change the fundamental axioms and criteria of distributive justice, only their particular use.

Globalization and Avoiding the Fallacies of Division and Composition

Is globalization a welcome boon or an unmitigated woe? It is very likely that there is an element of truth on both sides of the debate. As we have seen in chapter 4, the market’s ability to allocate scarce resources to their most valued uses in the most timely and cost-effective manner is no small accomplishment. The improvement in the lives of hundreds of millions just in the past twenty-five years on account of global economic integration cannot be ignored. Consider, too,
the many anecdotal accounts of enriched lives in the NICs and the transformation of Bangalore, India. For all its well-known and acknowledged ills, the market has had an established track record of empowering people and of nurturing and unleashing private initiative since the Industrial Revolution.

No other social institution, thus far, has been able to replicate the market’s unique ability to bring about allocative efficiency and to generate continuous “gales of creative destruction.” And, by all indications (theoretical and empirical), the market will get to be even more efficient at being efficient. As I have claimed in chapter 2, this is the deeper and more significant impact of microelectronics and cheap information, the “carrier inputs” of our contemporary (fifth) Kondratieff. As we have seen in chapter 4, the technological and organizational changes occasioned by ICTs are self-feeding and have taken a life of their own. Not only has there been an accelerated pace in technological change, but the market itself has become self-sustaining in creating a beneficial cycle of competitive innovations that in turn spawn even further improvements in the core processes and operations of the marketplace. In other words, the market has internalized within itself a self-generating dynamic of constantly improving its efficiency. It is the core process of the market itself that has been the object of radical transformation as part of the fifth long-wave cycle. The consequence of this, of course, is that given the market’s ever greater capacity to create value, the opportunity cost of not participating in the marketplace or of impeding its operations will get even higher.

Critics must be careful not to readily dismiss contemporary globalization as an unmitigated failure. To do so is to commit the familiar mistake of “throwing the baby out with the bath water.” One should not fall for the fallacy of composition in economic reasoning in which what is observed of a part is immediately said to be true of the whole. There are undoubtedly many anecdotal accounts of economic hardships brought about by globalization. The millions of manufacturing workers who have been displaced as part of the process of deindustrialization in developed countries should indeed be cause for great concern. Neither should we blithely accept the demise of small- and medium-scale firms and farms in emerging nations on account of stiff global competition in the wake of market liberalization. Nor should we ignore the immense damage wrought by speculators on the currencies of developing nations who can ill afford wild swings in their foreign exchange rates. As we have seen in chapter 5, there are matching adverse ripple effects to the beneficial pecuniary externalities generated
by the market’s price adjustments. International trade, or any market exchange for that matter, is a de facto redistribution of burdens and benefits through its concomitant price and quantity adjustments. Even in the most optimistic, but unlikely, scenario of an absolute increase in incomes for all trading partners, there will nonetheless still be changes in the relative standing of market participants. Neoclassical economic theory itself, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem in particular, shows that there will be relative winners and losers in cross-border exchanges. Nevertheless, despite all these ills, the market easily balances, indeed outweighs, these harmful collateral effects with salutary consequences.

Efficiency matters, but it is not sufficient. As we have seen in chapter 5, the market can be regressive in its redistribution of burdens and benefits across market participants. Moreover, it can easily create a permanent underclass that cannot participate meaningfully in socio-economic life. The market can be said to be autocorrelated as subsequent rounds of economic activity build on the outcomes of earlier periods. In other words, the marketplace is a setting in which economic power can be parlayed into even more power. Furthermore, as we have seen in chapter 3, the “entry cost” of participating effectively in the knowledge economy keeps getting higher. The upshot in all this is that market participants who are unable to keep up with the ever-ratcheting demands of an increasingly competitive and technological marketplace will simply fall by the wayside and find it that much more difficult to be reintegrated back into mainstream economic life. This self-destructive feature of the market cannot be left unattended, especially not in a knowledge economy. After all, the learning economy’s long-term efficiency is largely dependent on the quality of its human capital. Thus, in the short run, it is not sufficient to pay attention to allocative efficiency alone. We must also ensure that market outcomes are distributed in such a manner as to afford market participants with the necessary resources and incentives to invest further and continuously in their human capital formation. As people’s high discount rate (short time horizons) and collective-action problems (e.g., prisoners’ dilemma and problem of the commons) may prevent market participants from investing in their own or in each other’s human capital, extra-market action will be needed to ensure that the economy as a whole constantly upgrades its stock of human capital. To fail to do so in the knowledge economy is to put its long-term efficiency in question.

Consequently, critics of globalization should not be dismissed so readily either. In fact, they may even provide a real service by alerting the community to market failures that call for ameliorative work.
Proponents of globalization must recognize that, notwithstanding all the real and substantial benefits it generates, the market still has flaws that need to be remedied. They must have a better appreciation that the market price’s allocative and distributive dimensions, while distinct from each other, are inseparable. There will always be distributive ramifications to the requisite price adjustments that bring the economy to its optimum point of allocative efficiency. Many of these negative ripple effects may fall on those who are least able to bear them. Moreover, these collateral distributive results, if left unaddressed, may be detrimental for continued long-term economic efficiency. Just as critics ought to acknowledge the manifold blessings that come with economic exchange, proponents of globalization must in their own turn be balanced in their views. They should recognize the limitations of neoclassical models and analyses and accept the need for a more active extra-market oversight of economic processes and outcomes. Equity in the distribution of market outcomes turns out to be a necessary supplement to efficiency in the knowledge economy. Proponents of globalization must avoid the opposite flaw in economic reasoning, the fallacy of division, in which the good of the whole cannot be assumed to apply uniformly to every part of that whole.

The prescriptions offered on efficiency and need satisfaction as criteria of distributive justice (parts II and III) and the need to correct ownership externalities (chapter 8) strike a balance between the competing schools of thought on the benefits and ills of globalization. My proposal calls for an equitable efficiency. “Equitable” means many things to many people, but for this book, I use this term to refer to (1) the rational strategy of making sure that market participants are provided the means and the inducements to constantly improve their human capital and (2) the extra-market interventions needed to correct the gap between social and private costs (benefits). The appealing feature to both sets of policies is that they improve equity within the economy even as they enhance efficiency. Using our earlier typology, we can say that both advocates and critics of globalization run the danger of being “hegemonic” in their claims if they fail to appreciate the complementary value of some of their opponents’ contentions and if they fail to recognize the limitations of their own arguments. Trade must neither be dismissed so readily nor should it be embraced uncritically. The global marketplace can produce sizable gains for many if allowed to operate with minimal interference, but only if it has the necessary underlying institutional foundations that provide timely and effective corrections for some its deleterious outcomes. Such redress usually comes only through extra-market mediation, whether
through the state or NGOs, and lately even through the emerging field of “social entrepreneurship.” Of course, a consequence of having to rely on multiple criteria for distributive justice is that it becomes even more important for us to have a clear-eyed method in shifting our emphasis seamlessly from one norm to another depending on context and timing.

This book has focused exclusively on the instrumental value of human capital in promoting and sustaining efficiency in the knowledge economy. However, we should not forget that human capital formation and need satisfaction have intrinsic value on their own because of the dignity of the human person. This book does not provide a substitute for the intrinsic justification of need satisfaction based on the inherent worth of human beings. Instead, it merely advances an additional explanation—an instrumental warrant—for need as a criterion of distributive justice, and with the tools of neoclassical economics itself. The intrinsic and instrumental accounts of need satisfaction and human capital formation are not mutually exclusive.

People deserve to have food, clothing, shelter, education, basic health, meaningful opportunities for employment, and participation in the larger socioeconomic life not because human capital formation is profitable in the knowledge economy, but because every person deserves the chance to flourish in life. People are entitled to the satisfaction of their basic needs because of their humanity regardless of how well or how much they contribute to the common productive effort, if at all. And despite significant free-rider abuses and dependency problems such a policy may engender, most societies nevertheless take it upon themselves to furnish a minimum basket of goods to those unable to secure it for themselves. Such a “morality of the depths,” a benchmark below which no one will be allowed to sink, is a measure of the quality of a community’s character. After all, we really need to take responsibility for each other’s well-being, especially for those who are unable to fend for themselves in a marketplace that can be impersonal and unsparing. The need for mutual solicitude and intelligent planning is greater than ever, especially in a rapidly evolving and increasingly exacting knowledge economy.
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57. E-medicine is still in its infancy. It includes Web-based physician consultations via e-mail and teleradiology in which diagnostic tests can be read and interpreted from remote sites. A most promising possibility of e-care is the ability to access highly specialized medical centers whose staff could provide advice based on patient’s test results and real-time images that can now be easily shared and transmitted electronically (Danzon and Furukawa 2001, 223–25). In an article on outsourcing written for the New York Times, Richtel (2005) recounts how a Dallas consultant to firms using offshore labor even received a request from a psychologist who wanted to hire counselors from India to make follow-up calls to his patients on his behalf. See also Maher (2004).
58. Bellman and Koppel (2005). For example, many firms are believed to have outsourced to India the paperwork needed for compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley (Bellman 2005). Recall that this legislation was enacted to ensure better transparency and accountability on the part of corporate officers and directors in the wake of the major corporate scandals at the turn of the millennium.
61. World Bank (2007, Table 2.1, 34).
63. World Bank (2007, Figure 4.5, 121).
64. One can even outsource online gaming! Wealthy online gamers who do not have the time and patience (and perhaps the skills?) to work their way up to the higher and more challenging levels of online games simply outsource the earlier rounds overseas to China. Such offshore gamers can earn $250 a month working 12-hour days, 7-days-a-week, playing online games (Barboza 2005).
65. Of course, there are still the difficulties of language and cultural barriers to such offshoring (Richtel 2005).
67. Quote is taken from Richtel (2005).
68. My notions of market widening and market deepening are not identical to Held et al.’s (1999, 17, 150–51) use of “extensity of global networks” (interconnection of countries) and “intensity of global interconnectedness” (trade as a proportion of output). My notion of “market widening” incorporates both the expansion in the geographic scope of trade (extensity) and the increase in the volume of trade (intensity). However, my notion of “market deepening” pertains specifically to the emergence of entire new classes of previously non-traded services that are now routinely exchanged across borders.
Dicken (2003, 12–13) has a different typology. He makes a distinction between “internationalizing processes” and “globalizing processes.” The former pertains to the simple extension of economic activity across national borders, as in the case of more countries trading with each other. In contrast, “globalizing processes” entail more than just a geographical expansion of economic activity but the functional integration of disparate economies, as we have seen in international vertical specialization. It is a contrast between what he calls “shallow” versus “deep” integration (20). Note that my notion of market widening encompasses both of Dicken’s “internationalizing” and “globalizing” processes.

69. Credit reporting is nothing new. The Mercantile Agency collated information on the creditworthiness of business firms in the United States in the nineteenth century. This agency eventually became Dun & Bradstreet. What is new is the emergence of a market for information on creditworthiness down to the level of the individual. Today, Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian are firms that keep track of personal credit histories. Note, too, the considerable effort expended in gathering data on consumer habits in an effort to hone production and marketing decisions (e.g., gleaning data through credit card purchases, coupon use, surveys, electronic footprints—cookies on the Web). ICTs have made it easier for firms to collect information on their customers in an effort to serve them better and anticipate their needs. Such “customer relationship management” reflects the stiffer competition inaugurated by the digital age (Siegele 2002).

71. Rosenstein-Rodan (1943).
74. Houben and Kakes (2002, 557–58) also find that financial markets enhance the positive impact of ICTs on the real economy. In the best-case scenario, this may be indicative of the complementarity of the real and the financial markets. However, it may also be the case that a stable and well-developed financial market may actually be serving as a proxy for a stable sociopolitical environment, such as legal structures and property rights. Even if this was the case, the correlation is nonetheless still reflective of the importance of the complementarity of smoothly functioning markets.
76. These are luxury goods.
78. Woodall (1996, 43).
79. Granstrand (2000, Table 1.4, 10–12). This is measured in terms of the ratio of market value to book value. By Granstrand’s account, even a traditional firm like Coca-Cola is more reliant on its intellectual property than Microsoft.

81. Kash et al. (2002, Table 1, 167). Among the complex technologies are motor vehicles, airplanes, plastics, chemicals, machinery, telecommunications, data processing, and transistors. Among the simple technologies are basic metals, footwear, toys, furniture, and knitwear.


84. Carnoy (2000, Table 2.10, 42).


86. Richardson (1995) finds that trade is only a moderate contributing factor behind increasing income inequality.

87. Carnoy (2000, Table 2.8, 40, 43). If anything at all, it seems that globalization and the knowledge economy may have arrested the decline of the mid-level jobs. Between 1960 and 1980, the proportion of mid-level jobs declined from 44.7 percent (1960) to 34.4 percent (1980). Low-wage jobs increased from 31.6 percent (1960) to 37.4 percent (1980).

88. Data are from Woodall (2000, 1).


91. IMF (1997, 45).

92. I have lost track of where I got this term and am thus unable to provide a bibliographic entry.


94. IMF (2001, Figure 3.4, 108).

95. Schiller (2000).


97. Recall the Luddites during the early phase of the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain.

98. Each of these will be examined in greater depth in the following chapters.


102. Men experienced a progressively larger decline in job tenure as they got older. The age groups with their respective change in median job tenure between 1983 and 1998 are 20–24 age group = −0.3 years; 25–34 age group = −0.4 years; 35–44 age group = −1.8 years; 45–54 age group = −3.4 years; 55–64 age group = −4.1 years; 65 and older = −1.2 years. (Source: U.S. Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review, The Editor’s Desk, October 6, 1998).
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103. Data are from *Economist* (2005c).

104. See England (2004); Cantacuzo (2003); and Morrison (2003).

105. World Bank (2007, Figure 2.14c, 53).


107. IMF (2001, Table 1.12, 54; Figure 1.18, 55).

108. See Dicken (2003, 437–70) for a succinct description of the micro-electronics industry. See Bayoumi and Haacker (2002) for an examination of the benefits reaped by the different ICT-producing nations.


110. Ibid., 132.

111. Ibid., Table 3.10, 129.

112. As we will see in chapter 5, knowledge builds on earlier knowledge. Those who have more to begin with are in a much better position (than those who have little) to create and possess even more knowledge in the subsequent rounds of economic activity. Furthermore, disparate fragments of knowledge are often combined to produce a synergy—a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. In other words, by its nature, knowledge is characterized by IRS.


114. The IRS industries examined are as follows: credit agencies, electronic equipment and instruments, machinery (except electrical), retail trade, security and commodity brokers, telephone and telegraph, and wholesale trade (Chichilnisky and Gorbachev 2004, 540).

115. It is also interesting to note that in dividing the data into two time periods, 1977–86 and 1987–2001, they find that the volatility of the IRS industries became even more pronounced in the second period relative to traditional industries or to the earlier period. See Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2 of Chichilnisky and Gorbachev (2004, 545–46). The significance of this increased volatility over time is worth a closer empirical examination because it was not until the 1990s that we witnessed extensive market penetration by ICTs. One could try to establish a direct causation from ICTs to greater volatility.

3 Requisite Agility

1. For example, the simulations and modeling conducted through ever-more powerful computers lead to faster and better informed decision-making.

2. See Cairncross (2001) for a description of this phenomenon.


7. Ibid., 125.


11. Ibid., 10–11.
12. Ibid., 11.
16. Readers are reminded of the difference between accounting and economic profits. Accounting profits are the normal returns accruing to capital. Economic profits are those that are over and above these normal returns to capital.
20. Bayoumi et al. (1996); Coe et al. (1997).
27. See also Davis and Meyer (1998).
28. This jump in the long-run growth rate of U.S. GDP per capita is, in fact, even more impressive on two counts. First, these high growth rates are calculated over a much larger population base, which began to expand dramatically in the 1950s. Second, we are also talking of growth from a much larger GDP base compared to the nineteenth century.
29. Woodall (2000, 19). There has also been a long-run acceleration in the growth rate of world GDP per capita. For most of human history, global output grew at 0.1 percent per year. This has risen to 1.2 percent per year since 1780, the dawn of the Industrial Revolution (Woodall 2000, 7).
32. From an average daily volume of 4,200 packages in 1974, the express service provided by FedEx grew to 3,167,000 packages by 2004 (http://fedex.com/us/investorrelations/downloads/history/expres_sfinancialhistory, last accessed July 26, 2007).
33. Bayoumi and Haacker (2002, Table 8, 22).
35. David (1990). The dynamo was essential to the commercialization of electricity.
38. Ibid., 46–47.
41. Cowan et al. (2000, 223). We will examine tacit knowledge in greater depth later in the chapter.
42. This means that new knowledge is created by expanding on earlier knowledge; knowledge builds on itself.
43. Path dependence means that present outcomes are heavily shaped by the past. We will examine this phenomenon at length in chapter 5.
44. Leibenstein (1966, 412).
47. Of course, the downside to the Internet is its network disexternality in which a proliferation of sellers in the market makes it more difficult to get noticed. Thus, many are often driven back to expensive, traditional forms of advertising. For example, some dotcom companies take out multimillion-dollar Super Bowl ads in order to gain name recognition.
49. These hedonic prices are nominal prices adjusted for improvements in the product quality. They are especially important corrections in calculating the decline in the real cost of microelectronics and computers because nominal prices do not reflect the enhanced features of each new model (IMF 2001, 110–11).
50. One must be cautious in dealing with these quality-adjusted prices. In practice, the additional technological capabilities of these new generations of products or services are often left unused or underutilized because of the time and effort it takes to learn how to use them, or because consumers are simply not interested and use the product or service for the most basic, no-frills functions. If this is the case, the new “bells and whistles” do not add as much value to the economy as hedonic prices suggest. They should be acknowledged as potentially unused or underutilized capacities if we are to employ hedonic prices as a way of measuring the contribution of technological innovations to improving the economy and our material well-being.
51. Thus, in the earlier anecdote of Japanese automakers slowing down change (Lundvall 1998, 46–47), they were, in effect, trying to lengthen the payback period to recoup the enormous expense of developing new car models and then retooling their assembly lines.
52. Economist (2000a, 33).
53. Best (1990, 14, 144).
55. Nyholm et al. (2001, 255). Nyholm et al. go much further and suggest that success also requires the ability to communicate their core values to internal and external stakeholders and to take responsibility for their obligations to the local and the wider global community.
Given the backlash against globalization in the light of its ill effects, there is much to be said about this point on social responsibility. In fact, I would even claim that the requisite “flexibility and continuous innovation” include the ability to think outside the box and to go beyond the economic goals of profit- and utility-maximization.

57. Best (1990, 144)
60. Ibid., Table 2.1, 36.
62. This is not to say that R&D is no longer skewed in its distribution. Helpman (1999, 17) notes that industrialized nations account for 96 percent of global R&D. Moreover, only 15 nations are responsible for the remaining 4 percent attributed to LDCs. Even the strategic R&D alliances are mostly between developed countries (Freeman and Hagedorn 1995, 44). Sachs (2000) argues that it is no longer ideology that divides the world today, but technology. There is an increasing disparity in the economic performance of technological innovators and adopters compared to the technologically excluded.

63. Myers et al. (2000).
67. James (1998, 62) notes that car and fashion apparel suppliers serving the U.S. market are concentrated in Mexico, Canada, and the Caribbean.
68. This is exactly the same phenomenon documented by Bayoumi and Haacker’s (2002) study in which ICT users, and not their producers, enjoy the biggest gains from the digital age.
73. In this case, I am referring to both accounting and economic profits.
74. The share of labor has been on the decline from around 56 percent in 2001 to 54 percent in 2006.
78. Frank and Cook (1996).
83. We see this in the beleaguered U.S. airline industry in the post-911 era of anemic earnings, high oil prices, and pesky discount start-up carriers. While the unexpected surge in oil prices for 2004–6 pushed the major airlines deeper into insolvency, relatively younger budget carriers used this economic shock as an occasion to expand their market share and even add new routes. High-volume and profitable routes were fiercely contested with different promotional enticements, and traditional stalwarts in the airline industry were forced to imitate each other’s drastic measures, such as Chapter-11 bankruptcy relief, union contract givebacks, downsizing, pension cutbacks, consolidation, and the outsourcing of services that were traditionally performed in-house.

84. *Economist* (2005a, 9, emphasis added).

85. The following distinctions are from Roberts (2000, 430).

86. The following distinctions are drawn from Lam (2000, 490).

87. See Cowan et al. (2000, 214–24) for a history of the emergence and use of tacit knowledge in economics.

88. Lam (2000, 490).

89. Of course, some tacit knowledge requires formal schooling and the extensive use of codifiable knowledge.

90. Arora et al. (2002, 11); Cowan et al. (2002, 222–23); Johnson et al. (2002, 249–54); von Hippel (1994). Cohendet and Joly (2001, 66) propose a different taxonomy for knowledge, to wit: scientific knowledge and knowledge from applied research. Within applied research are technological and engineering knowledge. Technological knowledge pertains to the accumulated stock of learning that is shared by everyone in the industry, such as the technical parameters and properties of materials, products, and processes. This generic industry-wide knowledge is codified in professional journals and textbooks, just like scientific knowledge. Engineering knowledge, however, is proprietary in nature and is firm- or person-specific. It is knowledge gleaned from the constant effort to improve current practices through a process of experimentation and trial and error. This is tacit knowledge.

91. Lam (2000, 490).

92. Lundvall (1998, 35–36, 274–76); Johnson et al. (2002, 249–54). See Johnson et al. (2002, 250, n. 5) for a comparison of these four categories with Aristotle’s distinctions on the different kinds of knowledge.


94. Cowan et al. (2000, 224–34) are skeptical of the distinction between codification and tacitness because reading the “codebook” after codification requires a particular vocabulary and an antecedent reference point. In other words, codifiable knowledge, just like tacit knowledge, has an unavoidable embedded “context—temporal, spatial, cultural, and social” (225). Thus, one cannot separate tacitness from codified knowledge. Roberts (2000, 431) agrees that codified knowledge is also contextual. Cowan et al. propose an alternative taxonomy,
namely: articulated (and thus codified), unarticulated, and unarticulable. Johnson et al. (2002) disagree with such a classification. Which taxonomy is more appropriate and accurate is not important for my thesis. At the end of the day, both approaches unequivocally point to the central importance of human capital formation.

100. Lam (2000, 490–93).
101. For example, Microsoft and Yahoo have formed an alliance to take on Google (Guth and Delaney 2006).
102. Castells (1996); Johnson et al. (2002, 250); Lundvall (1998, 36). This phenomenon is also true at a macroeconomic level because nations’ differential economic performance and technological dynamism in globalization have been a function of their respective social capital (Dosi et al. 1990).
105. Anderson et al. (2002, Table 2, 54).
106. Moris and Jankowski (2002, Figure 2, 124).
111. Anderson et al. (2002, Table 5, Figure 3, 59–60).
112. Ricadela (2005); Clark et al. (2005).
113. Anderson et al. (2002, Figure 1, 53).
114. See Shapiro and Varian (1999, 227–59) for numerous other examples of strategic cooperation and alliances, even among competitors, out of expediency or self-interest.
117. Studies identify trust and strategic behavior as important reasons for why firms network with each other. Freeman (1994, 471) suggests that fear and power are also proximate causes of networking that should be seriously considered.
118. See Dicken (2003, 355–508) for a concise survey of developments in these sectors as a result of globalization.
120. Dunning (2000, 10–11; 30, n.11).
122. Short segments of this subsection on Higher Requisite Human Capital and chapter 6’s subsections on Need Satisfaction and Coping

123. Shapiro and Varian (1999, 8–9). I agree with the second claim but not with the first. After all, one must remember that with our enhanced capacity to manipulate information for our own ends, we are, in effect, producing new data. Thus, an improvement in our ability to handle and analyze information brings in its wake an increase in the volume of new data as we are constantly adding the results of our analysis to the existing body of knowledge. Thus, there is a self-feeding dynamic in which more data and better information-handling technologies lead to even more analyses and even more information produced for the next rounds of economic activity. I cite the overnight emergence of the blogosphere as evidence of this point.

124. Readers are cautioned that rents do not arise merely from the process of creative destruction. In fact, we find so many troubling examples of noncompetitive or “unearned” rents reaped from non-productive activities (e.g., lobbying for government protection or subsidies) or worse, from unethical or illegal behavior.


126. This is the phenomenon of network externalities which will be examined in greater depth in chapter 8.

127. Cowan et al. (2000, 224–25, 227) claim that codified and tacit knowledge are complementary. Tacit knowledge is needed to make sense of and use codified knowledge. On the other hand, codified knowledge facilitates the acquisition of tacit knowledge by speeding up the process of learning. One can build on others’ experiences and avoid their mistakes to the extent that these have been recorded and analyzed as part of codified knowledge.

130. Schultz (1975). We will examine this phenomenon in greater depth in chapter 6.
133. Lundvall and Archibugi (2001, 1).
138. See the subsection on Knowledge as the New Source of Value Creation.
4 Efficiency Matters Even More in the Information Age

1. Smith (1776).
3. See UNCTAD (2004, 55) for a listing of these regional trade groupings and their respective years of formation.
4. See, for example, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) special conference series on Foreign Trade Regimes and Economic Development from 1974 to 1978. In particular, see Krueger (1978).
5. Read, for example, the anecdotal accounts of the improvements in Calcutta in the wake of the influx of high-tech, high-paying jobs (Slater 2004).
6. Being on the highest possible indifference curve presupposes that the budget line is tangent to the production possibilities frontier. Thus, Keynesian efficiency is a necessary condition of microeconomic efficiency. The reverse is not true. One may be on the production possibilities frontier but with the wrong production bundle that does not provide the largest consumption possibilities frontier. Thus, we have a Keynesian but not a microeconomic efficiency.
7. Each of these efficiencies is discussed by Shipman (1999) in his Chapters 2, 3, 4, 9, and 10 respectively.
8. In this I follow Shipman (1999, 32).
10. The market is merely a necessary but not a sufficient condition for economic efficiency because as we will see in the next chapters, extra-market interventions and institutional preconditions are needed for smoothly functioning markets. For example, moral norms are necessary to ensure the proper operation of markets (Finn 2006; Schultz 2001; Sen 1995). In other words, unfettered markets alone will not bring us economic efficiency.
11. Robbins (1932 [1952]).
12. Efficiency is, of course, not the only end, nor perhaps even the most important end for which the market exists. Other possible ends include the satisfaction of people’s basic needs and the provision of venues for interpersonal and international collaboration and cooperation.
13. This is a nonexhaustive list.
19. Recall that relative prices are at the heart of the three equimarginal conditions of welfare maximization. See Bator (1957).
22. Unfettered market operations are, in fact, not value-free. For example, they promote efficiency as the appropriate criterion to use for distributive justice.
23. Observe that I am careful to note that the freedom of entry or exit applies only to particular transactions. The contemporary economic actor cannot completely exit from all market transactions and exist in a state of pure autarky. Thus, the wide-ranging freedoms ascribed to *homo oeconomicus* should not be exaggerated. Autonomy is dependent on the degree to which the person’s choices are not driven by unmet basic needs (Raz 1982: 112). See Barrera (2005, 3–42) and references therein for an exposition on how the market may occasionally compel people to make choices they would normally not undertake under ordinary conditions.
24. Hamlin (1995, 140–41). His two other moral bases for the market are its efficient outcomes and its invaluable input in resolving the economic problem. These three moral bases for the market are not mutually exclusive but, in fact, reinforce each other. In particular, the market’s efficient outcomes and deft decision making are due to the wide-ranging freedoms it accords economic actors.
25. Berggren (2003) and Paldam (2003). Correlation does not automatically mean causation. All I am claiming is that private initiative and societal material welfare seem to go hand in hand. Establishing causation requires further empirical work.
26. Of course, one must also acknowledge that rents often arise from monopoly power, corruption, nonproductive rent-seeking activities (e.g., lobbying), and government largesse.
27. Marxists and other heterodox schools of economic thought would, of course, dispute this claim. As we will see in the next chapter, market distribution is often partly determined by one’s sociohistorical location rather than by merit or contribution alone.
32. Dosi et al. (1990, 247).
34. Thus, we see an international trend toward the privatization of state-owned enterprises, even in the erstwhile communist states. See, for example, Kikeri and Kolo (2005).
35. Moreover, the market economy supplies useful entrepreneurial skills for the other, noneconomic realms of society. For example, we have seen the transfer of business practices to the nonprofit sector in addressing some of our societal problems. This emerging field has been called social entrepreneurship (Frumkin 2002, 129–62).
37. The following description is taken from Rosenberg (1996, 340–53).
41. Ibid., 347.
42. More will be said about this when we briefly examine research networks toward the end of the chapter. Recall, too, the history of how maritime insurance emerged.
44. Rosenberg (1996, 353).
47. This, of course, is in addition to the ability of the marketplace to spread the risks inherent in developing new technologies.
49. Ibid., 37; Mokyr (1990).
50. Dosi et al. (1990, 9).
52. Arora et al. (2002).
57. Dicken (2003, 86, emphasis added).
59. Take the laptop computer as an example. The hard disk drives are made in Japan, China, Singapore, and the United States; the power supplies and magnesium casings come from China; the memory chips are produced in South Korea, Taiwan, the United States, and Germany; the liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are manufactured in South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and China; and the microprocessors come from the United States. The graphics processors are designed in the United States and Canada, but made in Taiwan. This list does not even include the other components that constitute these major systems of the laptop (Dean and Tam 2005).
60. Shapiro and Varian (1999, 227–96) describe the intricacies of such standards “warfare.”
61. Castells (1996, 171). The two most predominant forms of organization are the market and hierarchical (Fordist) arrangements. Freeman (1994, 471) notes that neo-Schumpeterian studies suggest that networks may in fact provide a third, intermediate, form of economic organization.
62. For example, we have seen the collaboration of erstwhile rivals: Microsoft and RealNetworks in the area of home entertainment technologies (Ricadela 2005), and Sony and Samsung in the field of flat-panel technology (Dvorak and Ramstad 2006). Or, recall the strategic
partnership forged between AOL and Google at the expense of Microsoft (Angwin and Delaney 2005).

66. This is exactly the same function exercised by the market in matching the coincidence of needs (that is, bringing together the seller and buyer for a specific good) that would have been extremely difficult in a barter economy.
68. Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000, 26, 36) find a statistical correlation between investments in ICTs and smaller or less vertically integrated firms.
70. IMF (2001, 133) cites Portes and Rey’s (1999) empirical work in which adding variables on information flows reduces the negative impact of distance in models of international trade.
75. Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000, 25–26, 36). For some scholars, partial organizational changes are not good enough. In fact, Hammer (1990) proposes an all-or-nothing strategy of radical organizational reengineering. What is needed is not merely upgrading but “obliterating” existing structures. The creation of appropriate institutional infrastructure is a key determinant of whether investments in ICTs fail or produce windfall rents (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 2000, 25–26). A good example of such a radical reengineering in the wake of ICTs is international vertical specialization.
77. IMF (2001, 133).
85. Freeman and Louca (2001, 327) would even go so far as to suggest that Castells’s theory of the network firm may in fact be a viable alternative to the methodological individualism of orthodox economic theory.
89. Sutcliffe and Glyn (2003, 73) are skeptical of claims of an increasingly globally integrated production because very little hard evidence has been presented. Moreover, they contend that the recorded increases in intra-industry trade are very likely due to the marketing activities of subsidiaries, especially in consumer electronics, computers, and vehicles.
90. This includes Australia, Hong Kong SAR, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand.
91. Data are from Figure 3.8 of IMF (2001, 123).
92. It averages to around 10 percent of the entire region’s output but could go as high as 25 percent, as in the case of Malaysia, and 20 percent in the case of Singapore (IMF 2001, 123).
93. IMF (2001, 123–28). Given the high proportion of ICT exports in Asia compared to the rest of the world, it should not come as a surprise to see its much higher ratio of merchandise trade to merchandise value-added. For the year 2000, the average for the major industrialized countries was 76.3 percent compared to Asia at 168.5 percent and for the NICs (including Hong Kong SAR, South Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan) at a stunning 365.5 percent! In other words, countries that are heavily into ICT production and exports exhibit a correspondingly high degree of intra-industry trade (IMF 2002, 128).
94. IMF (2002, 126, Table 3.8).
98. Coe et al. (1997); Helpman (1999).
99. There is also a self-reinforcing dynamic at a microeconomic level. As we have seen in the preceding sections, ICTs have been responsible for the organizational changes supporting a globally integrated production structure for electronic goods. These globally integrated production networks have, in their own turn, expanded global markets through the cross-border trade of their parts and components. The importance of market widening and deepening for the ICT sector is reflected in the ratio of international sales to total sales for ICT versus non-ICT firms. Between 1990 and 2000, this ratio declined from
around 33 to 31 percent for non-ICT firms, but increased from 32 percent to 42 percent for ICT firms. The bulk of this rise in international sales occurred between 1998 and 2000. Thus, there is a mutually reinforcing interaction between ICTs, on the one hand, and market deepening and widening, on the other hand. Data are taken from Figure 3.9 (IMF 2001, 211, 128).

100. Bayoumi and Haacker (2002).
102. See Castells (1996, 36, n.30) for the origins and development of the use of this term.
104. Schumpeter (1942, 81–86).

5 Preconditions and Limitations of Efficiency

1. Recall, for example, how the first-order conditions in the theories of consumption and production are expressed in terms of relative prices. See Bator (1957).
3. Note the high returns recorded in the human capital literature and the increasing disparity in the incomes of skilled or college-educated workers versus those who are unskilled or with less than twelve years of schooling. We will examine such returns in chapter 6.
5. In the case of nations, one may even include geography as part of its sociohistorical location. After all, distance from markets, resource endowments, and vulnerability to pests and tropical diseases are important determinants of economic performance. See IMF (2003, 99) and references therein.
6. I am measuring the “full” price not in terms of the opportunity cost of time, but in terms of the time and effort expended. Poor human capital leads to a low wage, and therefore a reduced opportunity cost of time. Consequently, if we were to use the opportunity cost of time as a measure of the “full” price that I am proposing, we may get the perverse result in which the “full” cost to a person with a poor human capital is minimal. For example, take the many women and children in developing countries who spend so much time gathering water and firewood. Because they could only earn minimal wages, if any wages at all, the use of the opportunity cost of time would suggest that the “full cost” of gathering firewood and water is minimal. In actuality, the “full” cost is enormous because the time and effort expended by these women and children could have been better employed in more productive activities, especially in skills development. Another illustration of the problem of using the opportunity cost of time in such analyses
is the Larry Summers memo (Hausman and McPherson 1996, 9). Recall that this note argued that from a purely economic view, it made rational sense to export dirtier industries from industrialized countries to developing nations. One explanation was that the cost of the resulting morbidity and mortality (from the dirty industries) would be lower in the latter than in the former given their minimal wages and, therefore, their lower opportunity loss. Indeed, one has to be careful in the use of lost wages in calculating the opportunity cost of time. Thus, in using “full” price or cost, I am referring to the human time and effort expended, rather than the market value of such time and effort in terms of the lost (low) wages.

8. There are surely many other causes, but I am highlighting only these three as they are relevant for my thesis.

18. Of course, in the textbook model of the perfectly competitive market, the economic actor will be able to do these calculations instantaneously because of the assumption of perfect knowledge.
20. The Coase theorem notes that any initial distribution of property rights would lead to a Pareto efficient condition for as long as people are free to contract exchanges with each other, the transaction costs are minimal, and only a small group of parties is involved in such bargaining.
23. More open economies in nineteenth-century globalization also did much better than those that were isolated from the market (Dowrick and DeLong 2003).
24. The following findings are taken from Bourguignon et al. (2004).
25. Data are drawn from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators 2004. As noted in chapter 1, there is controversy on how to weight measures of inequality. In this study, Bourguignon et al. weight each country by its population instead of assigning equal weights to all
countries regardless of their demographic size. In other words, they are giving people, rather than countries, equal weights in the calculation of poverty and inequality.

26. Bouirguignon et al. (2004, 19, Table 1). GNI per capita figures are in constant terms and PPP-adjusted.

27. These countries were: Malawi, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Congo, Chad, and Burundi.

28. Bouirguignon et al.’s (2004, 21, Table 2) “mobility matrix” is an excellent succinct presentation of these changes in income patterns.

29. Castells (1998, 71) defines polarization as the phenomenon of a shrinking middle class because of the increasing size of the opposite ends of the income spectrum—the wealthiest and the poorest classes.


31. Milanovic (2005, Table 6.2, 55). Note that these deciles are formed according to GDP per capita. Decile means are unweighted.

32. Figures are taken from IMF (2003, Table 3.1, 96). These are in 1995 U.S. dollars.


34. World Bank (2005, 66). Figure 3.11 is a good diagrammatic overview of this shift across countries and regions. See also http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/jsp/index.jsp, last accessed July 26, 2007.


37. In 2000, 60 percent of its population was in the lowest three deciles of global income. By 2030, this is expected to increase to 80 percent (4 out every 5). In 2000, 30 percent of people in the bottom decile of world income came from the region. By 2030, it is projected that more than half will be from sub-Saharan Africa.

38. Data are drawn from World Bank (2007, Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.8; Table 1.1).


41. Mulligan (1999, S186–87) does a literature survey of 45 household-level empirical studies done on different countries, including two on the United States.

42. These are all expressed in log.

43. These results are drawn from Bourguignon et al. (2003).

44. It would be interesting to study the causation between Brazil’s long-standing income inequality and these findings of an unusually strong intergenerational transmission of inequality.

45. The fourth quintile moved from 15.2 to 14.8 percent, the third quintile from 9.7 to 8 percent, and the second quintile from 7.5 to 5.5 percent. Figures are from McClain (2005) and U.S. Census.
46. This includes government benefits received.
47. Data are taken from Bernanke (2007).
48. In his description of the rise of the fourth world, Castells (1998, 128–49) does not just cite sub-Saharan Africa but also devotes an extended section on what he calls “Dual America” in which many of its citizens have been excluded from the benefits of the information age.
49. Figure 2.1 of World Bank (2005, 30) provides a good diagrammatic summary of these patterns.
50. For example, see Barrera (1990).
51. See Figures 2.2 and 2.3 of World Bank (2005, 30–31).
52. See World Bank (2006, Figure 3.5, 85).
53. Komives et al. (2006); UNDP-World Bank (1999); World Bank (2005, 32; Figure 5.1, 90; Figure 8.4, 173).
55. Note that we have not even examined the literature on how castes and ethnicity account for variations in people’s socioeconomic opportunities and accomplishments.
57. Milanovic (2002).
58. This is a policy proposal made by Bannister and Thugge (2001).
64. Recall the Stolper-Samuelson theorem that states that trade leads to an increase in the relative income of the more abundant factor compared to the scarce factor input.
65. For example, interminable war and corrupt governments in sub-Saharan Africa have only compounded the region’s hostile tropical environment and the health emergency caused by HIV/AIDS.
68. De la Torre et al. (2002); Prasad et al. (2003).
70. Diwan and Revenga (1995a). One gets an idea of the potency of path dependence by noting that even if these reforms were implemented under the most optimistic conditions, inequality will drop only slightly from a ratio 60 to 1 in 1992 to a ratio of 50 to 1 in 2010. In the worst-case scenario, this study projects that such inequality can worsen to a ratio of 70 to 1 between a skilled OECD worker and an African farmer.
6 Need Satisfaction as a Necessary Condition of Efficiency

1. Note that I am not arguing that these are the only goods or services that must be part of this indispensable basket. As I have already stated in my preface and later in the concluding chapter, need satisfaction as a criterion of distributive justice can also be justified based on its intrinsic worth, that is, on the dignity of the human person. Such an intrinsic justification would in all likelihood also require its own additional basket of needs to be satisfied.

2. Even this, however, is still not completely satisfactory because it is impossible in practice to compartmentalize the spheres of life from each other. Economics, politics, religion, and culture necessarily overflow and shape each other.

3. The Asian Tigers are South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore. Prior to its handover in 1997, Hong Kong was also part of this group. The cubs include Malaysia and Thailand.

4. See, for example, Yergin and Stanislaw (1998).

5. Fei et al. (1979).

6. See Bator (1957) for a review of these conditions.

7. Recall the two welfare theorems that highlight only the ability of the market to bring the economy to an equilibrium on the contract curve from any initial point in the Edgeworth box diagram. The theory does not delve into the question of where the economy ought to be on the contract curve (i.e., the distribution of relative welfare).

8. Please note that we are talking of relative income shares as it is possible for absolute returns for both factors to increase simultaneously.

9. One pattern that is readily observable in the literature on technological change is the importance of both social and human capital across all phases of technological innovation—from development, to use, to further improvement. Since it is technical change that provides the knowledge economy with its potency and vibrancy, human capital is essentially the building block of a learning economy.

10. Haveman and Wolfe (1984, 378–90) provide a succinct and excellent review of the literature that identifies not only the various channels but also the corresponding research that examines them. I summarize their findings in the next two paragraphs.

11. Keeping personnel turnover rates low and getting the best talent are a must in the knowledge economy. Thus, such nonwage compensation has taken on even greater importance in contemporary economic life. Take the case of executive pay. The bulk of most CEOs’ compensation is in the generous fringe benefits from stock options, bonus-performance pay, severance pay, club memberships, housing, and travel among others. This has also been the primary source of the rising gap
between executive and rank-and-file compensation. Note that generous nonwage compensation is also standard practice in many of the most competitive IT firms and *Fortune* magazine’s annual list of the best 100 companies to work for. Fringe benefits include gourmet cafeteria, health club memberships, day care, car wash and oil change facilities on site, sabbaticals, family vacations, subsidized housing and transportation, flexible hours, maternity leave, and time for personal creativity and projects.

12. Recall that most leisure goods are luxury goods. Furthermore, in the aforesaid examples of nonwage compensation, the time savings from having car wash and oil change facilities on company premises provides even more free time after work or during the weekends when such chores are generally done.

13. One word of caution to avoid any misinterpretation. What is brought up here is the efficiency with which people use their available time and information to make choices and not whether they make wise or good choices. For most neoclassical economists, the latter is beyond the scope of economics as a discipline.

14. See Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002, Tables 3, 4; 14). In this survey of the literature, the authors review the most updated statistics and studies on returns to education from different countries. See their Appendix Table A1 for a listing of these countries and the studies cited.

15. Low-income countries are defined as those with a per capita income less than $755. See Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002, Tables 2, 3; 14).


17. See World Bank (2006, Figure 4.4, 102).

18. Besides, there may also be an operative diminishing returns to work experience.

19. World Bank (2007, Figure 9, xviii).

20. The gap is measured between the ninetieth and the tenth percentile earners. See World Bank (2007, Figure 4.2, 106).

21. Data are from Bernanke (2007). Between 1979 and 1987, average wages for men with only a high-school education fell by 20 percent even as the earnings of college graduates rose by 11 percent in real terms (Diwan and Revenga 1995b, 8).


26. Wood (1997). He accounts for the disparity in the East Asian and Latin American experience by pointing to the different global conditions at the time they respectively embarked on trade expansion. I would argue, however, that at the time they entered the global stage, the East Asian countries were coming out of an export-promotion strategy to development in which great effort was expended in making sure
that their firms were market-hardened and disciplined. In contrast, one must recall the lingering damage inflicted by the import-substitution strategy to development pursued by the Latin American countries. Such a strategy bred not only inefficiencies within their economies but also entrenched powerful vested interests that lobbied heavily against the lifting of the market-distorting protections they had long enjoyed. In other words, besides entering a different global marketplace compared to the East Asian nations, the Latin American countries did not have comparable institutions that would have enabled them to reap the full benefits of trade. Included in this contrast is the much higher level of human capital available to the East Asian nations as they liberalized their markets. Fields (1995) calls it a broad-based growth, while Fei et al. (1979) describe it as “growth with equity.” Institutional preconditions account for much of the disparities in the East Asian and Latin American experience with respect to trade.

30. World Bank (2007, Table 2.14b and c, 53).
31. World Bank 2007 (2007, Table 3.6, 84) Not surprisingly, many of these are in sub-Saharan Africa.
34. High-income countries are those with a per capita income greater than $9266; low-income countries have a per capita income of less than $755; middle-income countries have a per capita income between $755–$9265. See Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002, Figure 3, 14).
35. Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002, 2, Table A4, 25–28). Compare this decline with world average private returns to investment in education at 26.6 percent for primary school, 17 percent for high school, and 19 percent for higher education.
38. Nelson and Phelps (1966, 69). The following example from U.S. agriculture is also drawn from this study.
42. Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002, 1).
43. I preface this claim with the qualifier “everything else equal” because of Lipsey and Lancaster’s (1956) theory of second best.
44. This is not even to mention the ever-advancing levels of expertise required by an increasingly technological and specialized economy.
45. See, for example, the New York Times series “The Downsizing of America,” from March 3–9, 1996. For a more comprehensive treatment of downsizing in the United States, see Baumol et al. (2003).
47. The rate of families returning to agriculture from the nonfarming sector was higher among the low-income families.
48. Out of the U.S. South and from rural to urban areas.
52. World Bank (2006, Figure 4.6, 104–5).
54. See Paxson and Shady (2005, Figure 2, 26) and World Bank (2005, Figure 2, 6).
55. In the comparison using wealth disparity, the median score of the privileged children rose by only about 10 points between three and five years of age. The increase was even smaller (4 points) in the comparison using mother’s education. See Paxson and Shady (2005, Figure 2, 26) and World Bank (2005, Figure 2, 6).
56. In the comparison using wealth disparity, the median score of the disadvantaged children fell drastically by over 20 points (a 25 percent drop) between three and five years of age. The fall is even slightly bigger in the comparison using mother’s education. See Paxson and Shady (2005, Figure 2, 26) and World Bank (2005, Figure 2, 6).
57. It is hobbled by many instances of market failures. In this particular example, the market does not properly value the future contribution of the children who are at risk. In other words, private and social benefits do not match up. The social benefit to the community of developing the intellectual capacities of the disadvantaged children greatly exceeds the private benefits of economic agents who are able to do something about the problem. For example, the wealthiest 25 percent of the population will not find it in their interest to expend the resources to assist in the cognitive development of children from the bottom 25 percent because they (the wealthy 25 percent) will not be able to internalize or capture the subsequent benefits from such an investment. And even if we were to assume conditions of slavery or indentured labor, for the sake of argument, there is still an agency problem in recouping these investments because the wealthy cannot be assured of the quality of the subsequent service rendered in repayment of their earlier expenditures. There is a monitoring problem.
58. The strongest argument against child labor and child malnutrition is the intrinsic dignity of the human person. Readers are reminded, however, that I am limiting myself to the instrumental reasons in showing how neoclassical economics itself can be used to argue for need satisfaction as a necessary condition in bringing about the knowledge economy’s long-term allocative efficiency.
59. Basic education is particularly effective and exhibits IRS (Trostel 2004).
60. The preceding observations are from Lundvall (1998, 45–46, 283).
62. Lundvall and Archibugi (2001, 150; original emphasis).
63. Of course, this assumes that there are functioning markets that permit society to borrow from its future stream of earnings to develop its human and social capital today.
64. The following description and statistics on CCT programs are taken from Rawlings and Rubio (2003).
65. This was called PROGRESA until March of 2002.
66. World Bank (2006, Figure 10, 12).
67. World Bank (2006, Figure 4.4, 102).
68. World Bank (2006, Box 5, 23).
69. These are calculated using the present value of future benefits.
70. See Sachs (2005) for a discussion of the concrete steps that can be taken to put an end to poverty.

7 Broader Base for Market Initiative, Creativity, and Stability

1. See, for example, the appendices of the annual World Development Report of the World Bank and the annual Human Development Report of the UNDP.
7. Ibid., 46.
8. Ibid., 45.
10. For example, in the 1980s, the United States, EU, and Japan cornered 92 to 96 percent of strategic alliances in IT, such as computers, industrial automation, microelectronics, software, telecommunications, and heavy electronics (Freeman and Hagedorn 1995, 44; James 1998, Table 2.5, 61).
12. One could call these “administered transactions” because government has a very visible hand in directing economic agents on what ought to be done. See Shipman (1999, 239–62).
16. This has come to be known as the Solow productivity paradox, after Robert Solow’s (1987) quip that “You can see the computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics” (Triplett 1999). Gordon (2000, 62, 72) even believes that computer technologies may have hit diminishing returns because of limitations in available time and human capital.
18. This is not completely alien to Lundvall’s (1998) thinking as he also acknowledges the value of mass education.
22. Recall that such entry costs are largely person-specific if we are to view each market participant not merely as a consuming economic actor but as a micro-firm “producing” various commodities for himself or herself. Consequently, the prices faced by the economic actor consist of both the nominal prices of goods and services used and the amount of personal time and effort needed to “produce” these commodities. In the Beckerian-Lancasterian household production model, human capital is the key factor in determining such requisite personal time and effort. In other words, the cost of participating in the market is person-specific, that is, dependent on the human capital of the economic agent.
24. This dynamic is replicated in product development as well. Cell phones, computers, and many consumer electronic products have such a fast rate of obsolescence to the point where competitors are driven to imitate or outdo each other’s new product features and innovations.
26. This may be one explanation to the finding that inequality reduces the efficacy of economic growth in reducing poverty. The poverty elasticity of growth is diminished as inequality rises (World Bank 2007, Figure 3.7, 84).
28. See, for example, Schultz (2001) and Sen (1995).
32. See Chapter 5 of James (2000) entitled “Do Consumers in Developing Countries Gain or Lose from Globalization?”
34. Chua (2003) and Ravallion (2004, 19). We find empirical evidence of this in the many ultimatum-game experiments in the literature. See, for example, Falk et al. (2003). In the ultimatum game, player A is given windfall resources (e.g., money) that he/she then shares with player B. Player A shares as much as or as little as he/she decides with player B. However, if player B rejects what A offers, then neither
player A nor B get to keep such a windfall. Thus, it is contingent on player A to convince B of the fairness and mutual advantage in the division of the windfall.

38. Another historical example is the debt crisis of LDCs in the 1980s. This was partly caused by the sudden jump in U.S. interest rates given the Federal Reserve’s efforts to contain inflation.
39. Recall from trade theory how we have to make a distinction between a small and a large country (in terms of market share or dominance). A large country is not a price-taker and its buying and selling behavior affects final prices. In fact, it can even improve its economic welfare at the expense of the smaller nations by imposing trade barriers. Smaller economies, on the other hand, have no choice but to be price-takers and to accept even a deterioration in their terms of trade caused by the economic policies of their larger trading partners.
41. Of course, the exceptions here are the positional goods (Hirsch 1976). For example, the desire to be the smartest may preclude some from sharing knowledge or from assisting others in their human capital formation.
42. It is akin to an intertemporal smoothing of consumption for the entire community.
43. Fei et al. (1979) and Fields (1995). The World Bank (2005) accentuates the critical link between equity and development; the former is a necessary condition for the latter.
44. Recall Ravallion’s (2004) description of the normative commitments undergirding the various measures of inequality most commonly employed by people to support their arguments (chapter 1). Antiglobalizers choose what is called “horizontal” measures of inequality in which the focus is on select groups of people (the marginalized). How these at-risk populations fare over time becomes the standard with which to gauge the performance of the market. There is also a preference for absolute measures, such as the number of people living below $1 or $2 a day.
45. Recall from Ravallion’s (2004) typology that pro-globalizers have a preference for “vertical” measures in which aggregated, macroeconomic variables are used to track the overall improvement of entire economies over time. See, for example, studies by Dollar and Kraay (2001a and b) that show the beneficial effects of globalization. There is a greater reliance on relative measures of inequality, such as using the proportion of the population living under $1 or $2 a day instead
of the number of people living below these thresholds. The selection of absolute or relative measures makes a big difference in the conclusions one can draw about globalization.

8 Ownership Externalities and the Market as a Public Good

2. Bator (1958, 353–54) enumerates five different modes of market failures: failure of existence, failure by signal, failure by incentive, failure by structure, and failure by enforcement.
3. QWERTY is a configuration from the 1870s (Hepworth 1989, 3).
4. As of 1999, 78.3 percent of all Web sites were in English (Cairncross 2001, 281).
5. Woodall (2000, 1).
7. Of course, we must also take into account fraudulent economic agents who take advantage of such a market expansion. Hence, recall the importance of moral norms and trust as preconditions for the smooth functioning of the market (Schultz 2001; Sen 1995).
9. Other examples include commodity markets such as the Chicago Board of Trade, the stock exchanges, and the foreign currency markets.
12. Graphically, this is represented as a movement from a point inside the production possibilities frontier to a point on the production possibilities frontier itself.
13. One exception, of course, is if domestic consumers have a highly income-elastic demand for the export good or if the latter constitutes a large proportion of the household budget. In these cases, the higher price for the export good may lead to a drop in real incomes.
14. This is graphically presented as a movement along the production possibilities frontier.
15. Recall, for example, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem in which trade leads to an increase in the returns of the more abundant factor relative to the scarce factor input.
16. Hicks (1940); Kaldor (1939); Samuelson (1950); Scitovsky (1941).
18. Shipman (1999). Alternatives to market exchange include relational, informed, and administered transactions. Strictly speaking, these are not truly alternatives in the proper sense of the term because they can produce benefits only when they work alongside the market. In other words, they are limited to a particular range of exchanges and cannot completely replace the market. Moreover, despite Coase’s (1937) “Nature of the Firm,” which argues that firms can do a much better
job than the market for certain transactions, these firms nevertheless still have to work with and through the market if they are to produce any gains at all. For a more in-depth discussion of these “alternatives” to market exchange, see Shipman (1999, 196–312).

19. It is important to make a distinction between my earlier claim in chapter 4 that there are unavoidable person-specific “entry costs” to participating in the marketplace versus this section’s claim that the market is unable to charge a user’s fee for the services it provides. The public-good nature of the market means that anyone can simply walk into the marketplace and consummate transactions without having to pay a nominal user’s fee. On the other hand, the “entry cost” to market participation refers to the degree of ease or difficulty with which people are able to reap benefits from the marketplace. Everyone can participate in the marketplace, but not everyone will secure the same gains or be required to exert the same amount of effort or time. My notion of “entry cost” to market participation refers to the differing degrees of personal striving needed to procure welfare gains. Those with poor human capital will have to expend much more effort compared to those who are well endowed and who would most likely reap advantages for themselves from the marketplace with ease.

20. Bator (1958, 364) notes that an ownership externality is not dependent on whether the unpaid factors are in the private or public domain. The kind of ownership is irrelevant. What is critical is the inability to get factors paid properly and in full. Nonetheless, for purposes of analysis, one could still make a distinction between a public ownership externality (in which the unpaid factors are in the public domain) and a private ownership externality (in which the unpaid factors are in the private realm).

21. Hicks (1940); Kaldor (1939); Samuelson (1950); Scitovsky (1941).

22. In the earlier example of the micro-outsourcers, these small-scale entrepreneurs are not paying any fees to the countless earlier market participants who were responsible for putting together the current global market infrastructure that has been instrumental in facilitating their current ability to run “virtual” businesses with ease. They are literally standing on the shoulders of economic agents who laid the groundwork for an ICT-run marketplace that confers so many benefits we have come to expect and take for granted.

23. Of course, this is not an intractable problem because all beekeepers could simply be charged a fee based on the number of bees on their farms. Such a prorated fee could be calculated on the basis of the total cost beekeepers owe to apple growers in a particular area. The revenues raised could then be distributed to the different orchards in proportion to the number of apple blossoms they produce. The problem is principally one of enforcement.

24. Take the case of investments in ICTs. Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000, 31) list empirical studies that show an average annual return of over
60 percent for investments in computers compared with an expected rate of return of 42 percent. Such an unusually high rate of return may be due to other unmeasured inputs. Long-term returns to investments in IT are two to eight times that of short-term returns, suggestive of the importance of complementary factors and investments that accumulate in the general background over time, such as intangible assets in the form of new software, organizational changes, and better skilled workers (33–34). We might also consider improvements in general market conditions that enhance the productivity of these factors. These are positive spillover effects from factors whose owners are unpaid.

25. In this case, one could treat this as a bequest for society as a whole, thus strengthening the case for the community’s right to tax or subsidize economic outcomes as it sees fit.


28. In a world of increasing returns, the problem is reversed. The output will be exhausted and there will be need to bring in external resources in order to compensate factors according to their marginal productivity.


30. The conditional cash transfer programs discussed earlier and the scholarship on basic income guarantee programs should be helpful in this regard.

31. Recall that Pareto efficiency can be easily attained in perfectly competitive markets because neoclassical economic theory assumes the absence of externalities.

32. Of course, this proposed solution must be mindful of Lipsey and Lancaster’s (1956) point that second-best solutions need not bring us any closer to the optimum position.

9 Summary and Conclusions

1. For example, see Konow (2003); Frolich, and Oppenheimer (1992, 1994); Scott et al. (2001).

2. Konow (2003, 1190, original emphasis).


4. Examples include Aristotle (1941); Miller (1976); Nussbaum (1992); and Sen (1984b, 1993).

5. See, for example, Chen and Ravallion (2004).
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